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COMING ATTRACTIONS
Some readers have written in, asking why my
predictions in this column don't always come
true. Writing the copy for this column is always
anerve-wracking task as, crystal ball in hand,

submit complete reports in August on the new
high-end goodies seen and heard at the show,
while Iexpect Sam Tellig, the Audio Anarchist,
also to offer areport in his own indomitable
style.
In addition, Stereopbile's new Technical Edi-

contents some time before Ihave even received

tor, Robert Harley, has been investigating
whether the controversial CD SoundRings

most of the copy from the relevant authors. I

improve the integrity of the data retrieved from

hope you will understand, therefore, when
promises on this page don't always materialize

CD. Read his report next month. Iwill report

Ihave to try to commit myself to the next issue's

in the following issue.
What Ido expect to be featured in the August
issue of Stereophile are the following: Bill Som-

from the AES conference on Digital Audio, held
in May in Toronto; Barbara Jahn will interview
conductor Christopher Hogwood, apioneer
in the use of "original instruments" in the per-

decoders, from NEC, Yamaha, Shure, and Lex-

formance of classical music; we will publish a
complete index to all the components re-

icon. Visitors to the High End Hi -Fi Show in
April expressed alot of interest in surround-

there will be the first in an irregular series

sound for video, so Iexpect Bill's report should

where Stereopbtle readers discuss the evolu-

prove fascinating reading. Other equipment
reports planned include atuner-preamplifier
from Adcom, the GTP-400, the latest version

tion of their systems and their musical tastes.

merwerck will report on four Dolby-surround

of the ultimate Mark Levinson amplifier, the
No.20.5, Martin-Logan's hybrid Sequel II loudspeaker, and some of the latest audiophile versions of Magnavox CD players.
The moment this issue of the magazine has
gone to bed, almost the entire staff of Stereophile will hop on aChicago-bound plane to

viewed during Stereopbile's 27-year career; and

And stay tuned. We have embarked upon a
project to make musically satisfying performances, recorded with purist microphone
techniques, the simplest possible signal path,
and high-end analog tape equipment, available
to readers of the magazine on LP! Watch for an
announcement in the September issue of
Stereophile.

attend the Summer Consumer Electronics
Show Thomas J. Norton and Lewis Lipnick will
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AS WE SEE IT

L _J

-^
made purchasing decisions made on the basis
of hearing such differences.
It has often been said that the only way to
resolve this apparent dichotomy is to use careothing seems to polarize people as
much as the vexed question concerning the importance of audible differences between amplifiers. If you think there
are subjective differences, you're an audiophile; if you don't, you're not. And as any

fully controlled blind listening tests, where the
listener does not know what he or she is listening to. In this manner, imaginary differences
should fall away, leaving real differences that
can then be correlated with objective measurements. Unfortunately, as you will have noted,
for example, from David Clark's infamous blind

glance at an appropriate issue of Consumer

amplifier test in Stereo Review, 2 it seems that

Reports—the publication for non-audiophiles

with such blind listening tests, all perceived
subjective differences between amplifiers
(apart from those due to level, absolute polarity,

John Atkinson and Will Hammond discuss
the blind amplifier tests that took place at
the High End 1
-11 -Fi Show in April
—will confirm, the established wisdom is that
once the price of an amplifier or receiver
crosses acertain threshold, any further improvement in sound quality becomes irrelevant, in that it puts the price up for no apparent gain. In other words, when it comes to
amplification, there is such athing as being
"too" good. Yet, as areader of this magazine,
Iwould expect that not only have you been
exposed to real subjective quality differences
between amplifiers that Consumer Reports
would regard as sounding identical, you have
IFor many years the co-producer and co-presenter of Peter
Suthcinis"In-Fidclity" program in Los Angeles (Radio KPFK,
90.7 FM, Sundays at noon). Will's professional career is in biomedical research, with a heavy involvement in controlled clinical trials.
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and amplitude-response differences) fall away.
The conclusion then drawn by some observers
is that, indeed, once above acertain performance threshold, amplifiers do sound alike.
But when you have been involved in anumber of these blind tests and experienced how
two amplifiers you know from personal experience to sound extremely different can still fail
to be identified under blind conditions, then
perhaps an alternative hypothesis is called for:
that the very procedure of ablind listening test
can conceal small but real subjective differences. Having taken part in quite anumber of
such blind tests, Ihave become convinced of
the truth in this hypothesis. Over ten years ago,
for example, Ifailed to distinguish aQuad 405
from aNaim NAP250 or aTVA tube amplifier
in such ablind test organized by Martin Col2January 1987, p.78

5

High Definition® has never
been more down to earth.
Ever audiophile. every music laver wants to
iear through the veil of his or her audio
system. straight to the music.
The new SPI4 and popular SP9 hybrid
preamplifiers put that dream within everyones
reach, bringing together superlative sonics
and affordability. But without sacrificing
Audio Research's legendary quality of design.
construction and service.
For sonics and control features nearly equal to
the state of the art. choose the SPI4—the preamplifier that will take you as far as your system
is ever likely to go. It will bring the best out of
new components. for years to come.
And while more modest in
features and performance.
the SP9 has been delighting

thousands of cost-consdous audiophiles
and music lovers the world over for two
years. Its aproven performet
Both preamplifiers reflect the 20-year Audio
Research tradition of distinguished
engineering. Ultra-critical paris selection and
unstinting handcrafted manufacture assure
honest musical satisfaction today. and
reliable performance for years to come.
Like every Audio Research product. the
SP14 and SP9 represent not just
apurchase. but an investment.
Audition either model soon
at your authorized
Audio Research dealer
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Adcom GFA-555 power amplifier

loms. 3Convinced by these results of the valid-

reply from non-audiophiles. Even when I

ity of the Consumer Reports philosophy, Icon-

added my score of four out of five to Michael's
five correct to give an apparently convincing
nine correct out of ten identifications, the
response was "You're just 'lucky coins' and if

sequently sold my exotic and expensive
Lecson power amplifier with which Ihad been
very happy and bought amuch cheaper Quad
405—the biggest mistake of my audiophile
career! Some amplifiers which cannot be distinguished under formal blind conditions do
not sound similar over lengthy listening in

you did the test all over again, you wouldn't do

as well the next time."
That, of course, is conjecture, and with the
tests long since over, is impossible to prove one

more familiar and relaxed circumstances.

way or the other. But Iwas sufficiently im-

There is also the fact that the ability to reliably hear differences between hi-fi compo-

pressed with David Clark's methodology that
Ithought it would be worthwhile repeating the

nents varies considerably from person to per-

tests at Stereopbile's High End Hi -Fi Show in

son. There is no doubt in my mind that it is, to
alarge degree, alearned skill. If you cast your

April, using the visitors as test subjects. And
whereas only about 130 listeners had partici-

mind back to the January issue (p.63), you will
recall that Ireported on alarge-scale blind
listening test carried out by David Clark at last
November's Audio Engineering Society con-

pated in the AES tests, Icould expect about 500
listeners to take part in my tests, which would

vention that, among other things, involved
amplifiers. M might be expected, when all the
results from all the listeners were lumped

endow the results with greater statistical power
when it came to determining whether the
listeners bad identified the amplifiers under
blind conditions.

together, it appeared that the three amplifiers
under test sounded identical; le, the listeners

System & Methodology

as awhole failed to identify when one amplifier
had been changed for another in apaired com-

Ihad actually considered restaging the 1985
"Carver Challenge," where a Carver MI.Ot

parison or when it had remained the same.
Looking at individual results more closely,

could be compared with apair of ConradJohnson Premier Fives. In the event, however,

As suggested in one of this month's "Letters,"

however, suggested that there was some iden-

Idecided that as Stereopbile had just bought

tification. As Tbe Absolute Sound's Michael

arecent Adcom GFA-555 to compare with an
early sample, 4 it would be one of the test amplifiers. (The $750 '555 has always been asafe
Class C recommendation in Stereopbile's

Fremer reports in this month's "Letters" section, not only did he identify correctly five
times out of five whether one amplifier was the
same as the next or different, he also volunteered identifications of the amplifiers under
test—Crown, Threshold, and VTL—and got
that right four times out of five.

"Recommended Components.") The other
amplifier, as different in design as possible,
would be the similarly powerful VTL 300W
monoblock ($4900/pair), which had suffi-

"Not statistically significant!" came back the
3Hel/RR, November 1978, p.110.
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Robert trade) will be reporting in tins comparbon between
old and new Aalcom GFA-5S5N in afuture Ksue of Stereopbile.

7

Vacuum Tube Logic 300W monoblock power amplifier
ciently impressed J. Gordon Holt last October

second amplifier's identity and test it against

to merit aClass A recommendation. As well as
comparing what the magazine's reviewers con-

your memory of the first. All the time you are
doing this, in my experience, the one thing you

sider asound beyond criticism with one that
is excellent at the price, the test would thus

are not doing is listening.
Similarly, other tests have asked the listener

contrast solid-state with tube; dual-mono con-

"Which is better, A or B?," which again

struction with apower supply shared between

produces random results due to the fact that

the channels; and an affordable with acost-no-

"better" is asubjective parameter that will vary
from person to person. Over along series of

object component.
The methodology involved paired comparisons with aforced choice The listeners would
listen to apiece of music twice; the amplifier
would either be the same for each presentation
of the music, or different. At the end of the second presentation, each listener would have to
decide whether the amplifier had remained the
same or not and mark the score sheet accordingly. If they could not hear adifference, then

tests, listener X might consistently feel that
amplifier Awas better than amplifier B, while
listener Y might consistently feel that B was
better than A. Without aquestion, they reliably heard adifference between the two amplifiers, but lump their scores together and the
result could be presented as "No, they didn't
hear adifference. Amplifier Awas preferred as
often as Amplifier B." You might think this

the answer would have to be "The Same,"
otherwise it would be "Different!' Not marking

example trivial, but Ihave taken part in tests

the score sheet is therefore not an option.
It is essential in such atest to reduce the
questions being asked of the listeners to just

exactly this kind of illogical absurdity (or
should that be "absurd illogicality"?). In addition, using preference as aprobe question

one: "s there adifference?" Otherwise, the

leaves the listener the option of not making a

results will not be reliable. For example, if you
ask the listeners to identify what they think
they heard—"Was Amplifier Athe Adcom or

decision if he or she had no preference either
way, raising the overall "noise" level in the

the VTL? Was Amplifier B the Adcom or

merged in asea of genuine non-identification
and deliberate non-differentiation.)

VTL?" —you are now asking the listeners to
perform three tasks under blind conditions:
again, to identify if the amplifier was the same

apparently producing null results that featured

results. (True identifications become sub-

The question as to whether the amplifiers
would be the same or different for each presen-

or different, but also to assign avalue judgment

tation was decided by atable of random num-

to each presentation. This, in my experience,

bers generated by computer. In addition, Will
Hammond decided which amplifier would be

is sufficiently complicated that the resultant
stress reduces the listeners' scoring to no better
than they would achieve by chance alone. For
example, you have first to make ahypothesis
concerning the identity of the first amplifier.
Then, when you hear the music repeated, you
have to make asecond hypothesis about the
8

presented first, when they were different, by
flipping acoin. Thus the presentations would
be random and there would no trends to give
listeners additional clues. There was one departure from true randomness which should be
explained: whenever the random number table
Stereophile, July 1989

indicated that asession of seven presentations

Monster M1000 interconnects to aHailer Iris

should be six or seven "differents" or "saines,"

preamplifier (the actual sample that Ireviewed

Idiscarded it. Though it is quite possible to get

last month). Ichose to use the Hafler because

aseries of six or seven "heads" by chance, Ifelt
that this would confuse the listeners too much
and that they would stop trusting their ears and
start to guess. Think about it. If you took part
in alistening test and you got six presentations
where the amplifiers always appeared to be the
same, wouldn't you start to doubt what you
were hearing? Again, my motive was to reduce
stress on the listeners, to prevent them from

it has areasonably neutral line section, but
more importantly, because it features asuperb
IR remote with what is effectively an analog
volume control. The line-level bass equalizer
for the B&Ws was inserted in the Iris's External
Processor Loop with short lengths of MIT 330
cable.
The Hailer was connected with alm pair of

trying to second-guess what they were hearing.

AudioQuest Lapis interconnects to asmall aluminum splitter box so that both the power

Overall, the 56 separate presentations split

amplifiers under test would be driven all the

up into 30 where the amplifiers were different
and 26 where they were the same (13 VTL/

time—plugging and unplugging power ampli-

VTL, 13 Adcom/Adcom). Of the 30 "different"

fier inputs fitted with phono jacks is acertain
route to sudden amplifier and/or loudspeaker

presentations, 17 were Adcom/VTL, 13 were
VTL/Adcom.

death. The splitter box had one pair of direct
outputs, to feed the less sensitive of the two

The room available to us at the show venue,
the Dunfey San Mateo hotel, could hold about
55 seated people without crowding; as it
turned out, the tests were so popular that we
had to squeeze in additional people who were

amplifiers, and another pair which could be
attenuated with aconductive-plastic Bourns
stereo 25k potentiometer. In this manner, I
could match the output levels of the two amplifiers to within the resolving power of the digital

content to stand or sit on the floor. 5 As then
only about 10% of the listeners would have

AC voltmeter (one part in 4000) without com-

received any semblance of astereo soundfield

only experimental difference seen in the two
test situations would be the presence of the

and the room was particularly lively, especially
in the upper midrange and treble, differences
in soundstaging performance between the test
amplifiers would not have contributed to any
subjective differences, Ifelt. In addition, there
was often aproblem with breakthrough from
the adjacent room, despite Jeff Rowland keeping his sound pressures to mainly reasonable
levels.
The loudspeakers used were B&W Matrix
801s, 6 mounted on Arcici's dedicated stands
(filled with dry sand), both to give listeners at
the rear achance of hearing the contribution
of the tweeter/midrange heads and to give the
smoothest mid-to-upper bass transition. For

promising the sound quality too much. The

audiophile-quality pot in the feed to the VIL.
Otherwise, all cables and number of contacts
would be identical.
The splitter box fed both power amplifiers
via 1m lengths of Monster M1000 and the output levels of the two amplifiers were matched
at IkHz by reducing the input to the VTLs. A
debate ensued in some of the sessions as to
whether it would have been better to have used
wide-band noise to determine the level matching. Idecided against this mainly because of
the impracticality—noise naturally results in
aconstantly changing reading on the meter

source, we used CD exclusively, with first an

unless alarge time-constant is contrived. Imust
admit to some puzzlement, however, when

Adcom GCD-575 player giving service, then
aMaranta CD-94 after the Adcom decided that
it didn't want to play in our game anymore. The

method was invalid and that Ishould have

CD players were connected via a 1m pair of

told by one member of the audience that this
matched the acoustic levels with asound-level
meter. Imay be missing something here, but
if the output voltage at lkHz of each amplifier

5Richard Lehnert and Robert Ikutsch did an exceptional job,
in my opinion, in handling the people-moving with the minimum of fuss and bother.
6My thanks to Discrete -technology's Sal DeMicco and to Scott
Rundle of R&W who effected an eleventh-hour crossoverectomy on one of the Stereopbile-owned speakem which had
gotten damaged in shipping.
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is the same and they drive the same loudspeakers via the same cables, the acoustic levels
at lkHz will also be identical. Won't they? Ialso
ensured that the volume level was aconstant
for each piece of music throughout the weekend's testing and that none of the amplifiers
9

NP 27
The music begins and awindow
opens. The boundaries of time and
place fade as aunique musical
experience is recreated in your
home.
Our quest for this ideal has
produced the new Mark Levinson
No. 27 Dual Monaural Power
Amplifier. We believe it is destined
to bring more music lovers closer
to their ideal than ever before.
To learn why, you are invited to
share the experience at your
nearest Mark Levinson dealer.

(dietr,1;

•

401
o
Mark Levinson. products are designed. manufactured, and distributed worldmie by
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO Box 781. Middletown, CT 0645 7 ITT TLX 4942158

It is essential in any comparison to match levels exactly. John Atkinson, captured here
by photographer Rob Thomas, equalized the amplifier levels at 1kHz before each session.
was driven anywhere near clipping. (In fact I
was surprised by the small power levels used,
presumably because the room was so live, even
when full of people.)
In previous published tests using doublepole, double-throw switches or relays, there
had been much debate over the fact that the
switching arrangements could themselves
obscure subjective differences between the
amplifiers. Idecided upon atechnique whereby all the changeover switching would be done
by physically plugging and unplugging the
speaker leads, thus ensuring aclean metal-

fier's output not be loaded down. (This is par
ticularly important in the case of the tube
amplifier, with its transformer-coupled output
stage.) A curtain screened the amplifiers and
operator from the listeners—the plugging and
unplugging was in the capable hands of Will
Hammond for seven of the eight sessions and
Robert Harley for the other session—and to
ensure that there were no false clues, Will and
Robert unplugged and plugged both channels
of both amplifiers for every comparison,
whether it was the same or not.

metal contact every time. The Adcom and each

The B&W 801s were bi-wired from the
binding-post matrix with 15' lengths of Audio-

of the VTL monoblocks was therefore con-

Quest LiveWire Clear speaker cable, this alow-

nected to an array of five-way binding posts via

impedance, multi-solid-core design. Why
bi-wire, when the connection from the ampli-

4' lengths of Mission multistrand cable (chosen because of its flexibility) terminated with
dual banana plugs. Each channel of each power
amplifier could be plugged either into apair of
binding posts feeding aloudspeaker or into a
pair that fed adummy 10 ohm resistive load,
thus ensuring that at no time would an ampli-
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fiers to the binding posts was single-wired?
First, Iwanted to keep the overall cable impedance as low as possible; second, as the speakers
were internally set up for bi-wiring, why not?
The choice of music for ablind test is far
from trivial—as one listener said at the time,

Il

An inside look at one of the world's
three most forceful output stages.
It belongs to the new Threshold
SA 12e—the other two are
also attached to new Threshold
amplifiers.

These ultra performance "e series"
models extend the Threshold line
upward. They range from Threshold's
most powerful dual channel pure
class Aamplifier to aone-horsepower
monoblock class AAB.

For information, write:
Threshold Corporation,
12919 Earhart Avenue, Auburn,
California 95603.
For information and or the
name of your nearest dealer,
call: 1(800) 888 8055.

Threshold

power
under
absolute
control

Threshold
products
are exclusively
distributed by

division at
Threshold
Corporahon
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Table 1: Music program (In order of presentation)
Song/Work

Composer Artist(s)

1"Penny Lane"

Beatles

2Requiem.
"Agnus Dei"
3"Tricycle"

Fauré

4Waltz in c#.
Chopin
Op.64/2
5"First we take Cohen
Manhattan"
6Empire of the Williams
Sun. ''Sao Gan"
7Solo Drum Kit

CD number

The King's EMI CDC
Singers
749556 2
Atlanta
Telarc
SO/Shaw
CD-80135
Flim &
DMP
the BB's
CD-443
Anna Maria HFN 003
Stanczyk
Jennifer
Cypress
Warnes
661111-2
Ambrosian WB 9
Choir
25668-2
Andie
HFN 003
Brooke-Mellor

e: presentations 3and 7were reversed on the''

"Penny Lane" from the King's Singers Beatles
album. The seven blind presentations then followed, with each piece of music lasting 90
seconds or so. Imade "Penny Lane" the first
blind trial on purpose. Iwanted to see if the fact
that ablind test immediately followed asighted
comparison with the same piece of music
affected the scoring in any way. At the end of
the session, the listeners were instructed to
exchange score sheets with their neighbors and
mark the answers as correct or not. The sheets
were then collected for Will Hammond to analyze at his leisure (I didn't want to analyze them
myself so as to avoid charges of duplicity.)
The test was, of course, single-blind, in that
the operator knew which amplifier was being
listened to at any time. He was out of the lis-

'You have to care whether there is adifference
or not.' In the event, with each of the eight ses-

teners' sight, however, and, as explained above,

sions scheduled to last an hour and featuring

the changeover took the same time and the
same amount of fuss whether the amplifiers

around 60 listeners, Ifelt we would have suffi-

were the same or different. Although Iwas in

cient data-gathering opportunity to investigate
whether the music itself had an effect. Ithere-

what they were listening to apart from during

fore chose seven diverse recordings — multimiked, multitrack vocal, simply miked choir
and orchestra, electronic fusion "audiophile"
music, solo piano, modem rock, boy treble and
organ, coincident-miked solo drums—so that
we could see if there was any correlation
between the type of music and the success
with which it enabled listeners to identify any
difference between the amplifiers. (It would
have given me great satisfaction, for example,

the listeners' view during the test, Ihad no idea
the introductory learning sessions, and therefore could not be regarded as asource of clues.

Will Hammond analyzes the results
What we got out of this, for starters, were 3530
responses as to whether the amp was the same
—Yes or No—from 505 listeners in 8sessions.'
(I know, 505 x7 = 3535, but 5listeners only
made 6choices. That's OK.)
What we did not find out about the listeners

if arock track had proved as efficacious as
classical—see J. Gordon Holt's comments in

were: 1) their ages, although it seemed mostly

his letter in this issue!) The seven pieces are
shown in Table 1and, with three exceptions,

amiddle-aged (30-50) lot; 2) whether male or
female (there was apleasantly and surprisingly

were presented in the same order for each ses-

high number of females there); 3) the level of
their auditory acuity; 4) the level of analytical

sion. The exceptions were in the Friday sessions, where the "Tricycle" and drum tracks
were transposed, so that Will could see if this
by itself would produce any difference in the
scoring.
Each session therefore went as follows: after
everyone was seated and suffered an introductory talk by yours truly, they were presented
with nine presentations, each consisting of a
piece of music repeated. The first two trials
were for learning purposes—it would be folly
indeed to go straight into ablind test with every
listener unfamiliar with the room, the system,
and the music—and Iidentified each amplifier
for the listeners with both pieces of music, first
the drum track from the HFN/RR lbst CD, then
Stereophile, July 1989

skills they had and the extent of their prior
experience in comparative evaluation; and 5)
their particular tastes in music. The levels of
interest and responsible participation were certainly quite high, else they wouldn't have
waited in lines in acrowded hallway to get in,
nor would they have readily handed in marked
score sheets (often with their names on them)
that indicated audibly disappointing performance on the tests.

7If anyone is interested in seeing the rest of the raw data (in
tabulated form, not the original listening test sheets), we will
happily send them photocopies. Please send acheck for $10—
no credit cards, please—to Listening Test Data, Stereophile,
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502.
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Once all the responses were analyzed, what

You can see from the data in fig.1 that the

did we find out? Most strikingly, that the inter-

proportion of KE0s ranged from 13.3% in Ses-

session variation in proportion of correct
responses was considerable. Assuming (cor-

sion VIII to 47.3% (!) in Session I. How come?

rectly) that one could get 50 ±7% correct just
by guessing all "Same" or all "Different"

speculation, but there it is. No, it wasn't differ-

answers, we considered those who got either
3or 4correct out of 7possible to be the middle

Beats me. I've long since abandoned fruitless
ences in the music; the selections were always
the same, and almost always in the same order.

group (the largest). Those who only got 2or
less correct were the unskilled ones, while getting 5or more correct put the listener in the
Keen-Eared Observer, or KEO, group. Fig.1
shows the overall results, with the percentage
of each group of listeners for each session getting 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7identifications correct
presented in bargraph form.
Overall, 19.9% of the listeners scored 2correct or less out of 7, 53.8% scored 3or 4correct, while 27.9% scored 5correct or more out
of 7. The best group score was 82% correct
identification of the Adcom/VTL difference in

5to-

Session V with the Fauré Requiem movement,
and the worst was only 23% correct identification of Adcom/Adcom in Session II on the

3

4

Numete CoRIZECT

3
4
Our oc yevEry

King's Singers track.
Fig. 2Overall scoring (505 listeners)

Fig. 1Session-by-session scoring
Stereophile, July 1989

It certainly wasn't impossible to get them all
right-6 listeners did so (and one of these even
identified the amplifiers correctly!), and 37 got
6out of 7correct. However, even though the
amp selection was to some extent loaded in
favor of there being an audible difference, a
shade over half the listeners didn't do any better
than by chance, and 20% did worse. No, no
pause for wondering "What about .. ?" now:
that's later.
Did the group, when considered as awhole.
identify the amplifiers by ear? Looking at fig.2,
which shows the percentages of correct
answers as abargraph, it can be seen that what
should be asymmetrical bell-curve is somewhat skewed over to the identification side.

Table 2: Results, amplifier sequence vs session
(independent of selection)
A-B
B-4
A-A
B-B
Total
Session Correct Correct Correct Correct Correct
122/171
71.3%
75/122
61.5%
60/102
58.8%

II
lii
IV

VI
VII

Table 2shows the overall distribution of cor-

VIII

rect identifications, as well as the results ses-

Totals
Correct

sion by session. Of the 3530 attempts to identify if there had been achange in amplifier or

45/57
78.9%
41/61
67.2%
70/100
70.0%

23/57
40.4%
67/
183
36.6%
24/50
48.0%

50/114 240/399
43.9% 60.1%
24/61 2071427
39.3% 48.5%
37/101 191/353
36.6% 54.1%

139/201
39/67
69.2% 58.2%
108/144
39/72
75.0% 54.2%
89/130
31/65
68.5% 47.7%
86/144 139/216
59.7% 64.4%
64/120 71/120
53.3% 59.2%

26/67
38.8%
45/144
31.3%
64/130
49.2%
27/72
37.5%
44/120
36.7%

47/134
35.1%
47/144
32.6%
51/130
39.2%
29/71
40.8%
23/60
38.3%

251/469
53.5%
239/504
47.4%
235/455
51.6%
281/503
55.9%
202/420
48.1%

743/1134 4751758 3291823 3081815 1846/3530
65.5% 62.7% 38.9% 37.8% 52.3%

not, 1846(523%) were correct. This may seem
very close to what could be achieved by
chance (1765 correct, or 50%), but in fact, with
such alarge number of responses, the probability that this could have occurred by chance
computes as being reasonably improbable. 8
The next step in the analysis was to see if it
made any difference in responses whether the
amps being compared were the same or different. It sure did! The data in Table 3show that
adifference was correctly identified over 64%
of the time, but that sameness was correctly
picked only about 38% of the time. This difference in results, at these numbers of responses,
is way, way beyond the possibility of chance
("highly significant," in statistical terms). Of further interest, Adcom first, followed by VTL,
was slightly better identified than the other way
around (see Table 2). However, when there was
no difference, it didn't make any difference
which was the same, Adcom/Adcom being misidentified as often as VTL/VTL. Although there
was again some inter-session variation in the
specific proportion of correct responses to the
four possible amplifier pairings, none of it went
much against the overall trend.
Assuming aNormal di
sbution for the data gives aprobability of just over 0.1% that this result was due to chance: /e.
if you were tossing acoin 3530 times, the probability that you
would throw 1846 brads would be one. in alittle les', than 1000.
The (Lii -Squared test as"um ingonedegree of freedom. aim,
indicates that the chances of the listeners achicving this oscr.,II
score purely by chance are somewhere between I% and 0
Thv conclusion to be drawn is that it is largely probable thin
there is amat it small under the test ciinditiorei, audible difference between the Adcom and the VTL amplifiers.
-JA
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Table 3: Relationship of correct responses to amp
order/difference

Overall:

No correct/No. possible
=1218/1892,

No. correct/No. possible
=628/1638,

64.4%, when amps
different
38.3%, when amps the
same (The difference in
response is highly
significant.)

When Difference is 11-11:*
No correct/No. possible
=743/1134.
65.5%
When Difference is B-A:
No. correct/No. possible
=475/758,
62.7%
Excluding the drum track, which proved to be non differentiating (see Table 5):
When Difference is A-B:
No. correct/No. possible
=650/941,
69.1%
When Difference is B-A:
No. correct/No. possible
=436-686.
63.6% (This difference is
statistically significant,
but only just.)
Including the drum track when the amplifiers are the
same
When amps the same (A-A):
No. correct/No. possible
=320/823.
38.9%
When amps the same (B-B):
No. correct/No. possible
=308/815,
37.8% (There is no statistical significance between
these two.)
Excluding the drum track now gave results that were
essentially no different, ie, 36.9% AA, 37.3% BB.
'A is the Adcom GFA-555. Bis the VTL 300W monoblock.
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THE ADCOM GFP-555
PREAMPLIFIER

A remarkable combination of exceptional performance,
flexibility and value.
The GFP-555's musical performance is outstanding—by any
measurement or listening criterion. For example, Stereophile*
calls it "one of the most satisfying preamps around in terms ot
overall tonal balance ...You can go back to it after afew weeks
and still feel it to be basically right; it reveals most associated
equipment as more colored than itself."
At the same time, the GFP-555 is surprisingly affordable.
Again, from Stereophile: "It is unclear from close examination why it should cost only $500
it outperforms several
competitors from the $2500 bracket."
Here are just afew examples of how we did it. The GFP-555's
gain path includes the most innovative state-of-the-art linear
amplifiers ever used in high fidelity components, and is simple
and direct from input to output.
The speed of the gain stages is almost fifty times faster than
CD or LP signals. And the noise and distortion measurements
are incredibly low. Direct coupling makes possible afrequency
response from below 1Hz to beyond 400,000 Hz.
Superb construction, incorporating regulated power supplies
with large filter capacitors, provides superior performance no
matter how widely the musical signal or AC line voltage may
fluctuate.
As for flexibility, you can listen to any source while taping
from another. There's an unusual number of inputs and
outputs, plus adjustable phono gain and capacitance.
If you'd like the full story of this remarkable preamplifier
and the review from Stereophile*, please write. Of course, the
fastest way to hear its demonstrably superior combination of
sonic performance, flexibility and value is to visit your nearest
Adcom dealer.

ADCOM

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816

201-390-1130

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS. INC ,
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
vol. 9No. 7(November 1986)

Table 4: Results by music selection and amplifier
relationship

1

Table 5: HFN/RR Drum recording, Detailed result by
selection/amp relationship

Music
Number
Percent Overall
Selection Amp* Correct Total Correct e/o correct Notes

This recording was tested in both the 3rd and 7th positions in the sequence for A-8 and A-A only.

2. Fauré A-B
"Agnus B-A
Dei"
A-A
B-B

140
86
49
19

190
121
127
65

73
71
38
29

A-B

1. "Penny A-B
Lane" B-A
A-A
B-B

148
80
33
19

204
117
133
51

72.5%
68.4%
24.8%
37.3%

4 Solo
piano

A-B
B-A
A-A
B-B

43
118
47
42

57
188
132
128

75
62
35
32

3. Flim
&the
BB's

A-B
B-A
A-A
B-B

76
84
71

118
198
189

64 4% )
64.%
4
Not
42.4% 1
tested
40.0%
37.6%)

A-B
ter
B-A
Warnes A-A
8-B

127
75
27
51

188
127
61
128

67.6%
64.1%
59.1%)
44.3% )
41.3%
39.8% )

116
77

184
133

5.

6. Empire A-B
of the 8-A
Sun
A-A
B-B
7. HFN/
RR
drum
track
Totals

A-B
B-A
A-A
B-8

7% )
72.7 0/c
1%)
6%)
35.4%
2%)
)
71.0%
I
)
28.1%
)

4% )
65.7°/o
8% )
6%)
34.2 ,1
/
2
8%1

77

187

63.0%)
60.9 9/0
57.9%)
Not
-1
41.2%) 41.20/0 tested

93
39
80
29

193
72
172
67

48 1% 1
49.8%
54.2%)
46.5% )
45.6 0/0
43 3% )

1846

3530

'A is the Adcom GFA-555. Bis the VIL 300W monoblock

JA had wanted to know whether the listeners
were able to discriminate amps better with one
musical selection than another. This was examined in considerable detail, especially to gain

Position 3

Position 7

II, 34/61 vs
VII, 33/72, VIII, 26/6
55.7%
45.8%
43.3%
No statistically significant differences

Position 3
Position 7
I. 23/57. III. 24/50
VI, 33/65
40.4%
48.0%
50.8%
No statistically significant differences
Also: In Position 7, A-B (VII) not different from A-B
(VIII) or A-A (VI)
In Position 3. A-8 (II) not different from A-A
(III)
In Position 3, A-8 (é) different from A-A (I)

AA

Therefore: 1) No effect of sequence position shift on
either A-B or A-A discrimination
2) Within same sequence positions, A-8
vs A-A not different 3out of 4comparisons, thus Drum recording not a
useful A-B/A-A discriminator
Further: B-A and B-B tested only in Position 7. and
only once each.
Position 7
V. 39/72 54.2% )Statistically
B-B
IV, 29/67 43.3%) insignificant difference
Also: In Position 7, 8-8 (IV) not different from A-A (VI)
In Position 7, B-A (V) not different from A-B (VII)
or A-8 (VIII)

BA

in Sum: Of all possible combinations comparing
among A-B, B-A. A-A. B-B, NO significant
differences were found in 13. The Drum
recording is not auseful test selection in
this investigation.
NOTE: X/ Yindicates Xcorrect identifications out of Yattempts
Roman numerals indicate the session number.

difference rather well but to determine sameness rather poorly.
What does one make of all this? Well, first,
the differences between ability to distinguish
amp difference and ability to determine same-

knowledge for the future-it's an obvious
waste of time to test for discrimination using

ness were so great (for the statistically oriented,

test material that doesn't allow it. Table 4shows
the overall percentage of correct identifications

with such lowp values and such large tis) that
any caviling about test conditions can be

of "Different" and "Same" for each piece of
music, arranged in order of success, while Table

promptly rejected. 9 Second, the results reaffirm the general belief that it's easier to tell
when there's adifference between things than

5shows the detailed analysis for the drum recording.
In retrospect (what aclear view you get
through the retrospectoscope!), the drum track
on the IIFN/RR Test CD was adefinite nonstarter. Among the 4available amp comparisons, there were 14 sets of comparisons with
this selection in the 8sessions. Table 5shows
that in only 1of the 14 was the correctness of
the responses any better than by chance alone.
As can be seen from Table 4, the other six selections were all equally highly effective in
demonstrating the overall ability to distinguish
Stereophile, July 1989

it is to be sure they're the same. Third, there are
some things we'll never know, such as whether
9 Larry Archibald suggests that the results indicate that the
listenerN at the show heard adifference with about the same
degree of success whether then: was areal difference or not.
In other words, audiophiles live up to their calling in being
committed to hearing differences regardless of reality. Iagree
that this will tend to make the listeners score k-ss well when
the amplifier remained the same but could it he argued that
it will help them score better when then, is adifference? Ithink
not, as anyone answering "Different" to every presentation
would still have scored no better than chance, je, 50%. or 3
or lout of", provided that the finit presentation in each SCSNi011
was random-which it was-and not always a"Different."

-JA
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Natural ingredients. The components of a
great audio product are like the ingredients
of agreat recipe. With the help of skilled
hands they can become awork of art. Your
nearest Accuphase dealer invites you to a
feast for your ears.
DP-80L CD »ansport
DC-81L Discrete 20-Bit Digital Processor

Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

or not the ability to distinguish Adcomfirst/VTL-second from the reverse was because

oç
16

there were half again as many opportunities to
hear it (Adcom/VTL, 1134 chances; VTL/

11

Adcom, 758 chances). This possibility doesn't
hold for sameness —Adcom/Adcom and VTL/
VTL had equal chances.

4

Also, be sure of this: these results will have
no—repeat, no—impact on the polarized sub-

e

jectivist/objectivist controversy about whether
or not amps that measure similarly will sound
the same when not overdriven. There are too
many critics and carpers around for any blind
controlled listening test to fully satisfy them all.
Some will find fault with this and some with
that; this test was no exception.
Why'd we go to all that trouble? JA gave some
of his reasons above; 1was there for the fun of
it and for what I'd learn, but also and more
importantly, it seemed that this would be avery
useful way to provide ashort but cogent educational experience for alot of audiophiles. Most
of our listeners had never had the experience
of trying to listen really critically and almost
continuously for nearly an hour under wellcontrolled conditions. These folks developed
avery real personal awareness of how much
work is involved in careful comparative subjective sound evaluation, and this heightened
their respect for those who do alot of it and do
it well. How do Iknow this? They said so, often
and earnestly, after each session, in the halls
later, and some even by mail to JA. Why would
they lie?
Can these experiences and results lead to
something else of value? Isure hope so. When
they learned the price differential between two
power amps that they themselves couldn't

7`.

Iii
Fig.3 B&W 801 matrix, modulus of
impedance
on the score sheet, and because we couldn't
tell whether these notes were made during the
tests or jotted down afterwards as the correct
answers were presented, we didn't try to
methodically assess how well they did. But it
was quite clear that most of those who tried
this did rather less well than average on the
decision they were supposed to be making.
Also, from each session there were lots of adjacent response slips with the same last name but
different first names (seemingly one male and
one female), or different first initials, quite
probably from couples. Vie specifically avoided
comparing each of the pairs and reporting the
results—tactfully, we thought.
We enjoyed it. Hope you will, too. —WE
John Atkinson scratches his head
Ihope that you will agree from Will's analysis
that there did seem to be aslight audible difference between the two power amplifiers. With
so many trials, the statistics give ahigh degree
of confidence in the results. Are there obvious
measured differences that would explain the
blind identification?

really tell apart, alarge number of the listeners
indicated that the extra bucks wouldn't be

audible under blind conditions, were not afac-

worthwhile to them personally. Often this com-

tor here as both amplifiers are non-inverting.

Absolute phase differences, though often

ment took the form of "I'd buy the cheaper one

Level differences also did not contribute How-

and anew car." In turn, this train of thought

ever, there were slight frequency-response
differences between the two.

leads on into concern about the cost/sonicquality relationships of audio components, and
thence into how that impacts on enjoyment of
music reproduction in the home. Perhaps there
will eventuate thoughtful explorations of these
matters, either in the pages of Stereopbile, or
elsewhere, or both.
Final incidentals: Despite JA's warning admonition at the start of each session, some listeners
did seem to have tried to identify specific amps.
Because there was no standard way to do this

Fig.3 shows the measured impedance
characteristic of one of the B&W 801 loudspeakers: It features awell-damped enclosure
resonance at 35Hz with the port tuned to avery
low 17Hz or so, and two peaks at 280Hz and
1745Hz, presumably due to the high-order
crossover design. Measured at the speaker terminals using )-octave tones on atest CD played
on the Marantz CD-94 via the Iris—the complete chain used in the listening tests—the

1 11111111

1 11111111

1 11111111

1 11_
—

upper midrange, though less "fizzy" in the
extreme highs than the Adcom, for example,
which does appear to correlate with the measured response differences. The deep bass on

-21dB

the Adcom also had noticeably more energy,
though it was also tighter, being better controlled than the tube amplifier.
Overall, however, there is no doubt in my
mind that the VTL is more pleasant to listen to
for long periods, something that would not be

Fig. 4 VTL 300 response ref. Adcom '555
(measured at 801 terminals)
response of the Adcom was ostensibly flat

suggested by the slight response aberrations
seen in fig.4. Despite the slight forwardness to
its sound, the VTL lacked the bothersome
"dry" quality of the Adcom's sound that, for
me, was most irritating on the King's Singers

throughout the audio band into this load, with
avery slight droop in the top octave (-0.1dB

track. Individual images within the souncistage,

at 12.5kHz, -0.2dB at 16kHz, -0.4dB at
20kHz), presumably due to the CD player.

too, were more "rounded" with the tube amplifier than the solid-state, where the totally artifi-

There was considerably more interaction

cial soundstage on the "Penny Lane" track took
on more of acardboard-cutout characteristic.

between the VTL monoblock's output impedance and the B&W 801, however, as can be seen
from fig.4, which shows the difference in
response between the two amplifiers measured
at the speaker terminals. Reflections of the
peaks in fig.3 can be seen, as can a slight
(0.5dB) excess of energy in the presence region. There are also broad depressions in the
midbass, lower midrange, and high treble,
reaching a maximum of -1.5dB at 80Hz,
500Hz, and 16kHz, respectively. (All figures
indicate the VTL level with respect to that of
the Adcom when made equal at lkHz.)
Many prominent engineers—Stanley Lipshitz, the current President of the Audio Engineering Society, for example—have stated that
if two amplifiers are found to be audibly differ-

That there is more to the difference than simple amplitude differences must remain conjecture, although Imust point out that J. Gordon
Holt founded this magazine back in the early
'60s on the grounds that there was more. The
next opportunity we have to stage such atest,
therefore, Iwill choose two amplifiers that have
identical output impedances, hence frequency
responses, into the same loudspeaker load, a
B&K ST-140, say, and apair of Mark Levinson
No.20.5s.
To sum up:
•When considered overall, the results indicate
to ahigh degree of confidence that asmall but
real audible difference exists between the

ent, then simple linear errors, such as afre-

Adcom GFA-555 and VTL 300W monoblocks
when used to drive B&W 801 loudspeakers.

quency-response difference, will be the cause.
Having listened at length to the two amplifiers

•That the amplifiers could be distinguished
by ear under blind conditions could be due to

during the four days of preparation and testing,
as well in Gordon's and my systems in Santa Fe,

ent output impedances and the loudspeakers

and therefore become familiar with their
sounds, Imust admit that part of the reason for
any identification will be due to the amplituderesponse difference (Though it then becomes
hard to explain why the engineers at the Los

the interaction between the amplifiers' differin use. Further testing is required to reveal
whether there is more to it than this.
•More than 500 people took part in these tests,
each suffering seven trials. When small subjective differences are involved, these results con-

Angeles AES Convention failed to hear what I

firm that it is essential to use avery large num-

believe to be much greater response differ-

ber of presentations in a blind test if the
possibility of the results featuring aType 2

ences. It also raises the question as to why the
listeners in the highly publicized Quad and
HFN/RR tests in the UK in the late '70s also
failed to detect response differences that were
as great as those here.) Iconsistently identified
the VTL as being slightly more forward in the

20

error—erroneously concluding that there was
no difference when in fact there is one—is to
be avoided. (See "The Highs & Lows of
Double-Blind Testing" and "The Double Blind
& the Not So Blind," Vol.9 Nos.2 & 5respecStereophile, July 1989

tively, for afull discussion.)

son for the lack of identification was that even

•Different kinds of music vary considerably
in their abilities to reveal differences between
amplifiers. The Fauré piece for choir and

concentrated listening that Iwas asking from

orchestra was the best in this respect, with the
naturally miked drum recording totally inadequate (despite its fulfilling J. Gordon Holt's
criteria as asuitable test program for revealing
departures from "fidelity"). That there was no
original for the Jennifer Warnes or Flim & the

keen audiophiles rarely perform the kind of
them in these tests. Iwas not surprised to note
that some of the high scorers were in fact active
in the high-end industry. Tony Di Chiro of
Kinergetics, for example scored 6correct out
of 7, as did Jon Iverson, the retailer whose comments on the test appear in this month's "Letters" section.

BB's tracks didn't prevent them from being
almost as efficacious as the solo piano recording in revealing the differences between the

sionally involved in listening at this level of con-

amplifiers. Both were even ashade better at re-

criminate very small differences between

vealing when the amplifier remained the same.

nominally identical components. Isn't it reasonable to expect that J. Gordon Holt or Harry

•Despite the visitors to the show being keen

Iwould think it obvious that those profescentration get better at being able to dis-

audiophiles, over half those who took part in

Pearson, for example, who have been profes-

these listening tests were unable to reliably hear
the small differences between the two power

sionally listening to high-end components for
three and two decades, respectively, should

amplifiers. Part of the reason must be the high
level of sound breakthrough from the adjacent

have developed aconsiderable degree of skill

room, as well as the overcrowded conditions
—it would be hard to imagine someone either
sitting on the floor to the side of one of the
speakers, or standing next to the rear wall
behind eight rows of seats, getting much of a
good sound. But in my opinion, the main rea-

in this area? The question then should be
whether it is worth designing and manufacturing components that only afavored few will be
able to distinguish.
But that's the raison d'être of high-end
audio.
Isn't it?

—
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The Sony CDP-R1.
Its very existence
tells you why our other
CD players have
an uniair advantage.
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The unchallenged leadership of our
reference standard CD player brings extraordinary
technological advantages to the entire ES line.
Start with the world's most accomplished
digital audio engineers—the ones who inventedthe
Compact Disc format itself. Free them from the
usual budgetary constraints. And challenge them
to surpass their best efforts in transport design,
servo circuitry, digital filtering, and system
architecture.
The result is the Sony CDP-RI/DAS-RI Compact Disc Reference System.This remarkable component compelled Stereophile's J. Gordon Holt to
hail it as '...the best CD player Ihave heard at the

time of writing."*And in Japan and Europe, the RI
has likewise driven the leading audiophile critics
to unstinting admiration. But at asuggested retail
price of 88,000, it has been an experience reserved
for the uncompromising few. Until now.
Now the Sony ES engineers have applied the
invaluable lessons learned in the CDP-RI to our
other ES Series Compact Disc players. Which
means now you can enjoy many of the benefits of
an $8,000 masterpiece without spending $8,000.
Noise Shaping with 45-bit Processing.
The accumulation of fractional errors in conventional digital filters can result in less than full
16-bit decoding accuracy That's why the Sony
CXD-1144 digital filter IC used in the CDP-RI calculates to an unprecedented precision of 45 bits,
while operating at an 8X oversampling frequency.
And it's this advanced technology that has been
incorporated in our new CDP-508ESD, 608ESD,
and X7ESD players.
To convey this superlative accuracy to the
digital-to-analog converter, these players also
incorporate Sony Noise Shaping technology. Noise
Shaping reduces requantization noise and allows
the 18-bit linear converters to extract more musical
detail than ever before. Bass fundamentals are
reproduced with particular strength and clarity.

Digital Sync for jitter-free performance.
In designing the CDP-R1, Sony ES engineers
recognized another source of distortion: time-base
errors known as 'jitter." When jitter is present at
the input to the D/A convener, these errors cause
modulation in the analog signal,veiling the music
and deforming the soundstage.
Our investigations led to the development of
the Sony CXD-8003 Digital Sync IC. Incorporated
into three new ES Series players, it maintains t
imebase accuracy within millionths of asecond, cor-

recting errors long before they can affect the music.
Low-Noise Servo Stabilizer Circuit
For the CDP-R1, Sony ES engineers even
examined the conventional assumptions about the
most basic of CD functions: disc tracking.The
result is Sony's Servo Stabilizer Circuit, atrailblazing design we've carried over to our other
models.This stabilizer not only improves tracking
on badly scratched discs, but reduces radiated
servo noise by as much as 10 dB.
Aperformance sustained.
With aheritage such as this, it's no wonder the
new ES Series CD players and CD changers
perform so much better than so many others. But
then, it's asuperiority we really shouldn't flaunt.
After all,we did stan with an unfair advantage.
The excellence of Sony's ES Series is also
reflected in the three-year limited parts and labor
warranty that backs every model (see your authorized Sony ES dealer for details). For more information on where you can audition the full line
of Sony ES components, call 201-930-7156
(Monday-Friday, 9:00am-5:00pm EST).
1
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"A stunning realization of digital theory.'

THE GRAND INTEGRA DX-G10
Compact Disc Player
•Linear 18 bit, 8x oversampling digital processing •Epoxy-damped D/A
converters with calibrated accuracy to the 4th significant bit •Optical power
supply stage •Dual transformers •Cast graphite and steel alloy anti-vibration
chassis •Separate optical data paths for audio and control signals •Variable
speed bidirectional disc scan •Absolute Phase control
Since the introduction of the M-510 amplifier, the name Grand Integra has been acknowledged
by the high end community as the benchmark of Japanese audio technology. We are pleased to
continue this tradition with the DX-G10 and other limited-production components for your
pursuit of the elusive musical ideal.

Grand Integra
by ONICYC)

200

Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446

LETTERS
We regret that resources not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

Again, the Acoustical Standard
Editor:
Perusing the April issue's schedule of High End
Hi -Fi show events (p.77), Inoticed the variety
of "live-music" recitals on the agenda. Ialso

familiarity with its sound! Personally, Ihaven't
heard agreat rock recording since about 1974.
This is due to personal taste, not snobbery! I
can certainly hear the differences between a
Gibson Les Paul and aFender Strat or Tele; I

noticed that none of them featured amplified

hear the difference between aRhodes piano

instruments, which is, of course, as it should be.

and aYamaha synthesizer; Iknow aSfingerland
drum kit from the electronic synthesizer. Ijust
don't care to listen to them anymore.
Secondly, Ican go to aconcert hall twice a

But ...
if acoustical instruments are really
what Stereophile sees as the sounds we should
be striving to reproduce, how can John Atkinson continue to defend his view that rock material is suitable for evaluating the quality of
reproduced sound?

J. Gordon Holt
Boulder, CO

A misguided soul
Editor:
Having read Mr. T. C. Willett's letter in your
April issue (pp.17 & 19), it behooves me to write
to you since Mr. Willett is certainly amisdirected
soul, much in need of elucidation re: music.
There is no such "mystical leap" as he calls
it between what is "reasonable" and what
should be insisted upon when judging (testing)
an audio component. Would he buy an automobile using bicycle or tractor wheels as the
test of ride smoothness? Of course not! Can a
rock band playing music through all means of
electronic processors and amplifiers produce
pure, timbre-correct tones when recorded in
astudio? Not likely!
No one ever told Mr. Willett that "he" couldn't

week to hear all forms of classical music, and
I'm never in fear of ear damage. Go to aGuns
& Roses concert and endure 110dB spis? Never:
Iwant to maintain my hearing.
Mellow out yourself, Mr. Willett. Perhaps
then all your phobias won't interfere with your
listening pleasure. Personally, Iwouldn't spend
$20 grand to listen to what Idon't like—would
you? Nor would Itrade aMercury classic for
aJames Gang album. You are correct in your
statement that maturity is not criticizing something of which you have apoor knowledge—
so why don't you practice what you preach?!
Give alisten to Bartók,
bem, Beethoven, etc.
as Ihave given alisten (many times) to Def Leppard, the Yardbirds, J.J. Cale, the Mothers, and
even the MC-5! Ihope you can listen to Frank
Sinatra, Duke Ellington, Earl Klugh, Lena
Home, George Straight, Murray McLaughlin,
in the same open-mindedness you have for
rock & roll. Just don't get so heavy with peo-

is it he refers to as "elitist snobs"? There are
those of us who love classical music for its sim-

ple like me who don't use rock & roll for auditions. We have our reasons (and they are many),
as you have yours. Lighten up, dude, or I'll send
you Blue Oyster Cult records from the '60s that

ple beauty and there are those, like he, who

have to be played at +120dB to get the real deal!

play rock music through his Apogees; so, who

love rock music. Wherein lies the difference?

Owen Evans

Is Mr. Willett suffering an anxiety due to his lack

Ottowa, Ontario

of knowledge about classical music? Has he a
phobia about learning to appreciate something

The rich cream of music's

which he (from his letter) knows very little

finest flower

about? Or is the music itself an intimidation

Editor:

due to its complexity? Ihave no way of knowing, but it does appear that Mr. Willett's annoyance with people like me who "only" use clas-

E. J. Bernardini's letter, published in the April
that one does not often encounter a letter

sical music to judge audio components is
unfounded. Iuse classical music because of my

writer who appears to assign himself the status of apeasant. His "know-nothing" attitude,

Stereophile, July 1989

1989 Stereophile (Vol.12 No 4), was unusual in
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HEARI\G AID
your system has to offer.
Your ears are acute enough to
Ask your dealer for more details
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering. about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send S2.00 for our
But does your system deliver?
latest color brochure.
It won't if you overlook one of its
Dealer inquiries invited.
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

Esarme
AuDeusK
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

coarse language, and implied insecurity mani-

must be more to hi-fi reproduction than that,

fested themselves in his comment about "clas-

otherwise something like the 1976 KEF R104aB

sical music" as "disjointed noise," and in his

loudspeaker which was always asuperlative
reproducer of instrumental timbre, would

choler because Stereopbile does not review
enough jazz releases to suit him.
Music, like all major forms of creative expression, is organic, which is to say it develops.
flowers, declines, and dies. As the principal cultural expression of Western civilization, great
music in that culture has reached transcendental heights attained at no other time or place.

have to be considered aClass A contender in
Stereophile's "Recommended Components•'
listing. Otiu only bate to listen to that speaker
to know that it doesn't scale those heights.) And
if timbre is only one of the means ofjudging
hi-fi -goodness," then why should areviewer
be restricted to using music as a test source

Few serious musicians or musicologists would

which predominantly reveals timbrai prob-

question that its apogee was reached in the

lems? As Ihave said before in these pages, I

monumental creations of ahandful of great

impose no restrictions on the source material

composers headed by .1. S. Bach, perhaps the
master of them all, and by Handel, Haydn,

Stereophile's reviewers use to reach valuejudgments, Ionly demand that thosejudgments be

Mozart, Beethoven, and Brahms. These titans

correct.

—JA

were surrounded by acourt of lesser but significant and even magnificent composers. It all

No more Zappa?

peaked in the period 1700-1900.

Editor:

The language of Mr. Bernardinfs letter was
at times inelegant and even vulgar, perhaps in

Thanks for the record review section (no more

keeping with the status to which he appears to

views with world-class musicians, avery pleas-

Zappa, though!), "Building aLibrary," and inter-

have assigned himself. Certainly his choice of

ant surprise. Your magazine also does afine job

music is his to make; it also may be appropri-

of balancing attention to cheapskate/sanely

ate to his level of comprehension and appreci-

expensive/insanely expensive equipment.

ation of great music He professes puzzlement

Greg Burrell

that people continue to buy the "old chest-

Barnesville, GA

nuts" of classical music when, presumably,
they should be buying, in his view, jazz or per-

Some kind of joke?

haps other forms of contemporary music Isug-

Editor:

gest that people buy classical music because

After reading asample copy of Stereopbile, I

they continue to prefer the rich cream of

see that your magazine has anumber of major

music's finest flower to the water-milk of the
aimless, pointless, self-conscious efforts by the

flaws. Too much is written about obscure highend equipment that no one can buy unless they

practitioners of music's decline.
As for jazz—it is fine It is true folk music and

addition, there were only three pop music

should be regarded in its proper role and place.
Ienjoy jazz at certain times, but 1infinitely prefer Bach or Mozart. Iam sympathetic about Mr.
Bemardinfs confinement to folk music and his
stated inability to comprehend and enjoy great

have more money than common sense. In
reviews. Is this some kind of joke? Please cancel
Charles Gay
my subscription now!
Panama City, FL

music. If my thesis is valid, then Stereophile

Golden ears &
the absolute sound

strikes an appropriate balance in its reviews of

Editor:

new recordings.

John C. Guenther

Ihave read with interest Mr. Douglas Selfs

Stuart, FL

defense of the "objectivist" approach to the

This subject bas been pretty much argued out

evaluation of hi-fi ("Letters," April 1989) and

in the magazine's pages since it arose (this
time around)from afreewheeling discussion

wish to respond to one or two of his points.

at the Westchester County Audiophile Society

in psycho-acoustics ...
suggests that there is

last October But Ican't resist one comment on
an implication inherent in the above three let-

anything in the human ear that transcends
science or measurement." This is as may be, but

ters: that correct reproduction of timbre is the

it remains to be established that the objective
science of "psychoacoustics," in its present

only criterion by which tojudgefidelity. There
Stereophile, July 1989

Inote first of all Mr. Selfs claim that "nothing
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Finally,
aCD player
that reproduces
all of the music,
not just bits
and bytes of it.
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dcom's new GCD-575 Compact Disc Player has been
worth waiting for. Now there's aCD player with
analog audio circuits as advanced as its digital stages.
Featuring ano-compromise Class "IV audio section, the
GCD-575 is the first affordable CD player that delivers the
long anticipated technical benefits of digital sound. So visit
your authorized Adcom dealer and listen to all of the
music...not just bits and bytes of it.

ADCOM
(ne stereo cornrx)reatt

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

state, is up to the task of measuring with any

most importantly those events occurring in and

adequacy or representing with any substantial

added by the human organism, then its propo-

degree of rigor the entire chain of events lead-

creation of the subjective experience of music

nents might reasonably demand that subjective musical experience measure itself by their
yardstick. Such an achievement would be
monumental, for more than just the most obvi-

by means of the "human ear," or rather the
human organism. The human organism is liter-

ous reasons. Until such measurements exist,
however, Ishall continue to look toward the

ally part of the playback equipment, and is at
this juncture the least well-understood part.
The quality of any given listener's subjective

golden-ears fraternity for help in hearing music
and buying equipment.
Daniel K. Watkins

experience of music must be measured against

New Orleans, LA

ing from original musical performance, through
recording and electronic playback, to the final

the so-called "absolute sound" —not the absolute sound waves, because people listen to
music, not waves—but the absolute sound.
This is problematic, to say the least. For one

A "Golden Ear"
or a"Lucky Coin"?
Editor:

thing, it is difficult to say what absolute sound

I've been called many things in my job as an

is (although relatively easy to say many things

equipment and music reviewer, but "lucky

that it is not). Presumably, however, the absolute sound is the best, most harmoniously

coin" ("Letters," May 1989) is by far the most
aggravating. Iconfronted David "all amplifiers

pleasing sound; one might say that it is the pla-

sound the same" Clark at the June 1988 CES

tonic ideal of sound, or the "music of the

and told him that Icould hear differences

spheres." If this is true, the best "ears" will be

among amplifiers and, furthermore, that any-

those that can "hear," that can experience, the

one who couldn't ought not be reviewing

best sound, the sound closest to the ideal.

them. He countered that unless Icould demon-

These also will be, one assumes, the ears best
suited to judge recorded music and electronic

strate my ability in adouble-blind test, my
assertion was groundless.

playback equipment against live performance.
Finally, it is reasonable to believe that these

I'd organize adouble-blind test at the AES, I

"golden ears" know (or at least strongly sus-

jumped at the opportunity. Iworked long and

When he called afew months later asking if

pect) who they are. However, it is difficult for

hard, with help from many people in the audio

outsiders to break into the circle to objectively

community, to set up atest that would satisfy

evaluate the quality of their musical experi-

the measurement freaks, and Ibelieve we did.

ences, and difficult for them to convey the

Itook my own test just once (like every other

quality of their experiences to (tin-eared) out-

participant) with David Clark in the room, and

siders. To evaluate the quality of the experience

scored five out of five correct identifications.

of the expert listener by means of objective

Not only did Icorrectly identify "same or

measurements presumed to reflect absolute

different," Ivolunteered which amp was which

sound (because, perhaps, they can roughly

and got that right four out of five times as well.

approximate areflection of everyman's expe-

Good enough? No. Statistically insignificant,
Iwas told by the dominant Dr. Stanley Lipshitz
wing of the AES. "Lucky coin," I'm called by

rience of sound) is presumptuous and scientifically unsound.
It is ironic that the objective measurement

reader Dayton. There's no satisfying those lack-

of sound, which started as an attempt to reflect
approximately the character of true, le, expertly

ing discerning ears. They call it science. Icall

experienced, sound, has now in the minds of

Iwill never again take the trouble to organize
or participate in adouble-blind test under the

many become the yardstick by which experi-

it jealousy.

enced sound must measure itself—nay, justify

aegis of the AES, because Ihave no doubt that

itself. What started as areflection of reality has

close-minded collectivists parading as scien-

become "more real" than reality itself, atrue

tists will once again find away to discredit the
glory of individual achievement.

procrustean bed.
When objective measurements can account

Incidentally, Clark attempted to insert equal-

for the entire series of events leading up to the

izer networks in the amplifier circuits to flat-

(good) experience of (good) sound, including

ten their frequency responses into the difficult

Stereophile, July 1989
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load presented by the Infinity speakers. While
the Threshold was essentially flat, the Crown

A helpful A/B blind component test would
therefore have two parts:

amp was down 2dB at 20kHz. The VTL 500s

First, alearning phase: Qualified (!?) test sub-

had more significant deviations from flat
response.

jects would become acquainted with the room,

The Crown was restored to flat response, but

equipment, and software being used, as well
as training in what to listen for. This learning

David Manley (correctly, in my view) refused

process would also include being tested under

to allow Clark to flatten the VTLs, claiming that
would be atest of equalizers, not amplifiers.

non-blind conditions (learning how to take the
test). For some people, training might take

(I'm simplifying his arguments to save space.)

hours; for others it might take several days.

Clark and his cohorts claim that deviations

Second, the testing: Once proper training
has taken place, better testing results will be

from flat frequency response account for all
audible differences among amplifiers.
That AES convention attendees—supposedly

obtained, and we can finally get closer to supporting with statistics that amplifiers, interconnects, CD players, etc., do have differences
ranging from subtle to extreme. People should

trained engineers—couldn't hear the obvious
sonic difference between the VTLs and the two
flat-response transistor amps bears sad witness

still be allowed to judge for themselves, how-

to the low state of their art. But then, so does

ever, which differences they prefer.

listening to most contemporary recordings.
While I've got the bully pulpit: Iread lots of
mainstream automobile magazines. Why is it
that their readers never complain about reviews
of sexy, expensive BMWs, Ferraris, Lamborghinis, and the like—cars most of them will
never drive, much less own—while readers of
your specialized audio magazine keep bitch-

As an owner of Audio Ecstasy in San Luis
Obispo, California, Ihave spent the last several
years critically listening to audio components
in avariety of situations. Ifelt the Stereophile
A/B test was fairly straightforward and was able
to score six correct identifications out of seven
comparisons. The people seated near me in the
test did not fare so well, yet claimed that when

ing and moaning about your coverage of exotic,
expensive, high-performance audio equipment?

told what they were listening to, they could easily hear differences.

Michael Fremer, Senior Music Editor

Perhaps it should have been noted on your
test sheets what the occupation of the subject

The Absolute Sound, Sea Cliff, NY

Golden ears, or just trained?

was. The only other person in the room who
scored as well as Idid had amanufacturer's

Editor:

badge on. Iwonder, did audio-industry people

It was apleasure participating in John Atkin-

score better in general than non-industry peo-

son's blind amplifier A/B test at the Stereophile

ple at the show?

High End show. ,Hearing his comments, along
with those of others who took the test, brought

San Luis Obispo, CA
PS: No, Ido not manufacture Eagle power
amps!

several thoughts to the surface that Ihave been

Jon Iverson

mulling over for some time.
1) An A/B blind listening test will prove
whether or not the people being tested can hear

See 'As We See It" on p.5 for afull discussion
of the tests and the results.

—JA

differences, but it does not prove that there are
differences.
2) Perhaps aperson's ability to hear differences between two or more components is
largely alearned skill. Some people learn faster

Too many variables?
Editor:
Ifind John Atkinson's review of the Linn Ekos
tonearm (Vol.12 No.4, April 1989) invalid. When

and ultimately have more abilities than others.

testing avariable, all other contributors must

This seems true with hearing differences be-

remain constant. He made the mistake of

tween components, just as some people are
better at astrophysics than others, better at
pole-vaulting than others, better Indy -car

changing two variables, the tonearm and the
turntable spring update, at the same time. I

drivers, etc.

don't suppose he had the springs changed for
cosmetic purposes and not for asound change.

1Ihalf exptc-tc(1 to sec you using aCarver 1111.0t amplifier and
the "mysteri monohlocks" for your A/B test!

mounted the Wok, SME V, then the Ekes, using
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Nor do Isuppose he changed the springs, then
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the same "well-traveled" Troika cartridge.

lost all credibility with me.

Do you?

As time continued, Carver faded from your
magazine and Ibegan to respect the reviews

Sorry, too many variables here for me!
Larry W. Green
La Habra, CA

The Carver's return
Editor:
Isee Carver Corp. has returned, after along hiatus, to the pages of your magazine in both

again. Iwas not being bombarded with large
two-page pompous Carver ads full of misinformation and potshots at magnificent equipment
designed by engineers who are truly attempting to design equipment that brings reproduced music into our homes with alive reality. Icommend Nelson Pass of Threshold for
his letter in April's "Manufacturer's Comments"

advertising and subject matter. The company's
return is even the subject of Larry Archibald's

(p.233). Carver equipment is high-profit, chea-

"The Final Word." And in his column he states

ply made, and sold through an advertising cam-

that its return, and the consistent recommendation of the Ml Ut power amplifier, are solely

paign that attempts to equate itself with companies that have, over the years, established

for the benefit of the readers. Iagree with this;

reputations of impeccable quality and work-

any equipment advertised as "audiophile"
equipment should be reviewed and accurate

manship.

results reported, either positive or negative. But

such advertising, people like me pay money to
read your magazine, and one of the reasons I

you should always remember that even though
the ultimate responsibility for making an audio
purchase is with the buyer, many people buy
components that you have reviewed because

You are paid money by Carver Corp. to run

read a"high-end" magazine is to sort out the
truth in aflooded market. It is your responsibility, if you are to be considered a"high-end"

you often audition apiece of gear for many

magazine, to confirm or deny some of the
claims his ads make. If Carver hype becomes

weeks, that you will be more familiar with that
gear than the buyer who spends only afraction

as pervasive in your magazine as others, you
surely are on the road into the abyss of mid -fi-

of that time listening in adealer's acoustically

dom. And in the end you may find that those
Carver advertising dollars just replace the ones

they trust your reviews and feel that because

unfamiliar showroom.
Not so many years ago, as ayoung and naïve
integrated amplifier Ihad, Iturned to the pages

by the companies he slanders.
Vincent R. Rogers
Kailua, HI

of Stereopbile. And there it was, the great
Carver Challenge. For just afew hundred bucks

Rogers, but whether they will be negative—

Icould have the sonic equivalent of some esoteric tube amps. Imade my purchase, and dur-

depend on the individual merits of each com-

ing the first few days it became apparent that

ponent flow could it be otherwise?

audiophile looking to replace the Japanese

this was not the amp Iwas led to believe. Ihad

Reviews of Carter products are in the mill, Mr
as you appear to expect—or positive will
—JA

five days to return it if Iwas not satisfied, but

A sinister subject

the dealer assured me the amp needed to

Editor:

"break in" and that "in afew weeks will just
blow me away." After many weeks of breaking

the nature ofJános Starker's visit to Brazil (men-

in, and experimenting with interconnects,
speaker cables, and just experimenting, aserious case of buyer's remorse set in. By replacing that Japanese integrated amp, Ihad actually
gone backward sonically. The fit and finish of
the product was pretty bad too. Eight months
later Ireplaced the Carver equipment Ihad pur-

Ibelieve that Gordon Emerson misunderstood
tioned in his interview with Starker in the April
issue). While he lent his name to the Parisot/
Starker Cello Competition in Paraiba, he did
not "adjudicate." He does not judge as amatter of principle, but was there to give master
classes and record and perform, as well as to
advise those who participated in the events.

chased, but this time Ibegan my search in the

Aside from this one tiny glitch, Mr. Emerson

pages of The Absolute Sound. Icontinued to
read Stereophile, but in the same context Iread
Stereo Review and High Fidelity: for informa-

managed to capture the essence of the maestro.
As for the photo—could it be that Starker's

tion and entertainment: as reviewers, you had

secret use of his right hand and bowing with

Stereophile, July 1989

vastly admired fingering technique is due to the
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mirage

The Mirage M-1 loudspeaker system is being praised by the
leading audio critics as one of the biggest breakthroughs in
speaker technology available today.
This full range Bi -Polar Loudspeaker has set new standards for
musicality and home stereo reproduction.
Experience electrostatic transparency, thundering dynamic range
and possibly the best sound staging of any speaker system.
Audition the Mirage M-1 and the Mirage 60 series speakers at
selected audio specialist stores.
This speaker may change forever the way you think about music.
Mirage -3641 McNicoll Mt. Scarborough, Ontario, Canada. MIX 1G5
14161321-1800

mirage

the left? Perhaps he is like the "devil" to whom
aFrench reviewer likens him and has hypnotized us all into believing that we are seeing him
play the normal way while he is really using this
unorthodox technique to confound us all. If
true, congratulations to your layout artist for
discovering the truth after all these years!

decreasing the number of people we can mach.)
One final point: How can advertisers be
blamed for causing the problems by forcing
commercial broadcasters to "avoid controversy, stint on children's programming, and be
consistently majoritarian in an effort to attract
the largest, most affluent audiences possible"

MaryJohnson

when they are just using our market system?

Washington, DC

(Unless you are claiming pressure other than
not buying time due to lower ratings.) It is up

The photo of Mr Starker was accidentally
reversed in layout. Our apologies.
—RL

A "fair" tax?
Editor:
Although Iagree with many of the points made

to the individual who wants more to seek out,
and help fund, quality, non-mass-market programming. You can praise programmers that
give up profits to produce that quality, but can't
blame them if they don't.

by Jack Hannold on the proposed tax on con-

"Why shouldn't those who have created the

sumer electronics (April 1989, 'As We See It"),
there is one aspect Imust disagree with: Mr.

problem pay for the solution?" Well, shouldn't
those who benefit most from atax fund it?

Hannold's solution called for taxing advertisers,
who could better bear the cost, rather than

Kew Garden Hills, NY

Doy Kramer

consumers.
Since when do we tax those who can afford
it, and not those who directly gain through the
tax? The problem lies in taxing all consumer

A hidden tax
Editor:
How dare Jack Hannold call for atax increase

electronics. Why should someone purchasing

in April's 'As We See It"! Iagree there should

apreamp or speakers have to pay for public

be no excise tax on electronic products, to sup-

broadcasting? Someone purchasing aTV, or a

port public broadcasting or otherwise. But if

radio, since he/she will now have the choice

television advertisers pay aspecial tax on their

of better programming, should have to pay for

advertising budgets, guess who will end up

this privilege. Of course, atax of more than 2%
would then be necessary, but at least those who

footing the bill? Consumers of the advertisers'

would gain the most, or could gain the most,

Taxes are already much too high; they should

would be footing the bill.

be cut, not increased. Surely money can be
wrung out of the current budget for public

Under this proposal, only those products

products—of course. Another hidden tax.

containing atuner would be taxed. VCRs (since

broadcasting, if that is something taxpayers

they have tuners), receivers, car stereos, port-

should support.
Which brings me to the second point raised

ables, etc. would be included. TVs would only
be taxed if they came with tuners; monitors

by your open letter. Why should aminority of

would not. (That avoids double taxation where

citizens be allowed to extract by force of law

aconsumer would have to pay for TV twice,

money from the pockets of other citizens in

once for the tuner of the VCR, and once for the
TV's built-in tuner—just purchase the monitor.)

order to support the minority's desire to maintain what it considers "quality" broadcasting?

Even more accurate would be atax for every

Such aprinciple can be extended to other areas.

TV and radio owned, but how the hell can you

Should the taxpayers subsidize "quality" books,

expect consumers to report every TV in their

newspapers, or magazines? (Do any deserving

home, or every radio?

magazines come to mind?) Some churches can-

Just to set the record straight, Iwork in radio
myself, and may be viewed as having abias

own church or church schools; they would like

against charging advertisers more, thereby

taxpayers to make up the shortfall. (Thank God

allowing less revenue to reach the broadcast

for the separation of church and state.) On aless
First Amendment-laden note, perhaps we

media. However, Ido feel that my point is valid.
(Besides, if atax is added on the purchase of
radios, the industry has more to lose, as some
consumers may not purchase additional radios,
Stereophile, July 1989

not persuade their followers to support their

should impose atax so that those who want
"high-end" stereo gear can get it at public
expense. There is no end to the good that can
33

The McIntosh XRT 22
Loudspeaker System delivers
The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
expression of the loudspeakers

Extra Realism

scientist's endeavors. It is the one
right combination of component

Extra Spaciousness

parts that has eluded the diligent
searcher for the loudspeaker bridge
to the dominion of reproduced
musical reality. The high-frequency

Extra Depth
Extra Smoothness

radiator column is an illustration of
the right combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz, with
the lowest measured intermodulation
distortion. Because each tweeter
mechanism handles asmall quantity
of the total power. extremely low
quantities of distortion are
developed. The total column radiates
the energy in a half cylindrical time
co-ordinated sound field. The low
distortion, transparency of sound.
coherence of sound images.
definition of musical instruments.
and musical balance is simply a
revelation that you must experience.

indcrafted with pride in the United States
ny dedicated, highly trained craftspeople

For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKERS
and other McIntosh products write
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC
P 0 Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION DEPT S28
BINGHAMTON NY 13904-0096

be done if we can only shift the ever-increasing
cost to the taxpayer. However, it seems more
reasonable and more in keeping with American concepts of individual freedom that those
who want "high-end" broadcasting should pay
for it themselves. If enough viewers and listeners

paintings, we should not levy taxes to support
public broadcasting. If public broadcasting
cannot support itself from institutional and
individual grants, cable fees, and pay-for-view
funds, it should be allowed to die adeserved
death.

Michael K. Stahl

are not willing to pay voluntarily for an Ameri-

Salinas, CA

can BBC, then there should not be one.
Marc Richman
Washington, DC

Recommended anomalies?
Editor:

A tax is legalized theft

At first Ithought, "Language is important," but
Icare less if this is in print ...
(in fact, I'm sure

Editor:

you lack the balls to print it).

Iwish to take issue with Stereopbile's recent let-

The inconsistencies in your "Recommended

ter to the Working Group for Public Broadcast-

Components" listings, issue to issue, are illustrative of your poor precision. Ialready wrote

ing (April '89, p.5). Any plan that allows any
special-interest group such as Save the Whales,
the Klu Klux Klan, or Public Broadcasting the
ability to fund itself through taxation is not only

to you commenting on how, from one "Recommended Components" issue to another, the
VPI 19 goes from Class A to Class C. Oh yeah,

anti-consumer, but immoral. The passage of

radical changes have occurred somewhere?

such tax bills allows individuals or groups to

(Poor precision of presentation on your part.)

obtain capital for their own purposes by loot-

Now in your latest RC issue you've convinced

ing others. This is accomplished in disregard

me to not renew my 'scrip. Why? 1) Sumiko Pre-

for the wishes of anyone paying such atax. The

mier FT3 tonearm gets deleted because you
haven't listened to it recently enough. Then

use of force or coercion behind every tax such
as this makes it no more than legalized theft.

you list the Nalcamichi ZX7/ZX9 cassette decks

The continued passage of such bills makes any
citizen subject to the whims of whatever indi-

(Vol.7 No.1). Christ! That's how old that model

vidual or group can apply enough lobbying

fier fits the Sumiko mode too.

leverage to force the passage of their bill.
I, for one, do not watch public television; I

is. Deleting the Adcom GFA-555 power ampliThe VP! HW17 record-cleaning machine is
afine piece of machinery, but such arecord-

have no interest in the mating habits of seals,

cleaning device is awaste of money! Igot my

travelogues about Borneo, or in watching poli-

$back because at most it eliminated only 5%
of pops and tics. $700 for that. B.S.! On aVP!

ticians and journalists (or is it journalists and
politicians?) argue over inanities. Ialso rarely

HW 19 III turntable, Sumiko Premier FT3 tone-

watch commercial television for obvious reasons. Ido not, however, have to pay for the

arm, and Monster/Genesis 1000 cartridge, the
reasoning cannot be not agood enough front

privilege of leaving my television off as Iwould

end to notice the difference.

if atax on advertising (or electronics) were

I've listened to plenty of expensive compo-

passed. That cost would obviously be passed

nents, and electronics are the easiest way to

on to the consumer and would finance only

waste S. Thousands for peanuts more. Sure, a
little better, but not $justified.

more programs on public television that Ido
not watch. In truth, the programming would
probably become worse as undoubtedly there

Maggie MGIlla "hard to set up." B.S. zip bass,
yeah! Hard to set up, no! Now, with asub-

would be a"Committee for Better Program-

woofer — Velodyne, which finally gets a"K"

ming" that would only fund programs ap-

from you—I love it. It performs fine, but in less

proved by agroup of self-proclaimed experts.
Anyone who watches TV enough to become
an expert is probably incapable of being a
proper authority on anything.
Any form of entertainment must be selfsufficient. That is how we define its value. Just
as we should not levy taxes so that every velvetpainting artist can make hundreds of bullfight
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than six months of use and finish (carpentry?)
sucks. S1500+, with $150 (carpentry?).
Adcom GFP555 preamp from Class C to
Class D. Okay, but for sonic reasons (I doubt).
Itested one home and the RF shielding sucks.
The Nalcamichi CA5 ended up as my preamp.
You've never ever mentioned any
electronics...

Nak
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Now buying a
high-performance cable
doesn't mean
taking out asmall loan.

Interlink* Reference 2Interconnectnow refined with MicroFiber."

Powerline• 2Plus Speaker Cable with
new 'Bass Control Conductor.'

These days, the cost of high-end
cables can drive an audiophile to tears.
Or to the bank.
At Monster Cable': we make sure
high-end cable performance is never
out of reach.
Consider our popular Interlink*
Reference 2Audio Interconnect and
Powerline 2Plus Speaker Cable.
Representing just two examples from
our full line of interconnects and
speaker cables, they deliver audiophile
performance at anon-audiophile price.
Reference 2's patented Bandwidth
Balancee construction and advanced
MicroFiber" insulation help reduce
time smear and maintain signal integrity.
So you experience musical qualities
you'd expect to find only in the world's
most expensive components.
Like precise imaging.

More dimensional midrange clarity.
An ultra-wide soundstage.
And abreathtaking ambience.
Powerline 2Plus' innovative "Bass
Control Conductor" design, in zombination with precision-wound wire
networks, achieves sonic performance
that rivals -some say even surpasses the world's most exotic speaker cables.
At only afraction of their cost.
The fact is, all Monster audio
interconnects and speaker cables offer
outstanding value no matter what your
musical tastes-or budget.
If all this sounds too good to be
true, we invite you to visit your nearest
authorized Monster dealer.
And listen to what Monster technology can do for your sound system.
And your pocketbook.

III MONSTER CRBLE ®
Technology You Can Hear.
°Monster Cable Products, Inc., 101 Townsend St. San Francisco, CA 94107
Phone 415-777-1355 Telex 470584 MCSYUI FAX 415 896-1745
Monster Cable is distributed in Canada by Evolution Technology, Phone 416 335-4422

Well, Icould go on and on in smaller ways,
but you've lost one reader who has been loyal
for years!

In the October 1988 issue (Vol.11 Na 10), the
SL600 (Si version) was rated Class B (in the

Peter Palmeri

minimonitor category), the System 6000

Getzville, NY

(including SL600s) was ranked Class B(Full-

Editor:

range category), and the System 6000 subwoofer system was ranked Class A(considering
it was called ". ..
possibly the finest subwoofer
extant" in the description of the Full-Range sys-

In the April issue, on p.99 of "Recommended

tem, this ranking made sense).

Components," the Audio Research M300 was
deleted due to "suspected sonic incompatibil-

Only three issues later, in January 1989
(Vol.12 No.1), Dick Olsher reviewed the 6000

ity with superb speakers such as IRS Beta," and

woofer system and wrote that the "improve-

two paragraphs below that the Infinity IRS Beta

ments wrought (to the SL600 alone) by the
introduction of the subwoofer were dramatic."

Contradictory
recommendations?

is "at its best with the tube (ARC and VTL) electronics." This is adirect contradiction. Also,
the "tube problems" are due to leaving the
units on all the time, which is senseless.

He does mention being "bothered by grain and
veiling in the upper midrange," and attributed
this to the controller. A change of amplifiers

You should turn this list of "Recommended

and leaving the controller unit to burn in for

Components" over to Sam Tellig. Until then,
Ishall not read the magazine anymore.
You have my permission to print this—you

48 hours seemed to alleviate the problem, but

guys are abunch of Stereofoofs.
Anthony Mauldin
Lewisville, TX

Inconsistent
recommendations?
Editor:
Iam writing to address the deletion of the
Celestion System 6000 from your Class Bloudspeaker category in the April issue of Stereophile (Vol.12 No.4), due apparently to the performance of the controller unit, which is an

he did write that "the Controller could benefit
from ano-holds-barred design." But even so,
he later concludes that "subwoofing makes
good sense only if you're buying asure thing,
like upgrading to aCelestion System 6000."
High praise indeed! And given the fact that this
subwoofer system was expressly made for the
SL600s, one would certainly assume that adding them to this particular "minimonitor"
would be apositive move, as Dick indicated
earlier from his own experience.
Then we come to April 1989 (Vol.12 No.4).
Again the SL600Si appears in the Class B
minimonitor category, and the Celestion Sys-

integral part of the subwoofer system. Iam

tem 6000 woofers end up in Class Bof the Sub-

aware of your "lack of sympathy" for those
who get angry or upset when "the Symphonic
Bombast A-123 Mk.IV, which was heartily rec-

woofer category (1 wonder what woofers are

ommended two years ago, no longer makes it
into 'Recommended Components' at all," but
Ibelieve this is adifferent situation.
First of all, except for the change of the
Celestion SL600 into its bi-wired version, the
System 6000 is pretty much identical to the one
first praised by Martin Colloms in Vol.10 No.2
of Stereophile. Even back then (Dick Olsher
please note), Martin had some criticism for the
controller: "It was possible, when using the

Class A?). But the combination of the two is
dropped altogether, due to the "transistory"
quality of the Controller unit! Well, if they can
be recommended separately, they can certainly
be recommended together! Come on, guys!
You're not being consistent even within four
pages of the same issue! Not to mention the
point that the Full-range Celestion System
6000, if properly driven, could probably surpass (or at least hold its own) against most any
of the other Full-range Class Bloudspeakers.
The System 6000 is afavorite of respected

most costly supporting electronics, to fault the

reviewers and of many dealers and, if properly

controller very slightly on treble purity and

set up and used with the best associated equipment available, Iwould venture to say will hold

transparency, as well as demonstrating asmall
impairment in stereo depth." But he goes on
to say that "the latter loss was more than
restored by the System 6000, due to the
reduced SL600 workload ..."
Stereophile, July 1989

its own against many of even the most expensive "state-of-the-art" designs out there, at least
in terms of imaging, soundstaging, focus, bass
response, and above all, sheer musicality.
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The Next
Generatior
The DQ-20

-,peaker
... ;avers
transparent imaging, accurate dimensionality in width, height and depth,
combined with harmonic integrity and
dynamic power.
The Dahlquist DO-10, the original Phased
Array dynamic speaker system, became a
legend in its own time. This seminal design
employed many of the concepts which are still
at the leading edge of loudspeaker design.
The importance of low diffraction distortion
and correct inter-driver time delay were certainly
popularized by the DO-10.
The DO-10 has been replaced by the DC)-20.
aordinary drivers have been combovanced enclosure technology to
der range with greater efficiency
ossible with the DO-10. The same
'fraction control and time delay
w
•P.(7-20
r.r,idi tho

ea• -y

ihe

vet
into the realm of pure
achievement lets you s
the captivating reality of brill
formances and listening pleasure.
It is an experience you will never forget

EDAM ILQ I! 111

601 Old Willets Path. Hauppauge, NY 11788
(516) 234-5757

Iimplore you to please not mislead your

Research ling however; myfatDrites are actu-

readers; even though the Controller unit could

ally the D115 and D250. Note also that we used

possibly be improved upon, the Full-range Sys-

the wording "electronics" in the Beta entry,

tem 6000 is an excellent speaker which clearly

thus covering preamplifiers as well as power

deserves aClass B rating. Oh, and just in case

amplifiers. Inf. Gordon Holt 's auditioning

you wondered—no, Idon't need Stereophile's

the SPI! Mk. II preamp was found to form a

rating system to "validate" apurchasing deci-

synergistic relationship with the Beta.

sion Ihave made; all Ineed to do is pop on a
disc, sit back ...
and smile.

Finally, the apparently contradictory Celestion 6000 entry was the result of an irrecon-

Stew Glick
Springwater, NY

cilable difference of opinion at the reviewer's
meeting in February when the wording for
each and every entry was thrashed out. Yes,

"Recommended Components" neverfails to

the System 60(10 is probably the best-conceived

offend, particularly when it involves compo-

commercial subwoofer extant. It only goes into

nents that correspondents own and enjoy! But

Class B, however; as aClass A ratingfor asub-

due to arbitrariness or poor precision? Let me

woofer demands large-signal flat extension

answer the above criticisms to give a better

to 20Hz (something realized in acommercial

idea of the whys and wherefores of our listing.

form, in my experience only by the woofer sec-

First, nothing is forever The downgrading

tions of the Wilson WAMM, the Infinity IRS V

of the VPI turntable (along with the basic SOTA

and Beta, and the Synthesis reference system).

and the Linn), was to recognize that there are

But it was felt very strongly by some of our

now turntables that supersede the standard

reviewing team that the colorations intro-

of performance that once was considered
Class A: the Versa Dynamics 2.0, the Gold-

duced by the System 6000's controller were out
ofplace in a$4700 Class Bspeaker system that

mund Reference, and thefully-loaded SOTA

needs to be used with high-quality power

Star Unless categories above Class A are
created—witness the ever-finer distinctions,

amplification. The result: an impasse that I
felt could perhaps be best reflected in "Recom-

such as Class laaa, typical off. Peter Mon-

mended Components" in the manner in which

crieff's UR—which Ibelieve lobean absur-

Ibandied it. Perhaps Iwas wrong.

—JA

dity, then some regrading will be inevitable.
Class A will then always represent the best that
is available now

IsJGH "all wet"?

The obsolete Nakamicbis remain in the listing because as we review so few cassette decks—

I'm glad to see that J. Gordon Holt ("Letters,"

Editor:

there is apparently no demand from our

April '89) thinks my explanation of ambience
extraction is "all wet" —after all, we recording

readers for cassette deck reviews—we do not

engineers know that awet recording is more

have a comprehensive handle on current

pleasant to listen to than adry one! But seri-

recommendations. Listing the ZX7 and '9,

ously, I'm not surprised that Gordon (like many

which bad been formally reviewed, but not-

other engineers) is unaware of avery real, sup-

ing that they are long-obsolete, weld:, would
best coter that gap. The Adcom GFA555 was

the extraction of recorded ambient informa-

deleted pending our auditioning of a brandnew sample and comparing it with avintage
sample, something that will be reported on
next month. The MGIIIA hard to set up? Yes,
inJGH's and my experience, but that does not

ported, and verifiable acoustic phenomenon:
tion by means of asingle delay. Contrary to
Gordon's contention, asingle delay is true
ambience extraction—not aform of ambience
synthesis at all!

mean it doesn't produce an excellent sound.

To rephrase my simple thesis: The Haas
effect permits asingle delay of approximately

The entriesfor tbe IRS Beta and ARC M300
accurately reflected our experience with both

ambience.

products. One of our M300s did have aprob-

wavefronts, initial attacks of trumpets, melody

30ms (within the Haas fusion zone) to extract
For correlated

sounds (steep

lem withfailing output tubes—no, it was not

lines, etc.), the ear ignores the repeated sound

left on all the time—so wefelt it advisable to

due to the Haas effect. For uncorrelated sounds

withdraw our recommendation. The M300 is

(le, ambience), the ear cannot distinguish the

not the only power amplifier in tbe Audio

repeat, therefore the original ambience of the

Stereophile, July 1989
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Symbol of quality

Made in England

"After the Monitors, Isimply cannot go back to listening to aspeaker that is less transparent.
The Monitors make everything sound so interesting, so involving. They are so good that one
stormy evening, Ithought to myself why go out to aconcert? Ithink
stay home with my
Monitors. - Sam Tellig, Stereophile, May 1988 (Model R952MD).
Hand finished using only the finest real woods available — Walnut, Oak, Black Ash, Teak. Rosewood, Mahogany

For information on the complete line of award winning loudspeakers contact:

E V RO

ELECTRONICS INC.

IN U.S.A.
P.O. Box 1355
Buffalo. New York 14205
Telephone (416)831-4741
Fax: (416) 831-6933

IN CANADA
1755 Plummer St., Unit 20
Pickering, Ontario LIW 3S1
Telephone: (416)831-4741
Fax: (416)831-6933

original recording is subjectively extracted to
the delayed speakers.

A final example: Let's set up an ambienceextraction ("decoder") box which contains

This thesis was expressed quite thoroughly

both L-R circuitry and asingle delay (such as
the Benchmark, the Phoenix, or the Yamaha,

by E. Roerbaek Madsen, first in a historymaking speech ("The Disclosure of Hidden
Information in Sound Recordings")and apaper
("Extraction of Ambience Information from
Ordinary Recordings," AES Journal October
1970) cited in afootnote of my article. The
mathematically oriented paper explains the

adjusted as per my article). Undeniably, the Left
minus Right circuitry is an important part of
these boxes. That is because the L-R signal
contains alarge proportion of ambient information, by canceling the direct (monophonic)

thesis and aseries of tests using monophonic

sounds from primarily center-channel material. But what happens when the music con-

material and aset of delayed loudspeakers fixed
at 12ms. My Stereophile article is asimplified

tains an instrument on the far left or far right
of the soundstage? The L-R decoder passes

and nonmathematical explanation of what I
would like to call the "Madsen effect," aperfectly legitimate corollary of the Haas effect.

that instrument's signal at full volume. Yet we
still hear a degree of ambience extraction,

Although the commonly promulgated pur-

(quoting Gordon) that the Haas effect lets us
"lock on to the front-coming (un -delayed) sig-

pose of the delay line in these decoder boxes
is to increase the separation of the L-R matrix
(a point not stressed in my article), there is a
secondary Madsen effect which most of us are
not aware of. Iwould estimate that 60-70% of

because of the signal delay. And despite the fact

nals as the primary directional source," the
Madsen effect is also present, revealing the natural ambience within that recording.
Ihope Ihave cleared up the muddy waters.

the subjective ambience extraction comes
from the L-R matrix, and the balance (an

Bob Katz
New York, NY

important 30-40%) from the Madsen effect of
the delay itself.
The powerful but little-known Madsen
effect can be created naturally, not just by an
artificial delay. For example, all good Stereoph/le readers know that dipole loudspeakers
[where the backwave is out of phase with the
front] reveal the natural ambience and reverberation on recordings better than "standard"
loudspeakers. With dipole transducers, the

More on ambience recovery
Editor:
Idon't usually get into the middle of ambience
arguments, since that term has been used and
misused to encompass all kinds of processes
and equipment. However, Imust back up JA's
understanding of Mr. Katz's hypothesis in reply
to Mr. Holt's letter in the April issue.
At any given point in time and space, an

delayed (and ideally diffused) wavefront from

ambient sound may be in or out of phase with

the wall behind the speakers arrives at the ear
several milliseconds after the direct wavefront.

the initial sound source, but it always arrives
later. Therefore, the use of simple delay to side

Peter Walker didn't express it as such, but he

or rear speakers will effectively spread ambience around the room, while the Haas or

discovered the Madsen effect with asingle
mono Quad loudspeaker back in the '50s. And
in 1989, Itry to make the dynamic loud-

precedence effect keeps the direct sound
nailed down in front. Sound Concepts pro-

speakers in my smallish living room sound like

duced the first consumer equipment for this

dipoles by using asubtle delay.
Asecond example of the Madsen effect can

task in 1975, and continues to do so.

be heard in awell-designed live-end/dead-end
monitoring room. Ihave built asuperb recording studio control room using a registered
LEDE engineer. The first thing you notice
about the LEDE control room is that you can
hear the original recorded ambience much better than in a normal control room. Mixing
records is less fatiguing, because the delayed
sound from the wall behind the listener
produces ambience extraction!
Stereophile, July 1989

Madsen first demonstrated ambience extraction from ordinary recordings using simple
tape delay, and published what should be his
well-known paper nearly 20 years ago. (It
appeared in the October 1970Journal of the
AES, Vol.19 No.5.) One of the advantages of
such asystem is that it works with all sources,
including monaural ones. It also does not affect
the overall balance of the original recording.
For that reason it is inherently amore accurate
form of reproduction, even though often less
41

What is the meaning of life?
Many have pondered this weighty question, no one has found an answer that satisfies all.
At best, life is synonymous with what
we know to be real, i.e. genuine, unaffected
and natural. As life grows denser and more
technologically complex, simplicity becomes
more appealing.
The same applies to hifi. High end audio
systems are now dedicated to the transparent reproduction of authentic, lifelike sound.
Unfortunately, too many of us remain
impressed with massive speakers that produce abrutish and exaggerated "largerthan-life" sound.
But truly lifelike sound is always more
thrilling, simply by the sheer impact of its

total fidelity That's why it's universally
acclaimed as "the real thing:' Those who
know the truth when they hear it can't
be satisfied by any substitutes or illusions
of reality.
For them, we offer Celestion loudspeakers. A range of subtle and elegant
components that deliver "lifelike" sound.
If you've had enough surreal sound to
last alifetime, we've been building the
world's most honest loudspeakers for you.
Discover the meaning of life at your qualified Celestion component dealer

CIELESTICITI

89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01746 1617) 429-6706

spectacular in comparison to ambience-creation systems.
David Hafler originated and patented the

noise, how could KEF have thought that software of that kind could be effective to demon-

idea of connecting rear speakers to reproduce
the L-R component of stereo, and sold equipment to do it. However, without delay, or un-

strate the capabilities of what, from the reviews
Ihave read, are detailed speakers, capable of
great delicacy? The KEF performance, in its
own negative way, was aringing (ear-ringing,

less the rear speakers are placed farther away
from the listener than the front, some sounds
will appear to originate from the rear. Also, the

editorial, "The Acoustical Standard." There is
not asingle note of Beverly Hills cop that ever

relative volume of the rear speakers will vary
with the ratio of L-R/L+R in the recording,
reaching zero in the case of monaural records
which may actually have good ambience.

at that) endorsement of JGH's October 1988

existed in nature, so any point of reference to
the real world is lost.
Ihad similar, but (due to thankfully lower
volumes) less painful, experiences with unre-

The original Dolby surround theater system

vealing pseudo-music at the Carver exhibit and

used adelayed L-R for the surround channel.

the B&K/Merlin exhibit. The latter was espe-

In fact, we supplied the delay units for the first

cially disappointing, as it deprived me of the
opportunity to hear electronics from acompany whose products your reviewers consis-

installations. It works well because, unlike
music recordings, film soundtracks are created
after the performance and mixed down for reproduction in aspecific controlled environment.
Joel M. Cohen
Sound Concepts, Inc., Brookline, MA

tently have praised.
Iencountered adifferent problem in the
TDL closet—one cannot properly call such
cramped quarters alistening rrxm—where the
disc jockeys changed selections every two

Comments on the Show

minutes or so. Although TDL presented an

Editor:

interesting variety of music, and even the infa-

Ihave just returned from atrip to the Bay Area
undertaken expressly for the purpose of attend-

mous HFN/RR garage door, the shuffling

ing the Stereophile Bay Area High End show. 2

between selections made serious listening
almost impossible. 3 One need not take the

Icame away from your show with some dis-

extreme classical-only position that Thomas

tinct impressions of the state of the high-end

C. Willett (Vol.12 No.4) decries to argue that,

market, both manufacturers and their cus-

without a real-world referent (even one so

tomers, in 1989, which Ishould like to share
with you.

humble as agarage door), there is no baseline
from which to assess the accuracy of an audio

First, several of the exhibitors had, in my

component. But, even with real music, constant changes from selection to selection so dis-

opinion, severely misjudged their audience.
Thrice, Iwent to the KEF exhibit room, the
visits spaced over aperiod of several hours, and
each time was unable to audition the speakers,
being driven away by the KEF 107s playing, at

turb the concentration that the results are
hardly better.
Is it too much to expect that the representatives whom manufacturers of serious compo-

alevel slightly above the threshold of pain,

nents send to ashow such as yours would be

Beverly Hills Cop. Apparently, KEF thought it
was at aCES, having to snag the attention of

sensitive to the necessity of demonstrating the
equipment with real music, played on acousti-

jaded mass-market dealers over the cacophony

cal instruments? Would it be inappropriate for

of Nintendos and ghetto-blaster boom boxes.

Slereophile to require, as acondition of exhib-

Aside from inflicting the sheer discomfort

iting at future shows that it sponsors, that all

that accompanies such devastating levels of

music to be played in demonstrations consist

2Icannot recall the exact date of the last equipment show I
attended, hut it was in the 1960s (before the high end had
emerged, like the earliest life forms from the primordial goo,
from "high fidelity, - then dominated by Fisher and Scott,
which itself had emerged from "record player." made by the
likes of RCA and General Electric). My most vivid memory of
that show is Joe Grad°, even better known then for his
immensely popular wooden tone-arms than for his then exclusively mming-coil cartridges, demonstrating aprototype of
anew and very quiet turntable featuring an extremely highMSS platter.
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exclusively of acoustic instruments or human
voices? Would it be too much to ask that each
exhibitor obtain acopy of Mstislav Rostropovich and Benjamin Britten performing Frank
31 was especially interested to hear the TOLs. because my own
system is built around some antediluvian IMF speakers, and
Iwanted to know howiohn Wright's latest designs for the successor to the IMF had improved upon his efforts of perhaps
adozen years earlier.
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Ohm CLS Drivers
Make Your
Speakers Disappear
From Our $5000 Walsh 5
to Our $600 Sound
Cylinders the Critics
are Impressed.

Stereophile vol. 11. No. 8
"So the bottom line is quite favorable: the Walsh 5is afull-range
speaker that is quite clean and
images very well." "Soundstaging
is another strength and joy, and
at their best the 5s can set up a
very palpable illusion of the original performing space." "In its
present incarnation, it is one of
the few dynamic speakers that my
jaded electrostatic taste buds
could live with."—Dick Olsher

Audio 6-88
"The Walsh 5is one of the
cleanest speakers available...1
perceived remarkable depth and
spaciousness to music well
recorded in aconcert hall. This
spaciousness did not result in a
vague mass of sound: image location is sharply defined and
accurately placed.. .They are a
masterpiece of the speaker
designer's art." 2

Stereo Review 1-88
"The sound of the Ohm Sound
Cylinders was smooth, balanced
and thoroughly enjoyable, well
beyond what anyone would expect
from such asmall, light speaker.
Its dispersion was subjectively
complete, and we were never
aware of the speakers as distinct
sound sources, no matter how
much we moved around the
room ...these speakers certainly
offer impressive value for their
price and size."'

New York Times 3-88
the various frequencies
emerge in their natural phase
relationship—more than in conventional designs. To what extent
this accounts for the speakers
fine sound may be debatable, yet
there is no question that the Ohm
Sound Cylinders represent an
excellent bargain, with aclarity
and richness of sound rarely
found in aspeaker of this size and
price."'
Find out about buying, directly
from the factory by calling toll
free 800-221-69M

iirja

For Those Who Care
i11 to Listen

Bridge's Sonata for Cello and Piano (London
CS6649),* and commit to play it through at
least once per hour, so that those wandering
from exhibit to exhibit could, without waiting
too long, have asingle standard reference by
which to compare?°
Second, the attendees at the San Mateo show
seemed like sheep to be herded, unsure of their
own ears, judging from the fact that rooms
exhibiting equipment that recently has been
the subject of favorable reviews invariably were
uncomfortably crowded, while rooms showing equally fine equipment that has not received good reviews (or bad reviews—just no
reviews) were decidedly unpopular.
'Par° very pleasant surprises at the show were
two loudspeaker systems that Ihad never heard

ness sounding so good. Ivoted for it as "best
sound of show," as much for its surprise value
as for the absolute quality, which was certainly
high, but under the extenuating conditions of
ashow, how can one really judge anyway?
Unfortunately, the no-review syndrome appeared to be at work against Linaeum, too:
There were very few listeners to enjoy this
entry, despite the fact that most attendees at the
show had to walk past the Linaeum room to get
to any other exhibits.
Maybe the most important lesson one learns
from attending shows such as yours, however,
is how good asystem one can assemble with
judicious shopping and matching, and how
badly one can do by following the Latest Trend.

of (and Iimagine most other attendees had

The total cost of my own complete system,
assembled over the course of maybe adecade,

never heard of either). The LM Acoustics Pisa

and not radically modified in the past four years

4, shown in a room the main attraction of

or so, fails to reach the list price of the great

which from the outside was primarily the bill-

majority of individual components on display
at the San Mateo show. Yet Ican say with con-

ing of the formerly sainted, and still very familiar, Dynavector name, proved to be awell-balanced speaker system with good dynamic
range, certainly the equal of some better-known
models from other manufacturers that were on

fidence that the sound of my system is comparable—it plays in the same league—with
most of the systems Iheard at the show. Would

auditioning the LM all by myself, uninterrupted

Itrade my complete system for the complete
Apogee Diva/Threshold system on audition by
Elite Electronics? You bet Iwould; is anyone

except for afew souls who came in to stuff

offering? But would Itrade the sound Iget

audition in other rooms. Ihad the pleasure of

Dynavector literature into their shopping bags.

from my modest components for the sound on

The greatest serendipity was the Linaeum
exhibit. Even though the company is based in

audition in the B&K/Merlin display? Never in
amillion years.

my home town, Ihad never heard of it or its

That is why Stereophile must find anew

products. Linaeum had hooked up the second

author to pick up the fallen banner of Sam Telhg's former "Audio Cheapskate" column. I

model from the bottom of its four-model line,
and it sounded remarkably lifelike, especially

treasure the reviews of the variety of all-out

on male voice. Apart from the slightest bit of

components, the discernment of the infinite

chestiness that was manifest only in the lowest

fine distractions which constitutes most of the

registers, apparently an artifact of aresonant

editorial content of your magazine. Unlike

node of the enclosure, the presentation of male

some of your correspondents, Iwould not

voice was as natural as Ihave heard from aloudspeaker. No 81200 pair of speakers has any busi-

have you set your sights lower. Ultimately,
though, your magazine provides its greatest

4As far as Ican tell, the performance has yet to be transferred
to the CD format. Because the music is not apart of most basic
repertories, it may never be. That is apity, because it is awonderful composition, and, in its LP form, brilliantly performed
and simply and elegantly recorded. Britten's piano is acrystal
bell on abitter-cold moonlit night as he plays his own former
piano teacher's composition. In contrast, Rostroprwich's cello
is the warm hearth, alternately hot rum with melted butter and
the snarl of afire crackling. With the lowest surface and background noise Ihave ever encountered on an LP, and sparkling
sonics of familiar acoustic instruments over wide dynamic
ranges, it is my personal favorite "test record."
5One of mine, too.

best, but which costs much less
Thomas Guilbert
Portland, OR

Thanks for the Show
Editor:
Just anote to express our gratitude for the High

—JA

6Am Istringing too many rhetorical questions together. JohnAtkinson styk9 Stew Glick's letter in tiiI.12 No.. was well illustrated on p.109 of the same issue.
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service to its readers when it unearths' the
component that is almost as good as the very

7Though acomponent may be unearthed, one's opinion about
it is not thereby automatically groundless.
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End Show just past. It reaffirmed my belief that

offered outstanding sound at its price point,

your reporting of the changing states of the art

with meticulous attention to detail, excellent

is both timely and tuneful. Although we were

customer service and avery high level of cabi-

unable to listen to those few big demonstra-

net finish as hallmarks of this wonderful com-

tions—Thiel, Martin-Logan, Threshold, Audio

pany. Until now, Thiel products have been the

Research—due to time restrictions, we were

best bargain in high-end audio.

able to hear some reasonable demos of their
lesser models.

speakers—and it's abig,gie—is their price of

The only disappointment in the new CS5.0

Juli and Iboth enjoyed the two fringe events

$10,000. Come on, Jim Thiel, you are letting

we attended most of all—the "Hearing Ampli-

your fans down! The previous top of the line,

fier Differences" test had the best-quality

the CS3.5, sells for about one-fourth the price

sound we heard at the show. Hearing the differ-

of the new flagship. Sure, the new speakers

ences between the VTL and Adcom was areve-

sound better—maybe 30% better. Does that

lation. Ihad no trouble telling which was

warrant four times the price? Where is the old

which, correctly identifying every test, but

Thiel concept of offering great quality for very

couldn't record my results due to brain mal-

reasonable and affordable prices?

function (didn't read the directions). "Ask the

The B&W Matrix 801, Series II speakers are

Editors" was lovely and informative, if all too

closely comparable to the new Thiels and sell

brief.

Paul &Julianne Tatman

for $5000. Will many people pay twice that

Red Bluff, CO

amount if they audition the CS5.0s and the

Best sound at the Show?

801s? Would not Thiel's long-term economic
results be bettered by offering the CS5.0 at

Editor:

$5000 or $4500, and as aresult, selling vastly

Best Sound at the Bay Area Hi -Fi Show?

greater numbers of them? Few people can
afford $10,000 speakers, and even fewer will

1) Audio Excellence (Thiel CS5.0 and Audio
Research electronics)
2) db Audio (Thiel CS5.0 with Jeff Rowland
Design Group electronics)

spend that when they can get the 801s for half
the price. Thiel could gain alot more customers
and thus reduce his operating costs through

3) Tie between B&W (801 Series II speakers)

larger-scale production if he seriously reduces

and The Audible Difference (Infinity IRS Series

the price of the CS5.0 before they are offered

V speakers with Mark Levinson electronics)

to the public this summer. By doing so, many

The highlight of the show for me was the
introduction of the new Thiel CS5.0 speakers.

more people will be able to enjoy the new
product, but more importantly, Thiel Audio

Their sound was magnificent! To add even more

will retain its image of offering exceptional

interest, apair of new Thiels were playing in

quality at very reasonable and fair prices. Pricing will determine whether the CS5.0 will be

each of two large rooms next door to one
another. In one room the Thiels were with
Audio Research electronics (Classic 150 amps
and the SP15 preamplifier). Next door the Thiels
were mated with Jeff Rowland Design Group's
Model 7amps and Coherence One preamp.

aseldom-purchased elitist product or apopular, more affordable addition to acompany
which has brought high-end audio within the
reach of most audiophiles' budgets. Please do

What agreat opportunity to examine differ-

not tax the loyalty and respect of your admirers, Jim Thiel, by charging more than what

ences in the sound of the same speakers in

most of your customers will consider reasona-

nearly identical rooms, but connected to the

ble and affordable. Make up for ahigher profit

electronics of two leading proponents of differ-

margin by producing and selling in greater
quantities. More people will be happier for it!

ent approaches: solid-state vs tube/hybrid
designs. To my ears, the warmer, richer, more

Ralph Harris

detailed sound came from the Audio Research
setup, though the Rowlands did seem at times

San Francisco, CA
See p.93for alisting of the exhibitors thought

to throw atad more punch and authority.

by visitors to offer the best sound.

Though the Thiels were the highlight of the
show, they also provided its biggest disappoint-

Tape problems

ment. Thiel Audio has always offered excep-

Editor:

tional value for money. Each speaker has always

Iread with interest George M. Graves's prob-
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lems with his two-track analog masters using
Ampex 407 (Stereophile, Feb. 1989). Ihave
two-track Y
4"tapes that are 10 to 12 years old
that were recorded on Scotch 250, and some
younger tapes recorded on Scotch 226, neither
of which show any signs of oxide shedding or
other physical deterioration. Dulling of highfrequency transients over time is an unfortunate fact of life for analog magnetic tapes. It

As an aside, Iam not familiar with the Sony
880, but unless it has balanced inputs/outputs,
and unless OVU corresponds to +4dBV, it is not
a"professional" tape recorder. Opinions differ,
of course, but Ihave always had the impression
that some Japanese semi-pro recorders provided mediocre to poor tape handling, with
sound quality to match. If he is interfacing with
hi-fi equipment, amuch better choice would

was not uncommon, in longer rock sessions
of afew years ago, for the multi-track master

equipment, aRevox PR99 or the newer C270

to lose high end from too many passes by the

would give excellent results (or, if the budget

heads caused by too many overdubs. And this
was before mixdown even occurred.

permits, any Studer model or an Ampex ATR-

However, Iam somewhat puzzled by his

of production for anumber of years.
William Kyle
11°14 wood, CA

choice of 1mil Ampex 407. Most studios shy
away from 1mil tape, preferring the thicker 1.5
mil version, which in this case would be
Ampex 406. Below is acomparison of physical properties:
406

407

Oxide coating

0.50

Base

1.42

0.50
0.88

Backcoating

0.05

0.05

Total

1.97

1.43

Tensile Yield strength

5.7

3.8
7.9

Tensile breaking strength 11.2
Print-through

-58

be aRevox B77. If he is hooked up to studio

102). The Ampex unfortunately has been out

We sent a copy of Mr Kyle's letter to George
Graves, but be declined to comment. —JA

mils

lbs/j4"
— AFTER
r
ivele

A DECADE OF R & D—

-57dB

It has generally been my experience that 1.5
mil tapes have better handling characteristics
and somewhat better print-through performance. The obvious question that arises, for
which Ihave no easy answer, is: Does the thinner base and lower tensile strength of 1mil
tape make it more susceptible to accelerated
physical deterioration?
If his tapes are 10 years old, another Ampex
formulation was available then, which was
Grand Master, type 456. It was bias-compatible
with 406/407, but had lower distortion, accepted higher level, and had better modulation
noise performance, among other advantages
Unfortunately, there's atrade-off: the higher
the tape's output, the worse the printthrough problem (in the case of Ampex 456,
afull 3dB worse than 406 during that era). And
that brings us to Scotch 226, amastering tape
that has improved print-through behavior, but
is still in the HOLN (high-output, low-noise)
class, and acurrent favorite of many engineers
Stereophile, July 1989

This patented design allows an $850
pair of loudspeakers to outperform
speakers costing many times their
price.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Taddeo Loudspeaker Co.
(716) 244-6027 • 2604 Elmwood Ave
Suite 105 • Roch, NY 14618

most

transparent cone speakers I
have heard.
...As far as I'm concerned, it redefines the art of
miniature speaker design.
John Atkinson, Stereophile, Sep 1988.

This is without doubt awholly remarkable loudspeaker,
and astunning endorsement of the well developed
metal cone bass units.
...on current showing the state of the art miniature,
bar none.
...to the author's knowledge, the most awesomely
dynamic and articulate miniature ever made.
Alvin Gold, Hi-Fi Choice, Jun 1988

speakers are arevelation. Their dynamic performance i
in advance of anything I've heard before.
...And what aproduct, Few new companies in the hi-fi
field can boast aspeaker that leapfrogs existing
references and sets new standards of technical and
musical excellence.
David Prakel, Hi-Fi Answers, Mar 1988.
The AE-1 has an 88dB/W sensitivity, and is designed to
handle —and I
mean handle— something like 200W. But
those are just numbers —the reality is quite
extraordinary.
...As astonishing as the dynamics of the AE-1 are, so too
is its bass extension, which has depth and fullness quite
out of line for aspeaker this size.
Alvin Gold, Stereophile, Aug 1988.

Jr:

EXCLUSIVE USA DISTRIBUTOR
•-• r- -r

8300 TUCKERMAN LANE, POTOM

C rJ 2r P'

INDUSTRY

WA: Peter W. Mitchell
You say you can't find Denon's Audio Technical
test CD in the bins at your local record shop?
You don't know where to find the Pierre Verany test discs? (Harmonia Mundi USA, 3364
South Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90034,
(213) 559-0802.) You forgot that CBS test discs,
both CD and LP, can be ordered from Old
Colony Sound? (P.O. Box 243, Peterborough,
NH 03458, (603)924-6371.)
A few miles up the road from Old Colony,
David Hadaway at DB Systems has decided to
simplify this situation by becoming asecondary source for abroad range of test discs. Send
inquiries to DB Systems, Main St., Rindge Ctr.,
NH 03461, or phone credit-card orders to (603)
899-5121. In addition to the Verany, CBS, and
Denon discs, DB has several test and demo
discs produced by the Japan Audio Society,
plus three discs that deserve special note. The
Auditory Demonstrations CD ($25) is discussed
at length below. The Video Standard laserdisc
from Reference Recordings ($60) is abeautifully
made and immensely informative videodisc
that provides acomprehensive set of test signals for evaluating and adjusting video monitors,
VCRs, and Dolby Surround systems. Denon's
anechoic orchestra CD ($50) is arecording of
asymphony orchestra in an anechoic chamber.
If you're experimenting with one of the electronic reverberation processors from Yamaha,
Lexicon, or JVC, it can be difficult to separate
the effects of the processor from the real hall
reverb already present in most recordings. So
Denon constructed atemporary 33'x47'xIF
anechoic chamber and recorded a91 -piece
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"Line protection you can pay a
little for it now,
or you can pay a
lot for it later."-=upn
4000M

R

egardless of how sophisticated your
stereo and video system is, it may
never achieve its full potential if plugged
directly into an AC outlet. Raw and
unprocessed AC power can severely
diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
Harmful high-voltage spikes and surges
can also damage your valuable equipment.
The ADCOM ACE-515 AC Enhancer
significantly improves the performance
capabilities of your system by filtering and
processing raw AC power, unveiling a
pure, noise-free power source. And, it
protects your components from harmful
line voltage disturbances.

Listen To The Critics
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is vulnenible to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too."
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

".. .the effective suppression of AC RF hash' by the
ACE-515 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players... .the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb... .
it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Sterrophile, Vol. II No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Stereophile, Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment.
Once again, ADCOM lives up to its
reputation of offering superior performance
at areasonable cost. For complete
technical data, please visit your Adcom
dealer. You'll discover the ACE-515 is
more than an accessory. It's anecessity.

ADCOM

o

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 Disuibined in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Point Claire, Quebec H9R IRS

symphony orchestra in it, using 29 micro-

when echoes arrive immediately after apri-

phones and aMitsubishi 32-track digital recorder.

mary sound, our perception is altered. In aprocess called "fusion," echoes become part of the

The CD contains samples of various microphone perspectives including spaced omnidirectional mikes, asemi-coincident ORTF
mike array, and multi-mike mixdowns.

Illusion vs reality
Everyone is acquainted with the deceptive
power of mirages and optical illusions. On a
summer day even an experienced driver may
be fooled momentarily into seeing apuddle of
water on the highway where blue skylight is
being refracted by hot air above the asphalt. A
change in visual background can make equal
lines look different in length, cause parallel
lines to diverge, turn circles into ovals, and alter
perceived colors. Charlatans and professional
stage magicians make aliving by convincing
people that they "saw" things that did not—
and could not—occur.

primary sound that preceded them.
Evidently the ancestors of the human animal
found it biologically useful to focus on primary
sounds without being confused by asuccession of weaker, reflected copies. But as audiophiles we have different priorities. If the Haas
effect didn't prevent us from hearing closely
spaced echoes, we could easily recognize the
problems caused by reflections in the listening
room, and we would arrive much more quickly
at the optimum location for loudspeakers.
You've probably heard about the Haas effect;
you may even know that fusion stops for
echoes that occur more than about 50 milliseconds after aprimary sound. (So, while we
can't hear the rapidly decaying echo pattern in
aliving room, we are fully conscious of the
reverb in alarge hall or in an unfurnished room

We encounter perceptual distortions and

whose strong reflections persist long after the

illusions more often in audio than in vision, but
usually without noticing what we're missing.

direct sound.) But reading about it cannot com-

Many audiophiles, having qualified themselves

You have to hear it demonstrated, by listening
to recorded sounds both forward and back-

as skilled listeners able to hear small imperfec-

municate what avery powerful effect this is.

tions in audio equipment, fall into the trap of

ward, to fully appreciate how drastically our

believing that their ears provide an exact, literal

perception of reality is altered by fusion.
The Auditory Demonstrations CD (Philips

representation of the audio waveforms arriving
from the world around. In some ways the hearing system is amazingly precise: for instance,
as the brain coordinates arrival-time information from the two ears to judge where asound
is coming from, its temporal resolution is just
30 millionths of asecond! Nevertheless, the
ear/brain system perceives the world through
avery specialized set of filters and interpretive
relationships that impose particular biases on
what we hear. The ear/brain system is as easily fooled as the eye/brain system,
Here's asimple example, called the Haas

1126-061) provides this opportunity. Track 70
contains amale voice and ahammer-blow on
brick, recorded successively in an anechoic
chamber, aliving room, and areverberant hall,
played both forward and backward. In the forward recording you hear changes in timbre but
few echoes; in the backward recording each
sound is heard to have arich and surprisingly
long-lasting pattern of echoes and hammerhead resonance. After you've heard the backward version, your inability to hear the same
echoes in the forward version becomes ahum-

effect after one of the scientists who studied

bling and slightly depressing experience.

it: when echoes follow in quick succession (at
intervals of afew thousandths of asecond) after

Haas-effect fusion is not entirely abad thing;
without it we couldn't experience the beauty

aprimary sound, they are not perceived as

of asymphony orchestra in afine concert hall.

echoes. Instead they are heard as achange in

The hall's early reflections become "fused"
with the orchestra's direct sound, making it

the timbre or character of the primary sound
itself. Yet if arecording of the event is played
backward, the complex chain of echoes is
immediately obvious.
The problem is not that the ear can't detect
closely spaced sounds; when such sounds
occur by themselves, or before a primary
sound, they are heard exactly as they occur. But
Stereophile, July 1989

substantially louder, fuller, and richer in timbre
than it really is. If you've ever heard asymphony orchestra playing outdoors without a
sound-reinforcement system, you know how
scrawny its true sound is. Without fusion the
orchestra would sound equally scrawny indoors,
and aloud echo pattern would follow every
51

YAreteAney,ets cleMeesAi
STEREOPHILE'S 1989
RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS
Quotes from Stereophile. Vol. 12
No. 4, April 1989.

DELUXE LINE DRIVE
Class
A

"Sets a new standard
for Class A sound at an
unreasonably low cost."
o

e...,

o• o •
u

PHONO DRIVE
"Beautifully engineered standalone MC/MM phono stage.. .
Excellent delineation of detail;
superb soundstaging.. ."
ce- o

Class

-Miclband excellent.
.A winner
when it comes to dynamics and the
presentation ot soundstage, thinks
JA. Now has 'Isodriye .built-in
damping system."

Enough said. Now is the time to listen.
Contact Your Mod Squad Dealer or call

(619) 436-7666
THE MOD SQUAD, INC., 542 North Hwy. 101, Leucadia, CA 92024
Key to ratings: Class A, Best attainable sound; Class B, The next best thing; Class C,
High quality, but still affordable; Class D, Significantly lower fidelity, but still recommended; Class K, Keep an eye on this product.
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note, so concert halls would have to be
designed very differently. In fact the best-

must be played in C-sharp to sound in tune—
but not everyone agrees (demonstration 16).

sounding concert halls are those that use fusion
effectively, je, those that produce apattern of
reflections that fuse well with the direct sound

tones seem to become higher in pitch as their
loudness increases, while low-frequency tones

to reinforce and beautify the orchestra's tone.
Auditory Demonstrations contains 39 illustrations of the limitations and perceptual distortions that are built into the human auditory
system. The CD is based on aset of demonstrations devised at Harvard's psychophysics lab-

Pitch varies with loudness: high-frequency

seem lower when loud. This may help to explain
why there often seems to be asubjectively
"right" volume level for playing certain recordings; only at the original volume level are the
perceived pitch relationships exactly correct.
Another auditory distortion plays an even

oratory, and was produced at the Institute for

larger role in this illusion: the effective fre-

Perception Research in the Netherlands with
support from Northern Illinois University and

quency response of the ear varies drastically

the Acoustical Society of America. The 65-

cies. At middle frequencies the ear can hear
sound-pressure levels as low as OdB SPL, but

minute disc is organized into 80 tracks, and a
92-page booklet explains each demo with a

with sound intensity, especially at low frequen-

page or two of text plus references for further

at 50Hz the threshold of hearing is 40dB SPL,
and at 30Hz the threshold rises to 60dB SPL!

reading. Here are afew more examples.

In effect, the ear is virtually deaf to any deep-

Perceived loudness is proportional to the
logarithm of the sound power, which is why

is afortunate adaptation, since in an industrial

the decibel scale is used. But the scaling factor

society we are constantly surrounded by low-

bass sound weaker than about 50dB SPL. This

is not the same for everyone. For some people,

frequency noise—the rumble of distant traf-

asubjective doubling of loudness involves a
10dB change in sound power; for others, such

fic, the roar of furnaces and airconditioning
systems in the basement of your house, the

as myself, asubjective doubling corresponds

thump of footsteps on stairs three stories above.

to only a6dB increase. To put it another way,
a20dB increase in level may sound four times

Spectrum-analyzer measurements show that

louder to you (doubled twice), but to me it
sounds eight times louder (doubled three

frequency rumble at 40 to 50dB SPL, just below
the threshold of perception.

times, plus abit). Demonstration 7on the disc
allows you to determine your own scaling fac-

impossible until you hear it for yourself

tor. If you and your spouse have different scal-

(demonstration 39). Using headphones, alter-

in atypical urban home there is aconstant low-

One aural illusion is so weird that it seems

ing factors, and consequently hear dynamics

nating tones an octave apart (400 and 800Hz)

differently, it should come as no surprise that

are presented to the right ear. The same tones

you also prefer different volume-control set-

are presented to the left ear in reverse order:
when the right ear is receiving the high tone
the left ear is receiving the low tone, and vice-

tings and different seats in the concert hall.
In judging loudness, the ear uses atime-scale
of about 0.2 second (200ms). In briefer sounds

versa. It's asimple pattern, but hardly anyone

the perceived loudness varies with duration;
thus a20ms tone-burst sounds 10dB softer
than a200ms burst at the same level (demonstration 8). Is it only coincidence that the aver-

actually being presented only to the left ear, the

age note-length in music is 200 milliseconds?

brain persists in hearing it in the right ear, and

The perception of pitch is complex, and is
not the same for everyone. While an octave
increase in pitch corresponds nearly to dou-

are reversed on the head! Odder still, if you are

bling the frequency, it's not exact: for most people the octave must be "stretched" by about
one percent to sound right! For music that spans
several octaves, the accumulated pitch error
can amount to afull semitone. Thus on asynthesizer with exact 2:1 octave tuning, when a
bass line is played in C, ahigh-pitched melody
Stereophile, July 1989

hears it correctly. Most people hear the high
tone persistently on the right side and the low
tone on the left. Even when the high tone is

that illusion continues when the headphones

IIfind this hard to believe. As an ex-violinist, Ibecame used
to tuning octaves, and especially fifths, by listening for the
difference tone, actually in the former case the beats between
the difference note and the identically pitched lower note, in
the latter when the difference note became exactly one octave
below the lower note. For example, 400Hz-200Hz (octave)
= 200Hz (unison with lower note); 600Hz-400Hz (fifth) =
200Hz (octave below lower note). Those listening to my violin
playing can't have felt (unjustly) that Iwas playing out of tune?
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"It is so clearly superior
to past amplifiers in the low- to
mid-priced range—not to mention
most amplifiers two to three times
its price- that Ican unhesitatingly
recommend it for even the most
demanding high end system!'
Anthony Cordesman

ADM CFA-555.
HIGH POWER, HIGH CURRE111

ADCOM

e

11 Elkins Road, E. Brunswick. NJ 09816 U.S.A.
Telephone: 201-390-1130 Telex: 944430
Ostroboled In Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC
PoInle Clalre Quebec 49R455
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left-handed you may hear areverse illusion,

and Gary Kendall, directors of Northwestem's

with the high tone on the left. Ihear the high

Computer Music studio, all of the sound was
produced by two speakers at ear-level in front
of me.

tone only in the right e4 but the low tone seems
to be in both ears, ie, in the middle of my head.
This illusion is one of several that were
discussed by Diana Deutsch in the March 1987
issue of Audio, with examples on aplastic
Soundsheet record bound into the magazine.
Aversion of this illusion even appears in the last
movement of Tchaikovsky's Symphony 6. The
first violins play aseesaw low/high sequence
of notes, descending gradually in pitch, while
the second violins play acomplementary (high/
low) pattern. Hardly anyone hears the seesaw
notes; instead, most listeners hear the first and
second violins playing parallel descending scales.

How is this done? It requires aknowledge
of how we perceive height in real life. In principle, two sensors mounted at the same height
above the ground, as our ears are, cannot perceive height angles directly; they can only capture directional information in the horizontal
plane. And by the same logic, two loudspeakers
at asingle elevation cannot generate images at
different heights.
But the ear is not just amicrophone; it is
surrounded by aconvoluted flap of skin and
cartilage called the pinna. While part of any
sound enters the ear canal directly, other

Some of my favorite audio illusions are not
on the disc. One, well known to recording

soundwaves reflect off the pinnae and enter the

engineers, is the perception of low-level noise

ear canal slightly later. The exact pattern of

as spaciousness—especially when the noise is

reflections depends on the direction of the

"uncorrelated," meaning that the noise signals

arriving soundwave—especially its height. The

in the two channels are substantially out of

pinna reflections produce cancellations (deep
notches in the frequency spectrum) between

phase. As you know, in stereo reproduction an
out-of-phase signal is diffuse and unlocalizable,
so the ear/brain system tends to regard it as part
of the ambient soundfield. A few years ago,
when digital recording was widely criticized
for suppressing ambience, Irecorded asym-

6and 14kHz. These have been measured by
placing tiny microphones in the ear canals of
many listeners. The notch frequencies depend
on the vertical and horizontal angles of the

phony rehearsal simultaneously on digital and
analog tapes. Sure enough, in playback the dig-

arriving sound, and the ear/brain system associates this notch pattern with the direction of
the sound source.

ital recording sounded dry. But when Icopied
it onto analog tape, the "missing" ambience

has developed acomputer program that pro-

was magically restored! Why? Because 1) the
analog tape added low-level noise, and 2) in
most analog recorders the two channels go
increasingly out of phase at high frequencies,
ensuring that the tape hiss (and some of the

The Northwestern Computer Music group
cesses recorded sounds through the notch pattern for any desired angle. (The notches vary
from one individual to the next, since our pinnae
are not all identical; but even averaged notch
patterns produce a remarkably convincing

musical overtones) will sound diffuse and spa-

directional illusion.) Another program creates

cious during playback. As for digital's dryness,

the reverberation patterns of spaces as small as
astairwell or as large as aconcert hall. In combination, these programs can create apersuasive illusion through either two or four loud-

for subsequent recordings! hung the microphones 2' farther from the stage and captured
all the ambience Iwanted.

The height illusion
One of my most memorable audio experiences
occurred in an acoustics lab at Northwestern
University in Evanston, Illinois. In what began
as an apparently ordinary two-channel stereo
recording, someone started climbing ametal
staircase in front of me and continued climbing
until he was nearly overhead, about 8' straight up.
The phantom image was so precisely localized

speakers, effectively placing aphantom source
in any desired space and causing it to move
about—front/back, near/far, and up/down.
Recordings and loudspeakers sometimes
produce notch patterns that generate accidental height illusions. In some speakers, non-ideal
crossover phasing creates an upward lobe in
the radiation pattern, producing a strong
enough ceiling reflection to pull the image
upward at some frequencies. And ¡fa speaker

that Iwas certain that ceiling speakers were

has acrossover near 6kHz, it may produce can-

being used. But according to William Martens

cellation notches that create aheight illusion.
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THE NEWS-

• LETTER OF AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS

Linn KAN II Speaker
When you think you've developed the perfect product ...
...it's time to raise your standards.
The Linn Kan has always been regarded as one of the most musical of minimonitors.
Linn, however, never satisfied with simply being the best, recently
introduced the KAN II.
The front baffle of the Kan has been strengthened and now incorporates a raised
area on which the tweeter is mounted.
This eliminates diffraction problems
associated with the cabinet edges. In addition, the baffle is now welded to the
cabinet using advanced adhesives developed for aerospace and Formula One racing
cars. This further improves the mechanical integrity of the baffle and cabinet.
The new quasi-fourth-order crossover was designed using Linn developed computer
simulation techniques. This procedure uses the real-world measured characteristics
of the drive units as an integral part of the crossover network and provides
exceptionally accurate results. In addition, the crossover
is bi-wireable, allowing the performance of your hi-fi
system to be upgraded in affordable steps. By simply
changing two external links, the crossover can be
configured for conventional, bi-wired, or bi-amplified
operation.
In widespread listening tests, the improvement in
performance has proven to be quite dramatic. Because
of the relatively constant impedance of the new
crossover, the Kan II is able to do a credible job even
when powered by an inexpensive integrated amplifier.
As the quality of the input signal is improved (for
example, by the use of a Linn LK280 power amp) the
new Kan II really shows its stuff. Bi-amplified with two
LK280's, the Kan's performance is simply staggering!
We strongly urge you to visit a Linn dealer and hear the
Kan II for yourself. Even if you are not in the market
for a speaker at this time, you will find the bi-wire/biamp demonstration to be an ear-opening experience.
For additional information on Linn Hi -Fi products and the name of the dealer nearest you contact:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 849-7103
Aldburn Electronics, 127 Portland Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5V 2N4
(416) 863-0915
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My old ADS 910 speakers produced avery
pleasing height impression for these reasons,

months. Aside from abizarre choice of categories—all source products, including arms,

seeming to "float" brass sounds above the rest
of the orchestra.

cartridges, D/A convertors, CD players, tuners,

Binaural recording, using either adummy

and turntables fight it out for one award—the
awards are notable for the method of choice:

head with carefully shaped artificial pinnae or

public voting.

your own head with miniature microphones
in your ear canals, is the most reliable way to
capture authentic height information in two

system, but it isn't too much of aworry because

channels. Some recent pop recordings have
used a dummy-head process called "holo-

I've never really understood the nominating
the list of nominees is usually quite complete.
But the voting, by way of forms published in
all of the magazines, doesn't seem to be quite

phonics." Details of the construction of the

the representative, democratic process its form

dummy head and the placement of microphones on or within it are closely held trade

would have us believe it to be Now I'm not suggesting that the voting is rigged, only that it is

secrets, and inventor Hugo Zuccarelli's explanations of holophonic recording appear to
contain more mysticism than scientific acoustics or physics. Nevertheless, aholophonic
recording can be astartling experience: in one
of Zuccarelli's demonstration tapes, reproduced
through headphones, Iclearly heard asound

"strange." And all because aspy told me that
the voting is so low as to equal less than 0.1%
of the circulation figures of the British hi-fi
press. If Itold you that the voting was less than
10% of the sample needed to choose the Oscar
or around the same number of votes as there
are pages in an average-length detective novel,

begin off to my left at waist level, gradually

that may help you to narrow it down. No mat-

move upward, cross overhead, and move down

ter what Isay, Ihave no way of proving that the

to the right. There was none of the vagueness

FBA awards receive less votes than any sane

often heard in headphone imaging; the moving
sound source in this recording was so clearly

person would consider to be worth counting,

localized that Icould have reached out and

so my complaints about this year's winners are
based on the assumption that my spy is well -

touched it—except, of course, that it wasn't
really there.

informed. Because if he/she is right, then the
voting was so low that any half-witted nominee
would have little difficulty canvassing that
number in uncles, aunts, cousins, and last
week's customers. The winners, with my snide
comments, are:
Source Components:
Linn EKOS tonearm
Talk about predictable. ..This one speaks for
itself, allowing for the arm's limited influence
in these Last Days of the LP. It beat, among
others, Arcam's brave and affordable Black Box
D/A convertor, Roksan's radical Artemiz tone-

UK: Ken Kessler

arm, and Meridian's stylish 207 CD player. I'm

Awards time rolls around again, with the Federation of British Audio Annual Awards 1989

forcing all of their employees to vote, but it

following right after the Oscars and the
Grammys. And while the Grammys and the
Oscars have been improving in terms of scope
and validity, the FBA Awards continue to puzzle
at least this observer.
For those of you unfamiliar with the organization, the FBAs membership consists of British hi-fi manufacturers intent on promoting the
"concept" of UK-made hi-fi. One of the best

not suggesting that Linn won this award by
strikes me as odd that an updated Wok is worthy of an award which really ought to go to a
product conceived with abit more imagination,
slightly wider appeal, and asense of innovation.
Amplification Components:
Arrant Alpba Series II integrated amplifier
This category is usually abit of asnoozer, so
I'm simply grateful that the winner was at least
areal-world product of genuine merit. No

ways they publicize British hardware is by

complaints here; it's more asense of relief

honoring the best products of the previous 18

regarding who didn't receive the award.
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Speaker Components or Systems:

it's obvious that Arcam would like every Delta

Naim IBL
Idon't want to start screaming about prejudices

company knows that far greater potential sales

170 transport to mate with aBlack Box, the

(mine or theirs), but surely, in 50 years—when

are to be made serving the needs of all of those

somebody writes the history of late 20th-

customers who will purchase the new-genera-

century hi-fi—whoever's still around will look

tion (mainly Japanese) integrated amplifiers

back and see that TDL/Elac's metal-dome
tweeter or Celestion's SL700 were more

with onboard DACs.

"important" in the scheme of things?

addressed is the need to supply the consumer

What A&R (and Kenwood, of course) has

Accessories:,

with atransport for digital connection to a

Hunt EDA P3 CD cleaner

DAC-equipped integrated amp or outboard

Yet another award category that's about as
exciting as waiting for the kettle to boil. As far

decoder without the customer thinking that

as Hunt's software cleaners are concerned, I
suppose somebody has to do it, and nobody

output section. It's not all that easy to tell acus-

the CD player houses aredundant DAC and
tomer (unless the customer is of the enthusiast
variety) that agoodly chunk of his existing CD

else does it with the enthusiasm of Keith Hunt.
Award for an Outstanding Product that

player will sit there unused. This component

has been on the Market for More than 5

approach will satisfy not only those concerned

Years:

with the wastage of awhole section of aplayer;

QED 79-Strand Loudspeaker Cable
As Ifind this an insult to those who conceived

it will also please those who simply must have

the BBC LS3/5A, the Decca London cartridge,

The Arcam Delta 170 CD Transport sells for
f600 in the UK, some 20% more than the

the Radford STA25 amplifier, and afew other
modem classics, Ican only state yet again that
the morons who nominate and/or vote for this
award have absolutely no sense of history or
proportion. True, QED 79-strand is probably
the best-selling speaker wire on the UK market, but so what? RS Components' multicore

mix'n'match hi-fi systems.

Kenwood, and it offers the user what seems to
be afully tweaked version of the Philips singlebeam transport. A&R's research with the Black
Box involved the employment of anumber of
CD players with digital outputs; the company
discovered that "both our own staff and,

solder sells by the truckload and has been

independently, our dealers and customers

around for more than five years, but Idon't see
anyone giving that an award.

observed that not all CD player transport sys-

Industry Personality of the Year:
Ivor Tiefenbrun of Linn
Perhaps they should change that to Industry

same. Further investigation showed that the
European (Philips based) single-beam laser

Personality Cult of the Year, the year being

better than comparably priced Far Eastern

tems used with the Black Box sounded the

turntable mechanisms generally performed

1979. Ithink it should have gone to Private

three-beam systems." Ihope they're only talk-

Eye -Fi publisher Jon Vizor, who probably did

ing about sonic performance, because Ican't

more to wake up the UK hi-fi industry in

think of anybody (without avested interest)

1988/9 than anyone else.

who has anything good to say about Philips

Dealer of the Year:

transports' reliability and mechanical integrity.

Beverley Reynolds
Probably amost deserving winner (second
year running, Ithink), but it could start to look

described as "the CDM 1Mk.2 single laser
beam die-cast metal transport mechanism,

That aside, the Delta 170 sports what is best

like token feminism.
At the risk of sounding like an Arcam apologist,

vibration isolated and damped, with long life

Ihave to hand it to A&R Cambridge not so much
for winning the amplifier award but for follow-

sists of an all-aluminum chassis with damped
sandwich construction mechanism support,

ing their ground-breaking Black Box with the

supplied complete with Sorbothane feet. (A&R

first British-made transport-only CD players.
Hot on the heels of Kenwood's DP-X9010,
which Ibelieve is the world's first transport-

distributes AudioQuest's excellent Sorbothane
accessories in the UK.) The Delta 170 employs
twin transformer power supplies, one for the

only unit, the Arcam Delta 170 isn't just the nat-

optically isolated master oscillator and digital

ural partner to the Black Box decoder. While

output stages, and one for the servos and
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brushless turntable motor." The housing con-
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COUNTERPOINT
Three new pre-amps from less than $1000
Counterpoint
introduces three 'state-of-the-art'
pre-amplifiers. ..
affordably priced
only $835 for the new SA-1000.
Like the new SA-3000, the SA-1000
LAS VEGAS C.E.S. —

utilizes sophisticated hybrid tube
technology to deliver clean, immaculately focused sound. The SA-5000,
with a special vacuum-tube power
supply, offers exceptional imaging.

Audio Cheapskate?

Beg, Borrow or Steal
but try this pre-amp!
Built to the same exacting standards
as other Counterpoint pre-amplifiers,
the new SA-1000 with its clean, threetube hybrid circuitry provides the
sonic realism you'd expect to find in
products costing twice as much.

Compare:
SA-1000 FEATURES
• Hand-selected tubes
• Custom-made IAR-TRT
polypropylene capacitors
• MIL-SPEC blue circuit boards
• 1% Resista resistors
• Switchable gain
• High-gain 70dB, low-gain 58dB
DISTORTION
Line Stage: 0.065% Max. T.H.D. per EIA.
Phono Stage: <0.08% Max. T.H.D., 'kHz to 20kHz:
<0.1% Max. T.H.D., IkHz to 20kHz @ 0.5mV
input level: 1% T.H.D. 0 20mV/1kHz.

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
Line Stage:
83dB (ref 0.5V, EIA-weighted noise: 38uV,
10 to 500kHz1.
Phono Stage:
81dB (ref. 5.0mV, EIA-weighted noise: 54uV,
10 to 500kHz).
6IdB (ref. 0.5mV, EIA-weighted noise: 54uV,
10 to 500kHz).

Call for full specifications.

411111111111111111M.
The new SA-1000
Value, Quality. .. $83500
Performance.. .

To hear the SA-1000, call:

800-266-9090
And, ask for your
copy of our new
COUNTERPOINT
catalog...an exciting introduction
to a new world
of sonic purity.

COUNTERPOINT
St
'PER NATURAI,S)UNI)

2610 Commerce Drive • Vista, CA 92083 • (619) 598-9090 • FAX: (619) 598-9418 •Telex: 284 902 CPT UR

microprocessors. Digital outputs include one
optical and one "balanced drive" coaxial, while
the 8-digit display shows track, index, and time
functions; the display can be dimmed or
turned off completely. The remote-control
handset is included in the price.
It's anybody's guess as to how long it will
take for the digital revolution to occur; are that
many consumers primed for sources with digital outputs? Still, it's noteworthy that the most
pro-analog, anti-CD of all the hi-fi communi-

USA: John Atkinson
Follm‘ ing The Absolute Sound's "Golden Ears
Awards" last October (see Stereopbile Vo1.11
No.12, p.43), the magazine's editor and pub-

ties contains companies with the foresight

lisher Harry Pearson proposed that some kind

to inaugurate trends in digital technology:

of industry body be formed, to promote the

Cambridge's original two-box player, the first

idea of high-end sound reproduction and to

Meridian Pro machine, the Arcam products, the

formally recognize exceptional achievement

Musical Fidelity outboard decoder—and to
think that most other countries perceive the

in the field. Harry also generously offered his
magazine's resources to administer such abody.

UK as aVictorian anachronism good only for
small loudspeakers and belt-drive turntables.

AHEAD (for Academy of High End Audio
Design) has now been formed, and will be offi-

Speaking of belts, it's also worth noting that

cially launched later this year. The steering

Peter Belt—the man with the obsession about
electrostatic charges—has been given air-time

committee, consisting of The Mod Squad's Joyce
Fleming, Thiel's Kathy Gornick, Magnepan's
Wendell Diller, and Karen Sumner of llanspar-

on BBC radio. For those of you unaware of Belt,
he's been causing astir for the past two years
with his various tweaks and accessories which

ent Audio Marketing, met during Stereopbile's
High End Hi -Fi Show in April to discuss rules

have included such unusual practices as smearing "electret" cream on CDs, inserting sheets

the Board of Governors. They also scheduled

of paper into books to give them odd numbers

the date of the second "Golden Ears" awards

of pages, and drinking"polarized" water before

banquet for October this year.

for membership, bylaws, and nominations for

listening sessions. Many daim to hear remarkable
improvements when their hi-fi systems have
been treated with Belt's products and techniques.
What the BBC has done is given Peter the
opportunity to present his case to the nation,
to awider audience than the readership of hi-fi
magazines. Fortunately for Belt, Jeff Link, pro-

EUROPE: John Atkinson

ducer of the popular Radio 2program, Robin
Ray's "Waxworks," is abit of an audiophile. His

healthy export sales to Europe should be aware

show has aweekly spot about hi-fi matters, and

of adirective that the European Commission

Peter was invited to appear as aguest. Part of

is proposing to enforce from January 1, 1992,

US electronics manufacturers who enjoy

Belt's presentation included ademonstration

that might stop their sales dead in their tracks.

of his CD treatments, the BBC playing both an
untreated disc and one which had received the

As presently proposed, all electronic equipment that will be offered for sale in the EEC,

works. Ican tell you now that within the first

without exception eitberfor existing products

week the BBC had received hundreds of letters,
all of them favorable. No, the respondents were

already on sale or for equipment produced
(for sale)as a Ipne-off"or in very small quan-

not all Hi-Fi Answers readers—many claimed

tities, must be type-approved in respect both

to be of an absolutely non-audiophile persuasion. The BBC is following up on this by send-

of not generating radiated or conducted elec-

ing the first 100 respondents acouple of sheets

to malfunction due to externally generated

of Belt's electret foils and aquestionnaire to
return to the BBC. The results will be aired on

interference. In some cases, it is proposed that

afuture program.

oratory, which will cost "several thousand

No, Ican't wait, either.
60

tromagnetic interference, and in being immune

third-party testing by an approved testing labpounds" for each item of equipment and which
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will take "several months," will be compulsory.

machines, modems, and telephones intended

In some cases, the manufacturer will be

to be sold by rival small companies, the "ap-

allowed to "self-certify," but will have to have

proved test laboratories" will be those run by
the large manufacturers, who have the most to
lose by running an efficient approval system.

an approved outdoor test site. And to make it
worse, although it will be essential to design
equipment from first principles to meet the
proposed RFI standards, these standards have

Of course, as with every proposal that is
intended to restrict international trade, the ultimate loser will be the consumer, who will have

not yet been decided upon!
This legislation is obviously intended to

to hand over more of his or her hard-earned

make it harder for oriental companies to flood

cash. Ican't think of one instance where a

Europe with inexpensive consumer electronics

domestic manufacturer, shielded by impon restrictions from imported competition, has

items. Yet it seems to me that the actual function of such arestrictive policy will be to punish small innovative manufacturers by forcing

either lowered prices as aresult or produced
abetter-quality product for the same price.

them to submit their products for alengthy and

Those worried by this news can get more

expensive evaluation before allowing them to

information from Mr. J. Ketchell, Department

be sold. And, given the UK's record, where the

of Trade and Industry, Room 106, Waterloo

monopolistic telecommunications companies

Bridge House, Waterloo Road, London SEI

were given the job of approving answering

8UA, UK. Tel: 011-44-1-215 2084.

remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable

music.

.above all.

kt the U.S AudioStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
kt Canada. Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd ."5, Weston, ON M9L 293

Tube Sound at Transistor Prices
from Vacuum Tu

Logic and Audio Advisor

David Manley has become one of the
legends of hi-fi. While working as arecording engineer, he couldn't find agoodsounding amplifier. So he built his own.
Then he figured other people might want
good-sounding amplifiers, too. So he
founded Vacuum Tube Logic.
"Make some gear for us."
We kept reading rave reviews of VTL
products. Reviewers say things like
"transparent"... "dynamic"... "startlingly
clear"... "awesome bass." We had to hear
for ourselves. When we did, we bought a
plane ticket to California to visit Manley.
"Audio Advisor wants to offer apreamp,
mono amps, and aCD player—all tubed
and selling at prices which would be reasonable for transistor gear. Can you do it?"
"No problem!" replied
Manley. "They will
sound better than anything currently on the
market for the price."
80-vt, at
tmonos
are "transparent"
When
the 80-watt
VTL monoblocks arrived,
we were astounded. They reminded
us of avery, very expensive pair of French tube

amplifiers which sells for over $10,000
The transparency is breathtaking. The
amps reveal amazing detail. The midrange is smooth, the treble is crisp, clear
and superbly articulated. Bass is tight and
dynamic. Most remarkably, the amps have
asolid — nearly holographic — three-dimensional image.
We credit Manley's genius for the sound.
Manley himself thinks the Russian tube
are at least partly responsible—specially selected military-grade KT-66 tubes. The
tubes have arich, romantic sound, yet they
are tough as atank. One listen and you'll
say, "Tubes, DA. Transistors, NYET."
Conservatively rated at 80 watts per
channel, the amps put out around 100 tube
watts that sound like 150. The amps drive
almost any speaker and
are perfect for ultra-revealing speakers like
Theil, Vandersteen,
Quad, and MartinLogan. The VTL 80s
feature Cardas internal
wiring, Cardas RCA
inputs, and heavy 5-way
speaker terminals. All
for only $1995 the
PAIR plus $29.95 shipping in the U.S.

High-end Tube Preamp for $69995
from the Miracle Workers at VTL!

Introducing the
VTL Maximal Tube Preamp,
only from Audio Advisor.
Until now, if you wanted the smooth,
open, airy, DYNAMIC sound of atubed
preamp, you would have had to lay out
BIG BUCKS. No longer! The VTL Maximal is atrue high-end tube preamp for
only $699.95. You'll love the clear, crystalline highs, warm—yet neutral—
midrange, and tight, dynamic bass.

Your Maximal will come with an adjustable phono gain stage which accepts
moving coils of .8mv and higher—straight
in, with no step-up. And wait till you hear
what the line stage does with CDs. It's
the next best thing to atubed CD player.
The maximal features three line inputs
plus the phono stage, mute switch, and
heavy-gauge steel chassis—built like a
gun (Manley's words), as are all VTL
products. Add $9.95 shipping in U.S. Not
sold in stores.

Tube CD
Player—
Only $995°°
If you follow CD player reviews
in Stereophile, TAS, and elsewhere,
you know that many reviewers tout
tubed CD players for their smooth
sound, true timbres, and natural
soundstaging. The new VTL CDB582
combines the latest Philips technology
(16-bit twin DACs, 4X oversampling)
with anew tubed circuit by David Manley. The result is MAGIC!
"The 582, made by Philips, gets data off
the disc more accurately than any other
machine we tested," says Manley. "To
improve performance, we install my special tubed digital-to-analog output stage."
The VTL CD582 starts with the Magnavox CD582. All convenience features are
retained. 20 track memory. 3-speed music

search. Shuffle play. 19-function wireless
remote. Don't look for the VTL CD582 in
stores—we're buying all they can make.
Phenomenal value at $995.00. Add $9.95
shipping in US. Satisfaction guaranteed
on all above VTL products.
Charge It! Amex /Discover /MCI Visa

1-800-942-0220

audio
isor, inc.

225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616 451-3868 •FAX 616-451-0709

HIGH END

May

Audio's
Nizar Akhrass (left) and
We's
g
the locking

Wolfgan Ihorner demonstrate
capabilities of the new We '•Mega- RCA
plug and socket

The Mod Squad's Steve McCormack
proudly displays the interior of his
Phono Drive

Marcia Martin of Reference Recordings

Thomas J. Norton
and Jim Stoneburner
report from
Stereophile's 1989
San Francisco High
End Hi -Fi Show,
with photographs
by Rob Thomas.

AT BAY?

n der of Wate r
Recording engineer Kavi Alexa
Lily Acoustics with Show Coordinator

LaUrie Evans

Snell's Kevin Voecks makes use of a
Carver loudspeaker in order to impersonate
Matthew Polk

S tereophile's J. Gordon Holt
having agood time at the show

Thomas J. Norton
44 y

our room isn't ready yet, sir. Would

-

you like to check back in an hour?"
The desk clerk was polite enough.

It was 11:40 AM. In less than 90 minutes, stampeding hoards of Stereophile readers, current
and potential, would storm the lobby of the
Dunfey Hotel in San Mateo, where Inow stood.
My Friday morning flight had been an hour late.
On the shuttle bus from nearby San Francisco
65

GO APE

OVER THE NEW
STEREOPHILE T-SHIRTS!
t.

$15 each
4-color shirts
100% preshrunk cotton
Medium, Large, X-Large
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The Outrageous Stereophile T-Shirt
Naine
Address
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The Audible Difference's Russ Goddard (center) with Bill and Nancy Johnson of Audio
Research
International Ihad run into Dick Olsher and a
number of other Stenropbile staffers, who now

We had to park on aneighborhood street and
hike ahalf-mile back to the hotel. (It turned out

formed aragged line behind me, waiting their
turns to check in.

that Friday was the least crowded day.) Ichecked
in to my now available room and rejoined Russ

"Tom," avoice piped up from the back of

to begin our tour.
The Dunfey proved to be agood venue for

the group. It wasn't anyone from the staff, but
Russ, afriend who lives in the Bay area. Ihadn't
seen him in eight or nine years, but he had
made plans to drop in the first day of the show
and make the rounds with me. We decided to
have lunch while waiting for my room. Russ is
asometime audiophile—although, by selfadmission, of the cheapskate variety. His recent

the show. Isay good rather than excellent
because, though anumber of larger rooms
were available (and put to good use), most of
the rooms were abit small (but not unusually
so for amodern hotel), and many of the walls
of the largest rooms, in the current fashion,
appeared to be cardboard. But in at least one

purchase of aused Linn turntable, updating of

instance, courtesy won out over bombast. Two

same, and addition of aRega arm and cartridge

local dealers, The Audible Difference and Audio

was apparently his largest single audio investment to date. Although he makes his living by

rooms. They also were demonstrating the

more mundane pursuits, he is by avocation a
comet player, amember of the CAL Alumni Big
Band, and is certainly more interested in music

Excellence, had large, adjoining listening
largest, most expensive, and most room-rattling
systems at the show (IRS Series Vs and MartinLogan Statements, respectively). Rather than

than equipment. Iwas looking forward to his

hold the indoor equivalent of a car-stereo

perspective on the show.

sound-off, they opted to demonstrate on alter-

Ihad qualms about Russ giving up his parking space as we went looking for aplace to eat,
and when we returned an hour later Iwas cer-

nate half-hours. Ididn't realize this until the last
day of the show, when Ifinally got hear both
systems for more than afew minutes. When-

tain that my anticipation of "Times Square

ever Ihad previously stuck my head into the

by-the-Bay on New Year's Eve" had come true.

Audio Excellence room, afull house appeared
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to be either talking quietly or listening to music
at an almost inaudible level. They were, it turns
out, waiting for the next demonstration.
Imay as well begin with these two rooms,
as they certainly produced the most imposing
sounds at the show. The Audible Difference.
with the Infinity IRSes, had by far the most
crowded demonstration; Ihad to wait until the
last day, then line up before the show opened,
to get adecent seat anywhere near the front.
Associated equipment included the Versa
Dynamics Model 2.0, Spectral cartridge, Spectral CD player, Nalcamichi DAT recorder, and
(alternately) Levinson, Audio Research, and
Spectral electronics. Iheard it with the last. The
IRSes were certainly impressive, even majestic,
in sound; the bass drum on the Telarc Firebird
must have registered on the seismometers at
Caltech in Pasadena, hundreds of miles to the
south. But Ifelt alighter hand on the bass level
was called for. Even allowing for the Telarc
recording, Iknow of no orchestral bass drums

Threshold's Nelson Pass in jovial mood

(bis large (perhaps those used by the Purdue
University and University of Texas marching

own Stonehenge imitation with the Martin-

bands—roughly 8' across). To be fair, the sys-

Logan Statements. More affordable (?) than the

Next door, Audio Excellence was doing its

tem had just been tweaked after achange of

IRSes ($40k vs $50k), these Martin-Logan flag-

driving electronics and may not have been

ships physically resemble the Infinities: tower

optimally adjusted when Iheard it. The room

subwoofers and large, planar main arrays. The

layout also forced the placement of the woofer

latter are electrostatic in the Statement vs elec-

towers practically in the corners on the short

trodynamic in the IRS. Biamping, as with the
Infinities, is mandatory. The latter chores were

wall, which was hardly ideal.

performed here by Threshold, the program
sources furnished by SOTA and SME (analog)
and Theta processors (digital). It was hard to
judge this system fairly—the chosen program
material was, to be generous, bad (that was, in
fact, one of the selections—Bad, by you know
who). But Idid note the bass to be under better
control here, and the upper ranges perhaps a
bit more transparent, in comparison with the
IRS. Like the Infinities, the Statements had an
imposing, almost intimidating sound. I'm
reminded of JA's comments on his Celestion
SL700 loudspeakers—superb in many ways,
though a miniaturized sound overall. The
IRSes and the Statements seem to take the opposite approach.
If Audio Excellence dropped the ball on their
selection of program material in the Statement
demo, they made up for it in their other room.
Here they were demonstrating the new, longSpectral's Rick Fryer explains the
workings of the Spectral CD player to
Mike Hayden
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awaited Thiel CS5.0, with electronics by Audio
Research (Classic 150s, SP-15), CD player by
California Audio Labs (Tempest II), analog by,
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YOUR INSTINCT WILL TELL YOU IT'S RIGHT
YOUR EXPERIENCE WILL TELL YOU IT'S IMPOSSIBLE
THE ARAGON 24K PREAMPLIFIER
You hear the music, the instrument timbre, the depth of stage, and you
know it's right. The instinctive response to sound and music that existed
from the beginning tells you so.
You see the metal sculpture, the perfectly machined metal planes, the
ergonomics of the controls, and you know it's right. The instinctive response to form and function that existed from the beginning tells you so.
You know the cost. Experience tells you it's thousands of dollars....
aprice of under athousand dollars you know is impbssible.
When the impossible becomes reality, history is made. The Aragon 24K
Preamplifier..., don't take our word for it — Experience it for Yourself.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502

LIMITED
•

(914) 693-8008

Show sponsor and Stereophile publisher Larry Archibald (left), with Jim Thiel and his
new S10.000 CS5 loudspeaker. Nice tie, Larry!
again, SOTA and SME. And their choice of pro-

tern, avoiding the temptation to bring the

gram here was excellent. Audio Excellence, in

whole store into the display—a temptation to

each of their rooms, emphasized asingle sys-

which many other dealers succumbed.
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• Since 1974 we at Perreaux have been in pursuit of an ever-elusive goal — the perfect
recreation of amusical event. We have pursued this goal through the unique design
approach of Peter Perreaux and our team of dedicated people. The first requirement of this
team is agreat love of music — which is shared by everyone here at Perreaux. The second
is an equally intense dedication to innovative yet simple, logical and practical design criteria,
both electronic and mechanical, and which has led us to be responsible for several
significant design firsts. The Perreaux Eseries is the result of intensive advanced research by the design team at Perreaux. leading
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The new Thiels were also demonstrated by
db Audio, aBerkeley dealer. They sounded

power amp—the Consonance and the Model

impressive in db's room as well, driven by
Rowland Research solid-state electronics. The
differences between the rooms were not surprising: in the db Audio room the 5.0s were

60Wpc, but can be bridged to form a240W
(into 8ohms) monoblock and is rated at 500W

analytical and detailed (though less so—to their
credit—than the CS3.5s, in my opinion); in the
Audio Excellence room they were decidedly
sweeter. Idefinitely preferred the latter, though
it could be argued that the former was more
accurate.
A few details about the new Thiel, you ask?
Jim Thiel was on hand to discuss his new baby
(big baby). I'd guesstimate it to be about 5' tall,
with anarrow front. Four-way design—three
smallish (10" or thereabouts) woofers with stag-

1, respectively. The Model 1($3000) is amodest

into 2 ohms in this bridged configuration,
which is said to entail no sonic penalty. The
Consonance preamp (also $3000) was unique—
no conventional volume and balance controls,
but remote-controllable with 255 discrete steps
available from adigitally controlled resistor
matrix. Adigital display on the front panel gives
aprecise numerical readout for the volume settings on each channel; Ican't begin to tell you
how useful this capability (for precise volume
repeatability) would be in the reviewing process. Or even just to keep record of the optimum volume setting for each recording. And

gered responses, sealed box, no external bass

if you don't think that's important, you'll have

EQ furnished or required, Kevlar midrange,

to take Remedial Audio 101.

metal-domed upper midrange and tweeter. All
crossovers are first-order (with 200 compo-

Martin-Logan was well represented, even
apart from the Statements. Muse Electronics,

nents!). The hefty cabinet weighs in at 200Ibs,
with acast marble front (each marble baffle

afairly new name to me (though they have just
begun to advertise), was set up with apair of

apparently takes aday to make and Thiel can
make four baffles a day). Available in July.

CLSes (though not, apparently, the CLS Ils).
Stereo Unlimited, another local dealer, had

Anticipated price (hold your breath): SlOkipair.

apair of Sequels driven by Audio Research elec-

A rather grand leap up from the CS3.5, in both
price and performance.

tronics and producing avery sweet sound. If
anything, it was abit too sweet in the high end,

Another new loudspeaker alternated with
the Thiel in the db Audio room—the Avalon

but with an arresting transparency through the
midrange Icould have spent alot of time listen-

Eclipse. It looked like atwo-thirds size Ascent
(Avalons initial model), but is atwo-way design

ing there, if I'd had it to spare.

with an 8" woofer and dome tweeter. It sounded

sion with their $800 Iris remote-controllable
preamp. JA was also using it in the Stereophile

promising, but further audition will be necessary to determine its ultimate value, the forecast 56-7k asking price appearing abit daunting. But the Wilson WATT has been arelative
success commercially, so who can tell?
Speaking of the WATT, Dave Wilson demoed
the new WATT Series II along with his new

Hafler appeared to be making abig impres-

amplifier comparison tests. The unit he had
was our review sample—you can read what he
thought about it in last month's issue so Iwon't
comment further except to say that it has one
of the best-thought-out remotes Ihave seen.
With the Hafler and the new Rowland Research

POW-WHOW (POWered Wilson High Output

joining the Linn LK1 and the big Counterpoint

Woofer—love those acronyms, Dave). Unfortunately, the room was small and not really set

in the remote-control sweepstakes, can others
be far behind? Remote-controllable preamps

up for serious auditioning, but the new WATT,

might just be the next high-end growth area.
Hafler was also making an attempt to show

with its revised crossover and new internal damping (Dave calls it his "Stealth" interior—I love

off their car-stereo expertise. They market

it), appeared to have aslightly softer, sweeter

mobile-sound amplifiers and loudspeakers, but

high end than the original. The POW-WHOW,
in abrief audition, put out the best bass at the

of the Dunfey was apparently not generating

show, hands down, no contest—though in a
small room. Or perhaps it was just Dave's dynamic new symphonic band recordings.
The Jeff Rowland Design Group showed
(but did not demonstrate) anew preamp and
Stereophile, July 1989

the Red Volvo equipped with same at the front
much interest. That was surprising, in the land
of the freeway and the long commute. Audiophiles in many parts of the country tend to
disparage car stereo, but when you spend
two hours a day or more in your auto you
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INSTALLATIONS

Bryston's Model 10B Electronic Crossover combines ideal signal handling with an enormously flexible control function. Simple, direct
front-panel switches allow any crossover curve to be set instantly, and
the signal purity is always maintained.
The Model 10B features independently selectable crossover points for
high-pass and low-pass, in case the speaker installation requires
slightly overlapped, (or slightly staggered), response curves for the
drivers. You can also independently select crossover slope, from 6,
12, or 18dB/Oct., where one driver requires faster cutoff than another
in the same system.
The Bryston 10B Crossover uses NO integrated circuits in the signal
path. All internal buffer and amplification stages are Bryston's
exceedingly linear and superbly quiet discrete op-amp circuitry. This
means the signal is always maintained as "Audiophile Quality", with
stability and freedom from noise and distortion unapproached in
normal equipment.
From the point of view of adaptability, flexibility and signal integrity,
the Bryston 10B Electronic Crossover system is the ideal choice for
the widest range of multi-way speaker installations.
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
Telephone: (416) 746-1800 Telex: 06-989548Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd., RFD114 Berllin, Montpelier 05602
Telephone: (802)223-6159

SOTA's Robert Becker (left) and Allen Perkins
develop adifferent perspective. Perhaps who

stands. Also in the works is athree-way design

ever was supposed to be running the demonstration wasn't trying very hard, or perhaps my

with the same drivers combined with an
integral subwoofer.

timing was bad. Ichecked back three times

Signet had their new loudspeakers on demonstration—the SL280 and SL260. The SL280

and the Volvo was invariably locked, lonely,
and abandoned.

sounded like avery promising contender in the

The SOTAS (particularly the new Cosmos)

under-S1000/pair category ($850, stands an

appeared to be the most popular turntables at

additional $175). Some slight mid colorations

the show, although this might only indicate that
SOTA, alocal Berkeley manufacturer, has alot

were evident, perhaps from using an 8" bassmid driver up to 3kHz, but the Signets pro-

of dealers in the area. In any event, SOTA them-

duced asurprisingly potent bass and aclean,

selves were sharing a room with Harmonia

detailed high end (from aSEAS metal-dome

Mundi, and demonstrating their Panorama

tweeter). A&S loudspeakers specialize in selling

loudspeaker. They weren't really set up for crit-

raw drivers and system kits (with and without
cabinets) to the do-it-yourselfer. Their parts are

ical auditioning, perched atop columnar cabinets which were said to be prototypes of a
long-promised SOTA subwoofer. The latter

the same quality, and often the very same parts,
used in many top-quality manufactured sys-

looked to be, externally, identical to the Audio

tems. They demonstrated anumber of DIY (do-

Concepts Saturn recently reviewed by DO—

it-yourself) systems, some of them quite good.

which isn't surprising considering that Pano-

Last January they held an Audiophile "Sound-

rama designer Jack Caldwell has also designed

Off" in their San Francisco showroom. Hobbyists from all over the country sent in their

loudspeakers for Audio Concepts. Icornered
SOTA's (and Sumiko's) physicist-about-town
Dave Fletcher in the hallway outside the SOTA

high-end loudspeaker creations (most of
moderate size, Isuspect) to be judged.,The two

suite (where he appeared to spend the entire

winning loudspeakers were on hand. Iwas par-

show—every time Iwalked on by, there was

ticularly impressed by the Wendell Robbins

Dave), and he hinted of aPanorama II to come—
same drivers as the Panorama, but in afloorstanding cabinet, eliminating the need for
Stereophile, July 1989

Il think this is aterrific idea, and plan to be in town for the
next one—who knows when: tile next Jim Thiel, Kevin %becks,
etc., will come from?
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In Britain —home of many audio aristocrats —one name is legendary. So
seminal, in fact, that several dictionaries list "Tannoy" as the synonym for
"sound system."
62 years after its founding, Tannoy remains the loudspeaker of choice for
audio professionals. More recording studios choose Tannoy for their
monitors than all other brands combined. It is no coincidence that 98 of the
100 top-selling albums since 1983 were mastered on Tannoys. In 1988 the
industry recognized Tannoy's accomplishments by making it the first
loudspeaker to receive the prestigious TEC award, created "to honour the
audio industry's greatest achievements."
Honed in the exacting domain of professional sound reproduction,
Tannoy's Series 90 monitors bring the legend home with classic
refinement From two-way bookshelf speakers to Tannoy's famous "single
point source" monitors, the pedigree is pure blue-blood, and the sound is
pure magic.

TANNOY Series 90
An Extension of the Legend

Tannoy North America Inc.
300 Gage Avenue Unit 1, Kitchener, Ont N2M 2C8 Canada
Tel. (519) 745-1158 Fax. (519) 745-2364

The Audio Museum's Jack Mullin. with the AEG tape recorder he brought back from
Germany after the war and used for Bing Crosby's radio transcriptions
Signature, at 5400/pair sans cabinet. It used a
7" Eton Kevlar-coned bass-mid and aMorel
tweeter in arather bizure but effective Sonotubebased cabinet. (Sonotubes are heavy fiberboard cylinders, available in various sizes, normally used as pouring forms for the concrete
piers seen supporting lampposts, etc.) Nothing spectacular here, but low in coloration and
very listenable. (A&S also sells by mail-order.)
My friend Russ, ever the fiscal conservative,

tioning recording and playback devices from
1877 to 1957 demonstrated how far we have
come. They were also ahumbling reminder
that we still have along way to go. That evening
Irode with Russ into San Francisco (about 30
minutes from San Mateo) for alate dinner at a
restaurant with its own sense of history—it's
been around since the late 1800s—with a
minor interruption in service around 1906.
What did Russ think of all the hi-fi hoopla? He

knows abit about the cost of parts, especially
at the loudspeaker end, and is alarmed at the

enjoyed the show but was critical of the intemperate volume levels chosen by many of the

asking price for many high-end loudspeakers
these days, especially the less complex, two-

exhibitors and the often poor selection of program material. He also felt that many of the

way designs. "I could build that for afraction

demonstrators were less knowledgeable than
they should have been. Ididn't get the latter

of the price," was his typical (though not always
spoken) reaction. Yes, he could, but few audiophiles have the knowledge, patience, or time
to do so and get it right. But many do, and A&S
Speakers would appear to be their kind of
place.
The rest of the first day was something of a
blur. Russ had only one day to spend, and we
managed to pass through every room at least
once. We also managed to spend some time in
Jack Mullin's Audio Museum, where funcStereophile, July 1989

impression, but then I've been to alot more
such shows through the years than Russ has
and am perhaps less sensitive to such things.
His comment on the program material was,
however, appropriate, and is all too familiar. As
we left the restaurant we noticed an ancient
table radio sitting mute in acomer—a reminder
that our audio machinery, high-end or otherwise, is meaningless without adecent input.
To quote the motto of nearby Silicon Valley:
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The original Magneplanar" prototype

20 YEARS OF

Prototype of the MG-20/R

MAGNEPLANARS

In 1969, Jim Winey's patented paneltype speakers were ahead of their time.
Refinements to the original, plus the
addition of a second, patented speaker
principle (the line source ribbon), insure
Magnepan's leadership into the future.
Visit aMagnepan dealer to see and hear
alegend in its own time.

A Leader
in Better Ideas
for Sound Reproduction

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

garbage in, garbage out. Russ drove me back to
the hotel right after dinner. His time at the show
was over, but Istill had afull weekend ahead.
The next day Irevisited anumber of rooms,
caught afew things Ihad missed, and generally tried to firm up my overall impressions.
Mark Brasfield of MS Brasfield is now marketing his CD players independently of Audio
Concepts (though the latter remains one of his
dealers). He demonstrated his Gold model in
the Garland Audio Room. Also seen in this
room was anew loudspeaker from Eminent
Technology. It's afour-panel system utilizing
their LFT (Linear Field Technology) electrodynamic push-pull planar drivers. The LFT-6
mid-tweeter panels are 57" high and 28" wide;
both these and the companion LFT-3W bass
panels are available separately (S2900/pair for
the LFT-6, S3200/pair for the LFT-3W). Classé
electronics provided the amplification.
Hales Audio, mentioned in my '89 Winter
CES report, was on hand with their S2300/pair
System Two loudspeaker, driven by Boulder
electronics. This relatively new company's first
product continued to impress me with its overall balance and honest sound.
You've undoubtedly seen the advertisements
for Phantom Acoustics' Shadow room treatment device, designed to do actively what ibbe
"[Yaps do passively—help cure low-frequency
room problems. The Shadows, like Chicken
Man, were everywhere. Ican't vouch for their
effectiveness, but several exhibitors insisted
that they worked. The number of devices available to audiophiles to cure room problems continues to proliferate—none too soon, in my
opinion. The listening room is still the wild
frontier of audio.
MB Quart demonstrated (well, sort of) the
most revolutionary loudspeaker at the show.
It's called the magnetostriction sphere. It's a
hollow, ferromagnetic sphere wrapped in copper wire with an interior-mounted, permanent
magnet. Signals in the copper wire cause the
sphere to pulsate, generating sound waves in
a360° pattern. Theoretically applicable to any
size driver, its first realization is as atweeter. The
tweeter alone was shown to generate sound,
but the small, active system incorporating this

Linaeum LT1000 loudspeaker, with its
radical tweeter
A virtually unknown company, Linaeum,
popped up from nowhere (actually Portland,
Oregon) with acomplete line of loudspeakers
built around another radically different tweeter.
I'm not sure where to begin, and I'm not sure

tweeter was on silent display. Question: if you

Iunderstand either their verbal explanation or
the rather vague one in their brochure, but the

have a$25,000 pair of loudspeakers on hand

upper-range driver is claimed to be aline source

using aradically new principle, why would you
not build your demonstration around them at

It's composed of acentrally mounted voice-coil
flanked by two soft-plastic cylinders. As the

ahigh end Hi -Fi show?

physical waves travel outward through the c
ylin-
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Does your system sometimes sound
different for no apparent reason?
The reason could be your power A refrigerator or air conditioner, even in another
part of the house. may cause voltage to
vary whenever they kick on or off Or you
may be getting line noise—electrical interference that your preamplifier and amplifier
amplify and send on to your speakers.
Solution? Tripplite LC-1800. It regulates
voltage so it's constant—not too low, not
too high. Full voltage—even in brownouts.
LEDs show you what Tripplite is doing ,
TrippWe's patented ISOBAR circuits provide three

banks" of isolation, two recep-

tacles per bank You can eliminate interference between critical components. Its like
putting your CD player, preamp, and power
amp all on separate lines

Sonic benefits

may be subtle., but real.

Protection, too
And Tripplite prevents spikes and power
from damaging your equipment

This pro-

tection is absolutely essential if you leave ANY of your
gear on all the time

Hear the improvement. See it!
"This LC-1800 really smoothed out my SP-11," writes
LC or St. Paul. MN "I hear more detail and better bass.
too." From MF of Danbury. CT "Tripplite took the edge
off my system—less grit, less grain, less grunge Then I
tried it on my TV monitor Holy Cow—the picture got
clearer,
sharper, brighter Send me another for my
video system ,"

Take a Power Trippe—No Risk!
Try the Tripplite LC-1800 for 30 days. If not satisfied
with the performance (and protection), return it for a full
refund of your purchase price. Made in USA by Trippe
Manufacturing Co Est. 1922. Only $299.00 plus $9 95
shipping in the US. If you want a clean musical signal,
start with clean, consistent power Order now

Charge It! Amex /Discover /MC/ Visa

1-800-669-4434

Avoid cable stress!
An ounce
of prevention is worth
apound of cure.
Now abetter way to terminate interconnects. New
rhodium and gold right-angle connectors from
Cardas custom fitted on the cable of your choice.
Tell us whether you want MI-330. Monster M-1000
Mkt!. or Cardas Ouadlink—all at the same low
price One meter pair. $t99.95. Two meter, $249 95
Right-angle connectors avoid cable stress so cables
last longer and look neater A sound investment ,
Audio Advisor sells more cable than anyone else in
America , All cables assembled and tested by our
own trained technicians Custom-lengths available
with 24-hour turnaround , Add $5 95 shipping and
handling in US Anywhere else in the world, write
or phone. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Charge It! Amex /Discover /MC/ Visa

1-800-669-4434

audio
acvisor, mc,
225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3868 •FAX 616-451 0709

The Stereophile seminars drew crowds throughout the weekend. Seen here
discussing the effect of digital on source components are (left-right): Robina Young
(Harmonia Mundi USA), Mike Moffat (Theta Digital), John Bicht (Versa Dynamics), and
Tam Henderson (Reference Recordings). To quote Robina Young: "As the digital art
advances, when you put back what is missing, you will get back to analog."
drical membranes, sound is radiated from the
area between the two cylinders. Although the
radiation is apparently cylindrical rather than
spherical, the driver itself is only about 6" tall.
This driver is more than just atweeter; it responds
from 100-200Hz to the upper limit of audibility. Ilistened to the $1600/pair LT1000, which
combines this driver with an 8" woofer in asmall
transmission-line, and came away impressed
with its clean, coherent, dynamic quality. The
top-of-the-line (not being demonstrated—a
poor match to the room, it was said) is the
56300/pair Model 4, which combines anumber of the upper-range drivers in astacked
array flanked by woofers mounted in cylindrical columns, echoing the design of the
tweeter element.
Every show, it seems, sees the introduction
of the unique, even bizarre product. This one
was no exception. Although they didn't have
aroom, some enterprising souls from acompany called Serious Listeners (from nearby1think—Burlingame. California) were passing
out brochures (and selling limited samples) of
adevice by the same name. How do Idescribe
this 520/pair "accessory"? It's asmall, leather,
er, appendage which is packed flat but, when
formed into acup-shape and held there by
integral snaps, is designed to fit over the outer
Peter Cooke, aserious listener,
demonstrates his "Serious Listeners"
Stereophile, July 1989

ear. In amanner analogous to cupping your
hands over your ears, it forms an artificial
81

Your records will sound better
and last longer.
Audio Advisor's New "Record Doctor" vacuum
cleans records... spotless! Only $169.95
You don't have to spend $300 or more to clean your
records right—liquid application and vacuum suck-up.
New "Record Doctor" exclusively from Audio Advisor
cleans records right for only $169.95

Get serious
Serious audiophiles ALWAYS vacuum-clean their records—for less surface noise and fewer ticks and pops.
Sound is clearer, cleaner.. the music more natural. Your
amplifier doesn't have to amplify noise ,

Longer record life
Records LAST LONGER because your stylus no longer

The Record Doctor

pushes particles of dust into soft vinyl grooves. You protect irreplaceable, priceless LPs for years to come. The

rather rotate the records myself anyway ," (Expensive

"Record Doctor" pays for itself!

Sucks up debris
Record Doctor's powerful vacuum sucks up fluid, safely
removing dirt, dust, grease and fingerprints. Debris is
sucked up. NOT picked up from one part of the record and
left on another
"I can't believe how good my records sound. Record
Doctor gets rid of the grunge that was getting between me
and the music," says D.P.G ,Brooklyn. NY
You are right. Record Doctor does the job just as well

machines have an extra motor to rotate records Rotate
them yourself and save')
You get the complete package vacuum machine, professional applicator brush, and cleaning fluid—all for only
$169.95 (220v version $189 95) plus $8.95 shipping 8
handling in US Satisfaction guaranteed—no other machine near this price cleans records better

Charge It! Amex /Discover /MC/ Visa

as an expensive machine," writes D.K. from LA. "And I'd

1-800-669-4434

New AR ES-1 'Table
Better than 'tables twice the price!
The best arm—it's adjustable!
Audio Advisor recommends the ES-1 with the new
PT-5 from Audioquest—a straight, medium-mass
arm with excellent internal wiring that matches well
with most any cartridge and is easy to adjust

Exclusive armboard option
Audio Advisor otters an optional metal armboard,
predrilled for your arm and custom-installed when
you buy the table The armboard couples the arm
rigidly to the suspension for dearer highs and tighter
bass The improvement is phenomenal.
ES-1 with PT-5 arm $649 95 plus $14.95 shipping in the US Add $34.95 for metal armboard
option. ES-1 turntable alone, without arm. $4 19.95
Satisfaction guaranteed

Charge It! Amex

Discover 'MC Visa

1-800-669-4434
Best-sounding low price turntable?
Stereophile lists the ES-1 in "Recommended Components", Vol
11, No 10, October 1988: This is one low-cost turntable we can
heartily recommend" England's Hi Fi News called the ES-1 a
'masterpiece' with a "wealth of low-level detail" and "superb
imaging" No other low price turntable is more highly rated!
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Water Lily recording artists Dorothy Shell, Pat Patrick, and Michelle Bayard provided
some hot live gospel during show hours.
bound to get some wild stares), but have some
serious philosophical reservations about using
them in an audiophile context. Isuspect that
they'll sell abunch of them if only for the novelty of it: the audiophile equivalent of the
Pet Rock.
I've only touched on the highlights here—
apologies to those Ileft out or that Imay have
missed. They'll undoubtedly find their way
into afuture show report or product review.
Best sound at the show? The attendees will
have their say; as in past shows, ballots were
included in the show guide. Isuspect there will
be alot of votes for the Apogee Diva (as always),
demonstrated effectively in the Elite Electronics room along with Elite's Jx2 CD player. 2
But Ihad two personal favorites: the Jeff Rowland
Design Group, with their electronics driving

Violinist Arturo Delmoni opened the
show with alive concert Friday night.

the Avalon Ascent loudspeakers, and Audio

pinna, enlarging the one you were born with.

CS5.0. Both rooms combined fine sound with

There is no doubt that it does something. I

well-chosen program material in an atmo-

Excellence, with their demo of the new Thiel

thought these folks were joking, but they were
serious. To be frank, what you have here is
nothing more or less than apassive hearingaid. Ican see some potential uses for the device
(though mostly in situations where you're
Stereophile, July 1989

2This %vas the first show where Apogee's Jason Bloom demonstrated his speakers exclusively with CD—Apogee launched
the Cl) version of their excellent Arturo Delmoni album in San
Mateo—the reason being, of course, that with vinyl resources
rapidly drying up, much of Jason's collection has become
irreplaceable.
—JA
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Audio Research
Adcom, Alphason
Audible Illusions
Audioquest
California Audio Labs
Koetsu
Magnum
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Oracle, PSE
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eurbantnient
Winner of the "Best Sound" at the first Stereophile
Hi-Fi Show in Los Angeles. 213/393-4434
By appointment in Santa Monica

The highlight of the show for many visitors was the concert on Saturday night by San
Francisco's Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra. Seen here toasting its conductor
Nicholas McGegan (center), who led from the harpsichord, are Harmonia Mundi USA's
René Goiffon (left) and Robina Young.
sphere conducive to listening (despite the back-

many, perhaps, but some—Vandersteen and

of-the-room chatter and next-door interfer-

NAD, to name two. George and Ihad alate

ence inevitable at hi-fi shows).

lunch after his tour, and Ileft him with a

And Ihaven't even mentioned the live con-

"Recommended Components" issue and the

certs or "fringe" events—big successes all. Or

promise that there'd be no quiz when we next

the rooms that did provide quality program

meet at aJune reunion.

material, generating ashort list of recordings

On the airport shuttle Sunday, Iran into a

Imust buy. Or my other friend, George, an old

couple from Michigan who had flown in for the

college roommate now living nearby who

show. They had clearly felt the trip to be worth-

dropped in for the TJN guided tour on Sunday

while. Stereophile readers are aloyal breed.

afternoon. George isn't an audiophile and is

Those from the East won't have as far to go next

never likely to become one, but my description

year: the next show is planned for spring 1990

of the show when Ilast saw him in February

in New York. God willing and the chickens

intrigued him enough that he decided to stop
in for alisten. He's thinking about upgrading

keep layin', we'll see you then.

his almost-ancient system (Wharfedale's sandbaffle bookshelf loudspeakers, for those who
remember that far back, among other anachrophilia). By Sunday Ihad the show pretty well
'scoped out, and we spent three hours visiting
selected rooms. And therein hangs a tale. I
showed George the super-expensive stuff, to
give him an idea of what the top of the high end

Jim Stoneburner

T

he Dunfey San Mateo Hotel ‘‘ .1, not the
tall, modern building Ihad pictured, not
afaçade behind which Iwould expect

to find ahigh-tech trade show. It resembled a
small English castle (or an amusement-park

is all about. But he was clearly relieved to see

imitation), with guard towers and acastle wall

that good products in his price range ($3000
for the whole system) were demonstrated. Not

surrounding courtyards and gardens. A pleas-
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ant change, Ithought, from the usual conven-
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Sound by Singer wants you
to hear something.
The difference.
At Sound by Singer, we offer the finest in high end audio and
video equipment. Adifference you can really hear and see.
To that, we add atrue dedication to our clients' needs.
Personalized consulting and competent, caring service.
Unsurpassed technical expertise and flawless installation.
Aprofessional attitude that makes the difference.
Whether you're looking for your first audio system, astate-ofthe-art hifi, or asophisticated multi-room installation, we'll help
you create aplace where beautiful music is heard.
•delivery and system setup
•in-home/in-office consultation
•custom installation and design
•remote-control multi-room installation
•integrated audio-video
systems/media rooms
•video projection systems and surround
sound
•specialized services for architects,
interior designers, and
contractors
•pre- and post-construction wiring
•custom termination of cables
•expert foreign shipping

SOUNDBYSINGER, LTD.
165 EAST 33RD ST. NEW YORK NY 10016 (212) 683-0925

Accuphase •Acoustic Energy •Adcom •Apogee Acoustics •Aragon by Mondial •Ariston •Asc
tube traps •Audible Illusions •Audio Research •California Audio Labs •Carnegie •Convergent
Audio Technology •Creek Audio Systems •CWD •Duntech •Epos •Fosgate •Goodmans
•Grado •Heybrook •Koetsu •Krell •Krell Reference •Linn Products •Lurne •Martin-Logan
•Museatex/Meitner •Mod Squad •Monster Cable •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Onix
•Pioneer Elite Audio/Video •PRO AC •PS Audio •Rego •Revox •Roksan Engineering Ltd. •RPG
Diffuser System •Siltech •SME •Snell Acoustics •Sonance •Stax •Talisman •Target •Tera
Video •Talwar •Terk •Theta Digital •Vandersteen •Vidikron •Wadia Digital •Wharfedale

tion center. The wide hallways, with fresh air
from afew open windows, reduced the feel-

(Stables, arms, and pickups) on exhibition, but

ing of overcrowding which at other shows had
been aconstant aggravation. Rarely did Ifeel
cramped. Everyone seemed relaxed and pa-

converters), though many of the latter were
new introductions.

tient, even the exhibitors and organizers, who
had much to keep them busy. Not once did I

tance in the high end, thanks to genuine im-

overhear aquestion treated as dumb. Signs,

to record companies that are forcing the LP into
early retirement. Many exhibitors at the show

schedules, and maps directed us, and food concessions (complete with alcohol) were strategically situated, telling us that our convenience
had been premeditated.
Iarrived Friday afternoon, relaxed after several days' vacation, expecting to be only aspectator at the show. Offering to assist my friends

only 16 makers of digital products (players and

The compact disc continues to gain accepprovements in sound quality, and (no thanks)

used CDs exclusively as their music source
(often with more than one player); only one
room — AudioQuest /Vandersteen —was without one. Three champions of analog—Jason
Bloom of Apogee, David Wilson of Wilson

at Stereopbile, who Iexpected would have

Audio Specialties, and David Manley of VTL—
were without turntables for the first time (gasp!).

much to do, Ifound myself with an assignment

This did not indicate apreference for CDs,

to write about the show. Grabbing pad and

however. Jason Bloom stated that he didn't
have time to set up his turntable. David Man-

pen, off Iset to cover as much as possible. Distracted by the displays, Ifound myself confused
by the floorplan, particularly one spot where
the second floor mysteriously became the

ley played reel-to-reel copies of master tapes,
so who can complain if he left bis turntable at
home? Although ldidn't speak with Dave Wil-

third. Dubbed the "mezzanine slide" by one

son, Isuspect that convenience (or lack of

observer, this strange split-level arrangement
of ramps reminded me of ground displacement

space in his tiny cubicle) was the culprit. Wilson Audio had recently released their own

over athrust fault (that's what Iget for hang-

recordings on CD, so Iguess the turntable was
no longer an absolute necesssity.

ing out with Caltech seismologists). What's
worse, an hour before closing, Ifound aportion of the first floor Ihad inexplicably missed.
Idid manage to see everything, though in some
cases as the products were disappearing into
shipping cartons. Consequently, this column

The Apogee room was, as always, ahighlight for me, thanks to Jason Bloom's delightful
selection of music and his enthusiasm in sharing it. Ialways come away with alist of record-

balanced overview of the entire show Iwould

ings to buy. "Let me show you how good CD
is getting." On went the incredibly lovely"Misa
Criolla," sung by José Carreras (Phillips 420

have enjoyed more time to explore, except that
by Sunday night my ears were already hurting.

releases, this one by Clark Terry. The Apogee

reflects my personal highlights, rather than a

The show occupied about two dozen meeting rooms, and over 120 residential rooms of
various sizes and shapes on all three floors of
the hotel. Most of the big meeting rooms were
rented by local dealers, each with several
manufacturers sharing the spotlight and the

955-2), followed by one of Chesky's recent jazz
Duetta II Signature speakers have impressed me
in recent shows, whereas previously Ihad not
been afan. My listening notes describe "neutral, integrated, convincing" sound, followed
by alist of the recordings played, as Ienjoyed
arare opportunity to enjoy music and forget

cost. May Audio Marketing, Rowland, and VTL

equipment. Oh yes, the equipment: Threshold

occupied large rooms of their own, near the
Stereopbile suite and seminar room. The list of
participants seemed longer than the two other
Stereopbile shows I'd attended (both in Santa

electronics—the FET- 10 prearnp and the new
SA/4E amp—plus an Elite Electronics Jx2 CD

Monica); during my explorations Icounted 47

John Jackson) is available only from the Elite
Electronics dealership in Cupertino, CA. It is

manufacturers of loudspeakers, 33 of electronics, 23 of cables and accessories, and 8
audiophile record companies (by "record" I

Player ($2000). The player (pronounced "J
times 2," named in honor of principal designer

based on the Philips 960 chassis, and includes

mean "music," whether on LP or CD; Ican't

the new 7220 P/B digital filter and 1541A Crown
D/A converter chips.

bring myself to call music "software"). Ispotted
23 makers of analog front-end equipment

Ifound it amusing that the two largest loudspeaker systems at the show—the Infinity IRS
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WHY NOT SAVE MONEY ON YOUR NEXT
AUDIO PURCHASE? WHETHER IT'S AN
EXPENSIVE COMPONENT OR A PAIR OF
CABLES, WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY! WE
STOCK HUNDREDS OF COMPONENTS,
CABLES AND ACCESSORIES AT GREAT
PRICES. NO "GREY-MARKET" EQUIPMENT
- ALL USA WARRANTIES. CALL TOLLFREE FOR LIST OF CURRENT "SPECIALS".
Open Monday thru Friday

HCM AUDIO

7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

1600-B Mangrove Ave

(Pacific Time)

Chico, CA 95926

Most Major Credit Cards

1-800-222-3465

Accepted

1-916-345-1341

Series V and the Martin-Logan Statements—
were in rooms sharing acommon wall. These
exhibitors found it necessary to negotiate a
nuclear test ban treaty, taking turns demonstrating on alternate half-hours. Here were perhaps the biggest crowds of the show, if only
because of their fame, sheer size, and spec-

ranty registration cards) use them with over
85000 of electronics. The change to 2Ci status
results from improvements in the woofer and
midrange, plus crossover changes to accommodate the new drivers. Richard warns that the
tweeter needs about 50 hours' playing time to

Sound from the IRSes was huge, producing

"sound tolerable," and that even the woofer
and midrange benefit from about 200 hours'
break-in.

image size and dynamics approaching real life.
Only the Wilson WAMMs have produced for

AudioQuest, who featured their new AQ 7000

me asimilar illusion of lifelike size and impact.
Iwas impressed by the detail and focus of back-

cartridge ($1295) and AQ PT-5+ tonearm (8425)
on aVP! HW-19 Mk.3
Amplification was

row instruments, such as the unambiguous

provided by Audio Research Classic 60 amps

placement and definition of Harry James's

in vertical bi-amp configuration (one stereo
amp per speaker), wired with AudioQuest
Lapis interconnects and their new Cobalt

tacular appearance.

rhythm section on Sheffield's KingJames Ver-

Vandersteen joined forces, as usual, with

sion. There were some drawbacks, Ifelt, such
as an overdone bottom end, aslightly reticent

speaker cable. Thanks also to atasteful selec-

lower midrange, and an occasional bright or

tion of recordings (from DJ Eneke Vander-

edgy quality. The set-up of the room by dealer

steen), including atest pressing of aWater Lily

The Audible Difference deserves credit,
with draped, non-parallel walls lined with
attractive—and acoustically diffusive—pro-

Records album produced by AudioQuest (it
features guitarists Strunz and Farah, who also
played live at the Show), Ifound myself going

duct displays. The system, including Levinson

back frequently to escape the din of the show

electronics, aVersa Dynamics 2.0 'table with
Spectral MCR cartridge, the Spectral SDR-1000
CD player, and the new two-chassis Nalcarnichi

and enjoy some music. The new Audio Research electronics have impressed me, particularly the Classic 60 amp which Irecently

1000 digital tape player, would set you back
over $100,000, but, hey, who's counting?

and dealer showrooms where the amps were

The Martin-Logan Statements, however,

mated with SP-14 or SP-15 preamps left me

did not fare so well. Frustrated staffers from
dealer Audio Excellence were quick to point

pure, clean detail, with vivid soundstaging and

tested at aclient's home Yet, listening at shows

with reservations. Iheard remarkable virtues:

out that they were not sounding their best,

relatively neutral tonal balance. The overall

given poor room acoustics and inadequate wall
current to drive the numerous Threshold class-A

sound was sweet, but with aslightly sterile or
glazed quality to the instruments that reduced

amplifiers. Apparently, the woofer towers,
which work best when bi-amped in 2or 4ohm
configuration, had to be driven at 8ohms with
asingle pair of amps, producing muddy bass

my enjoyment, compared with the more liquid and relaxed (if perhaps less detailed) presentation of certain pure-tube products.

in the nearly cubic, bare-walled room. Why

Fewer manufacturers of tube electronics displayed at this show than at the CES in January;

they compounded matters by blasting loud
pop and rock music is beyond me.

ucts were demonstrated by Epik Audio, both

Isaw only two: VTL and MM. Some MFA prod-

In amore tranquil comer of the show, Vandersteen Audio demonstrated their new 2Ci loudspeakers (81195/pair) with two 2W powered

adealership and amanufacturer of dynamic
speaker systems, including the Epik Line Source

subwoofers (81200 each). Usually, just one sub-

driven above 500Hz by MFA M120A mono tube
power amps (82960), with the M200Bs (84950)

woofer is recommended, but apparently,

Monitors (81695 /pair) on display. These were

showtime called for the big guns; fortunately,
the 2Ws are skilled at blending in unobtru-

on the woofers, all fed by an MFA electronic

sively. The older 2Cs had long been my personal preference below about 82500, deserving, in my opinion, to be mated with relatively
costly electronics. Richard Vandersteen told me

service as well, but they didn't sound to me to
be turned up enough. On Saturday, using one
of the YEtA preamps, the sound was hard and
forward; on Sunday, with an MFA Magus tube

that 30% of his customers (according to war-

preamp (8895) briefly pressed into service (per-
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VTL's David Manley put on aseries of lecture/demonstrations the entire weekend,
using atube Studer open-reel recorder playing copy master tapes.
haps other changes were made as well), the
hardness was gone, and the music more enjoyable. This was also the room where the intriguing and reasonably priced Arad Onyx turntable ($995 with stand) could be found. Designed
by Rod Herman of SOTA fame, this 'table avoids
springs in the suspension, focusing instead on
the use of high-tech materials.
It was hard to walk by the VTL/Manley exhibit without doing adouble take—standing
next to apair of IRS Betas was an even larger
pair of loudspeakers, each with three bright
white-coned Lowther midranges and awhite
2' Hartley woofer. These near-field studio
monitors, built by David Manley and borrowed
from his client's recording studio, were not
being offered for sale, although Manley "wouldn't
refuse" to build apair if asked. All drivers (other
than adome supertweeter) were run full-range,
without crossovers. The top two midranges
were mounted on apanel that could be rotated
toward the listener, and the woofer cabinets
were equipped with louvered reflex ports to
allow tailoring of the bass response. Manley
played CDs (through the Betas), and copies of
master tapes (through his own monitors) using
a 29-year-old, tubed Studer tape recorder.
Room acoustics notwithstanding, Iwas the

Charles Hansen of Avalon Acoustics (left)
and Jeff Rowland of, naturally, the Jeff
Rowland Design Group

most impressed by atape of Brazilian jazz.
vividly realistic, recorded just two weeks earlier

A room to which Ifound myself returning

by the Chesky brothers (and destined, Ihope,
for public release).

belonged to the Jeff Rowland Design Group.
The attractive Avalon Acoustics loudspeakers
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(a division of Rowland) were featured, along
with the Rowland Complement phono carTHE BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW
Featured
Exhibitor
Equipment

Percentage
of votes
cast

tridge and Complement tonearm, Coherence

14.8%

in atiny room at the January CES; apparently,

The Audible Difference Infinity IRS V
Apogee
Apogee Duetta/
Threshold
Audio Excellence
M-L Statement/
Thiel CS5
Elite Electronics
Apogee Diva
dB Audio
Thiel CS5/Avalon
Stereo Unlimited
M-L Sequels/
ARC amps
Jeff Rowland
Design Group
AudioQuest/
Vandersteen 2Ci/
ARC/VPI
Vandersteen
KEF R107/
KEF/Ouad
Quad ESL-63
MG1.4
Magnepan
MSB/Merlin/
John Garland Audio
Cardas/B&K/ET
TDL
WATT/POW-WHOW
Wilson Audio
Acoustat/Hafler
Vacuum Tube Logic
Nelson-Reed
Conrad-Johnson
Sound Goods
M-L CLS/Muse amps
Muse Electronics
B&W
Don JCochran/
Swan's
Clearaudio
Mirage M-1
Ultimate Sound
Celestion
SL700/VTL amps/
Cambridge CD

14 2%
13.5%
8.2%
6.0%
4.4%
41%
3.9%
2.8%
2.8%
2.6%
2.6%
2.4%
2.2%
2.0%
1.8%
1.7%
1.7%
1.5%

One preamp, and Model 7mono amps. This is
the same equipment that failed to impress me
the Avalons need plenty of room for the sound
to integrate and bloom. Here. Iheard virtues
which Irarely find together in one system:
detail and body, accuracy and euphony, transparency and tonal neutrality. Idid feel, however, as if the musicians sounded too close.
Thiel impressed me with their new CS5
loudspeaker, reportedly to sell for about SIO,(XX).
The sloping front of these 6' -tall boxes carried
three 8" woofers, one 4" cone, a3" dome, and
I" dome tweeter. As demonstrated by dealer
db Audio, these giants sounded fuller in the
bass and lower mid, more vivid in the midrange proper, and less bright on top than Irecall
from auditions of smaller Thiel models. Of
course, the big-bucks system driving them
helped —SOTA Cosmos turntable with SME V
arm and Kiseki Agate Ruby pickup, Denon
DCD3520 with Theta DSPro converter, Rowland Coherence One and Model 7electronics,
and MIT's new CVT line of cables. Another pair
of CS5s weren't quite as pleasing, Ifelt, in the

1.5%
1.2%

smaller, less acoustically treated room of dealer

1.0%

ARC Classic 150 amplifiers and an SP- 15 pre-

All other exhibitors each got less than 1% of the total vote.

Audio Excellence. There, they were wired to
amp, with the CAL Tempest II SE disc player
and the same phono combination as the db
Audio room.
Both Theta and Wadia digital converters

Notes: It has been atradition at Stereophile's hi-fi shows to
ask attendees which rooms they thought produced the best
sound. (After all. superlative sound is what the whole business is about. right?) This polity has come under some criticism, most notably from The Absolute Soutul. which suggested
that mere members of the public would not he the best judges
of what constituted good sound. *env democratic heir at Stereo/Mlle, however, and :asked visitors to the San Mateo Show
what they thought. Adisappointingly small number of forms
were filled in, hut the Table above presents the results, with
aroom voted "Hest Sound" being awarded 3points, "SecondBest "2txtints,"Third-Best" 1point. and "Worst Sound" -1
point. (1 haven't listed worst sounds above as the category was
more for our own interest.)
The scoring is not meant to prove anything other than to
reward those exhibitors who took the TONI care in setting up
and in choice of equipment. A couple of points when an
exhibitor showed in mom than one room, enough forms were
filled in ambiguously that we couldn't apportion voting
accurately enough to discriminate between those MOMN. The
points total therefore reflects all the votes cast br that ochibitor.
Second, if you add all the volt.% cam for one or other Apogee
speakers together. then Apogee would appear to have got the
hest sound. But as Elite Eleemmics and Apogee were separate
exhibitors, Ithought it fair to rank them individually. Finally,
many of the forms commented on the appalling choice of
music used by many exhibitors. (:orne on, guys, if the public
going tO listen critically. Mt should vou. At least choose program material that can sound good:
—John Atkinson
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were in evidence in several suites. Wadia made
some changes in March to their Wadia 2000
digital processor (S6500), replacing the original "Frenchcurve" program (for reconstruction of the analog waveform) with the new
"Digimaster" program, said to be less euphonic
and more accurate. Another change was to add
an external regulated power supply for the
(already external) fiberoptic link. Ibriefly auditioned the new Wadia as part of the "Dream
System," grand prize in asweepstakes organized by CD Review magazine. For the comparison, aDistech LS! Mk.V Signature CD player
was fed directly, as well as through the Wadia,
to aRowland Coherence One preamp, Rowland Model 5 amp, and B&W 801 Matrix II
speakers. With the Wadia switched in, the midrange seemed fuller, the texture smoother, and
ambience more vivid. Iwould love to compare
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the Theta DSPro to the latest Wadia 2000, and

$2000 and boasts in excess of 200W into 8

their newer 1000, said to provide 95% of the

ohms, with over 100 amperes current delivery.

performance at just over half the cost.
Several smaller displays caught my ear and

Atotally new driver design is the star attrac-

encouraged me to sit and enjoy. Celestion

tion of the Linaeum loudspeaker line, four
models ranging from $725 to $6300. The so-

demonstrated their new SL600 Si loudspeaker,

called "first true line-source driver" is abroad-

driven by VTL electronics and aCambridge

bandwidth device operating from below

CD2 disc player, producing asoothing, lovely

200Hz through 20kHz. The radiating surface

rendition of chamber music. Iimmediately

looks to be two vertical cylinders, each about

began to relax, surprised to find how fatigued

2" across and 5" long. Each model mates a

Ihad been before walking in. Across the hall,

different woofer configuration with one line-

Rush Sound demonstrated their model 733

source driver, except for the dearest model,
which incorporates four in avertical line In my

loudspeakers with internal bi-amplification.
These full-range box speakers include two
Dynaudio woofers and ahorn-loaded tweeter

brief listening, Ifelt that their claims of low tre-

(often frowned upon in high-end audio, abias

quency range might well be true.

which Jim Rush appears set to challenge). Internal amplification is provided by 235W of MOS-

of solid-state products, which includes area-

ble distortion and coherence over awide freMuse Electronics demonstrated their line

FET power. The sound was pleasant, though
sonably priced stereo power amplifier, the
a bit muffled and lacking ultimate detail. I Model One Hundred ($1000). Ilove to see
hardly noticed, though, while enjoying the
good, inexpensive products introduced, even
friendly conversation and M&Ms. These speakers
though my days of staying within abudget are
needed abigger room, with stands, to give
long past. For the price this well-thought-out
them afair audition. Selling at $4200/pair, they
are offered with a30-day money-back guarantee direct from Rush Sound in Santa Ana, CA.
A line of loudspeakers presented by Sound-

amp appeared worth auditioning, although
there is competition near 81000: the Forté
amps, the PSE Studio IV, Audible Illusions

wave Fidelity intrigued me with their unusual

S-120, and junior models from Aragon and PS
Audio, The Model One Hundred and new

combination of technical features. The tall, slim

Model One preamp ($1500) could be heard in

cabinets are five-sided, with a woofer and

the LM Acoustics suite, driving the new Pisa

tweeter mounted on each of the two largest

Type 4dynamic loudspeakers ($2790). Muse

sides. The cabinets are to be positioned such

themselves operated their Model One Hundred

that the edge between these sides aims at the

Fifty mono amps ($950) through Martin-Logan

listener, putting him considerably off the axis

CLSes. Both systems made good impressions

of the drivers. The benefit is to provide over
180° of dispersion, while directing energy from

during my brief visits.
Yet another i version of aloudspeaker was

cabinet diffraction away from the listening
position. Soundwave's largest model, the Grand

Iwas too busy laughing at the jokes of Tony

Soliloquy ($3400), is described as "2y2-way,"
referring to asecond set of woofers which

Federici and Paul Rosenberg of Mondial, whose
Aragon 24k preamp ($995) and 4004 power

operate below 150Hz. Designer James Gala has

amp ($1595) were driving the speakers, to ask

introduced at the show, the Dahlquist DQ-20i.

mounted all drivers on gaskets of aproprietary

Dahlquist's Carl Marchisotto what improve-

elastomer to decouple vibrations from the cabi-

ments had earned the "i
"suffix. Iliked what

net, and sealed and damped the crossover network. The hard-wired crossover (no circuit-

ward quality of the room acoustic. It was audi-

Iheard of their demo, despite the bright, for-

board traces) is just atweeter high-pass filter;

ble as Tony and Paul regaled us with their spoof

each woofer/midrange driver, designed to roll

of the "Banana Boat Song," with lyrics lament-

off naturally, is "direct-coupled" to the ampli-

ing the trials of trade shows. By this time, the

fier. The net result was abig, smooth, open
sound, exceptionally free from typical box

show had closed, the equipment was being

colorations. Soundwave's own preamp and
MOSFET power amplifiers, designed in partnership with David Belles of Belles Research, were
employed in the demo. The larger amp sells for
94

boxed, and down from the walls came blueprints of forthcoming products from Mondial:
adigital converter, designed by Mike Moffat,
called the D2A (get it?), and atuner, as yet
unnamed—any suggestions?
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
TWO HIGH-END MC CARTRIDGES
Amis Balgalvis reviews the Rowland "Complement"
and Spectral "Moving Coil Reference"
Last month Istarted acomprehensive cartridge
evaluation by putting the Dynavector XX -1, the
Krell KC-200, and the Madrigal Carnegie 2
models through their paces. For this, the second and concluding part of this cartridge
bonanza, Ilistened to the Jeff Rowland Design
Group "Complement" and the Spectral "Moving Coil Reference," or MCR-1. Ihad hoped to
include the Monster Cable Sigma Genesis 2000
cartridge, but it did not arrive in time. Plans are
under way for its future evaluation, as well as
alisten to acouple of the new Koetsus.
Those who have not read Part 1in the June
issue are urged to do so now. This second
installment cannot stand on its own, since a
number of important items were covered in
Part I. Besides areminder of just how crude the

Jeff Rowland Design Group
Complement MC cartridge

Jeff Rowland Design Group
"Complement": $2500

analog playback process really is, Ialso detailed

Cartridge cantilevers have always been sources

the test methods and described the associated
equipment used in this evaluation.

of significant discontent, tolerated only because they're necessary. Not any more. The

Even though 1found the linear-tracking Air-

Complement has no cantilever at all. This

tangent tonearm invaluable for cartridge-evalu-

remarkable departure from the norm makes the

ation endeavors, it is not afamiliar product; dis-

Complement one of the most fascinating car-

tribution is limited and the price is high. 1

tridges ever designed.

suspect that many readers would like to know

The cartridge is the invention of Mr. Ikeda,'

how these cartridges performed with amore

aJapanese engineer who has been designing

familiar, pivoted arm. Recognizing this as not

cartridges for the better part of his life. He is

at all unreasonable, and with an eye to expand-

responsible, among other things, for the Fidel-

ing the scope of this evaluation, Iran these car-

ity Research models that were quite popular a

tridges through the Wheaton Triplanar II

few years back.

tonearm. As you will see, this was aworthwhile

This, his latest innovative effort, has been his

exercise, one cartridge in particular benefiting
from this alternate means of support.

lifelong dream. The end result hardly conveys

Other than incorporating the Triplanar II
into the tests, 1changed no other equipment.
Iwould like to point out that the Basis "Debut"
turntable was the only turntable used for this
second portion. It is by far the best turntable
I've had in my system, and Iknow the car-

the long hours of development devoted to perfect aworkable component. It should be obvious that acantileverless design poses complex
problems that require ingenuity and perseverance. The fact that no one before this came up
with anything as innovative confirms the high
degree of difficulty of this achievement.

tridges performed better under such conditions. Al Conti, the designer of the Debut,
kindly provided asecond armboard for the
Triplanar, and since his design allows armboards to be changed in less than aminute,
tonearm swaps were swift and convenient.
Stereophile, July 1989

IMr Ikeda already has aless expensive version of this cantiles erless canridge in the work,. It should be available by the
time you read this. But those of you who value getting to the
heart of the playback process ,,we it to yourselves to hear this
cartridge. The complement manages to suggest to me the
excitement and vividness of live instruments better than any
other cartridge

While thoughts of associating this design

out any concrete reason for being this low. His

with the Decca cartridge, also a "directsensing" design, are unavoidable, proceed with

own findings indicate that groove wear is no
different at 1.5gm than at 2.5gm. He points to

caution. The Complement is amoving-coil

the Ortofon SPU-A cartridge, astandard still in

design, while the Decca uses afixed coil.

use in Japan, which bears down on the record

»
Here's

how Mr. Ikeda accomplished it. The

stylus is mounted at the bottom of an inverted

with aforce of 3.5grn without any perceptible
ill effects.

yoke, which is acombination of miniature U

Don't be startled by the unusually high nee-

and V shaped members in an overlaying con-

dle chatter of the Complement. According to

figuration to give it as much lateral rigidity as

Mr. Ikeda, it's nothing to be concerned about

possible. Atieback string at the base of the sty-

and is the result of the unconventional design.
He pointed out that conventional cartridges

lus opposes the pull of the groove and fixes it
in place longitudinally. The minuscule yoke

damp needle chatter by torsion of the can-

arms attach to tiny hollow rubber damping

tilever. But since the Complement is coupled

spheres 3mm in diameter. These suspension

very directly to the groove, it reacts with a

dampers are attached at an angle to an internal

louder contribution.

copper base to provide necessary compliance

Mounting this cartridge is no picnic. At

values for the vertical and lateral directions.

0.787" (20mm) in width, it is wider than the

The material for the dampers, aspecially

expected 0.75". Add to that aminimally pro-

processed neoprene butyl formed into mush-

truding stylus, located well out of the way in

room-like spheres, is said to contribute very
linear compliance over awide range of movement. Jeff Rowland explained that these

the middle of the bottom surface, and setting
up turns into areal chore. The saving grace,
however, is the threaded mounting holes—

dampers can be expected to last at least six

thank you!

years before any degradation might set in.
That's much longer than any stylus-life expec-

Listening Test Results

tations.

No doubt about it—getting rid of the cantilever

Each arm of the yoke supports asignalgenerating coil for each channel. These coils

appears to be avery positive benefit. We all

consist of amere 16 turns of oxygen-free cop-

know that the most basic premise of the playback process is the accuracy of transforming

per apiece, and are wound on an air core.
All this adds up to several significant perfor-

the encoded groove information into an electrical signal. By coupling the stylus and the

mance advantages. The low turns contribute
negligible inductance, allowing the frequency

moving-coils directly to each other, the Complement totally eliminates the disruptive contortions of the cantilever proper, and transfers

response to be extended smoothly. The aircore construction contributes no hysteresis dis-

the motion of the stylus, which hugs the walls

tortion. Since the source impedance is very
low, loading of the cartridge can go as low as

of the spinning record groove, to the signalgenerating coils of the cartridge with great effi-

20 ohms.

ciency. Ifeel it is asignificant contribution in

In this design the coils are said to traverse the

our quest to increase the credibility of repro-

magnetic flux lines in alinear fashion, not in
an arc as is the case with cantilevered designs.

duced sound. The Complement captures the
rapt radiance and commitment of the musical

Heavy groove modulations, or vertical swings

event with exceptional success. The Comple-

induced by record warps, minimally affect the

ment cartridge simply sounds tighter, faster,

stylus rake angle (SRA), thus maintaining consistent tracking performance. VTA is not acon-

and more coherent.

sideration, since the cantilever is no more.

back process, the Complement purifies it.
When listening to this cartridge, Iget the feeling

A parameter most likely to raise some eye-

By imposing fewer limitations on the play-

brows is the 2.4-2.7ffl recommended tracking

that the playback process is performed more

force That's certainly getting up there all right,
but not very much above the Ortofon MC-

completely and conveys more sonically per-

3000's 2.25gm VTF.

and translates them into apersuasive presence

tinent information. It takes the harmonic mazes

Mr. Ikeda explained that the lower 1-1.5gm

that convincingly authenticates the circum-

VTF was popularized by marketing crews with-

stances of the recording, and it allows us to
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more closely approach the freeflowing character and uninhibited presentation of the live
experience.
The Complement stands alone when it
comes to immediacy. By combining speed,
staging, and expansiveness in amost captivat-

hanced definition; there is also more isolation
between individual instruments.
To my mind, immediacy also has to do with
aspectral distribution balanced with energy.
It's probably the lack of smearing that allows

ing manner, it is very successful at transporting the listener to the recorded event.

the upper ranges, especially the treble, to
appear very pristine and distinct. It has away
of lighting up the presentation as awhole, and

To my ears the Rowland cartridge has the

should not be confused with an elevated

fastest response of the whole group. Its transient encounters happen just that much more

response in this region.

suddenly. Call it what you want—it's fleet, it's

dom when, for example, acymbal of adrum
set is blasted with full force. That shattering

swift, it's right there. Its ability to respond in
an instantaneous manner is an essential ingredient when attempting to mimic the uninhibited presentation of live performers and
instruments.

This immediacy suggests that sense of free-

explosion of raw high-frequency energy is
awesome, and never sounds distorted no matter how close you might be to it in alive situation. Unfortunately, it is never duplicated in

The exceptional ability of the Complement

aplayback system. But the Complement is very

to replicate transients explicitly sets it apart
from the rest of the crowd. Complex high-

apt at suggesting the intent feeling of such

frequency information is presented with raw

Asense of balance is restored when the midrange and treble information is rendered

vitality, and signs of impending duress, such
as hardness or brightness, are kept to amini-

energy-laden situations.

mum. As aresult, detailing is adomain where

proportionally energetic, without resorting to
brightness. This is what gives voices their

the Complement is very much at ease. Here,

projection. You get the feeling that the per-

nuances, ambience cues, and transients are

former is filling up the space where the recording took place. Again, the listener finds himself
transported to the recorded event more suc-

replicated with exceptional precision.
'Riming to staging next, Ifound that the
Complement contributes resolute instrumental

cessfully.

placement; instruments and performers materi-

The treble energy can, at times, turn on you.

alize in specific and unwavering positions.

Generally the Complement manages to toe the

These virtual likenesses materialize out of

line, and keeps its balance in check. Occasionally, however, and especially on closely miked

nowhere, created with sonically captivating
realism. A feeling of wonderment is experienced each time these vivid virtual images
spread out before me. Following the invisible,
but sonically valid, apparitions within the

voices, it blinks. This doesn't happen every
time things get intense, but it can be overbearing.
This tendency can be tamed to alarge degree

recreated soundscape is a gratifying experience.

by playing with the VTE There is asweet spot,
which varies from sample to sample, where the

Were it not for the expansiveness of the over-

Complement suddenly becomes more relaxed,
and the sound takes on acharacter that is more

all soundstage, the Complement would not be
as convincing. It's the ability to replicate effervescent spatial cues bubbling within the
soundspace and surrounding each instrument,
as well as recreating the air and ambience of the

correctly proportioned.
Compared with the other cartridges in this
survey, the Complement has aless prominent
distribution of the bass response. But what it

recording venue, that finalize its impressive

lacks in quantity it makes up in quality—the

playback capabilities.

lower regions of the response are reproduced
with excellent definition. As amatter of fact,

As curious as it may seem, the soundspace
of the Complement appears to contain more
volume than even the best competition can
manage. Though the soundscape gives the
appearance of being less congested, it manages
to convey asense of enormous space. Each
instrument is outlined concisely, with enStereophile, July 1989

when it comes to low-frequency extension, the
Complement goes lower than the other cartridges. It is not as emphatic or as warm as the
rest, but does have more tautness, quickness,
and better definition. The force of the orchestra may not be as convincing, but the lack of
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extraneous embellishments is impressive. What

tain high levels of energy, and allow the

is conveyed appears very clearly spelled out

wooden impact against the edge of the cym-

and supported by the previously praised

bal to be more cleanly discerned than ever. The

soundstaging.

full-bodied resonance of the different-sized

A good idea of what takes place in the

cymbals can be picked out easily, each vibrat-

transient-response performance is recreated
on The Fastest Balalaika in the West, Elek-

excited. The tom-toms are obviously also hit

ing with the inately fundamental nodes fully

tra EKS-7212. In addition to the numerous

very hard; the resultant impacts were never

balalaikas and mandolins in his orchestra, Sasha

more dynamic and concise at the same time.

Polinoff also employs sleigh bells for some percussion effects. Well, it's something to hear

formed all of its feats more effectively when

Ishould point out that the Complement per-

when amultitude of these miniature rattles

mounted in the Triplanar tonearm. The Airtan-

suddenly cuts in above the choir of the plucked

gent allowed it to perform very impressively,

instruments, and yet everything remains clearly

but Ican't say that it was aparticularly syner-

replicated. Iwas impressed. This playback was

gistic combination. It did not convey the same

extremely convincing in separating the jingle

concise character and extended dynamics

of the bells from the massed plucks of the

when so mounted. The Triplanar allowed the

stringed instruments.
Or take the drama of the last movement of

Complement to rally most of its attributes more

the Reiner Scbeberazade, as redone by the

adramatic display of playback prowess.

impressively, and in combination they put on

Chesky Brothers (RC4). With the Complement,

The Rowland people tell me that Mr. Ikeda

the double basses assume positions more
clearly spelled out, and sound very convincing as they convey asolid sense of power and

has designed atonearm customized for the
Complement. It boasts fairly high mass, and
very large, tight bearings. Not surprisingly, Jeff

greater clarity of the bowing. Then when
everything cuts loose, and appears far less

Rowland feels that the performance of this
combo will be even more effective.

blurred than with any other cartridge, the
Complement has made its point. The cymbal

A note of concern:

crashes are potently percussive and richly
shimmering, the violins can be delineated into

The Complement was the most difficult cartridge to review. It might well have given me

sweeping sections, the tidal sweeps of the

the most intimate view yet of the inner work-

massed violins are reproduced with admirable
confidence, and the bass drums keep punctu-

at first, was capricious and unpredictable.

ating the drama with concise and powerful
impacts.

At one point Ieven considered not including it in this report, to gain more time to deter-

What takes place here is enormous, power-

mine what makes it tick. However, Ithought

ful, and very clean—all the qualities so difficult to come by. The staccato trumpet blurts

ings of the groove, but its behavior, especially

it best to present what transpired, and follow
up on the situation at some future time.

are delineated distinctly and not accompanied

It all started with asimple azimuth adjust-

by squeaky blare or shrillness. The notes have
away of rolling out of the flares of the brass sec-

ment. Doing everything exactly as Ihad for the
other cartridges, Iset the Complement up for

tions with afull-bodied and yet realistically

minimum and matched crosstalk values. It

muted characteristic intact. Meanwhile, the

sounded fine, except that this first sample

considerable weight of the orchestra and the

ended up severely canted with respect to the

attendant ambience of the hall are in full sup-

record surface. The response of the people at

port of the whole. It could use more heft, and

Rowland was "Send it back." They checked it

the balance of the lower registers could be

out and, knowing nothing more at the time,

richer, but what is there is dynamic, very
explicit, and eminently exciting.

found nothing wrong.
Just to be on the safe side, Isuggested that

And then Iplayed the Sheffield Drum Rec-

they dispatch another sample. They agreed,
and Ireceived it the next morning. Of course,

ord. Here, more convincingly than ever, the
impacts of the sticks hitting the cymbals, the
resultant excitation with all the rivets rattling

Ihad to break it in for agood 20 hours or so.
To expedite matters, Iplayed alead-out groove

away, are vividly recreated. These impacts con-

rife with extraneous noise.
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Iwas happy to be listening again; everything
was proceeding just fine, when suddenly the
right channel shifted toward the middle of the

Ibiro days before deadline, Icasually put the
Stereopbile Complement on arecord and heard

soundstage.
A quick call to Rowland brought no relief

nothing but mono. The image was smack
between the speakers!
Iwas unhappy, to put it mildly, torn between

—anyone who could have helped was out

my responsibility as areviewer to report prob-

of town—but a call to Stereopbile did. As

lems, and to treat the manufacturer fairly by not
blowing the situation out of proportion.

luck would have it, they had aComplement in
Santa Fe.
The second sample went back to Rowland,

Icalled Jeff again. He was puzzled and concerned. Iasked him to investigate, because

while JA Fed-Ex'ed the third to me. When I
finally spoke to Jeff Rowland, he expressed

there was no tomorrow. He called me on the

concern about my break-in method. Iassured
him that all the other cartridges suffered no ill

nation for the erratic results and suspected

last day and, miraculously, had arational explafailures.

results when so activated, but agreed to be cautious. The third sample was broken in the hard

high VTF, 3.5gm or more, will shift the coils

way—playing whole sides of records.

completely out of any reasonable operating

Relative calm returned for acouple of weeks,
and Iproceeded to write the review. Meanwhile, Jeff was trying to figure out what gives.

It turned out that nothing had failed. Avery

position, the result being maximum crosstalk.
Hence the monophonic reproduction.

The two returns basically checked out OK, and

Upon checking back, Idiscovered acounterweight missing on the last cartridge assem-

sounded normal. Since the first cartridge never

bly. Setting the tracking force to 2.8gm restored

sounded faulty, Jeff agreed to return the original

the impressive stereo image.

sample so that Icould continue testing it. He

Jeff explained that he, too, had made asimilar
mistake and accidentally played acartridge at

warned me about the effect of side-thrust on
the azimuth adjustment. And, yes, that Com-

+4gm. Lo and behold, the image was almost

plement sounded as good as ever.

pure mono. Jeff is now working on simplifying the set-up procedure to avoid the above

Table 1
Model
Type
Output (1kHz, 5cm/s)
Source Impedance
Recommended Load
Compliance
Recommended
Downforce
Cantilever material
Stylus type
Body Material
Mass
Mounting method
Special features

confusion. It looks like the VTF likes to be on

Jeff Rowland
Design Group
Complement

Spectral
Reference

MC
0.2mV
2ohms
20-30 ohms
6cu

MC
0.2mV
2ohms
47k ohms
8cu approx.

2.4-2.7gm
None

1.8gm
Fiber reinF.
Aluminum
Hyper-elliptical Super-Polished
Line Contact
Aluminum
—
15.7gm
9.5gm
Threaded holes Threaded holes
No cantilever
Hand-built and
broken in
$2500
$995

Price
Approximate number
of dealers
4
Manufacturer
Jeff Rowland
Design Group
P.O. Box 7231
Colorado Spgs.
CO 80933
(719) 528-8388
1cu=10 -6 cm/dyne
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27
Spectral Inc.,
260 N. Wolfe Rd.
Sunnyvale
CA 94086
(408) 738-8521

the high side, say 2.8gm, for best results. Since
there is no reliability problem per se—can you
imagine what acantilever subjected to this
abuse would look like? —I am going to leave
this situation where it is and keep you posted.

Spectral Moving Coil
Reference 1: $995
As has been my experience with Spectral products all along—I owned aDMC- 10 preamp for
several years—style and attention to detail are
two of their hallmarks; you're sure to get a
product that's stylish and elegant. The MCR- I
cartridge continues that tradition and is, for
starters, presented in an exquisite package. This
substantial container is constructed of hightech acrylic, with large, solid-brass support pins
holding the whole assembly together. The
enclosed instructions were detailed and
provided useful step-by-step assistance for
mounting and using the cartridge. You can't
miss the cartridge proper—not only is it quite
large as far as moving-coils go, but the body of
the MCR- Iis abright, attractive, iridescent
blue.
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Iwish that my experimentation had yielded
some specific results, and Icould pass on to
you "the" VTF value for the Reference. Unfortunately, that's not the case—it varies from
sample to sample. The Complement and the
MCR- 1are similar in that we are seeking the
VTF that positions the moving coils in the
most linear region of the magnetic flux. But the
MCR- 1thickens the plot abit more since it is
acantilevered design. Be alert to the fact that
VTF changes affect the VTA setting.
And then, of course, there's the right load
Spectral Reference MC cartridge

resistor. Here we have better luck. Ifound the
best results with 75 ohms, while others have

The cartridge differs from other designs by

indicated 100 ohms. This value is easy to deter-

exposing asubstantial portion of the inner

mine for yourself, and at least you have agood

workings at its bottom. And once this product
had my attention, it scored points when I

starting point.

noticed the threaded holes for the mounting
screws. All right!

it is! What you get in the end are avery expan-

Technically, Spectral gets off the mark very
impressively—they proudly points out that
their stylus is the world's smallest line-contact

Is all this fuss and bother worth it? You bet
sive sonic panorama, detailing galore, mighty
potent dynamics, and extremely gratifying tim-

diamond in the business. Of course, that's abig

bral credibility. For me, it added up to great
enjoyment.
The Reference can be very proud of its bal-

step in the right direction. Positioned where
it is—at the very tip of the cantilever—the

single attribute predominates, the MCR-1 oper-

moving mass cannot be reduced more effectively anywhere else. Also highlighted are a
fiber-reinforced aluminum cantilever, avery

because it contributes comprehensively integrated performance essentials.

precise magnetic field, monocrystal copper
wiring, and OFC output pins.
Spectral claims to hand-build and -adjust
each cartridge for optimum performance. To
top it off, every MCR-1 is tested and auditioned

anced performance profile. Even though no
ates from a base of strength. It impresses

The MCR-1 exudes an atmosphere of
delicacy and airiness. Instrumental tonality is
richly endowed and presented with admirable
openness. All the critical overtones necessary
for establishing credible timbrai identities are

before shipping. Such attention to detail, how-

very much in evidence. And the forceful push

ever, takes its toll; production output is very

of the full-bodied soundstage is not at all

small, and dealer allocations are meager.

neglected, and makes its presence emphatically
felt.

Listening Test Results
Ican well see why this cartridge has attracted
quite aconsiderable following already. It sure
has the right stuff demanded and appreciated

Iguess another way of saying it is that the
Spectral cartridge is very versatile—maybe
"adaptive" says it better. Soft or loud, delicate
or robust, high or low, the MCR-1 follows with

by most critical listeners. But to get the best out
of the Reference, do not hesitate to fuss with

ease the travails presented by the groove.

it; the MCR-1 benefits extensively from explor-

ing ahost of sonic nuances, be they part of the

ing the full range of adjustments.

music or of the environmental makeup. These

The MCR-1 is very effective in communicat-

The stylus profile is specified to be aline

desirable sonic amenities are easily perceived,

contact, so azimuth and VTA are, by definition,

and result in acompellingly integrated rendi-

critical. Add to that arequirement to increment
the VTF, preferably in 0.1gm steps, for addi-

tion of the recording.

tional sonic benefits. John Bicht of Versa
Dynamics pointed me in that direction, and I

Reference has afew colorations that, while very
appealing, fall into the excessive category.

did discover asweet spot somewhere around

Though they are subtle additions to the sonic
fiber, they can be distracting.

the specified value of 1.8gm.
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But with all this going for it, Ifind that the
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The Spectral has all the embellishments

qualities that Ifaulted the Spectral for. It's amat-

desirable for reproducing music, and very few

ter of balancing the sonically spectacular per-

faults. But it makes the playback process too

formance of the Krell against the more exquisite presentation of the Spectral. But for my

glamorous and romantic for my taste. Ifound
it abit too precocious and affected, and missed
the elemental confrontations of the Complement. 'Ibo much like tea and crumpets, and not
enough coffee and rolls.
Had it not been for the Rowland Research
Complement, Imost likely would not have

money, Iprefer the Spectral because Ivalue its
lyrical delicacy and refined manner. It simply
has too many good features going for it.
At $1350 the Dynavector XX -1 has some
very strong points. First, it is one hell of aperformer. While not quite having the delicacy of
the Spectral, it is fuller sounding, throws up a

become aware of what levels of performance
especially of speed and focus, can be justifiably

soundstage of staggering proportions, and

expected.
But let's be fair. To be sure, the $1000 price

listenability Idescribed—something Istill can-

images with the best. Remember, that eminent

of the MCR- lisa major consideration, but it's

not get out of my mind—is well worth mov-

only 40% of the Complement's cost. Still, the
MCR-1 relies too much on delicacy and does

ing up to the $1350 level for. Ihave returned to

not convey enough of the cogent forcefulness

its soulful presentation.

this cartridge numerous times to experience

behind amusical performance That's what the

Second, consider the output level. Ican

Complement accomplishes so effectively. The

assure you that this was the quietest of all the
cartridges in this review when used with the

MCR-1 lacks that sense of deliberate control
and unhesitating responsiveness.
It's true that, like the Dynavector XX -1, the
MCR-1 is more successful at conveying the full-

Krell KFtS-2 or the ARC SP-11 Mk.II preamplifiers. So, if you have any concern at all that the

bodied sonority of such instruments as cellos,
trombones, bassoons, and double basses. The

gain of your preamp might be inadequate, obviously this is the one cartridge of this group that
will suit your needs.

Complement, however, replicates the instruments with more conviction, as well as locating

benefits very handsomely from periodic en-

each performer with better focus.
The MCR-1 had avery agreeable air, and in
general sounded more forgiving. It had an
excellent ability to resolve nuances even during
the most severe climaxes. It appears not to
require special tonearrn considerations. Ifound

Iwould like to note at this time that the XX -1
counters with the Sumiko Flux-Buster. When
things get alittle turgid and dense, perform this
maintenance and you will be pleasantly surprised at the rejuvenated performance.
And last, look at availability. From what I've
been told, Dynavector is very serious about

it equally at home in the Airtangent and the

wide distribution. They have also mentioned

Triplanar II. Other publications report excel-

some incentives for trading in the older

lent results in the Well-Tempered Arm as well.

Dynavector models.

Some Sound Advice

don't misconstrue the concerns Ioutlined

When buying anew cartridge, my recommen-

earlier into something more than described.
There's no real reason to think that this is a

dation is to first follow your budget, and only

And so we come to the Complement. Please

then your heart. Iknow it goes against every-

problematic product. By now Ihave heard

thing that aself-respecting audiophile believes,

three samples of the Complement, and they all

but hear me out.

sounded essentially the same. Jeff Rowland

If you're strapped for money, consider

explained to me the reason for the unusual VTF

Madrigal's Carnegie 2. It's avery competent
performer, and should serve your music very

his findings. There are no reliability issues that

well. Under the outlined test conditions, it did

requirements, and Ihave been able to replicate

not get me as involved as Iwould have liked to

Iknow of.
The only technical reservation Ihave has to

be In other systems it might have been adifferent story. Whatever you do, don't dismiss it out-

do with asimplification of the set-up procedure. Right now it might not be possible to

right based on only this review.
At the $1000 level we have some competi-

extract maximum performance from this cartridge without elaborate instrumentation. But,

tion. The Krell KC-200 has some of those basic

believe me, every cartridge benefits from thor-
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ough set-up, and instrumentation is always a

Iexperienced, he will, I'm sure, resolve this

help with these interrelated complexities. After

issue. Though it costs $2500, for me this is the

Jeff Rowland gets to the bottom of what he and

cartridge of choice.

THE GRADO SIGNATURES
Thomas J. Norton
Stereo phono pickups. Frequency response: 10-50kHz (no variation specified). Channel separation: 25dB from 10Hz-30kHz. Recommended input load: 47k ohms. Output: 1.5mV at 3.54cm/s.
Weight 5.5gm. Tracking force: 1.5gm. Prices: TLZ, $500: MCZ, $300. Approximate number of
dealers: 500. Manufacturer: Joseph Grado Signature Products, 4614 Seventh Ave., New York,
NY 11220. Tel: (718)435-5340.
In my recent survey of medium-priced pickups
(February/March 1989), Ihad more than afew
things to say about moving-coils. Many audiophiles do tend to favor this design. Why?
Despite definite teething pains in the 1970s, the
best moving-coils today have shed much of
their hard, artificially etched quality and "mega
hi-fi" detailing. Agood moving-coil is focused,
detailed, three-dimensional, and lively, but not
obviously analytic in character. And usually
quite expensive. Most of the better 'coils, but
not all, are also very low in output, and require
atop-quality pre- preamp (or avery high-gain
normal phono stage with low noise) to sound
their best—also expensive.
But don't tell Joe Grado of Grado Laboratories that moving-coils are the way to go. He

All the Grado Signatures look like this
establishing the basic principle used in all
Grado cartridges to the present. Around 1976,
Grado introduced ahigh-end pickup called the

designed some of the earliest examples of the
breed, including, if memory serves, amono-

Signature, avariation on the moving-iron design

phonic "Model A" design in the mid 1950s. I

taneously established anew, higher price struc-

also just happen to have acopy of the January
1963 Stereo Review. In it is aGrado Laborato-

tridges. Grado continued to market astandard

ries advertisementl for what was, to my knowledge, their first stereo cartridge, the Mk.l. It, too,
was amoving-coil. But although my audio consciousness was, by that time, moderately well
developed, Inever heard much about the early
Grado stereo cartridges. They came on the
market at atime when Shure was making abig
splash in the component audio scene (moving
up from being amajor manufacturer of cheap,
console-grade pickups), asplash which, at the
time, seemed to swamp many smaller companies.

which he dubbed the Fluxbridger, and simulture for top-of-the-line, non-moving-coil carline of pickups (an updated, standard Grado
line exists to this day), but the Signature series
has represented, at each stage of its development, Joe Grado's latest thinking on the current state of the cartridge art. Grado —with no
apparent regrets—never looked back after
abandoning the moving-coil concept.
The TLZ and the MCZ are the current "midpriced" Signature offerings. There is also a
$200 8MZ and a$750 model, the XTZ. 2To all
outward appearances, the TLZ and MCZ are

Grado Labs surfaced again afew years later,
having by then abandoned the moving-coil in
favor of aline of inexpensive ceramic designs. A

identical, and could easily be confused were

change to amoving-iron configuration followed,

body shell just aft of the cantilever. Both car-

1This is in itself unique,
out advertising,

2And you thought Stereopblle contributors had apatent on
the pun?
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Grado today operates virtually with-

it not for abarely legible "MCZ" or "TLZ"
hand-engraved into the underside of the plastic
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t
ridges also share virtually the same electrical

response is strong and full, its midrange expan-

parameters. The internals of the "Z" series have

sive with aconvincing soundstage. It is avery

been, according to Grado, substantially
changed over the earlier "X" series—including
an upgrade in the quality of wire and magnet
material. The TLZ and MCZ differ primarily in
stylus configuration: twin-tip for the MCZ, true

"easy" cartridge to listen to for extended
periods, but don't take that as aeuphemism for
boring or bland. The MCZ is neither.
Let me address that listenable quality first.
It is largely a function of the MCZ's high-

ellipsoid for the TLZ. Grado argues that the

frequency performance. It is just abit softer

elliptical styli of most pickups are merely
spherical tips with flats ground into the front
and rear. The ellipsoid stylus of the TLZ, Grado

than life, lacking some of the air and extension
of the best pickups—the feeling of alimitless

indicated, has agroove-contact length shorter

my reference system, recordings which had a

than the wavelength of a20kH ztracing, said

certain artificial detailing through the better

to minimize sensitivity to VTA. The output
levels of both models are low for non-movingcoil devices— I.5mV—but should be suitable
for use with the standard phono stage in any

top. The upside to this is that, at least through

moving-coils came across as decidedly sweeter
through the MCZ. Windham Hill recordings,
which in my experience are often very clean
but slightly etched, were made to sound closer

preamp of reasonable quality. While all of my

in balance to Opus 3s—detail without the hard

listening in this evaluation was through the

outline. Ladysmith Black Mambazo's Warner

Klyne SK-5a preamp, Idid use the MCX (which

Brothers recordings lost much of their only

has the same output as the TLZ and the MCZ),

objectionable (to me) characteristic—a degree
of dry fizziness in the sibilants.

in my review of the considerably more affordable PS Audio 4.6 (Vol.11 No.9), with no diffi-

The MCZ also had aclean, potent low-fre-

culties. Grado's designs are also relatively insen-

quency response. Bass drum came across as

sitive to load capacitance, something which cannot be said of most non-moving-coil designs.

having areal volume of air behind it, an almost

Those of you who follow the "Coming Attractions" column probably are aware that these

drum head. Low-frequency organ pedal—try

palpable quality instead of just adisembodied

reviews were originally scheduled to appear in

any of Wilson Audio's organ recordings—had
afull, shuddering quality. The deep bass on

my mid-priced cartridge survey some months
back. Our original samples were early versions

Wilson's Rbytbm Devils Play River Music
(Wilson Audio, W-8521) had the requisite wall-

and, according to Grado, not typical of current

shaking quality, and was cleanly tracked. Still,

production. Ihad been impressed with them
nonetheless. The earlier samples were not on

the overall low end was slightly soft rather than
tight and punchy—with that trace of warmth

hand when Iconducted this reevaluation, but

alluded to earlier.

in comparing my notes Ifound the "new" MCZ

Through the midrange the MCZ lacked the
tactile, "alive" quality of the best pickups. Imag-

to be similar to, and at least the equal of, the
prototype, while my latest sample of the TLZ
(there was amiddle sample, about which I'll

ing was good, though individual voices and
instruments seemed abit "defocused" —slightly

shortly have afew words) was sonically superior to the original version.

spread in space and a bit larger than they
should have been. It was aminor flaw, balanced

Associated equipment used in this review,

out by an expansive soundstage. The midrange
echoed the high frequencies in being forgiv-

in addition to the Klyne preamp, included the
Well-Tempered Arm, VP! HW 19 Mk.II with
new motor, Mark Levinson No.23 power amp,

ing but open, in no way "closed in." Depth was
satisfying, although afew steps short of striking

and B&W 801 Series II loudspeakers on 11.5"

or holographic.

Sound Anchors prototype stands (which are

One definite change Inoticed in the newest
MCZ from the earlier version (and this holds

taller than the production version).

true for the TLZ as well) was adefinite reducMCZ: $300
The MCZ makes an immediate and lasting

tion in the physical clearance between cartridge
and record. As with anumber of other pickups

impression. It sounds relaxed yet detailed, not

in my previous survey, Inow encountered

obviously bright or dull in character, though

problems with the cartridge body occasionally
scraping the record at the outer bead and the

shading toward warmth. Its low-frequency
Stereophile, July 1989
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inner run-out groove where it would actually,

are not directly comparable with those in the

on some records, contact the raised label area.
The reduced clearance also discouraged experi-

February/March 1989 issues. To provide some
continuity, for those who enjoy interpolation,

mentation with VTA; most of my observations

Iremeasured the frequency response of the

were made with the front of the cartridge perpendicular to the record's surface—the manu-

Krell KC-100 under the current conditions;

facturer's recommended orientation in any event.

those results are at the end of this section.
The measurements on the MCZ were con-

Iencountered no tracking problems with the
MCZ through the bass and midrange, but occasionally it was less than fully secure in the high

sistent with its sound. Above IkHz the left

frequencies, particularly on strong sibilants.
It was more afeeling of impending unease than

again to -1.9dB at 16kHz and -3.5dB at 20kHz.

an overt irritation. It was not afrequent or

and +1.8dB below 100Hz. The right channel

severe problem, but don't expect the tracking
of aShure V15. (The recommended 1.5gm
force was used with both the MCZ and the

was essentially similar except for aslightly

channel dipped to -3dB in the 4-5kHz region,
rose to -0.5dB at 10kHz, then dropped off
The bass rose very slowly to between +1.0dB

larger HF dropoff: -1.2dB at 10kHz, -3.0dB at
16kHz, and -5.5dB at 20kHz. Separation at

TLZ.) Idid not do an objective measurement

IkHz measured in excess of 26dB. It is interest-

of the tracking ability of either Grado, as was

ing to note that the earlier version of the MCZ
(under those slightly different measurement

done in my earlier surveys, because that measurement—on my Audio-Technica test disc—
is made at 300Hz, and subjective assessment

conditions) had the same frequency response
to within 0.5dB—even duplicating the left-

of both cartridges revealed no tracking problems in the lower midrange.

and right-channel response variation in the
top octave.

Analyzing acomponent's performance piece
by piece is aconvenient organizational tool,

(The Krell KC-100 under the new conditions
had aleft channel which dipped to -0.8dB at

and presents needed information, but doesn't

4kHz, rose to +1.1dB at 10kHz and +4.2dB at
16kHz, then dropped to +3.2dB at 20kHz.

always adequately convey one's overall impression. Ifound the MCZ to be avery satisfying
pickup to listen to. More to the point, Ifound
it more convincing overall than any cartridge
Ihave heard to date in its price range, with the
possible exception of the Ortofon X5-MC,
which Iauditioned briefly well over ayear ago
but which the Cheapskate described thoroughly in his column in Vo1.11 No.7. Suffice it

Below IkHz the response rose gradually to
+1.0dB below 160Hz, the increase varying
between +0.3 and +1.0dB below 63Hz—less
output by adB or so than the Grado over much
of the bass range. Its right channel had aslightly
smaller HF rise above 16kHz—by 0.5dB to
1.0dB—but otherwise was quite similar.)

to say that the Ortofon is avery different-

TLZ: $500

sounding pickup from the Grado— tighter
bass, brighter top, more detail, but less relaxed

My initial exposure to the first TLZ—the "atyp-

in sound, less subtle. Beyond that, Idare not
tread without recent exposure to the Ortofon,
but it's clear to me that the name of the game
here is system matching. If your system is
already on the bright, lean side, you don't want
the X5-MC. In the right system, the MCZ would
be asolid choice.

ical" early version—was in playing "Live"
Direct to Disc Flamenco Fever (M&K Realtime
Records RT 107). Iwas floored. The low end
was deep and rich, but also had unmistakable
sock. The flamenco footwork was striking in
its solid, resonant impact. The overall soundstage was deep, convincingly layered, and wellfocused. Fine details—finger snapping, castanets, audience reactions—were tightly placed

Measurements

except when the performers moved about, and

Since my trusty Loftech all-purpose meter was
out for repairs when it came time to measure

the movements were then clearly defined.
High frequencies were delicate and open, with

the Grados, areliable but older VTVM was
pressed into service. Because of this, and

anatural presentation of the ambience of the

because the ambient room temperature—at 78

performing space. Iwas never overtly conscious of the highs being either absent or intru-

to 80°F—was higher than the 75° present during my earlier surveys, the measurements here

sive. With the exception of the solo voice
(which is not well-recorded on this disc),
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everything sounded convincingly there.
As Irelistened to this disc with our most

save the best of the moving-coils—in its open,

recent sample of the TLZ, Isaw no reason to
change any of my observations. If anything, the

lively midrange. It does not have the same
expansive quality as the MCZ (a pleasant col-

latest TLZ is superior to the original—more

oration?), but substitutes amore tightly focused

finely detailed, more open, more transparent.
But between the original sample and the latest

sound, improved clarity, and more detailed
separation of individual instruments and

iteration we received a second sample. It
proved to be defective. In its main qualities it
was clearly aTLZ, but there was asubtle, vague,

voices. If it doesn't quite equal the depth of the
more expensive Krell, the difference is subtle.

and ultimately irritating degree of fuzz to the
sound—rather like a stylus with a bit of
microscopic crud firmly attached. Microscopic

in my opinion, most cartridges Ihave heard

Icould say that the rear 10' of the orchestra
seemed less convincingly well defined than the
front 10', but my soundstage tape measure is
out for re-calibration; suffice it to say that the
TLZ is convincingly three-dimensional. Its over-

examination (of the low-power, hand-held
variety) revealed no such debris aboard. Acall
to Grado sped anew sample on its way—the

all perspective is neither forward nor laid-back.
The Grados' mid- and upper-range quality

main subject of this report. It arrived in time

was firmly anchored by apotent low end. I

for only afew days' listening before deadline,

mentioned the recording River Music in my
review of the MCZ. The TLZ proved to be, if

and alimited break-in (though Grado insists
that his cartridges require no break-in period).
But my findings on the TLZ were unambiguous:

anything, abit deeper and more powerful in

It is arguably competitive with any pickup on

reproducing the strikingly subterranean passages on this Wilson Audio oddity 3—but not

the market in terms of an unforced, open neu-

substantially so. The two pickups' low-fre-

trality, clean, detailed high-frequency response,
and extended, solid low-end performance.

classically taut, but expansive and full, ade-

Moving-coils, even very good ones like the
Krell KC-100, will occasionally display atrace
of zippiness in the top octave. It is by no means
always the cartridge's fault when this is heard;
there are plenty of badly cut recordings to go
around. This characteristic is absent from the
sound of the TLZ on recordings of reasonable
pedigree. But the TLZ does not achieve this by
sacrificing detail. With the MCZ Ihad felt that
there was some small sacrifice in inner definition and transparency in favor of aforgivable
and listenable nature. Not so with the TLZ,
which retains the listenability while significantly enhancing the amount of information
pulled from the grooves. More importantly, it
seems to reveal more of the recording than of
itself, from the violent snap of the guitar strings
as Michael Hedges attacks his instrument on

quency characteristics are very similar—not
quately but not strikingly well-defined. Igenerally preferred the tauter bass response of the
Krell, but not in all cases. Remember that fancy
footwork on Flamenco Fever? It had adecidedly cut-loose and unfettered quality with the
TLZ; through the Krell it was more controlled
but less dramatic, less exciting, less emotionally
involving. The reckless abandon of the performance was better conveyed by the TLZ. Still,
one shouldn't go too far in analyzing the lowend performance of any pickup without remembering that the arm/cartridge mating (and also,
to alesser degree, the turntable/suspension system) is at least as important in determining LF
quality as is the cartridge itself. I'll just sum up
by saying that the TLZ in the WTA has alow end
which is definitely more extended and powerful,
though notably less taut, than that from the
moving-coils which Ihave recently auditioned

Aerial Boundaries (Windham Hill WH-1032;
the slightly hard or artificial sound of this
recording is more obvious than through the

decidedly "faster" -sounding than the MCZ,

MCZ) through the intricate separation of highfrequency transients from the overt to the sub-

the subtle warmth of the latter being effectively
tamed. The TLZ's rattier taut midbass contrasted

in the same arm. In the midbass the TLZ was

tle on Musique Arabo—Andalouse (Harmonia
Mundi HM 389), to the naturally sweet detailing
on James Galway and The Chieftains— In
Ireland (RCA 5798-1-RC, one of RCNs better
recent digital efforts).
The TLZ definitely surpasses the MCZ—and,
Stereophile, July 1989

3Isay oddity because it is very unlike anything else Wilson
has recorded. Call it the Wilson Dafas and you'll get the idea.
"Musically" it's definitely an acquired taste. but Ifind it very
useful as atest disc. Wilson probably uses it to break in his
WAMM woofers and traumatize the occasional WATT.
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somewhat with its "slower"

low bass—result-

the CBS STR-100 5). Specifically, above lkHz the

ing in acertain discontinuity which bothered

left channel dipped to -1.4dB at 4kHz, then

me not at all but which others may find less

rose to +0.5dB at 10kHz, +1.2dB at 12.5kHz,

4

easy to ignore.
How does the Grado compare with its com-

+5dB at 16kHz, and +1.5dB at 20kHz. Below
IkHz it rose to +1.0dB at 315Hz, then had a

petition? It gave the Krell KC-100 (which costs

response of +1.0 to +1.5dB between 20Hz and

$300 more) astrong contest with respect to

315Hz (with an isolated rise to +1.8dB at 40Hz).

detail, soundstaging, overall focus, and clarity.

The right channel had abit less rise in the HF

Tracking was comparable, although the Krell

(+3.5dB at 16kHz), abit more dip in the midband (-2.0dB at 4kHz), and less LF rise (it didn't

was just abit cleaner in tracing strong sibilants. Their bass responses have already been

reach +1.0dB until 30Hz). Separation exceeded

compared. Through the midrange the Krell had
acertain quality of aliveness—a combination

29dB at lIcHz. The early TLZ sample, Ishould

of dynamics, immediacy, and (to quote the

with adeeper dip at 4kHz but also no sign of

point out, had had avery different response,

Cheapskate/Anarchist) "palpable presence" —

that 16kHz peak. Iwasn't pleased by the latter

which the TLZ couldn't match. But the differ-

aberration, but the rise didn't become signifi-

ence was obvious only in the comparison; the

cant until above 12.5kHz. Its audible effect

Grado auditioned on its own gave no hint of

appeared to be minimal—a trace of added spar-

any lack in these qualities.
Ihad compared the early version of the TLZ

kle and no zip or zing—but it's the major chink
in the TLZ's armor.

to the AudioQuest 404i-L—a pickup competitive with the TLZ in price—in the March 1989
issue. The AudioQuest was no longer on hand

Conclusion

for the present review (and more recent 404i-Ls

with either Grado. If you can afford it, Icon-

have been slightly upgraded, in any case), but
Ibelieve the relative merits of the two cartridges remain as Istated them—with the pos-

sider the TLZ to be the noticeably superior performer. It's certainly not cheap—to my knowledge, only three non-moving-coils in the

sible exception that Ifind the latest TLZ to be
abit leaner through the midbass and more

Grado's own XTZ (the other two are AKGs).

detailed and airy in the highs than the original.

And its price is not reflected in afancy high-

The AudioQuest does require astep-up device,

tech body shell—just an ordinary plastic hous-

but remains astrong competitor.
Ialso found, for reasons on which Ican only
speculate, that surface noise was more annoying
through the Grado than through the moving-

Sonically, Ican't see how you can go wrong

world are more expensive, and one of those is

ing that doesn't look much different from
Grado's bread-and-butter line that starts at a
pricey $25. 6 But you're paying for topflight
sound quality, and you get it. And if the TLZ is

coils. Not more obvious, not louder, just slightly

ahome-run hitter, the MCZ is the steady short-

more distracting. It seemed to have a"tighter"

stop. It won't get the same standing ovations,

quality through the MCs—here and gone

but on the right team, er, system, it will get the
job done and keep the fans happy.

sooner, perhaps? We're talking milli- or even
microseconds, probably. Imention it because
Iobserved it, and so may you.

5The primary test record was the new CBS CTC 330. Remember that different test discs can give different results. The peak
was still present on the STR-100, but was abit less pronounced.

Measurements

6You'll want to know. however, that Grad() will meantime
any previous Signature model in good condition up to its original specs for a$20 handling charge, and later, improved styli
can be used on earlier Signature bodies (though that dOCS not
convert them into the equivalent of current Signatures). The
nets Sit lus. otirrunt iN on ,ou not on 1;rado

The TLZ measured brighter than the MCZ, as
its sound would indicate. It had less of an
upper-midrange dip than the latter cartridge,
but also amore pronounced HF rise, including
apeak at 16kHz (which Iremeasured several
times, and confirmed on adifferent test disc4And for the umpteenth time in these pages, the terms "skive and "fast," when applied to low frequencies (or woofers), are
purely subjective terms used to describe asonic impression
Many contend, with justification, that the subjective "speed"
of, for instance, abass-drum stroke is largely determined h
the character of its upper harmonics.
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DYNAUDIO ACCENT 3ACTIVE
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
Dick Olsher
Type: 3-way active loudspeaker with three 150W amplifier modules. Input sensitivity: 775mV.
Dimensions: 42" H by 11" W by 14" D. Price: $10,196/pr. Approximate number of dealers: 1(distributor direct). Manufacturer: Dynaudio, Winsbergring 28, 2000 Hamburg 54, W. Germany. US
source: Madisound, 8608 University Green, Madison, WI 53711. Tel: (608) 831-3433.

Dynaudio Gets Active
When it comes to loudspeaker drivers, Dynaudio has earned an enviable reputation for quality and reliability. To use an automotive analogy, they are the Mercedes Benz of the driver
universe. If you're aspeaker builder, the odds
are that you have already experimented with
these drivers. And even if you're not aspeaker
builder, it's quite possible that your speakers
use Dynaudio drivers. After all, some of the
finest speaker systems in the world do. Acase
in point is the Duntech Sovereign, which single-handedly embodies almost the entire
Dynaudio catalog.
Surprisingly, Dynaudio's line of assembled
speakers has never cracked the US market.
This, Ithink, is areflection of poor marketing
rather than product quality. Their kits have
been popular in Europe, and according to
Madisound's Larry Hitch, Dynaudio's new lint.
of kits is now available in the US (contact Madi
sound for details).
The Accent 3is the product of along gestation period: over four years of research and
development. Ifirst ran into an early prototype
at aCES about two years ago. Based on avery
short listen, Ifound the tonal balance and
dynamics to my liking, and expressed interest
in pursuing afull review. Finally, at the 1989
winter CES, Dynaudio's Gerhard Richter declared
the Accent 3 ready for prime time, and the
show samples were shipped to Santa Fe for
review. As far as Iknow, the review pair represents the only existing samples of this speaker
on US soil. Please note also that there is no
domestic distribution for this model. The
Accent 3s, however, may be purchased factorydirect from Dynaudio through Madisound.
As with other active designs, one of the
Accent 3's goals is to control the amplifier/driver
interface. In atraditional passive loudspeaker,
the designer must make certain assumptions
concerning the cable and the amplifier thc
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Dynaudio Accent 3loudspeaker

speaker will be used with. Just how closely

Active 3is modern and elegant. The only obvi-

these assumptions are satisfied in practice

ous indication that this is an active design

determines the final driver damping, bass align-

comes from the heatsink façade located on the

ment, and crossover frequencies. For example,
asignificant change in speaker-cable imped-

bottom of the cabinet's front baffle. The elec-

ance from the nominal design value can cause
asmall shift in crossover points. This is because

acapacity of 500,000µF, and an active crossover network feeding three 150W amps—one

the frequency response of apassive filter is sen-

per driver. The three channels are said to be

sitive to the source as well as the load impedances. An active speaker represents ascenario

operational amplifiers. Other than that, Ihave

tronics module includes apower supply with

"decoupled," and the crossover uses low-noise

where the electronics are by definition inti-

no additional information concerning the cir-

mately mated with adriver complement. In the

cuitry. However, Ipresume that, because of

case of the Accent 3, what you have essentially
is atri-amped speaker system, the requisite

space and heat-dissipation constraints, the
power amps are biased in class-AB. Provisions

amps and crossovers being part and parcel of

are made for both balanced (4-pin Cannon)

the electronics interfilce. Thus, you may indulge
in atri-amped design without the need to pur-

and unbalanced (gold-plated RCA jacks) input
connections. Slight (±1.5dB) control over the

chase external crossovers and additional amplifiers. And best of all—you don't need any

switch. The bass is affected over anarrow range

speaker cable! In this day and age of phasenoise and BS-plated esoteric conductors, this
item alone could save you abundle of bucks.
The potential of active designs is, however,
dampened by increased complexity. Simply
put: there's more possibility for the designer
to screw up. Asuccessful design has to master
the nuances of driver and amplifier integration.

bass and treble is available via arear-panel
from about 30 to 80Hz, while the treble boost
or cut operates progressively from 8kHz to
15kHz, reaching amaximum of 1.5dB at about
15kHz. The level of control offered is quite
minimal and of questionable utility. Ifind it
much more useful to control the treble balance
by adjusting the speaker toe-in angle; increasing or decreasing the amount of off-axis radi-

Rarely does amanufacturer possess the in-

ation. In the deep bass, a1.5dB change in out-

house expertise to solve both parts of the equation. Either you have an electronics specialist,

put level is on the threshold of audibility, and
pales in significance when compared with the

who regards drive-units as mysterious black

effect of room modes, which may be as large

boxes, or a driver specialist attempting to
bridge the "knowledge" gap. And even if the

as ±10dB.
The driver complement is mounted on the

synthesis is asuccess, the patient may still die.

front baffle in avertical array, but its order is
inverted from that of atypical three-way. The

An active design locks you in to aparticular
amplifier. You're stuck with its sound quality
without the option of upgrading it in the future.
This lack of flexibility may not prove to be a
deterrent if you belong to the all-amplifiers-

woofer is on top, followed by the midrange and
the tweeter on the bottom. This places the
tweeter below ear level, where, at 22" off the
floor, it would typically fire at the listener's

sound-alike school. But having heard the Quad

kneecaps. I'm not sure Iunderstand the ration-

US Monitors recently with Quad's own amplifi-

ale for this geometrical inversion, and hope that

cation, Ican tell you that for me the mere
thought of the Quad '63s being offered "strictly

Dynaudio can shed some light on the subject
in their "Manufacturer's Comment."

active" with Quad's own electronics is suffi-

The woofer (24-W-100) is nominally a
240mm drive-unit with aplastic cone and a4"

cient to induce nightmares. (I hope Freddy
Kruger isn't reading this.) This is aclear case of

aluminum voice-coil featuring Dynaudio's

agreat speaker being dominated by mediocre

patented Hexacoil winding technique. This

amplification, and an example of what could

process improves not only the density of the

happen in the case of an active design.

winding within the magnetic gap, but also reliability and heat dissipation. Power handling for

Seeing is believing!?
With amodest footprint, sensible mini-tower
cabinet proportions, and astunning rosewood
veneer finish, the total visual impact of the
110

10-millisecond transient bursts is an astounding
1000W. The range between 500 and 5000Hz
is handled by a3" (model D76), soft-dome
midrange which is capable of excellent disperStereophile, July 1989

sion and dynamics. The tweeter is Dynaudio's
time-honored D28, a1" soft-fabric dome with

ation. The overall character of Lesley's voice

ferrofluid damping in the air gap. The basic
construction of this tweeter is more than 10

ting her voice to gel spatially. The best integration was achieved with asubstantial toe-in of
the speakers so that their axes crossed in front

years old. Dynaudio is still enamored with this
design, despite aparade over the years of "new
and improved" domes made of hard plastic,
soft plastic, beryllium, aluminum, copper, and

was pretty smooth, but Ihad atough time get-

of the listening seat. Even here, the sense of
image focus was not up to my expectations.
Instead of atightly focused and palpable vocal
outline, which is readily achievable with, say,

most recently titanium composites. Iwould
agree that asoft-fabric dome, done correctly,

the old or new Quad ESLs, the result with the

can be avery musical performer; well-behaved,

Active 3could be described as bloated, some-

forgiving, and clearly preferable to soft or hard

what veiled, and imprecise—as if the image

plastic domes. But such adome, in my expe-

was being pulled apart toward each channel.
In addition, the lower midrange was signifi-

rience, fails to offer maximum transparency and
resolution of treble transients. The soft-fabric
dome can be very good and easy to live with,

candy colored. My initial guess was aresonance
in the range of 200-300Hz that added extra

but is it still state-of-the-art? Idon't think so.

weight and chestiness to Lesley's lower regis-

Setting Up

ters. Once triggered by particular vowels, the
effect might be described phonetically as impart-

According to Dynaudio, their speakers require

ing an "ah" resonance to the lower registers.

abreak-in period of several days in order to
achieve their full sonic potential. The review
samples were broken-in continuously for at

These findings were disturbing enough that
Idecided to return to the Lesley Test after several days of amplifier warmup, just to confirm

least 72 hours, using CD program material at
medium volume levels before attempting any

my findings. The chestiness was still there, as
was the reduction in image focus. It occurred

serious listening. This, Iimagine, would hold

to me that the focus problem might be related
to absolute phase reversal. (Incidentally, Idid

true for any dynamic loudspeaker, and Idid
notice asignificant increase in smoothness and

check the relative phasing of the two channels

treble liquidity after the break-in period. For
the audiophile, Dynaudio recommends that

and found them to be correct.) There was no

the amplifiers be left on at all times. Generally,

Threshold FET-10 nor the Active 3possess a

easy way to verify this because neither the

solid-state electronics sound better when idling

polarity-reversal switch. Howeveg as Idiscovered

continuously, and since the quiescent power
consumption is only 30W, that's exactly what

subsequently, focus was consistently poor with
avariety of program material, both digital and

Idid. Wisely, interconnects are not included

analog. Therefore, it is unlikely that the problem is attributable to polarity reversal. In fact,

as part of the package; it is suggested that the
user experiment with avariety of interconnect
cables to lock in on asynergistic combination.
The Cardas Hexlink interconnects (14' runs)
were used throughout my listening sessions.
As usual, my front end consisted of the Threshold
FET-10 preamp (I've yet to hear amore accurate preamp—cost no object), the SOTA Star
'table/SME-V arm/Virtuoso DTI cartridge, the
Kinergetics KCD-30 CD player, and the Apogee-enhanced Sony PCM-F1 digital processor.
Also as usual, most of my listening time was
spent with my favorite black vinyl.

Hearing is believing
The first formal listening test involved the
Lesley Test (which involves master tapes of my
wife's Lesley's singing voice). Some serious
problems surfaced even this early in the evaluStereophile, July 1989

even in summed-mono mode Iwas unable to
get atight central image.
Digging deeper, Iuncovered more dirt. In a
supplicant posture before the speakers, on
hands and knees, Iobserved a significant
change in tonal balance as Imoved my head
vertically up and down the front baffle. There
was even a sweet spot, precisely ear-level
with the midrange driver, where much of the
aforementioned chestiness disappeared. This
finding points an accusing finger at off-axis
acoustic interference between the drivers. Even
more disturbing was the finding that the two
channels did not sound exactly alike. One
channel sounded better than the other, the
midrange and treble being smoother, with
reduced levels of that lower-midrange coloration.
At this point Iwas very curious to see just
Ill

what the measured frequency response looked

the chestiness Iobserved, there is evidence of

like. Sometimes the frequency response of a

aresonance in the range of 150-200Hz, with

loudspeaker offers no clues as to why aspeaker

a4dB peak centered at about 170Hz. This may

sounds the way it does. This seeming failure of

very well account for my subjective impression

objective measurements to corroborate sub-

of added oomph in the lower registers. Marked

jective impressions is due primarily to the

tonal-balance deviations were also measured

nature of the colorations. The auditory system
is quite sensitive to broad-band low-Q resonances. Because they persist for many milli-

along the vertical plane of the baffle. Movement

seconds and usually cover more than one critical band, these resonances translate into audi-

the upper-midrange balance And sure enough,

ble colorations—even if the amplitude of the

ently. For example, above 10kHz there was a

resonance is quite low. Driver, cavity, or panel

2dB difference in the output of the tweeters.

resonances may all play arole in coloring the

of the microphone several inches from the
midrange to the tweeter axis drastically altered
the left and right channels did measure differ-

The implication is that these speakers did not

sound of aloudspeaker. The problem is, on a

undergo any quality control prior to shipment.

frequency-response plot we may only see the

Many phono cartridges come with frequency-

tip of the iceberg. For example, abump of
0.5dB may seem trivial, but may nonetheless

Isuspect that the reason lies primarily with the

be quite audible if its time signature is long
enough. On athree-dimensional plot of amplitude vs frequency and time, the presence of
low-level resonances would be quite obvious
along the time axis. But on apure amplitude
vs frequency plot, this information is obscured.
All we see is arecord of the total energy radiated
by the speaker (at agiven point in space) per

response measurements; why not loudspeakers?
shape of the response curve itself. Cartridges
tend to measure ruler-flat; this certainly tends
to inspire confidence in the consumer's mind
that here is atechnically competent product.
The response curves of most loudspeakers
would probably scare many potential purchasers away. But even if they don't tell us about
it, there are still very good reasons for the

frequency interval.

manufacturer either to measure the complete

In the case of the Active 3, there was no need
to resort to such subtleties in order to substan-

system to ensure that it meets some perfor-

tiate my subjective impressions. The Active 3
makes for one lousy nearfield monitor, the
response at one meter being pretty ragged
(fig.1, left speaker; fig.2, right speaker; both
measured on the midrange axis). At two meters

mance window, or at least to measure and
match drivers prior to the final assembly. When
Isucceeded in destroying one of my Celestion
SL600 woofers, Celestion, having measured all
of the drivers prior to assembly, had no trouble at all in providing me areplacement woofer

(7'), however, the response above 200Hz is very

to match my speaker pair. Asimple phone call

respectable, observing ±2dB limits. As far as

was all it took; the speakers never left Santa Fe
The home constructor, having ordered apair

-:
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of drivers, simply has to take his chances with
driver tolerances. There is no excuse for a
manufacturer to be matching drivers randomly,
hoping to achieve some nominal response
through the good graces of lady luck. At
310,000/pair Iexpect nothing but the best,

Fig.1

Dynaudio, LH response at 1m on
midrange axis

including arigorous quality-control program.
The measured bass response was quite
decent, with aroom-averaged half-bass power
frequency of about 40Hz; quite respectable for
afairly modest cabinet. In general, Ifelt the character of the bass to be tight and well-defined.
No complaints here.
The analog listening session started off with
the mandatory Test Record Iby Opus 3. The

Fig.2 Dynaudio, RH response at 1m on
midrange axis

depth perspective appeared to be compressed.
Transparency was just OK, and instrumental
Stereophile, July 1989

outlines within the soundstage were unfocused.
Istill liked the tonal balance of these speakers,
but they were sure having atough time fleshing
out asoundstage. There is plenty of centerfill,
but extreme right and left information clings
too much to the speakers, interfering with the
realization of aseamless soundstage. The cho-

the speakers and said, "Here's what Ithink they
sound like: the treble is somewhat soft at low
volume levels, becoming grundgy when pushed
hard; the mids are veiled, and the bass is pretty
ill-defined." Iwas amazed! Two out of three,
without ever listening to the speakers! Well,
according to JGH, asoft dome plus active solid-

rus on Lauclate(Proprius 7800) was portrayed
with broad brushstrokes; it was difficult to pin-

state electronics added up to that sort of mental
image. Not bad for an old GESR. ,

point individual voices. The size of the hall was
difficult to visualize, as was the location of the

Summary

back wall. The treble quality, at least at moderate volume levels, was pretty natural—smooth

Bad reviews are much more difficult to write
than good reviews. The trick is to place the

and spacious, without ahint of shrillness. How-

flaws in perspective and weigh the plusses and

ever, as was evidenced on Belsbazzar's Feast
(EMI SAN-324), the treble can turn grainy when

minuses in a balanced fashion so that the
prospective buyer at least has aclear-cut picture of what the product can and can't do. In

the speakers are pushed hard. Normally, speakers
with an impressive dynamic range manage to
convey the power of the orchestra effortlessly

view of the asking price of the Active 3, any
major flaws are, however, simply unacceptable.

without compression or stress. In this case,

I'm tempted to say that in this realm of compe-

howeve4 the results were mixed because tweeter
resonances, and a slight glare through the

tition aproduct should not have any significant

upper mids, both of which were audible at high
volume levels, conspired to produce asense of
stress when the going gets tough.
Halfway through this session, Iwas compelled
to start experimenting with speaker placement
again, so bothersome was the imaging. Ipatiently
varied both the listening position and the toe-in
angle, trying to find acombination of the two
that would snap the soundstage into focus. I'm
sad to report that this never happened, although
the experiment did yield some improvement.
Nor did the midrange fare all that well under
dose scrutiny. Violin overtones sounded slightly
dry and grainy. Ialso noticed aslight glare in
the upper mids. Resolution of inner detail
was decent, but generally textures lacked the
smoothness of, say, adecent ESL.
It struck me about this time that, in many
respects, Iwas reacting to and describing the
sound of an average solid-state amplifier. The
upper-mid glare, the losses in transparency and
spatial resolution, all of these could very well
be solid-state irritants.

A pretty good GESR
This is atrue story. JGH, our resident guru and
Golden-Eared Subjective Reviewer (GESR for
short), popped in during arecent visit to Santa
Fe. Here Iwas sitting at my PC, painstakingly
trying to flesh out this review, when JGH interrupted this delicate process. After Iexplained
what Iwas doing, JGH quickly glanced over
Stereophile, July 1989

weaknesses. This is not strictly true. All of our
Class B recommendations fall short in some
respects, but at least they offer significant slices
of reality. The Active 3fails that acid test. Except
for its bass quality, tonal balance, and dynamic
range, there is essentially nothing else that Ilike
about it. Spatial resolution and soundstage
cohesiveness are disappointing for aspeaker
in such an exalted price range. There are some
significant midrange colorations, and the treble
does not hold up well during loud passages.
Nor are midrange transparency and liquidity
competitive with other speakers in this price
class. Many of the Active 3's active irritations
may be directly traceable to its solid-state
electronics. If that's the case, then it is aquestion of inherently good drivers sabotaged by
indifferent electronics. The sound of the Active

3does appear to be dominated by solid-state
sound, and as such I'm not about to invest over
15000 per side just so Ican enjoy the sound of
what appears to be amediocre $1000 solid-state
amplifier.
IIhasten to add that the venerable Jti H does listen to products before he commits himself to print with opinions on their
sound qualities.

PIONEER TZ-9 LOUDSPEAKER
John Atkinson
Three-way, reflex-loaded, floor-standing loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" hard-dome ("CeramicGraphite") tweeter, 3" hard-dome ("Ceramic-Graphite") midrange unit, two 9.5" pulp-cone
woofers. Crossover frequencies: 600Hz, 4kHz. Crossover slopes: see text. Frequency range:
20Hz-40kHz. Sensitivity: 91dB/W/m (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Amplifier requirements: 60-300W. Dimensions: 48.75" (1238mm) H by 14.5" (370mm) W by 20.75" (425mm) D.
Weight: 143.25 lbs (65kg) each. Price: $4000/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 50. Distributor:
Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., PO. Box 1720, 2265 East 220th Street, Long Beach, CA 90801.
Tel: (800) 421-1404 (Customer Service).
Although, historically, oriental high-performance
loudspeakers have not had much impact in the
US (with the possible exception of the Yamaha
NS1000), it is obvious from recent events that
that situation might change. Some Japanese
manufacturers are determinedly attempting in
1989 to scale the high-end heights. Onkyo, for
example, launched an entire range under the
Precise brandname, designed by that most idiosyncratic of talented Californian engineers,
Keith Johnson, while Yamaha has licensed the
Swedish ACE-Bass technology to produce
loudspeakers that extend amazingly low in the
bass for their size. But it is Pioneer, already wellensconced in the US pro market with their TAD
(Technical Audio Devices) drive-units and
monitors, who have made perhaps the biggest
techno-splash with their "Elite-TZ" speakers.
These feature both high-tech drive-units and
anovel (if not entirely new) method of minimizing enclosure vibrations.
The TZ-9 is the top of Pioneer's new line,
and costs acool $4000/pair, placing it firmly
in the high-end category. But for that outlay,
the TZ-9 owner acquires alargish and quite
handsome speaker, finished in arather orangecolored oak veneer and standing some 4' high.
Both tweeter and midrange units feature domes
fabricated from an amorphous form of carbon
termed by Pioneer "Ceramic Graphite," which
is said to have 10 times the bending stiffness
and two times the internal loss or self-damping
of an equivalent titanium dome. The practical
result should be accurate pistonic motion in
each unit's passband, with abetter-damped HF
resonance than ametal dome. In practice, these
Ceramic Graphite diaphragms can be quite brittle. Despite the presence of protective wire
grilles over the mid- and high-frequency units,
the first pair of TZ-9s we received had had the
midrange domes shattered, due to inadequate
Pioneer TZ-9 loudspeaker

II

early packaging. The TZ-9 features the tweeter
Stereophile, July 1989

placed between the mid and LF units on the
front baffle, presumably to aim the main lobe

polarized electrolytic capacitor. This sharper
roll-out of the rear woofer is, Iassume, to min-

in the vertical plane toward the listening position. The tweeter dome is recessed within a
shallow straight horn flare, with aplastic phase

imize interference effects in the midrange that
would otherwise occur with two drive-units

plate around its rim, and both the mid- and HF
units have athin felt material applied to the baffle in their immediate vicinity to lower the level
of diffraction problems.
In addition to the frontal woofer, there is a

carrying the same signal at different distances
from the listener. It does mean, however, that
the cancellation of woofer reaction forces will
only be effective to an octave or so above the
rear woofer's upper roll-off (which Imeasured
as being -6dB at approximately 240Hz).

second woofer mounted at the same height
from the floor on the rear panel. The woofers

The signal to the midrange dome, connected
with the same polarity as the woofers, is con-

are reflex-loaded with two 3.5" -diameter by

ditioned by what appears to be some kind of

7.5" -deep ports on the front baffle, and both

hybrid second-order band-pass network, with
anon-polarized electrolytic cap, bypassed with
two plastic-film caps, in series with an inductor,

appear to be relatively old-fashioned 9.5"
paper-cone units, with pleated surrounds.
They are connected with the same polarity,
thus providing afundamentally omnidirectional radiation pattern in the bass, with reduced distortion and increased power handling

with then acapacitor and another inductor in
parallel to ground. The nominal bandpass is
600Hz-4kHz, and modeling the network appears to give initial 18dB/octave high- and low-

compared with asingle drive-unit. There is

pass electrical slopes, reducing to 12dB/octave

more to the use of two woofers than that, however, as the woofer magnets are braced with an

about 20dB down. The tweeter is fed by asec-

internal bar. The reaction forces from cone
motion on the drivers' basket/magnet struc-

with opposite polarity to the other drivers.
Both midrange unit and tweeter are padded

ond-order high-pass network and is connected

tures will therefore be in opposite directions

down resistively to match their sensitivity to

and will cancel, reducing the transference of
the reaction forces to the enclosure walls,

that of the woofers. Electrical connection is via
two sets of recessed five-way binding posts at

where they otherwise would have excited panel resonances. In apaper presented to the 85th

the bottom of the cabinet's rear panel, and
while as supplied these are connected in par-

Audio Engineering Society Convention last

allel by copper jumper bars, the bars can be

November,' two Pioneer engineers showed
how this significantly reduced the measured

removed to allow bi- wiring or bi-amping.

amplitude of panel vibrations, lowering the

y,"

amount of secondary, "parasitic" sound radi-

ing the two woofer chassis and some crossbars
on the rear panel and base, there is no other
bracing. Surprisingly, there is no reinforcement

ation from the enclosure by between 10 and
15dB at some frequencies. Imust point out,
however, that variations on this idea have appeared before in commercial loudspeaker
designs: both the KEF R107 and R104/2 use two
(internally mounted) woofers with their chassis
connected by atie-rod for exactly the same
reason.
The hardwired crossover is fastened to the
inside surface of aremovable rear panel, sealed
with athin rubber gasket, and is reasonably
complex. Asingle series coil rolls off the highs
from the front-woofer signal, giving afirstorder 6dB/octave low-pass slope, while the
rear woofer is fed by asecond-order network
consisting of aseries coil and ashunt nonI"A new loudspeaker system with reduced radiation of sound
pressure from parasitic enclosure vibration." Hideo Fukura
and Takashi Fukura, AES Preprint 2739 (C-12).
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Internally, the cabinet sides are lined with a
layer of felt, but apart from the tie-rod join-

of the side-walls, the woofer reaction-canceling brace supposedly assumed to prevent any
excitation of these large unsupported panels.
The front baffle, however, is complex, with a
second layer of l"-thick particle board supporting the tweeter and midrange unit. The
tweeter, in fact, is almost completely sealed
within the baffle. The vertical edges of the baffle are radiused to avoid the radiation in the treble experiencing asharp discontinuity, which
would otherwise lead to diffraction problems.
The sound: The TZ-9s were positioned for
the best sound, this being some 3' from the rear
wall (which is faced with books and LPs) and
5.5' from the side walls, also faced with bookshelves. Small cones were used to couple the
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base of the speakers to the tile-on-concrete

crossover notch can be heard in the treble.

floor beneath the rug. Power amplification was
provided by aKrell KSA -50 power amplifier,

Moving as far away from the TZ-9s as Icould
comfortably get in my listening room, some 10'

and the speakers were bi-wired with Audio-

or so, revealed that the sound did integrate bet-

Quest Clear speaker cable to the mid/tweeter,

ter at amore distant listening position, the tran-

and with Monster MI speaker cable. (Bi -wiring

sition between the lower and upper midrange

with the unwieldy Clear cable was not possible

being then better handled. This is not aspeaker

due to the limited clearance around the termi-

for small rooms, my 20' by 16' by 10' room still

nal posts.) The preamplifier was my usual com-

probably being alittle on the small size to get

bination of the Mod Squad Line Drive Deluxe
AGT and Vendetta Research SCP2 phono pre-

the best from the TZ-9.

amp, the TZ-9s' high sensitivity proving agood

This was also relevant in the low frequencies.
While it did add adegree of "purr" to electric

match with this combination. The Linn LK1/
LK280 pre-/power combination reviewed in

bass guitar, the fact that the low bass sounded
both raised in level compared with the upper

this issue also saw some service. Source com-

bass, and a little undercontrolled overall,

ponents consisted of a1975-vintage Revox A77

diluted the sound of plucked double bass on

to play my own and others' 15ips master tapes,
aLinn Sondek/Ekos/Troilca setup sitting on a

of low-frequency sound. Partly, this will be due

Sound Organisation table to play LPs, and a
Philips LHH1000 two-box CD player. Intercon-

efficiently exciting the room's LF resonant

nect for the main system was AudioQuest LiveWire Lapis, while the Linn amplification was
used with Linn cables.
Initially, the speakers were toed-in toward

classical recordings to arather indistinct "blob"
to the twin-woofer design of the TZ-9 more
modes. This, too, should improve in alarger
room, though my preference would still be a
more damped bass alignment. It did add an
impressive degree of weight to the sound of

an excess of energy in the brightness region

organ-pedal stops, however.
On the positive side, apart from the very

(5-8kHz), however, and ended up firing the

slight degree of liveliness noted earlier, which

TZ-9s straight ahead. All the critical auditioning was done with the speakers set up in this

was also apparent as an exaggeration of piano
sound in the octave above the treble staff, high

the listening seat. Iwas somewhat bothered by

manner.

frequencies were pretty clean. The top two

It was immediately obvious that the TZ-9

octaves sounded alittle depressed with the

can't be all things to all listeners. While it proved

speakers firing straight ahead, but there was still
asufficient degree of openness to the sound,

capable of producing an impressive sound with
most rock and classical organ recordings,
where its deep bass, excellent sense of dynamics, and neutral high-frequency balance helped
communicate the music's vitality, orchestral

particularly on the tweeter axis. The TZ-9
tweeter is obviously afundamentally neutral
performer.
If you have been following my ongoing

arather nasal coloration in the lower midrange

odyssey through the world of loudspeakers,
you will have noted that the ability to throw a

that most affected the sound of naturally miked
violins, lending them a "hooded" quality.

sharp stereo image, well-defined in both lateral
and depth dimensions, is something Ihold to

Voices, too, were alittle nasal, but male spoken

be very important. It's the one reason I've given

recordings didn't fare as well. Icouldn't escape

voice was more affected by aboomy resonant

high ratings to minimonitors like the L53 /5a

effect in the chest region that accentuated a

and Celestion SL700, and dipoles such as the

"boxy" coloration.
Investigating further revealed that the exact

Quad ESL-63. The TZ-9 proved only average
in this respect. Laterally, the precise positioning

degree of this coloration was very dependent
on the listening axis. Slouching in my not-veryhigh seat so that Iwas on the tweeter axis both
improved the midrange tonality and added a
little sparkle to the extreme highs. However,
this places the listener's ears amere 33" off the
ground, which is an unrealistically low position, in my opinion. Below that axis, asharp
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that Ihad arranged on my own recordings
became somewhat smeared, with some midrange notes "splashing" across the stage. The
presentation of souncistage depth, too, on
recordings that possess the necessary wherewithal, was restricted compared with, say, the
Quads. And instruments with astrong harmonic content in the lower midrange, cellos
Stereophile, July 1989

for example, were thrust forward at the listener.

1 11 11111

1 11111111

1 11111111

1 I1

All in all, Iwas disappointed by the sound of
the Elite TZ-9. At this price level, even minor
criticisms become significant. Despite the
speaker doing many things well, when it comes
to overall levels of midrange coloration and balance, and the ability to present awell-focused

12

image, my criticisms are rather more than
minor.
II:
Measurement: Looking at the way the TZ-9's

111111:

Flg.1 TZ-9, Impedance

impedance changes with frequency (fig.», the
LF enclosure-resonance peak lies at 47Hz, with
the tuning of the ports revealed by the impedance minimum half an octave lower at 32Hz.
The twin humps in the midrange and treble are
due to the second-order crossover filters rather
than the drivers' fundamental resonances, but
are reasonably well-damped. The speaker
would best be characterized as a4-ohm design.
The sensitivity was high, at around 91dB for a
2.83V input (measured using a3(3-octave pinknoise band centered on lIcHz). The TZ-9 will
go very loud with moderately powerful amplitiers (as long as they have no difficulty driving
4-ohm loads).
Fig.2 shows the TZ-9's response to auni-

Fig.2 TZ-9, impulse response (5ms
window)

directional rectangular impulse 55µs long at a
lm measuring distance. (The horizontal scale
is 5ms; 32 samples were averaged because of

impulse is broken up by avery mild degree of

HF transient performance. The tail of the

the poor signal/noise ratio of the test signe ,
aDC offset has been introduced to show as

a period of approximately 150µs; je, a fre-

much of the pulse as possible; and the ripples

quency of just under 7kHz.

HF ringing, the main component of which has

before the onset of the pulse, which are due to

Another way of looking at the situation

the tail of aprevious pulse, should be ignored.)
This response was taken in front of the tweeter,
which corresponds to just below the listening

would be to postulate that the midrange unit
starts anegative drop, which is broken up by
the sharp, positive-going spike from the op-

axis in my room. Interpretation of araw im-

posite-polarity tweeter. Ifirst thought that this

pulse response is fraught with difficulty, but I

was the true explanation, but it does require

conjecture that the initial negative-going drop

the midrange driver to be closer to the micro-

is probably due to the tweeter, with then awelldefined rise in the opposite direction due to the

phone than the tweeter. As best as Icould estimate with the protective grilles over the domes

midrange dome, which is connected with
opposite polarity. The overshoot of the mid-

was slightly closer to the mike on this axis.

range output is overlaid with what is possibly
further output from the tweeter, followed by
adamped but complete cycle from the woofer

in place, it was unfortunately the tweeter that
To confirm my earlier description of the
impulse arrival behavior, therefore, Irepeated
the measurement, this time with my hand
pressed against the baffle over the tweeter. Fig.3

with an equivalent frequency of around 550Hz.
With the exception of this delayed arrival, the
time behavior is pretty good, suggesting good

shows the result, again over a5ms window: the

2Because noise is random, each doubling of the number of
samples increases the desired signal by 6dB but the noise by
only 3dB. Thus, averaging 32 samples will increase the 5/1,4
ratio by 15dB.

site side of the time axis, the end of this pretty
much coinciding with the much lazier rise of
the woofer outputs, which are connected with

midrange unit pulse starts in apositive-going
fashion, with an equal overshoot on the oppo-
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windowing the 512-point data with aHamming
function (approximately 0.5x(1-cos 2PIxt/512))
to reduce the level to zero at the beginning and
end of the window, and calculating the Discrete
Fourier Transform, gives an estimate of the
anechoic response of the TZ-9, with 100Hz
resolution. This is plotted from 200Hz to IlkHz
or so in fig.4. (The result is unreliable above
that frequency due to the natural roll-off of the
pulse spectrum above 10kHz and the possibility of aliasing spuriae in the top audio octave
given the 50kHz sampling frequency of the
storage 'scope) If you try to follow the smoothed
Fig.3 TZ-9 impulse response, midrange
and woofer only (5ms window)
1 11111111

1 11111111

I 11111111

1

trend, rather than the specific data points, you
can see aslight falling trend with frequency
with an excess of energy both in the exact
region around 500Hz where the front woofer
crosses over to the midrange dome, and at

ddal

700Hz. There is also aslight lack of energy an
octave above the upper crossover region. The
very narrow notch at the base of this suckout

-44111

1 1I111111

I 11111111

1 11111111

I 11
-

Fig.4 TZ-9, DFT response derived from
impulse response (Hamming
window)

at 7700Hz was considerably deeper when the
measurement was repeated with the mike midway between the midrange dome and the
tweeter, though the depth of the overall suckout between 6and 10kHz remained constant.
This suggests that this notch is due to cancellation, most probably between the direct sound
from the tweeter and areflection of that sound

-71 from anearby obstacle

isa

Idoubt that the overall

notch will be audible, however. The 500-

700Hz lift also became more apparent with the
mike moving toward the midrange axis.
The apparent lack of energy in the upper

-2111

midrange, between 900Hz and 3kHz, is amystery, as is the presence of ripples throughout

-lilt
-4411r
141z

i111 11'
11.1:
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1
1
III:

9141:

Fig.5 TZ-9, spatially averaged, /
2 -octave
1
in-room response
the same polarity as the midrange. Comparing
fig.3 with fig.2, therefore it is obvious that the

the midrange driver's passband. Isuspect that,
if real, they are functions of the dome itself,
maybe either due to asuppressed cavity resonance behind the diaphragm, or to interference
between the sound radiating from the center
of the dome and that from the edge. If the latter,

tweeter starts its negative-going spike first (it's

then their positions will change with the listening axis and the overall effect will be benign.

nearer the mike), its positive-going overshoot
coinciding with the initial positive-going pulse

much of such detail present, and correlation with

The problem with fig.4 is that there is far too

from the midrange unit, the two summing and

what is heard is difficult. However, such amea-

leading to this spike's high amplitude. There is

surement is very quick to perform, which can't

still adegree of HF ringing overlaying the tail
in fig.3; Iassume, therefore, that (provided it

be said about the next graph, fig.5, which is the

isn't due to the measuring microphone) this is

room-averaged response This curve has proved,
on acomparative basis, to predict reasonably

acharacteristic of the midrange unit.

well what is heard, performing ameasure of

Repeating the overall impulse-response measurement but this time over a10ms window,
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integration of the direct sound of the loudspeaker with the reverberant field in my listenStereophile, July 1989

ing room, but it does take about an hour to
gather the data. The steady-state frequency
responses of the speakers in the listening area
are measured using pink noise and an Audio
Control Industrial SA-3050A y
3-octave spectrum analyzer with its calibrated microphone.
Nine sets of six averaged measurements are
taken independently for left and right loudspeakers, at adistance of just over 2m in awindow 72" wide and varying from 27" to 45"
high. The response shown in fig.5 is the average of these measurements, weighted slightly
toward the sound heard at the listening posi-

fig.6. The dome midrange can be seen to rollout acoustically with a24dB/octave character
below 480Hz. As expected, the port output is
centered on 32Hz, where the speaker's impedance is at aminimum, with the woofer taking
over above 50Hz or sa The front woofer
extends almost an octave higher in frequency
than the rear woofer, with its upper -6dB point
lying around 500Hz. Below 200Hz or so, there
will be an equal contribution to the speaker's
response from the rear woofer, so the woofer
response in-room will be at least 3dB higher
than that plotted in fig.6, correlating with the

tion. This spatial averaging is intended to min-

fig.4 measurement that indicated arather bass-

imize the effect of low-frequency room stand-

heavy sound. Iam not sure if the little bit of

ing-wave problems (below 500Hz or so) on the
measurement; the individual measured spectra

nonsense in the woofer's HF roll-out is due to

also give an idea of the off-axis behavior of the
speaker under test.
As suggested by the DFT plots, there is an
overall falling response in-room from the bass
to the treble. The low bass has rather too much

the measurement technique—nearfield measurements are really only valid when the
microphone-to-diaphragm distance is very
much less than the wavelength of the probe
sinewave. It does coincide with the regions

energy in the 30-80Hz region, with the fast

where the DFT measurements indicated arise
in response, so maybe it is due to astrong

roll-out below 30Hz typical of areflex design.
This ties in with the subjective feeling of "too

woofer breakup mode On the other hand, the
paper cones of the woofers seemed quite trans-

much bass" on double bass and male spoken
voice. The extension is excellent, however, as

parent to midrange sound, and it could be due
to an internal airspace resonance. Listening to
pink noise, however, revealed that what cabinet

is to be expected from such alarge enclosure.
Measured with spot sinewaves in the nearfield,
midway between the front woofer and the
ports gave an approximate 6dB-down point of
25Hz. No wonder organ recordings came over
well! The lower midrange seems quite smooth,

output there was seemed centered an octave
lower, in the 240-280Hz range Iwas surprised
to find that the sidewalls and rear panel were
quite lively in this region, presumably because

with only afaint hint of the usual depression

the early roll-off of the rear woofer means that
the reaction-canceling action of the tie-rod is

in the 200-400Hz region due to destructive
interference between the direct sound and the

less operative in the lower midrange and above.
Certainly, on pink noise, aslight "hoot" in this

primary reflection from the floor between the
speaker and the measuring microphone. This

region was quite audible, particularly when the

suggests too much energy in this region, though

would suggest that the decision made by

the specific excesses at 500 and 700Hz noted

Pioneer's engineers not to provide any bracing of the side panels was not wise.

in fig.4 fail to make much of an impression. The

listener was off to the side of the main axis. This

in-room sound is smooth throughout the treble region, but the suckout at the top of the 5-

1 !11111

10kHz octave noted in the DFT plot is apparent, with the rest of the tweeter range rather
lively. The degree of the rise in the top octave
is exaggerated by the tweeter's wide dispersion,
however.
As afurther aid to diagnosis, Icarried out
individual nearfield measurements on the front
woofer, one of the ports, and the dome midrange unit. The result, with approximate scaling applied to each set of level measurements
to reveal the crossover points, can be seen in
Stereophile, July 1989

_4410r
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Fig.6 TZ-9. nearfield analysis of port,
front woofer, and midrange output
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Fig.7 TZ-9 DFT response of midrange
and tweeter, derived from impulse
response (Hamming window)
As afinal check, Idisconnected the woofer

Conclusion: An ostentatiously high-tech
design, Pioneer's Elite TZ-9 is actually the first
Japanese high-end loudspeaker with which I
have spent alengthy period of time. In some
areas, it offers superb performance. Throughout the upper mids, there is an immediacy to
its sound that brings even the dullest recording to life. The highs, too, are detailed, without
becoming over-etched or fatiguing with atypical "hot" modern rock recording. It will also
play extremely loud, and, in alarge listening
room, will produce extended low frequencies
that are reasonably well-controlled.
However, it does have midrange problems

cables, shorted the bass input terminals, and

that are particularly noticeable on naturally

repeated the impulse testing on just the midrange unit and tweeter with the measuring

recorded classical orchestral music and are out

mike in exactly the same position used to
derive figs.2, 3, and 4. Fig.7 shows the DFT-

of place in a$4000 pair of loudspeakers. As well
as arather forward midband balance, there is
apervasive, somewhat nasal coloration that
precludes arecommendation. The competi-

derived anechoic amplitude response equivalent to the new impulse shape. The high-pass
slope agrees with that in fig.6. Gone now is the
peak around 500Hz, which therefore must
have been due to awoofer problem, as sug-

Matrix, Magnepan Timpani IV, and Quad ESL63 US Monitor, for example, offer much lower
levels of coloration and considerably greater

gested by the curve in fig.6, but the 700Hz peak

transparency at the same approximate price

remains. It is probably not acoincidence that
the frequency of this peak coincides with the
slight notch apparent in the nearfield midrange
response in fig.6. Isuspect that both are due

tion is just too stiff: the Mirage M-1, B&W 801

level, while the Thiel CS3.5, Vandersteen 4A,
and Martin-Logan Sequel Il best the TZ-9 in all
areas save ultimate loudness and bass extension, and cost considerably less. Despite Pio-

to the fundamental resonance of the midrange

neer's TZ-9 getting good reviews elsewhere,

unit making its presence felt. a

ultimately it filled to impress this listener. What
it does well is less important to me than what

3For an identical CaSC of asmall resonant peak at the listening position translating as anotch in the drive-unit's ncartield
response, see tigs.12, 14, and 15 in my review of the Celestion
SL600Si in May (pp.107— 108

it does wrong, Ifear. Isuspect that, despite its
high-end price tag, the TZ-9 is not aimed at
readers of high-end magazines.

RE VOX B-260-S FM TUNER
Larry Greenhill
FM stereo tuner with quartz-locked digital frequency display. Usable sensitivity: 2iN/10.78dBf
mono, 20iN/25.2dBf stereo. 50dB quieting sensitivity: 15.0iN/34.8dBf without noise reduction.
Capture ratio: 1.5 at 65dBf. Selectivity: 50dB (wide IF), 100dB (narrow IF) alternate channel: 8dB
(wide IF), 16dB (narrow IF) adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 10mV RF signal: 80dB stereo. Stereo
THD at 65dBf: 0.2% (wide IF), 0.8% (narrow IF). Stereo separation: 43dB at 1kHz. SCA rejection: 78dB. AM suppression ratio: 80dB. Suppression of 19 and 38kHz products: more than 78dB.
Power consumption: 30W operational, 5W standby. Dimensions: 18" W by 4.36" H by 13.28"
D. Shipping weight: 15 pounds. Price: $2500. Accessories: B-208 Remote Control, which must
be purchased separately. S160. Approximate number of US dealers: 60. Manufacturer: Revox
Division, Studer Revox America, Inc., 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville. TN 37210-9818. Tel: (615)
254-5651.
Ergonomics has become abuzzword around

"good ergonomics,- whether it be acomputer,

office-equipment designers. A device with

typewriter, or remote-control device, is one
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Revox B-260-S FM tuner
whose use does not induce either mental or
physical fatigue As consumer electronics design
matured, tuner operation evolved from knobtwisting apointer along alinear station dial into
apushbutton "selection" format closer to using
aTV remote. The Revox B-260-S, ahigh-end,
$2500 tuner, emphasizes this type of functioning by storing 60 preset FM stations together
with their reception modes in nonvolatile
memory. Each station's reception is optimized

aclear glass window, which also includes the
stereo pilot, an automatic brightness control
for the display, and aremote pilot. The plexiglass panel on the lower right swings down,
automatically turning on the Liquid Crystal display, amultifunctional LCD field including signal strength, center tuning, and indicators for
muting, antenna selection, mono function,
high-blend, search mode, level, RF sensitivity,
and IF bandwidth. Surrounding the LCD are

once and for all. These modes include 11 select-

18 controls for type of tuning, search modes,

able parameters such as call letters, relative vol-

frequency step of tuning, audio output level
adjust, muting, mono, IF bandwidth, antenna

ume level, IF bandwidth, antenna selection,
two-stage high-blend filter, and sensitivity of
the RF front end. Further ergonomic design
considerations allow the owner to arrange
preset FM stations into groups, which are
assigned aprogram or "P-lype" number. The

selection, and the controls for setting station
letters.
The tuner has many features not found on
other tuners, such as the European Radio Data
System (RDS) capability, which allows FM

tuner can be directed to scan all stations in that

broadcasters to send station call letters to tuners

group. Once programmed with the owner's
favorite stations and their optimal settings, the

and to adjust the volume while switching from
voice to music The tuner also has a400kHz cal-

B-260-S design proves itself phenomenally
easy to use.

setting record levels during taping. It does not

ibration tone for setting the audio outputs for

The B-260-S has astunningly elegant, all-

have an onboard mulûpath indicator, but offers

black chassis, with gold trim on the preset rec-

RCA output jacks to feed an oscilloscope.
Finally, the B-260-S uses aDIN antenna con-

tangular pushbuttons and square feet. From left
to right on the upper portion, one finds a
switch to control the left alphanumeric display,
and 10 numerical pushbuttons arranged in dual
rows of five. Toward the center, there are push
switches for "Enter" and "P-lype" —already
one senses why the B-260-S is more like acomputer than atuner. From center to right on the

nector. Ifind this type of connector inferior to
the American standard, the "F" connector,
which makes superb contact when the ground
shield is screwed to the jack's base.

Special circuitry &
RF performance

upper half, one finds rocker switches for "Sta-

It took me abit of time to master "program-

tion Scan," "P-1'ype Scan," and "Power." The

ming" this tuner. For example, Ilearned the fol-

lower panel consists of two segments: the left

lowing approach to "teaching" the B-260-S
tuner to remember my favorite classical station,

side has the 20-position, 5x7 dot-matrix
alphanumeric display for frequency, station call
letters, and program type, plus an ingenious
readout of digital scan intervals (selectable for

WNCN: hit "Enter" key; assign memory
address by typing in "03" on left-side keypad;

10 or 50kHz). These displays are placed under

gles between 50 and 10kHz); push
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push "tuning" key; set "step" for 50kHz (it tog— liming"
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rocker panel in direction of station frequency

the narrow (110kHz). In fact, Iwas very pleased

(in this case, 104.3); watch alphanumeric dis-

how clean the narrow setting was. This allowed

play until it reads "104.3"; push "Store"; push

the Revox to pull in two more stations with

"Enter"; push "Cursor" until cursor on display

dean signals than Icould with the Day Sequerra

moves to position where call letters are placed;

Broadcast Monitor, because the latter unit has

press nearby keys to assign letter for "W";
repeat last two steps until full "WNCN" call let-

only asingle wide bandwidth setting. The

ters are inserted; hit "Store"; hit "Enter." This
can be considerably simplified by using the
"Auto Store" key; just scan to the station and
hit "Auto Store."
Now you're almost home; you must add the
program type. Again, push the "Store" button;
then "Enter"; then "P-Type"; then "1," if that
is your designation for classical music; then the
"Store-Enter" sequence again. This sequence
would be repeated for all the stations and program groupings. Using Revox's universal
remote, one could quickly scan memory
addresses of all stations under one program
type. For example, hit "P-Scan" on the remote,
the number "1" (classical music, for me), and

B-260-S is one of the few tuners Icould leave on
for hours and not tire of its signal. No harshness,
SCA birdies, or ignition noises (I'm half amile
from the New England Thruway!) were evident.

Conclusion
Price is always aconsideration, and this tuner
is more expensive than other tuners that might
match it in specifications or in on-board computing capability. The $750 Onkyo T-9090 II
(one of Stereopbile's top-value tuners) has an
"APR" computer that optimizes each station's
reception "on the fly," which the Revox cannot da In an effort to build auniversal remote,
Revox makes it an àla carte item (other tuners
include remotes in their prices) with many
fewer features controlled from the listener's

the tuner will go to all classical music stations.
It should be clear that such automated scans
do not sweep the FM band, but rather sweep
the B-260's memory. All these automated func-

simple station scan found with the Onkyo T9090 II. As mentioned above, Idon't miss the

tions can be overridden for simple manual
scanning. The LCD tuning display will show

cators and its insistence on the less-satisfactory

the word "DIRECT," indicating that asimple

DIN connector.

frequency scan will occur.
Sound complicated? In many ways, the

chair, such as the remote volume control or

Revox tuner's lack of on-board multipath indi-

But the B-260-S fascinates me, and for good

Revox is every bit as elaborate as the highly

reason. First and foremost, this FM tuner is an
exceptionally beautiful piece of gear, rivaled

acclaimed JVC FX-1100 tuner reviewed by DAS

only by the Day Sequerra Broadcast Monitor.

(Vol.12 No.4, p.150). It would be wise to write
down the "P-types" and memory addresses
next to alist of station numbers, if one would

chassis and very expensive black lacquer side-

like to scan using the remote (the Revox remote,
aseparate option, will not do the "manual

Revox styling makes its mark with asleek black
panels. Its quality of workmanship and styling
fit in well with Krell preamps, Mark Levinson
No.20.5 amps, Wadia D/A converters, and

scan"). If the owner is something of acorn-

Spectral CD players. The ergonomics, if you

puterphobe, the dealer can assist in program-

choose to get the most from this tuner, are both

ming-in stations, call letters, and program types.

vexing and wonderful: The B-260-S must be
carefully programmed for each station, and this

FM sound quality
On wide-band modes, the B-260-S quieted
admirably on most signals. It pulled in 50 sta-

takes time (and patience»; once set up, however, it is the easiest of tuners to use. The Revox
tuner has ahuge number of presets (60) and a

tions, 35 of high quality. (My current favorite,

unique ability to store all tuner reception

the $9500 Day Sequerra Broadcast Monitor,

parameters individually for each preset. The
LCD center tuning icons are extremely clear

reviewed last month, pulled in 55 stations, 33
of top quality.) Soundstaging was excellent,

and allow for highly precise tuning. The audio

bass notes were taut, fast, and clean, and the

quality, particularly in its narrow-band IHF set-

male voice was quite natural, using my Quad
ESL-63s. Icould hear no increase in distortion

ting, is among the best I've heard on an FM
tuner, making it one of the few "high-end"

in Distant Modes or when Iswitched the IHF

tuners I've auditioned.

bandwidth from its wide setting (150kHz) to
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For those consumers who find silver styling
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attractive, many of the tuner's electronic fea-

'scope output, and adjustable audio output and

tures are available in the less-expensive ($990)

RF input sensitivity settings. Ifind this "baby
brother" areal bargain in tuners. For almost

Revox B-160. This tuner has 30 presets (still
something of arecord number!), and retains the
ability to memorize reception parameters. It
lacks the B-260's dual antenna inputs, the

one-third the price, you can have the B-260's
superb audio quality, sensitivity, selectivity, and
many of its ergonomic assets.

DAY SEQUERRA
FM URBAN INDOOR ANTENNA
Larry Greenhill
Passive antenna using "J" configuration. Gain: 5.0dB. Vertically polarized. VSWR: 1.4:1 or less,
88-108MHz. Dimensions: 59" H by 2.75" W by 1.38" thick. with F-type connector. Gray matte
finish. Weight: 5lbs. Price: $285. Approximate number of dealers: 25. Manufacturer: Davidson
Roth Corporation, P.O. Box 95707, Hoffman Estates, IL 60195. Tel: (312) 843-1797.
My ham radio days led me to believe that rooftop, multi-element arrays were the best signal
catchers, and their job should always be to
search out the most distant and weakest stations. Although distance reception ('thing")
has been the pride of many shortwave jockeys.
aclean signal with low distortion produces the
best stereo separation, imaging, and musical
realism. Distance is less afoe to aclean FM
source than the interference found in acity.
Apartment owners can't access their roof areas,
can't run antenna leads outside their floor, may
be forced to tap off the TV cable outlets or play
around with small amplified antennas. Whatever
antenna is used, it will be submerged in avortex
of beeper pager, television, car phone, out-ofband spurious interference, and overmodulated
FM signals—in short, radio frequency interference (RFD. Furthermore, the forests of skyscrapers in downtown areas act as perfect
reflectors, bouncing and rebroadcasting vertically polarized FM in all directions. This multipath interference causes chaos, even for a

Day Sequerra Indoor FM antenna

highly directional outdoor array with anarrow
beam width. What is needed is an antenna less
susceptible to RFI, and the FM Urban Antenna

adds more distortion and "ghosts" to the FM

has been designed to pull strong signals out of

signal, making it much tougher for the tuner

this urban RF maze.

to decode adecent stereo signal.

David Day, who manufactures the Day Sequerra FM Broadcast Monitor tuner used his training in defense technology to design an indoor
antenna that copes with urban RFI. His work
in advanced electronic combat taught him that
antennas not only receive signals, but can
rebroadcast them, particularly if the signal
Stereophile, July 1989

levels are quite high. This "rebroadcasting"

The Day Sequerra FM Urban Antenna was
designed to have alow-voltage standing-wave
ratio (VSWR), which is the ratio of reflected
power. Alow VSWR means that the antenna has
minimal tendency to feed the signal back out
into the air, which creates its own multipath.
Like the Audioprism 7500 (Vol.12 No.5,
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reviewed by DAS), the FM Urban Antenna is

The manual gives additional instructions for

an omnidirectional, nonamplified, vertically

using two separate FM Urban antennas in a

polarized antenna. DAS described the basic

"phase canceling" setup (if RFI and multipath

Audioprism's '1" configuration, which resembles the FM Urban Antenna's basic design.

are totally outrageous), with the signal divided
with atwo-way hybrid splitter.

David Day's version optimizes the Jpattern, as
evident from its high gain (2.5dB more than a

20 miles from downtown Manhattan. Day

dipole), very low VSWR (less than 1.4:1), and
unique radiation pattern. The FM Urban antenna is not amplified, so the gain is achieved without any accompanying increase in noise, susceptibility to overload, crosstalk, or the tendency
to amplify the tuner's own detector signal,
which would then intermodulate in the
antenna itself with the incoming RF signal.

Itested the FM Urban Antenna in my home,
informed me that my house would not "exercise his antenna's prowess, for it is not afflicted
with lots of FM multipath. The antenna's ability
to deliver quality FM signals was matched to a
"worst case" situation—a ridiculously flimsy,
300 ohm dipole antenna. On certain key signals (cg, my favorite stations), Icompared the
FM Urban Antenna to my rooftop Yagi. Iquickly

There are additional design refinements, as

learned that most FM signals in my area were

described in Davidson-Roth's spiral-bound, 11-

horizontally polarized—putting the FM Urban

page owner's manual: "The antenna has three
major elements: passive, active and atuned y,
wave matching section. The passive element

high signal levels but also brought on some

forms half of the y, wave matching section; the
active element forms both the modified wave
antenna and the other half of the y
i wave
matching section. Due to the y, wave matching
section and carefully controlled intra-ele-

or the dipole in ahorizontal position yielded
multipath as well. Therefore, both antennas
were used in avertical orientation for comparison purposes. Ifound the antenna insensitive
to location, and found signal strength and
distortion low in all locations—attic, basement,
bedrooms, listening room.

ment spacing, the antenna has an extremely
low.. .VSWR."

Four tuners were used for listening: the Day
Sequerra Broadcast Monitor; Onkyo T-9090

The shunt-fed, /
2-wave design uses acoil
(rather than abalun or transformer) to ter-

Onkyo and Revox B-260-S had two antenna

minate the active (short rod) and passive (long
rod) elements into atuned, unbalanced 75 ohm
output. This reduces the antenna's sensitivity
to the variations in FM-tuner input impedance.
Of particular importance is another design feature: the antenna has asuppressed, vertically
polarized radiation configuration reducing its

II, Revox B-260-S, and Revox B-160. The
inputs, so Icould quickly switch between
dipole and FM Urban. Three coax antenna
leads were tried: a25' length of no-name brand
RG-59U; a10' length of G.C. Electronic RG-59U;
and a 100' length of Channel Master Foam
super colorduct, 100% shielded, U/V low-loss

sensitivity to vertically polarized multipath.

coax, model 9540.
For audio listening and fine tuning, both

The FM Urban Antenna is alarge antenna—

antennas were swung into avertical orienta-

this is no convenience device that nestles on

tion. I"swept" the dial, logging number of sta-

top of the tuner or gets draped behind the

tions and audible multipath distortion. The

equipment rack. Rather, it is a5'-long flat box
with snazzy gray matte finish and an "F" con-

Urban Antenna produced less distortion,
cleaner signal, and better imaging than the

nector at one end, and comes securely pack-

dipole on 11 out of 50 signals received. The

aged in a6' cardboard cylinder. Included are

rooftop antenna and FM Urban delivered the

6' of excellent RG-59U Belden coaxial cable,

cleanest signal on the strong signals coming

amanual, hangers, and the antenna. It mounts

from Manhattan. This was evident on the

vertically using two screws, which slip into

Broadcast Monitor's oscilloscope traces using

"hangers" screwed into the wall. The antenna
can be hung vertically in acloset, in awindow

the tuning display. Signals from the FM Urban
produced thin, fine lines suggesting no mul-

frame, or even in the wall between studs! The
manual advises using certain brands of RG-59U

tipath and low distortion.
Obviously, the Day Sequerra antenna is not

coax (Belden, in particular). It also warns against

the ideal for receiving weak signals at the North

letting the antenna lead drape itself into acoil,

Pole. It cannot equal the signal-drawing capa-

lest inductance effects reduce signal strength.

bilities of my rooftop nine-element Yagi. So
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why purchase the $285 FM Urban antenna,

Obviously, the FM Urban Antenna must be

when it cost me about $450 to have an antenna

tried before purchase to determine if its very

installation shop mount anine-element Yagi

specialized talents will work for agiven FM

and rotator on my house? The answer relates
to the design trade-offs inherent in the FM

product can arrange to provide prospective

Urban Antenna's configuration. Day's antenna

owners with aloaner unit. It is worth borrow-

reception area. All dealers who handle the

performs best (probably better than my Yagi!)

ing the antenna if you live in acrowded (signals

in downtown metropolitan areas, where my

and people) metropolitan area, have lots of

horizontally oriented, multibeam antenna

interference, and have the budget and interest

would pick up multipath, independent of the

to improve your FM reception.

direction it faced.

LINN LK1 PREAMPLIFIER 8(
LK280 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
John Atkinson

Linn LK280 power amplifier

Linn LK1 remote-control preamplifier
Linn LK1: solid-state preamplifier with two phono inputs (MM/MC), four line-level inputs, including
two tape loops. 256-step digitally switched volume control, and optional IR remote control. Specifications: Input impedance: 50k ohms (phono MM), 150 ohms (phono MC), 10k ohms (line). Nominal
output level: 500mV. Phono Sensitivity: 5.0mV (MM), 1500/ (MC). Line sensitivity: 500mV RMS.
S/N Ratio: not specified. Dimensions: 10.24" (260mm) W by 10.43" (265mm) D by 2.95" (75mm)
H (preamplifier), 2.75" (70mm) W by 4.8" (122mm) D by 1.8" (46mm) H (remote control). Weight:
9.9 lbs (4.5kg). Price: $1050. Optional accessories: remote control, $110; 3-pin XLR-to-twin-phono
lead, $35: 5-pin XLR tape-recorder cable, $45.
Linn LK280: solid-state stereo power amplifier. Output power: 80Wpc into 8ohms. 160Wpc into
4ohms (conditions not specified). Voltage gain: 26dB. Input impedance: 3k ohms. S/N Ratio:
not specified. Slew factor: not specified. Polarity: non-inverting. Dimensions: 12.6" (320mm)
W by 10.43" (265mm) D by 2.95" (75mm) H. Weight: 19.8 lbs (9kg). Price: $1495.
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer: Linn Products Ltd., Floors Road, Waterfoot, Eaglesham, Glasgow G76 OEP, Scotland. Distributor: Audiophile Systems, 8709 Castle Park
Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tel: (317) 849-7103.
This review should have appeared more than

Vol.10 No.6, Audiophile Systems also supplied

a few months ago. When Ireviewed Linn's

me with asample of the Linn LK1 preamplifier

Troika cartridge back in the Fall of 1987, in

and the LK2 power amplifier, which Ihad
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intended to review in the due course of things.
As it transpired, however, Iwas less than
impressed with the LK2, finding, as did Alvin
Gold back in Vol.9 No.2, that while it had a
somewhat laid-back balance, it also suffered
apervasive "gray" coloration, which dried out
recorded ambience and obscured fine detail.
Isuspect that Linn themselves also had had
reservations over the LK2's sound; arevised
version, renamed the LK280, was introduced
ayear ago at the 1988 SCES. When Ilearned
that the '280 was to be launched, Inaturally put
the review on hold until Icould get my hands
on asample of the new amplifier. As things

Linn Lk1 interior

transpired, this was not until December last
year and Ithen got deeply involved in anum-

behind the front panel control all the input

ber of other projects, most notably my quest

switching and offer considerable sophistica-

to find good, affordable loudspeakers, which

tion. Adifferent source from that being listened

developed into afull-scale education into what

to can be selected for recording; combinations
of pushbuttons, using the first as aShift lcey, can

makes speakers tick. It wasn't until late April
of this year, therefore, that Iwas able to devote

switch the balance control to full left or right

serious time and energy to this review.
This apology over, Linn Products is probably
better known for their turntables, tonearms,

and center it again; the "Mem" key can be used
to store and recall current volume and balance
settings for any source; and the controls, once

and cartridges than for their loudspeakers and
electronic components. They take all their
products very seriously, however, and have put
together afine collection of some of the more

set, can also be locked out to avoid them being
inadvertently disturbed (at aparty, for example). About the only operational idiosyncrasy

inventive engineers in the UK. (It doesn't hurt
Linn being based in Glasgow, Scotland, amid
the UK branches of some of the more hightech companies around, such as Hewlett Packard.) Their preamplifier and power amplifier were launched in late 1985 and have

—and that trivial—is that you cannot record
from the MM input when listening to MC and
vice versa.
The front-panel and remote controls set and
reset DC voltages that control solid-state CMOS
switches, these located on the main doublesided pcb that occupies most of the interior

become, Iunderstand, steady sellers. Lion's LK1
is an unusual-looking preamplifier, its over-

space. The advantages of such nonmechanical

square, squat black chassis devoid of conven-

wear out; second, the switches can be placed
at the optimum point in the signal path, avoid-

tional knobs and switches. Instead, arecessed
square section on the left-hand side of the

switching are twofold: first, there is nothing to

molded front panel contains akeypad of rub-

ing both the use of unnecessarily long or convoluted pcb tracks and of hardwiring looms

ber pushbuttons to select source, balance
left/right/ volume up/down, mute, Record, and

that are time-consuming to put together in
manufacture Aluminum chassis apart, the LK1,

Memory. Above the buttons, agreen LED indicates power-on, with other green LEDs indicat-

for example, consists of just four assemblies:
the switching pcb, connected by ribbon cable

ing the source selected, red LEDs indicating a
source selected to be sent to one of two tape

power supply and voltage-regulator circuitry

recorders, and afinal red LED that flashes when
the LK1 has received and understood acom-

as well as all the input and output sockets apart
from the two pairs of gold-plated phono

mand from the infra-red remote control. (This

sockets for the MM and MC inputs, asmall rearpanel pcb carrying the disc-input jacks, and a

duplicates the front-panel controls, though it
also carries anumber of additional buttons,
presumably to cater to future, unspecified Linn
products.) Amicroprocessor and associated circuitry carried on avertical printed circuit board
126

to the main audio pcb, which also carries the

power transformer shielded in asteel can. The
result is an electronic component that can be
manufactured efficiently and easily tested automatically.
Stereophile, July 1989

Following the circuit from the MC input

nal, with pin 1the ground, pin 2the left chan-

sockets, the signal is carried by short twisted-

nel, and pin 3the right. This may seem apain

pair connections to the board. Unusually, the
input is AC-coupled via what appears to be a
tantalum-electrolytic capacitor (though it could

in the you know what, but good XLRs offer at
least three advantages over RCA connectors:
they make the ground connection before the

be asolid-aluminum type). Acascoded differ-

hot, thus avoiding the possibility of blowing

ential amp, using bipolar transistors, provides

up loudspeakers and amplifiers; they lock,
providing amechanically secure connection;

the first stage of amplification, with aservo circuit based on half of an LM358 dual op-amp
chip (this alow-power type with high DC gain)
rejecting DC. The signal from the MM input
jacks is also carried via atwisted-pair connec-

and the contacts are both gas-tight and selfwiping, ensuring aconsistent contact. It is not
surprising that they have become the connector of choice for all pro-audio work where peo-

tion to the main board, where it, too, is AC-

ple's livelihoods depend on their connectors.

coupled, this time via what appears to be a

If you are worried about soldering your own

small-value polycarbonate cap. The input
shunt capacitance is set by apolystyrene cap

plugs and cables to use with the LK1, isn't that
what dealers are for? In any case, Audiophile

and the first half of the MM circuit seems similar

Systems can supply adaptor cables to enable

to the MC, with lower gain, of course. Both MM

the LK1 to be used with source components

and MC amplifier stages feed aDG309 analog

and power amplifiers fitted with RCA sockets.

switching chip, with then afurther common
stage providing, Ibelieve, the final, low-frequency section of the RIAA equalization. Wire
links in this section need to be snipped if aMC
cartridge with anominal output greater than
500µV/cm/s is to be used, and the equalized
and amplified output signal is AC-coupled to
the input switching chips, these another pair
of DC-controlled DG309s.

The LK1 is exquisitely made, though my
sample did feature acouple of electronic afterthoughts in the form of extra resistors soldered
on the top of the main board and alittle piggyback board on top of one of the chips. The case
gets quite warm, apparently due more to the
power transformer than to hot-running circuitry, so plenty of ventilation should be
arranged. My only quibbles concern the num-

Four pairs of line-level signals—Timer, Aux,

ber of line-level inputs (too few), the volume

and two Tape recorders—enter via Linn-manufactured, pcb-mounted XLR sockets and are

control—there is no visible feedback of
selected volume to aid resetting to an exact

also taken to the input switching chips. The
selected source signal then passes to the active

you remember to use it)—and the buttons on

level (though the memory does help here, if

volume control, this offering 256 discrete

the remote are undifferentiated, making it hard

steps—enough that the action of the control

to use the thing intuitively. It also took me quite

sounds continuous—implemented by more

awhile to realize that locking out the controls
using the remote only affects the remote, leav-

DG309 ICs and an Analog Devices AD7528
DAC, here used as aswitched resistor ladder.

ing

(Feed adigital word into aDAC's input data ter-

although locking the controls with the frontpanel switches does also shut out the remote.

minals, drive the chip's voltage reference pin
with the analog signal, and the output should
be asignal current proportional to that word.)
The final output stage feeds two sets of outputs in parallel. As noted, with the exception
of the disc inputs, all the in/out socketry consists of XLIts, two 5-pin male types carrying stereo in/out signals for the two tape loops, and
3-pin males provided for the two additional
line-level inputs and the two pairs of outputs.
These are thus nonstandard in two ways: in

the

front-panel

switches operative,

The LK280 is amore powerful development
of Linn's original LIU power amplifier. Of similar height and depth to the LK1, it is wider. The
only control is apower on/off switch on the
right of the front panel. Construction is totally
dual-mono, apart from the centrally sited toroidal power transformer, and even that has dual
secondaries, one for each channel. Complete
left and right channels of the amplifier—diode

usual professional practice, amale XLR socket

bridge, twin reservoir capacitors, voltage regulators, output transistors, heatsink, and input

denotes an output rather than an input; and

circuitry (everything except the output sockets)

Linn wires its sockets to carry apair of unbal-

—are each carried on an individual vertically

anced signals rather than asingle balanced sig-

mounted pcb running the full depth of the
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on Linn's loudspeaker production line!
Unusually, the voltage supplies to the output
stages are fully regulated. (The only other
domestic power amplifiers currently available
in the US that Iam aware of that use full outputstage regulation such as this are the Mark Levinson No.20.5 and the top Naim and Exposure
designs.) Full protection is provided by acustom thick-film hybrid circuit that monitors the
current in the voltage regulators, shutting them
down if it appears that the amp is about to be

Linn Lk 280 interior

overloaded. To reset the protection, the LK280
must be turned off and left for about five
minutes.

chassis. The rear panel carries a3-pin male XLR
socket at each side, these the same as featured
in the LK1 and mounted directly on the pcb.

The sound: The LK1 and LK280 were used on

One has pin 2connected to define that channel
as "left," the other pin 3connected for "right."

pre- and power amplifiers divided into four dis-

Two input leads are therefore required. The

phono preamplifier, then as aline preamplifier;

outputs are taken from 4rnm sockets, these taking only banana plugs—they are spaced too

third, the LK280 was substituted for my regular
amplification; finally, the combination was

close to take dual bananas—and are very tightfitting with conventional plugs. A heavy inter-

assessed as awhole.
The following source components were

nal wire connects the negative terminal to the

used throughout the listening sessions: a1975vintage Revox A77 played my own and others'

junction of the two reservoir caps, while the
positive terminal is connected to the two flatpack output transistors with another heavy
piece of wire. The two series-pass voltageregulator transistors appear identical to the out-

and off for everyday listening over aperiod of
six months, with formal auditioning of both
tinct sessions. First, the LK1 was used as a

15ips master tapes, aLinn Sondek/Ekos/Troika
setup sitting on aSound Organisation table
played LPs, and either aPhilips LHH1000 or the

put two transistors and are in intimate thermal

California Audio Labs Tempest SE were used
to play CDs. For the preamp tests, the LK1, my

contact with them.
As with the LK1, the '280's modular con-

amp, and Stereopbile's benchmark midpriced

reference Vendetta Research SCP2 phono pre-

struction means that assembly can be quick

preamp, the $1209 PS Audio 4.6 with its M500

and testing automated. According to their liter-

power supply, were connected to aMod Squad

ature,

Linn's Quality Control procedure

involves testing every LK280 board with a

Line Drive Deluxe AGT, the latter two with
Monster M1000 interconnect, the LK1 with its

Hewlett-Packard computer that measures the

XLR-phono adaptor lead. The LP player was

value of every component and checks it against

plugged into each of the preamps in turn, and

specified tolerances. The computer then

the levels were matched at lkHz using atest LP.

powers up the board and runs afull function
test. The boards are soak-tested at high power
for two days (0, then retested. Additional tests

Ialso carried out abrief comparison with the
Hailer Iris remote-control preamp that I
reviewed last month. The Line Drive fed aKrell

not featured on the production line include

KSA-50 power amplifier via lm lengths of

thermally cycling the amplifier from -20°C to
80°C (-4°F to 176°F) while operating; storing

AudioQuest LiveWire Lapis interconnect.

the '280 at temperatures of 100°C to 180°C

to unity gain—something made easy by the

(212°F to 356° F!) for up to two weeks (at the
higher temperature, the amplifiers apparently

one of the Line Drive's tape loops, the combi-

The LK1's line section was tested by being set
volume control's fine steps—and inserted in

look like they have been in afire but still work);

nation again feeding the Krell. To determine the

overloading the amplifiers into all manner of

sound of the LK280 alone, it was fed from the

impedances, from ashort circuit to apurely

Line Drive using Linn's phono-XLR adaptor

reactive load; and, toughest of all, being used

cables. It was compared with both the Krell
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and with the Adcom GFA-555 power amplifier
featured in the Hi- Fi Show listening tests, the
latter abestselling power amplifier to act as a
benchmark. Again, levels for the power-amplifier comparisons were equalized at lkHz.

the output is taken from the wiper of its volume
control, bypassing the active line circuitry.
Now the sound from LP was slightly better
through the PS. Both preamps presented an

Finally, the LK1 and LK280 were connected

excellent sense of space, but the PS had just that
more "palpable presence" (to borrow acliché

directly using two Linn XLR-XLR cables and
used for extensive listening sessions. Although
the Linn components were used with anum-

or instrumentalist, they sounded just that bit
more "human" through the 4.6 when com-

from the Audio Anarchist). Whether vocalist

ber of loudspeakers, including Thiel CSI .2s,

pared with the LK1. Listening to the excellent

Vandersteen 2Ci's, and the Pioneer TZ-9s
reviewed elsewhere in this issue, the bulk of the

collection of songs by Noel Coward and
Flanders & Swann from the King's Singers (EMI

casual listening and all the formal comparisons

EMC 3196), the LK1 could be heard to dilute the
individual identity of the different voices alit-

were done with Celestion SL700s, these sitting
on their dedicated stands. , All three power

tle, as though aslight layer of thin gauze was

amplifiers were connected to these speakers
using single lengths of Linn speaker cable, this

being interposed between image and listener.
Moving on to the 1979 Proprius recording of

aspaced-twin, multistrand-conductor design,
though for the preamp testing, the speakers

Meridian E77016)—a beautifully natural sound

were bi-wired with AudioQuest Clear cable,

—confirmed the impression that voices had a

which gives the tightest deep bass with the
Celestions.

than the PS in "Straightwire" mode, but that

Comparing the LK1 with the Vendetta

the sound was less open overall. Similarly, the

Bach's "Wachet Auf" cantata (released on

rather lighter tonal balance through the LK1

Research, it was apparent that the latter was in

individual tonalities of violin and oboe on this

adifferent class from the Scottish preamp, both
in the delicacy with which it presented the

recording were rendered more alike through
the Linn than through the PS Audio.

music and the overall soundstage and in the

The low-frequency performance of the Linn

manner in which it presented detail within that
soundstage. This is rather an unfair compari-

preamp, however, was excellent. Despite lacking alittle weight in absolute terms, the bass

son as the Vendetta now costs some $2250 and

was beautifully defined. Islapped the MFSL re-

is dedicated to MC-cartridge replay. More relevant is the comparison with the PS 4.6/M500

release of Emmylou Harris's Quarter Moon in

combination, which competes in the same
approximate price region as the Linn. The initial auditioning involved comparing the PS

a Ten Cent Town (MFSL 1-015) on to the LP12,
specifically the Jesse Winchester song "Defying
Gravity" It's probably because this album was
half-speed mastered, but the lows have always

with its active line section in-circuit. There was

had aflabby quality to them. Via the LK1, the

no question that the Linn LK1 bested the

bass guitar and bass drum were, relatively

Californian preamplifier in this condition.

speaking, as tight as anut, with considerably

Listening to the Arturo Delmoni solo violin
recording that Kavi Alexander produced for

less overhang to the sound when compared

Apogee, for example, revealed that the PS

with the PS 4.6. Dynamics, too, were excellent,
there being agood feeling of "slam" to the

sound was fizzier than the LK1, with less body

sound of rock recordings in general.

and more of arosiny edge to the sound of the

To sum up my impressions of the sound of
the LK1's phono section, the complete preamp
from MC input to line-stage output has aless

violin. However, I have never been that
impressed with the sound of the PS 4.6's line
section, and continued the auditioning with
the PS set to its "Straightwire" setting, where
IOne of the SL700's -imm input sockets somehow came adrift
as Iwas starting this review, the result of the frequent plugging and unplugging typical of areviewer's life. It necessitated
the speaker being dismantled almost entirely in order to
retighten the retaining nut on the inside and re-solder the connection. If any of you think that it doesn't matter bow good
it can sound, the tiL700 still costs too much for such asmall
spcakee its metal cabinet is astonishingly and expensively wellconstructed when seen from the inside!
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HF -prominent nature than the complete PS
Audio 4.6, and gives abetter sense of space. Its
bass is alittle lightweight, but is very well
defined, and rock program reproduces with a
good sense of pace and dynamics. Using the
PS preamp in its optimum configuration, however, reverses this ranking order, and reveals
that the LK1, while extremely detailed, is alittle
thin in the presence region, accentuating the
129

throat character of female voice Recorded tape

he chose for her voice, which adds aphlegmy

hiss, too, came over as alittle "whiter." The

edge to the sound. This edge is accentuated via

highs, however, were not as dry as the Haller,

the LK1, but only to amoderate degree, and the
lower mida are definitely warmed up alittle.

which also presented less of asense of space
than the Linn.
Bypass testing on apreamp's line stage is a

There was also aslight loss of top-octave "air"
with the LK1 in-circuit.

particularly revealing, even cruel, way of assess-

All in all, this is pretty good line-section per-

ing overall quality. The LK1, however, did quite
well on this test. (Its inverting nature meant that

formance for areasonably priced, solid-state
preamplifier.

Ihad to reverse the speaker connections when
it was in the loop, amost awkward procedure)
Yes, it did have an identifiable character, but it
modified the nature of the sound to arelatively

Finally, apoint that came up in my review of
the Haller Iris last month was the possibility
that alien remote controls might inadvertently
trigger false responses. Ifired every infra-red

small extent (though it did have more of

remote Icould lay my hands on at the LK1 and

an editorial nature than the tubed ConradJohnson PV9 that Ireviewed in the May issue).

pressed every button. Nothing. No reaction.

Specifically, the LK1's line section appeared

Like the Haller, the LK1 is probably burst-proof
in this respect, therefore. One thing did occa-

both to reduce the size of the performing space
alittle and to bring forward individual images

sionally intrude, which was that changing the

within that image The Michael Tilson Thomas

ground of soft clicks, especially at low volume
levels, as the resistor ladder changed its overall

CD of Gershwin piano works, for example
(CBS MK 39699), though mainly featuring the

volume occasionally produced afaint back-

value This, of course, ceased when the volume

Rhapsody in Blue and Second Rhapsody, also

had been set to the desired level. (For those

includes anumber of solo piano works. The

concerned about such things, it appears to take

sleeve is ambiguous about where these were

about 12 seconds for the volume control to go
from full down to full up.)

recorded, either the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion
in LA or RCA's Studio Ain New York. If the latter, then artificial reverberation must have been
used as the piano seems to be in alarge hall,
particularly via the Line Drive. With the LK1's
line section in circuit, the hall noticeably

Comparing the LK280 with the Adcom GFA555 proved interesting in that the two are
almost typical examples of their pedigrees. The
Linn is archetypically British—oops, almost

becomes smaller, particularly on the first Prel-

said English —in that it is as physically small as
its designers have managed to make it, and is

ude, which has a number of percussive
climaxes where the ambient die-away is clearly
audible.

relatively low-powered, in terms of output
voltage swing if not of current delivery. Finished in plain black, with rounded edges, it

This was just as apparent on my own recording of Anna Maria Stanczyk playing Chopin on

completely lacks features, its sophistication all
internal. It uses bipolar output transistors with

the If FN/RR Test CD. The CD, made from a

afully regulated power supply. To manufacture

digital tape, even under the best circumstances

the LK280 and its cousin preamplifier, Linn

always sounds alittle drier, alittle closer, than
the analog tape Iran at the same time The LK1
takes the sound slightly further in the same
direction, as well as reducing the image depth.
The piano recordings also hinted of aslight
degree of added warmth in the lower midrange,
which was confirmed with tracks from Linda
Ronstadt's

What's New album, recorded

with the late, great Nelson Riddle (Asylum 9

Products established anew automated factory
on agreen-field site in Scotland. The Adcom
is as American as apple pie in that it is large, is
intended for 19" rack-mounting, has sharp
edges to its enclosure and heatsink fins, is very
powerful, and, in my opinion, is ostentatiously
styled, considering that it too is finished in
black. While not as full-featured as some
designs, it does include distortion-monitoring

60260-2). Ilove the songs on this album so

LEDs, and the ability to be transformed into a

much that Ican almost forgive Ms. Ronstadt for

bridged-mono amplifier. The Adcom features

the fact that no one ever taught her how to
breathe, how to effortlessly float amelody. But

amuscular but unregulated power supply with
some 60,000µF of capacity. Perhaps sadly, it is

Ican't forgive engineer George Massenburg for
the "swallowing the microphone" perspective

also typically American in that, although
designed in the US-1 understand that Nelson
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Pass had ahand in its creation—I believe the
GFA-555 is actually manufactured in the Far
East. 2
The sounds of these two amplifiers are
extremely different, perhaps also typifying the
difference between the two schools of design.
The Adcom packs atremendous wallop in the
bass, with noticeably more extension than the
Linn. Bass guitar and bass drum had considerable impact, whereas they were more polite via

ence will be an individual affair. My wife Laura
agreed with me on the nature of the differences
between the two power amplifiers but preferred the Adcom for its clearer high frequencies, its "less muddled" presentation, and its
greater bass weight. Me, Ihad to disagree. The
stunning performance from the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus of the notwidely-enough-known Requiem by the
French composer Duruflé (Telarc CD-80135,

the Scottish amplifier. The highs, too, were

coupled with the Fauré Requiem) just had

different, the Adcom either being clearer or too
bright, depending on your taste, the LK280

more of athree-dimensional quality via the

softer, less lifted up in the top octave. For my

choir and orchestra with the organ pedals that
much more effectively. In addition, the GFA555's more forward upper treble seemed to

tastes, however, the American amplifier comes
over as being alittle too brash, too forceful,
with less detail resolved despite the impression
of clarity.
Take Thomas Dolby's Aliens Ate My Buick

Linn, even though the Adcom underpinned the

accentuate what can best be described as a
"fffy" quality that hangs over the strings on this
recording.

(EMI Manhattan CDP-7 48075-2). The first

It was the Linn by anose, in my opinion.

track, "The Key To Her Ferrari," is an involved

Ialso briefly compared the LK280 with the
original LK2. No contest. The newer amplifier,

production, with just about everything, even
the unmistakable voice of Robin Leach, thrown

while still laid-back, perhaps alittle polite, is

into the mix. Via the Adcom, you are struck by
the sheer forcefulness of it all, the power of the

fundamentally musical, while the LK2 is, well,
typically solid-state, that "gray" coloration

bass and the clarity of the highs. But through
the LK280, though it doesn't sound as "loud"

overlaying everything to the detriment of the
musical flow. You should note, by the way, that

(even with levels matched exactly), there is

the LK280 runs extremely hot. If you intend

actually more detail apparent, presented more

to hide it in acupboard, be sure it has sufficient
ventilation.

subtly. Buried in among everything in the intro
to the crazed, quasi-technoswing arrangement
are what sound like bongo drums. They are
quite audible on the GFA-555 but are not welldifferentiated when it comes to determining
their position. The Linn presents the bongos
with just alittle more space around them.
In fact, it was this ability to better differentiate small details within complicated mixes
that ultimately decided my preference for the
LK280. Elsewhere in the arrangement, Dolby
talks us through the subject of his obsession—

Then Ihooked up the pair as asystem.
Odd. From all my auditioning of the individual components and my notes on the
individual aspects of sound quality, Ihad
expected that, in harness, the sound from CD
would be best served by the combination. Yet
with CD, it seemed that the rather restricted
image depth offered by the LK1's line stage
failed to be compensated for by the LK280's
good performance in this area. With LP as
source, however, there was depth aplenty. The

'And then Isaw her. ..
she was abright red '64

sound was "typically British" in that it lacked

GTO with fins and gills, like. ..
some obscene

extension at the band edges, with restricted
low bass and rather dull highs, but the music

phallic symbol on wheels . ." —his voice
accompanied by pitch-shifted clones. Again,
the Linn amp better differentiated the distinction between the original voice and those
clones.
But again Imust point out that this prefer2Read Fred Warihofsky's The Chip IVar (Scribner's, New York,
198)) fur afascinating if disturbing account of how the US consumer demonic, and semiconductor industries reacted to Far
Eastern competition by deciding not to compete at all. See also
The Economist. May 20, 1989, p.91, for afrank discussion of
the same subject.
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as awhole flowed, even bopped, with apowerful presentation of upper-bass and tenor instruments, cello and bass guitar, for example. Igot
the impression that the complete Linn LPplaying system and the Linn amps formed a
synergistic combination. No, it still didn't
approach the sheer refinement coupled with
musical verisimilitude offered by the (much
more expensive) Vendetta/Mod Squad/Krell
combination that has evolved into being my
131

reference. But there was a rightness to the

the response of the LK1 to a5mV-amplitude,

sound of the Linn combination driving the
Celestions that led night after night to one LP

an inverse-RIAA network. The response via the

500Hz squarewave, fed into the MM input via

following another. Whether it was Prince's Purple Rain (Warner Bros. 25110-1), Randy New-

MC input was identical at the high end, but had

man's curiously evocative score to The Natural

not reaching -1dB until 26Hz rather than 40Hz.

(Warner Bros. 25116-1), or the Rostropovich

The intention of this restricted bass response

performance of the solo Britten cello suites

is to reject disc rumble and warp-induced spu-

rather more bass extension than the MM input,

(Decca/London SXL 6393)—to name three

riae, and this the LK1 will most definitely do,

records that followed in quick succession the

the MM input being 21dB down and the MC
input 16dB down at 6.3Hz, the center fre-

night Ifinished tapping out this review on the
keys of the trusty Toshiba laptop—the overall

quency of LP warp information. It is ironic,

sound was musically "right."

therefore, that the Linn LP12 turntable has suffi-

Measurements: Starting with the LIC280, this

cartridge/arm combination asufficiently well-

ciently low rumble and the Linn Troika/Ekos
raised ahealthy 82.6W at IkHz at the onset of

tuned LF resonance that this intrinsic filtering

clipping into an 8ohm resistive load with one
channel driven, almost doubling to 158.9W

is probably unnecessary.
The MM input sensitivity was higher than

into 4ohms, and revealing the excellent power-

spec, 4.33mV at IkHz giving 500mV out with

supply regulation. (The power transformer

the volume control at maximum. The MC stage

mechanically hummed quite loudly at this latter level, however.) The LK280 is non-inverting, and its input impedance was slightly

was 20.6dB more sensitive, requiring 388µV
at 'kHz for nominal output. MC residual noise
was inaudible, even at maximum volume levels,

higher than specified, but still low at 3830

so Ididn't bother measuring it. (However, it is

ohms, necessitating use with apreamplifier
capable of driving low-impedance loads. The

essential to position the LK1 well away from the

sensitivity was also slightly higher than spec,
with 990mV required for maximum output,
implying 28.5dB voltage gain rather than the
specified 26dB. The output impedance was
low at 0.06 ohms, 0.07 ohms, and 0.1 ohms at

-41]

20Hz, lkHz, and 20kHz respectively, though
there was alittle DC present on the output,
-27.9mV (left) and +10mV (right). At a1V output

-1211
I 11111111

level, the '280 was ostensibly flat throughout
most of the audio band, though there was a
slight droop at the edges, the response being
0.75dB down at 21Hz and 20kHz. Investigat-

tîle:
Fig.1

I 11111111
to:

11111111
let

LK1, frequency response (upper
trace Aux, lower MM phono)

ing the transient behavior of the power amplifier with both rectangular pulses and raised
cosine waveforms—Alvin Gold had reported
an inherent instability in the amp's predecessor,
the LK2 —revealed nothing out of the ordinary
other than the effect of the bandlimiting.
The LK1's line stage was found to be similarly
band-limited, as can be seen in fig.l. The upper
of the two traces is the response via the Aux
input, measured at the preamp's output terminals, which is 1dB down at 25Hz and 31.5kHz.
The lower trace is the MM phono response,
which shows the ubiquitous European lowfrequency IEC roll-off, being ldB down at
40Hz and -3.9dB at 20Hz. This bandlimiting
of the phono section also shows itself in fig.2,
132

Fig.2 LK1, 500Hz squarewave response,
MM phono (5ms window)
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The LK1 appears to have only alimited linestage gain of 7dB. With the LK280 input sensitivity of 990mV, this means that 443mV will
be required into the 'hiller, Aux, or 'Pape inputs
to drive the combination to maximum output,
which might be on the high side for some
tuners or cassette decks. The maximum output level at IkHz measured 5.724V RMS, this
presumably the maximum swing of the switching ICs. Those sensitive to absolute phase
effects should note that the LK1's line stage is
polarity-inverting.
The output impedance of the LK1 measured
low, at 71.5 ohms, but there was some mystery

Fig.3 LK1. 20Hz overload, MM phono

about the preamp input impedances as these
were nothing like the specification would sug-

LK280 power amplifier if 60Hz hum is not to

gest. The line-level inputs all measured 99.1k

be injected into the signal.) Idid measure
phono-input overload margins, however. The

ohms rather than 10k ohms. Looking inside

maximum input levels into the MC stage,

set by aresistor array—this clearly marked
100k! The phono input impedances were also

assessed by eyeballing the waveforms on a

indicated that these impedances appear to be

'scope, were 560µV at 20Hz, 5.2mV at 'kHz,

too high, at 99k ohms, MM, and 220 ohms, MC.

and 56mV at 20kHz, le, at least 20dB margin

A puzzle. Obviously, my sample of the LK1

across the audio band for a500e/cm/s car-

hadn't been tested by acomputer!

tridge, which is about average performance.
The MM input was less good, however.

control, which promises both high precision

Although 9.4mV at 20Hz and 52.3mV at lkHz

and good channel matching. The steps vary

represent a good and an average margin,

across the control's range of action, being

respectively, approximately 250mV at 20kHz

much less than 1dB at the top—the first 1.6dB
of attenuation takes 10 steps—and between

is not so good, representing just 14dB of
headroom when the RIAA pre-emphasis is
taken into account. Although recorded music
never has 20kHz energy at +14dB, clicks can
have, and it is possible that the subjective
annoyance of such spuriae will be worsened

Finally, Ichecked the action of the volume

0.25dB and 0.5dB for most of the rest of the
range, increasing to I.5dB, 1.8dB, 2.5ciB, 3.5dB,
and 6.1dB for the bottom five steps. Channel
matching was within 0.2dB over much of the
range, but worsened at the bottom of the

when the LK1 is used with highish-output MM
cartridges. Anote on the 20Hz overload via the

dynamic-range "window," the final four set-

MM input: rather than clip, at 9.4mV input the

adrift, respectively. Frankly, this is academic,

waveform suddenly featured asharp glitch on
the rising slope, as can be seen in fig.3. Increas-

the LK1's volume control performing to afar

ing the level further produced asecond glitch

fitted to the majority of preamps Ihave auditioned. In contrast to most other preamps, the

at the analogous point on the falling slope. As
the lack of a5-pin XLR connector meant that
Icouldn't assess disc-input overload by looking
at the waveform at the tape-out sockets, I
couldn't, therefore, immediately diagnose
whether this glitch was occurring in the MM
circuitry or in the line stage Backing off the volume control reduced the level of the waveform
without removing the glitch, implying that it
was the MM circuitry producing the effect.
This was confirmed by the fact that the line
stage by itself failed to reveal asimilar problem.
It also didn't occur via the MC input.
Stereophile, July 1989

tings being 0.25dB, 0.5dB, 0.8dB, and 1.4dB

tighter tolerance than the mechanical pots

volume control doesn't cut the signal off completely. Imeasured amaximum attenuation of
46.5dB (left) and 47.9dB (right). The Mute button, however, does provide adeep mute to
silence, rather than the 20dB or so extra attenuation often found elsewhere.
Conclusion: Exquisitely made but unusually
styled, Linn's LK1 and LK280 can be used as
stand-alone pre- and power amplifiers. I
imagine, however, that they will almost always
be used as apair, due to the idiosyncratic XLR
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connectors, the '280's low input impedance,

(Use Stereophile's biannual "Recommended

and, last but not least, the fact that they do

Components" listings as astarting point.)

appear to form amusically synergistic partner-

Achieving greatness in one area of reproduc-

ship. As Len Feldman said in the April '89

tion at the expense of others is not necessar-

Audio, perhaps the LK1 and LK280 should be
regarded as atwo-chassis integrated amplifier.

ily the best way of achieving musical satisfaction, however, and the LK1/LK280 scores in its

But at $2545 total, this is one expensive

ability to present asatisfyingly whole sound.

integrated amplifier, and it is fair to point out

The combination is not so much intended for

that the hairshirt audiophile can achieve better

audioholics who need to mix'n'match compo-

performance in at least one of the separate areas

nents on amonthly basis, but for music lovers

of sound reproduction by carefully choosing

who require "Fit and Forget" high-quality

separate, "universal" preamps and power amps.

amplification.

NEW BLOOD & OLD BONES

A

spart of our searchfor a Technical Editor earlier this year; we asked three of the leading
candidates—Barry Willis, Guy Lemcog and Robert Harley—to submit a written review
of ahi-fi component of their choice. Although, after much deliberation, it was Robert

Harley who joined Stereophile's staffjust before the SCES, to administer the equipment reviewing

and reviewers and to set up and run the magazine's testing laboratory, Iwas sufficiently
impressed with the writing and analytical listening skills shown by all three that Idecided to
run their offerings in aspecial section in this month's issue. Of the equipment reviewed, one
piece is obscure, one piece is rather long in the tooth, and the third is now both unobtainable
and legendary. Ihope, however, that you find the following three reports as enjoyable and
informative as Idid.

—John Atkinson

SPATIAL COHERENCE TVA-1
PREAMPLIFIER
Barry Willis
Full-function solid-state preamplifier with two phono inputs, three line-level inputs, two tape loops
with selectable two-way dubbing. Original published specifications: Frequency response: 10Hz40kHz +0, -0.5dB. Max output: 10V. THD: 0.05%. IMD: 0.05%. Phono S/N ratio: 80dB. Measured
performance: , RIAA accuracy: R channel, -0.25dB at 20Hz, -0.75dB at 20kHz (net: +1dB); L
channel, -0.25dB at 20Hz, -0.25dB at 20kHz (net: +0.5dB). Line level frequency response: R
channel, 20Hz-30kHz, +0dB, -0.1dB; Lchannel, 20Hz-30kHz, +0.5dB, -0.1dB. Phono S/N ratio,
ref. to 2.5V output: R channel, 92dB (input shorted), 89dB (input open); Lchannel, 94dB (input
shorted), 90dB (input open). Phono crosstalk: R channel, -64dB, Lchannel, -67dB. S/N ratio,
line level, ref. to 2.5V output: R: 90dB (input shorted), 89dB (input open); L: 90dB (input shorted),
89dB (input open). S/N ratio, line level, ref. to 10V output: R: greater than 102dB; L: greater than
102dB. Crosstalk, line level: R: -57.5dB; L: -55dB. THD: Lchannel, 0.01% at 20Hz, 100Hz, 1kHz,
0.017% at 10kHz, 0.045% at 20kHz, 0.12% at 30kHz; R channel, 0.005% at 20Hz, 100Hz, 1kHz,
0.001% at 10kHz, 0.03% at 20kHz, 0.07% at 30kHz. IMD: R channel, 0.07%; Lchannel, 0.0035%.
Dimensions: 3.5" H by 19" W by 14" D. Weight: 22 lbs. Original price: $1395. Used price: $350.
Manufacturer: Spatial, Inc., Long Beach, CA (no longer in business).
There are some standing jokes in the audio

sound great, break, and its manufacturer go out

industry about the qualities apiece of equip-

of business. By meeting at least half of these

ment must have in order to be truly "high-end:'
One definition is that it must be unavailable,
unreliable, and dangerous. Another is that it will
134

IThe technical test was performed after aonc-hour warmup,
using aSound Technology 1701 distortion analyzer.
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variables, the Spatial Coherence TVA-1 preamplifier qualifies as aclassic audiophile product.

the removal of the hood and fenders in order
to change the spark plugs.

Manufactured and marketed by Spatial, Inc.
for three years (the last reference Iwas able to
find was the 1981 Audio magazine annual equip-

necting the TVA- 1to apower amp for at least
an hour after turn-on, as the "valves" are slow

ment guide), its claim to fame was the propri-

The owner's manual cautions against con-

to stabilize and will emit strange gurgling and
rattling sounds until they settle down. No mut-

etary amplifying device, the Knapp T-FET
Valve, apatented invention of R.P. Knapp, who

ing is provided. Iwas cautious and let it cook

was also, Ipresume, amajor figure in the Spatial
organization. Knapp's particular bugaboo was

for afull day before listening. , When Idid, I
was pleasantly surprised. It exhibited afairly

the phenomenon of noise intermodulation—
the addition of thermal noise to low-level musi-

deep, if not wide, soundstage, with instruments
clearly separated and spatially stable (hence its

cal signals by such ordinary devices as tubes,
transistors, and op-amps—which he blamed
for glare, dynamic incongruities, and imaging
problems. The test results listed in the heading
show that his preamp does indeed have alow
noise floor, especially for aunit ten years old.
Other test results likewise qualify the TVA- Ias

name). Bass was somewhat mushy, this owing
to what Iperceived as an overly long decay.
Although the frequency-response measurement shows asmall rise in the midrange, and
that only in the right channel, upon listening
mids seemed abit recessed, in keeping with

As far as Iknow, this preamplifier is the only

this unit's spatial character. Female vocals and
strings took on aslightly gritty edge, which was
not unpleasant but reminded me of listening

product Spatial ever made. It was introduced
at aprice of $1395 and rose to $1600 before the

and not extended; articulation of detail was

an "audiophile" component.

manufacturer threw in the towel. What we have
here is not merely aclassic piece of hi-fi, but
aclassic hi-fi story: put all your eggs in one bas-

to old or under-biased tubes. Highs were soh
adequate. Long-term listening (for me, more
than an hour) did not induce fatigue, but neither did it generate excitement. Iwondered

ket, then drop the basket from the top of avery

how it might sound in harness with apower

tall building.

amp of similar vintage, like the Ampzilla.

Construction quality is generally good: a

Icompared it side-by-side with aHarman-

thick, all-metal chassis, gold-plated connec-

Kardon Citation 21, not because the H-K is a

tors, sealed switches and potentiometers, a

world-class preamp, but because Ihave been
using it for several months and know it well.

double-sided epoxy circuit board, and ashielded
power supply. Four T-FET Valves, large epoxy
monoliths, are squarely mounted on the main
board. Two are used for phono gain and two
as line amps. Equalization and overall gain are
fixed by external networks of capacitors and
resistors, not unlike an op-amp design. Op.
amps these are not, however; Imeasured 150V
across the main power-supply filter capacitor.

Also, it is available at discount for not much
more than the Spatial goes for used. An interesting comparison: aten-year-old formerly
state-of-the-art preamp vs acurrent mid-priced
one. On the basis of performance alone, the
H-K beat the Spatial in every category but
one—depth of image This is where the TVA-1

There are some kludges: the power supply is

excelled, albeit just slightly, and Iwouldn't call
its imaging ability anything special by modern

built on what appears to be acomputer-surplus

measure. The Citation had tighter bass, abigger,

PC board, some of its traces going nowhere
and others terminating in "fingers" intended
to mate with an edge-card connector. This
board stands off the chassis via rubber stick-on
feet, of the same type which are on the bottom
of the preamp. Gaining access to the interior
involves the removal of all the knobs and nuts
holding the controls to the front panel, as it and
the top cover are assembled as one unit. This
means any simple repair (such as replacing the
indicator LED, which Ihad to do) is needlessly
time-consuming. Imagine acar which requires
Stereophile, July 1989

2Equipment used in the subjective evaluation: llimeible: VPI
HW- 19 Mk.Il fitted with the Well-Tempered Arm and Ortofon
X-5MC cartridge; CI) player: Musical Concepts modified Magnavox 1040; Power amplifiers: Belles Model One, plus a
180Wpc amp of my own construction; Speakers: Legacy-1;
Interconnects: Mogami Hegira; Speaker cable: LiveWitt BC-4.
The Spatial Coherence was auditioned alone and in aside-byside comparison with 2 Harman-KanJon Citation 21.
Source material used: LPs: The Scott Hamilton Quintet in
Concert (Concord)a= CJ-233); The Kineames Neuron, Harry
lames and his Big Band (Sheffield LAB-3): him 1)olly Parton,
Linda Ronstadt. Emmylou Harris (Warner Bros. 25491- I);
Sbadouland. K a Lang (Sire Records 25724-1). CDs: Vivaldi,
The Four Seasons, Viktoria Slullora with the Chamber Orchestra of Europe, Claudio Abbado, Conductor (Philips 420 216-2);
Famous lihie Raincoat Jennifer Warms (Cypress 661 III -2).
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more forward soundstage, and better detail.
This is what finally tipped the scale for me; the

Squad will confirm.
At its typical used price of $350, there is alot

song "Hobo's Meditation" on the 7110 album

of competition both in new and used equip-

contains the words "tough cops and brake-

ment: aused Musical Concepts modified Hafler

men." This phrase was clearly articulated by the

110 goes for $350-400, and it has aremovable

Harman-Kardon, whereas the Spatial rendered

top, abottom access panel, industrial-standard

it more like "cough cause and break-in." Perhaps this is indicative of how far the audio art

parts, is easy to repair, and has areasonable
warm-up time. If you don't have a phobia

has progressed in adecade.
This is the second specimen Ihave encoun-

about op-amps, the B&K Pro-5 and the Adcom
GFP-555 are both good values. The Harman-

tered of the TVA-1. The first was arepair which
crossed my service bench three years ago. It

usually ignored in high-end circles, is an excel-

had achannel out in the phono stage, the result
of adefective "valve." There was nothing I
could do for it but give it back to its owner with

Kardon Citation 21, mentioned earlier and
lent performer for just alittle more. Best deal
of all is the Superphon Revelation Basic Dual
Mono, which Sam Tellig loved at its close-out

an apology and an explanation that parts were

price of $399. It can be found used for $200,

simply not available.

and is one of the best preamps Iever heard in

Occasionally, this preamp will crop up in one
of the used-equipment publications. Ithink it

my system.
Owning aSpatial Coherence Preamp is like

has acertain value as acollector's item or as the

owning an Edsel; owning the modified version
is like owning an Edsel with Ferrari perfor-

heart of asecond system. It also has some
potential as amodification project; Iwonder
what aserious capacitor upgrade and alowimpedance outboard power supply might do
for it. Steve McCormack of The Mod Squad also
wondered about this. For several years after the
demise of Spatial, he offered his "MacMod" at
$1350 apop to anyone rich enough to take him
up on it. Iunderstand from afriend who owns
one that this modified Spatial is really quite
wonderful. Unfortunately, service on it is no
longer available, as aphone call to The Mod

mance. In either case, you have agenuine
artifact of its time and a nice conversation
piece, even adecent car, but you don't have
serviceability. For this reason Istrongly suggest
that you think twice before buying the TVA-1
with the intention of using it as your only preamp. If you do, be sure you have abackup.
When it breaks, you can place it alongside the
Accutrac turntable and Corona Ionovk gasplasma tweeters in the Extinct Oddities wing
of your hi-fi museum.

TALISMAN SMC CARTRIDGE
Guy Lemcoe
Low-output moving-coil cartridge. Output: 0.25mV (1kHz-5cmis). Optimum load impedance:
40-100 ohms. Channel separation: 30dB at 1kHz. Channel balance: 0.5dB at 1kHz. Frequency
response: 10Hz-60kHz, +2, -ida Tracking ability: 80cmis at 315Hz. Lateral and vertical dynamic
compliance: 15cu. Recommended tracking force: 2gm. Stylus type: line contact. Tip radii:
2x120µm. Cantilever: Sapphire tube. Cartridge weight: 6.3gm. Current price: $395 (with van den
Hul stylus). Approximate number of US dealers: 400. Distributor: Sumiko, RO. Box 5046, Berkeley,
CA 94705. Tel: (415) 843-4500.
The Talisman Srepresented, ca 1983, the top
of Sumiko's moving-coil cartridge line and

had an aluminum alloy cantilever and an ellip-

shared its design philosophy and external
appearance with the Talisman A and B, the

$50 less than the S, had aboron tube cantilever

remaining two cartridges in the Talisman family
before the introduction of the Virtuoso line.
The three differed only in cantilever material
and stylus shape. The A, the least expensive,
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tical diamond stylus. The B, which retailed for
at the tip of which was attached agrain-oriented
line-contact diamond stylus. (The current versions of all three cartridges are similar but feature van den Hul styli.) The Sincorporates a
sapphire-tube cantilever. I'm no metallurgist,
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but I've been told the sapphire crystal is nonresonant,' and second in hardness only to diamond. These two characteristics of sapphire
no doubt contribute to the lack of flexion of
the cantilever, resulting in asolid, stable support for the laser-mounted stylus—a grainoriented, line-contact diamond.
The Talisman cartridges incorporate what
Sumiko calls the Direct Field Focus design. This
design, trademarked by Sumiko, appears to
simplify the mechanism by which the coil is
put into motion within the magnetic field.
Sumiko argues that multiple yokes and pole
pieces, common to other MC designs, act as
detriments to the ultimate realization of all the

Talisman S cartridge

signal content inherent in the record grooves.
In short, what Sumiko seems to be implying

is one which has given me much listening
pleasure over the years and has not stressed my

is that unnecessarily complex signal-generating
mechanisms result in less musical information

of the Systemdek IIX turntable to which is

at the output pins of the cartridge. Sumiko's
"less is more" philosophy eliminates the yokes
entirely, and uses only one pole piece behind
which sits an extremely powerful samariumcobalt magnet. By incorporating this design,
states Sumikg the exact point of fOCUS of the magnetic field is at the coil, thereby ensuring asignal full of content, both focused and coherent.
The cartridge body is an especially attractive
chunk of solid metal, machined to perfection
in finish if not in aesthetics. Not everyone will

rather limited budget. The front end consists
attached avintage Infinity Black Widow II tonearm. This unit sits on Tiptoes, which, in turn,
rest upon asolid birch shelf. The preamplifier
is the much admired PS Audio Model 4.5, used
in its Straightwire mode with the MM /MC
switch set to MC. This configuration gave me
more than enough gain to listen at realistic volume levels, even with the relatively low output
of the Talisman. Indeed, the volume pot of the
4.5 was rarely set above 2o'clock. Feeding my
Acoustat Model 2loudspeakers are apair of

be enamored with the rather severe taper of the

Kenwood L-07M monoblock amplifiers. Speaker

cartridge's drooping "snout." Ifound the appearance pleasing, however, and especially enjoyed

cable is Fulton Brown, terminated with Monster

the clear view Ihad of the stylus assembly. This
characteristic of the Talisman made the job of

bananas at the speakers. Records are routinely
cleaned with a VPI Model HW- 16 record-

cueing up arecord on an inner groove less one
of chance than of choice.

cleaning machine, and an AudioQuest elec-

The Talisman comes packaged in athick
plastic box, attached to its mounting posts with
brass Allen-head machine screws. Included in
the package, along with the brass nuts, is awarranty registration card with the model and
serial number of the cartridge and aBruel &
Kjaer strip-chart readout of the frequency response and channel separation. Iwas impressed
by the no-nonsense way with which this product is packaged. One is, after all, buying aphono
cartridge with one's hard-earned money; not
some ad-man's idea of "cutesy" package design.
The system Iuse for audition of components
1Strictly speaking, "nonresonant' is amisnomer in that the
sapphire tube will still have abending mode hut it will be
extremely high in frequency, perhaps well above the audio
band, duc to the material's intrinsic stiffness
—JA
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Cable X-Terminators at the amps and Ramona

tronic stylus cleaner is used to keep the "gunk"
off the diamond.
The listening room, set in a 130-year-old
frame house, measures 15' x 17'. The ceiling is
11' high and the room is blessed (!) with hardwood floors. Listening is done 7' away from the
toed-in Acoustats. The room is quite "live"; I
hope, in the near future, to install some soundabsorbing material on the walls or place llibe
Traps in the corners.
Installation of the Talisman presented no
problems, although Iwas concerned that the
mass of the cartridge might prove to be too
much for the Black Widow. The Denon cartridge which preceded it weighed almost 2gm
less! Not to fear, however. Ijust backed off the
counterweight on the Black Widow and balance was achieved. Another fear Ihad was that
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the extremely low mass of the Infinity arm

truly soft, and loud passages, in contrast, loud.

would prove incompatible with the compli-

The effortless way in which the Srendered the

ance of the cartridge. This fear also proved to

dynamic range of aperformance amazed me.

be unfounded, as at no time in my listening

Ihad never heard, on my system, such dyna-

experiences did the arm fail to allow the car-

mics arising out of amusical event. Thus, my

tridge to proceed with its arduous task. A
Dennesen Soundtracktor jig was used to set

one Icould live with—happily.

lateral alignment. VTA was set with the headshell of the cartridge parallel to the record surface. Tracking force was set at 2gm, with anti-

first impression of this cartridge was that it was
The second cut on the side, "Help Yourself,"
stunned me. Here it was obvious that achange
in microphone placement had taken place in

skating adjusted accordingly. Satisfied that Ihad
set up the cartridge properly, Iwent to my rec-

the studio. Gone was most of the reverb which

ord shelves to select afew of my favorite albums

sion Igot was that Ms. Annatrading had walked

to audition with this new component installed

several feet toward me and was standing where

in the system.
The first album to be clamped to the platter

the coffee table is located, directly in front of

was Joan Armatrading's 1976Joan Armalrading, A&M SP-3228. This album is an excellent
example of technology in the service of music.

had surrounded the singer. Instead, the impres-

my listening seat. The sense of her presence in
the room with me was uncanny. Ifelt Icould
reach out and touch her. The Talisman was certainly doing its job of retrieving the signal

Intelligent engineering coupled with noise-free

inscribed in the record grooves. And it was

record surfaces and music worth listening to
make this album one Ireturn to again and
again. The first song on side one, "Down to

doing so without losing the immediacy so
important in conveying music's emotional
impact. In fact, some listeners may feel intimi-

Zero," demonstrated dramatically the differ-

dated by acartridge so unforgiving in its pre-

ence in sound between what Ihad heard in the

sentation of the musical experience. Random

past and what Iwas now hearing. The stylus
had barely settled in the groove when Ibecame

studio noise, the intake of breath of asinger or
wind instrument player, finger noises of guitar-

aware of asense of increased musical dyna-

ists—in short, all the sounds of music being

mics. Ilistened for and beard the song per-

performed are exposed for all to hear with

formed as if Ihad been transported into the
recording studio. Centered between the loud-

this cartridge.

speakers was Ms. Armatrading, with an acoustic
guitar to her left and another acoustic guitar on

with took on new meanings as Iheard more

her right. Apiano was situated further back on

Records Iconsidered myself quite familiar
fine details of the performances. Iwas made
aware of engineering and performance flaws

the right, with the electric bass firmly placed

which before had gone unnoticed. Abrupt tape

slightly to the left of center. The drums sounded

edits and microphone "pops" became all too

from apoint behind the piano to the rear of the

obvious on certain recordings. It was as if some

soundstage, and the electric guitar, when play-

sort of haze had been removed from the record-

ing, entered from behind the singer. Artificial

ing—a haze which tended to homogenize all
that lay behind it. The Talisman revealed to the

reverb had been added to the voice on this cut,
which gave me the impression Iwas in alarge

ears all that took place at the moment of record-

tic "image" of the musicians and the sense of

ing: the warts, as well as the smooth skin they
grew on, were there. This analytical characteris-

space they occupied was truly impressive. The
Talisman scored high points on its ability to

tic of the Talisman Smay not be to everyone's
liking, but it pleased me; Icontinued listening.

pinpoint the various musicians in an ensemble

The Salso provided bass response in abundance Compared with my previous cartridges,

acoustic space. The palpability of the acous-

and retain the sense of space around and between them. The Sprovided an open, spacious

the bass through the Ssounded more solid,

soundstage with more than satisfactory width,

deeper, and focused, taking on acharacter of

height, and depth.
The Talisman also scored high in its ability
to render differences in dynamics—an important ingredient in aconvincing portrayal of a
live musical event. Soft passages were reproduced
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its own. The bass now possessed dynamic
range, proper volume (in relation to the rest of
the ensemble), and identifiable timbre. Iwas
impressed! Ihad never before heard such tight,
extended bass from my Acoustats.
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The treble range was equally well served by

appreciative birds. This is what is meant by

the Talisman. Struck cymbals shimmered as

"resolution." The retrieval of such fine detail is
what convinced me that the Talisman Sis aseri-

they do when heard live, and the natural decay
of the sound was preserved. Brass instruments
retained their characteristic metallic timbre, yet
had all the body and richness of tone one

ous addition to the roster of high-end cartridges.

associates with them. liansients were handled
with aplomb. At no time during my listening

the sounds of stringed instruments, woodwinds, brass, and percussion. Without citing

Throughout my listening, Iwas continually
impressed with the way the cartridge rendered

sessions did the Talisman seem under stress.

numerous examples, let me say the overall

The proper reproduction of the upper and

sonic signature of the Talisman was one of
"faithfulness." The cartridge let one listen into

lower ends of the musical spectrum are not the
only ingredients in amusical experience Eighty
percent of most music is centered between
these two extremes, within the vital midrange.
It was in the reproduction of this important
range that the Talisman really shone.
Vocals took on that "palpable presence."
Song lyrics were easier to understand. Each

the music with asense of "rightness," approaching the real thing (or at least my recollection of
the real thing). It is neutral and unforgiving, not
adding or subtracting any coloration to the signal, not smoothing over rough edges in the
engineering or performance.
The cartridge tracks as if it has treads—the

voice in avocal duet, trio, or ensemble became

most demanding orchestral passages failed to

adistinct entity with an acoustic space all its
own. Gone was the "smearing" effect Ihad

throw it into afrenzy. For the first time Iwas
able to sit through the entire Peterbo Overture

been accustomed to. Ibecame aware of back-

of Malcolm Arnold (EMI ESD-1077801) without

ground vocals in songs in which I'd assumed

grimacing at the onslaught of sound during the

there were none! This last revelation is, to me,

last few measures of the piece. Iwas also able

one of the most exciting aspects of one's jour-

to enjoy Kathleen Battle's superb soprano in
duet with guitarist Christopher Parkening

ney into the land of high-end audio—a component's ability to increase your enjoyment of
amusical experience by communicating more
elements and details of that experience than
were offered before.
To illustrate what Imean here, let me turn to
another album which Ioften use for system
evaluation. The record is aselection of Baroque
harpsichord music written by Johann Caspar
Ferdinand Fischer (Harmonia Mundi HM -1026).
The music is performed flawlessly by William
Christie on aglorious-sounding Dowd instru-

(Pleasures of Their Company, Angel R-163665)
without fear of her voice breaking up.

Conclusion
In the price range targeted by Sumiko for this
product ($395), it appears to me they have a
clear winner. Listening to this cartridge has
been ajoy—I have been brought closer to the
music inscribed in the grooves. Granted, not
all of what is so inscribed is worth hearing.
However, if you value soundstaging, image

ment. The recording site appears to be an

specificity, neutrality, tonal accuracy, tracica-

Abbey or church, since the sonic clues given

bility, and afaithful recreation of the recording venue, Iurge you to audition this product

off by the recording suggest avast, open space
with ahigh ceiling. In fact, the ceiling must
have some sort of rafters, for, just after the

before making abuying decision.

beginning of Fischer's "Praeludium VI," sev-

to similarly priced competition from manufac-

eral birds sitting high and to the left rear of the
soundstage reward the performer with avol-

phonic? Unfortunately, Ihave not had the

ley of chirps. And they continue to chirp

Where does the Talisman Sstand in relation
turers such as Grace, Supex, Signet, and High-

throughout the performance, pausing only to

opportunity to audition products from these
companies, so judgment must be reserved until

catch their breath. Ihad heard the initial "diirps"
before, since they were not masked by the

such opportunity presents itself. Ifeel confident,
however, in recommending the Talisman S.

sound of the harpsichord, but Iwas unaware

In these days of decreasing record sales and

of the continued avian chatter until Ichanged

increasingly limited availability of LPs them-

cartridges. The Talisman was able to separate

selves, can there be amarket for acartridge

the harpsichord sound from the quite similar

which costs as much as amid-market CD player?
Ithink so—much of the music available on LP

sounds emanating from the throats of the
Stereophile, July 1989
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is made aware of how much more music is

in the past will probably never be reinstated in
the CD format. For all of us music lovers who

locked into those record grooves. For the seri-

have extensive record collections, the oppor-

ous collector, the LP will remain atreasure box

tunity to sample those collections with acar-

from which endless pleasure can be derived.

tridge such as the Talisman Scan only bring
new rewards and joys to the listener as he/she

The Talisman Scartridge provides us with the
key to that box.

VORTEX SCREEN LOUDSPEAKER
Robert Harley
Three-way loudspeaker system. Drive units: 1" soft-dome tweeter, 5" cone midrange, 9" plasticcone woofer. Crossover frequencies: 150Hz, 3kHz. Frequency response: 27-150Hz +3dB,
150Hz-16kHz +1.5dB, 16kHz-21.5kHz +2dB. Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8
ohms. Amplifier requirements: 50-300W. Dimensions: 48" H by 24" W by 9" D. Weight: 95 lbs
each. Price: $1500/pair (also available for $750/pair directly from the manufacturer). Approximate number of dealers: 2. Manufacturer: Vortex Acoustical Engineering, 4272 Bagget Drive,
Riverside, CA 92505. Tel: (714) 785-7713.
One of the joys of reviewing audio reproduction equipment is discovering alittle-known
product that provides an extraordinary level
of performance and musical satisfaction at an
affordable price. These components, sometimes made in agarage, reflect the designer's
single-minded zeal for musical accuracy, not
the sometime corporate mentality of meeting
aprice point or catering to the latest fad.
Unfortunately, this enthusiasm is tempered
by the realization that being abrilliant designer
and ashrewd businessman are often mutually
exclusive talents. As aresult, these components
are usually destined to short, sporadic production runs, able to be appreciated by relatively
few audiophiles. It is difficult to make the jump
from garage operation to full-fledged company
with adealer network.
This brings us to the Vortex Screens made by
Vortex Acoustical Engineering of Riverside,
California. Designed and built by Albert Von
Schweikert in his proverbial garage, the Vortex
Screens epitomize the paradox of awildly successful design that is unlikely to achieve the
commercial success it deserves.
Vortex Acoustical Engineering was founded
in 1976 by Mr. Schweikert to develop aspeaker
that reduced the deficiencies he perceived in
existing systems. Four years of research and
testing led to the introduction of the original
Vortex Screen reviewed here. To date, about 80
pairs of the original Screens have been sold,
most of them directly through Mr. Schweikert.
In 1988, Vortex introduced anew $3000 model,
also (confusingly) called the Vortex Screen, that
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Vortex Screen loudspeaker
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improved on the first design. All references to

quality polypropylene capacitors and air-core

the Vortex Screen in the review are to the orig-

inductors in fourth-order (24dB/octave) slopes

inal Vortex Screens (no longer produced).

at frequencies of 150Hz (»and 3kHz. According
to the designer, the choice of such alow crossover frequency between the woofer and midrange is critical to the Screens' freedom from

The Screens are large, floor-standing speakers
using conventional, well-known dynamic
drivers in somewhat unconventional enclosures
with decidedly unconventional crossovers.
Standing 48" tall, 24" wide, and 9" deep
(excluding the base), the Screens' proportions
are reminiscent of the monolith in 2001: A
Space Odyssey. This impression is further
reinforced by the fact that the Screens are completely covered by fabric bags, obscuring any
hint of their design or driver complement. The
Screens are available in black or an unusual offwhite/beige color called "Desert Sand." The
Screens are quite attractive, especially in the
desert sand color that Ichose for my listening

coloration in the all-important midband where
the ear is acutely sensitive to tonal imbalances.
In addition, problems associated with crossover points are shifted into afrequency range
of significantly less auditory acuity. A primary
design philosophy behind the Screens is that
accurate midrange reproduction is aprerequisite for successful speaker design. According
to the literature, the crossovers also employ
three servo loops (?) to correct phase, impedance, and hysteresis variations.

blend into their environment, making their

Ihad some concern about driver overload
distortion and the potential of driver failure
when crossing over a5" midrange at 150Hz,

large size less imposing in small rooms. The
base extends 4" in front and 4" behind the

despite the steep slope of the fourth-order filter. Although the Screens played very loud

speaker, and is finished in either black or off-

without ahint of audible driver stress, Idid,

white Formica to match the bags.

however, experience amidrange failure (a buzz
from aloose voice-coil) after about five years

room. This lighter color helps the Screens

Removing the fabric bags by unscrewing the
base from the enclosure reveals the Screens'

of operation. The driver was replaced under

salient features. A 9" Dynaudio plastic-diaphragm woofer is mounted in atransmission-

warranty (even though it was afew months past
the five-year warranty period) and has since

line enclosure that occupies the majority of the

performed flawlessly. Idon't know if this failure

particle-board cabinet. The end of the folded

was aconfirmation of my concerns or aran-

labyrinth couples to the outside air at the side
of the enclosure.

tional design, it is unlikely that the designer

A 5" Audax midrange and a1" Audax softdome tweeter are mounted in the "open air"

an obvious flaw, if indeed it is aflaw.

top section of the cabinet. No exotic drivers
here. The uppermost 13" of the cabinet is

The Sound

dom event. Given the Screens' overall excepwould have compromised the system by such

merely aframe to support the fabric bag. Both

The Screens have been in my hi-fi system for

midrange and tweeter are set back slightly to
physically time-align them with the woofer.

over six years and have been driven by avariety

This open-air design reduces diffraction from

consisted of aLuxman CL-34 tube preamp,

the cabinet. In addition, all cabinet edges are

Adcom GFA-555 power amplifier, an AR turn-

rounded to further reduce high-frequency

table with an Ortofon MC-200 moving-coil car-

of equipment. The system used for this review

diffraction. Apanel mounted on the back of the

tridge with its associated step-up transformer,

speaker holds a five-way binding post and

and aSony CDP-520 ES CD player. Interconnects were Monster Interlink II and speaker

three fuses, one for each driver.
So far, the Screens don't appear that much
different from some other three-way dynamic

cable was Monster Powerline II. Source material included CDs and LPs from Sheffield Lab,

speakers. Indeed, with the fabric hags removed,

Reference Recordings, Denon, London, Opus 3,

they look somewhat like oversized Vandersteen

Telarc, and my own classical and jazz recordings.

2Cs. The crossovers, however, hold the real surprises. Mounted on the bottom of the enclo-

The first time Iheard the Screens, Iwas
immediately taken with their open, uncolored,

sure, the Screens' crossovers are among the

and punchy sound. They exhibited an unboxy

most complex and expensive-looking thave

transparency that made them seem to disappear into the soundstage. This quality gave

seen. The 22-element design utilizes highStereophile, July 1989
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them a"big" sound that transcended the boundaries of the speakers. In addition to this wide

bodied without the thinness associated with

lateral soundstage, front-to-rear definition was

speakers lacking LF extension. "The Great Gate
of Kiev" from Moussorgsky's Pictures at an

superb, the orchestra taking on athree-dimen-

Exbibition (Telarc CD-80042) was reproduced

sional representation. This was especially

with authority. Organ pedal tones subjectively
confirmed the stated -3dB point of 27Hz.

apparent on recordings with much hall reverberation. Instruments toward the rear were
reproduced with aconvincing spatial resolution. In jazz and popular music, this character
was manifested as "space" around each instru-

The Screens had an overall neutral tonal balance, especially in the midrange. Midrange
reproduction tended to be dramatic, rather
than laid-back. Despite this forward tendency,

ment. Each part of the arrangement was sep-

the midrange was remarkably uncolored, with-

arate and distinct from other instruments. This
ability to extract depth definition was espe-

out atrace of nasality. In addition, the Screens

cially apparent on the track "Lembrando
Milton"

levels. Voice was particularly smooth and
uncolored. Dynamic range was extraordinary,

from the album Cascades by the Brazilian trio
Azymuth. This track has multiple layers of percussion, each layer slightly farther back in the
soundstage. Each pair of percussion tracks has

retained this neutrality even at high listening

with musical peaks reproduced without strain
or constriction. This was particularly evident
on piano recordings, especially the Chopin

amore distant reverberation characteristic and

Piano Concerto 2as performed by Ivo Pogorelich

is panned closer toward the center. This illu-

(DG 415 123-2). The piano's wide dynamic

sion of asoundstage miles deep was reproduced
with exceptional spatial detail by the Screens.

range was exercised to the fullest without compression or distortion of peaks.
If the Screens have an Achilles' Heel, it is the
high end. There was atrace of hardness to the

If Ihad to fault the soundstage, it would be
because it was too big. On some recordings, the
image extended beyond the horizontal boundary of the speaker, giving an unnatural
"bloated" effect. However, this minor fault

treble that added aglare to the uppermost
octaves. Idon't know if this is aresult of atilted
tonal balance or coloration of the drive units.

was far less objectionable than aconstricted,
pinched soundstage.
Equally as impressive as the soundstage was

Violins, rich in upper-order harmonics, took
on astrident edge, especially on closely milted

the Screens' low-frequency performance. The

recordings (of which there are many) sounded
even more so on the Screens. This characteris-

Screens reproduced bass with depth, dynamic
impact, and authority. They had agutsy, for-

recordings. Overly bright jazz and popular

tic, however, was not apparent on all recordings, only ones that tend to be overly bright.

ward sound without boominess, sluggishness,
or overhang. Bass was taut and crisp, with sur-

The Screens' treble performance leaned toward

prising transient impact or "slam." This speed

the cold and clinical, rather than the warm and

is most likely the result of using such asmall,

romantic. Nevertheless, high-frequency detail

lightweight woofer. These characteristics gave

was superb despite this etched character.

the Screens aforward, close-up representation

It is possible that this high-frequency zing

of bass. Eddie Gomez's acoustic bass on Elaine
Elias's Cross Currents CD (Denon CY-2180)
had an involving immediacy. What was most

was aresult of my less than state-of-the-art
amplification, or, more likely, lack of better

surprising was the deep extension without

cartridge in an AR turntable and Sony CDP-520

compromising low-frequency attack. This

ES CD player) aren't exactly noted for their

front ends. My two sources (an Ortofon MC-200

combination was most evident on some well-

high-frequency smoothness. Ihave yet to hear

recorded popular music and jazz. During record-

the Screens in their full glory with atopnotch

ing sessions, much attention is paid to the inter-

front end and state-of-the-art amplification;

action between the bass guitar and kick drum,

Istrongly suspect that they would rise to the

both tonally and rhythmically. The Screens had

occasion and reveal themselves to be an even

the very satisfying ability to present this musical foundation with solidity and sock.

better speaker than Ithought possible.

Sustained low frequencies were equally satisfying. Instruments that tend to have substantial
energy in the lowermost octaves were full142

Conclusion
It should be apparent that Ilike these speakers.
The fact that they have remained in my system
Stereophile, July 1989

through six years of component upgrades

ciently severe to reduce musical satisfaction.

(accompanied by my gradually increasing standards of music reproduction) says much for
their ability to provide long-term musical satis-

In comparison with another speaker that tends
to be overly bright in my opinion, the Thiel
CS3.5, listening fatigue was minimal.

faction. There is very little to fault with the
Vortex Screens, and much to praise. While not

One word of caution: buying any product
from aone-man garage operation can be arisky
business. There is apossibility that they won't
be in business when you need service Although

acandidate for the most demanding high-end
systems, the Screens' freedom from coloration,
convincing soundstage, deep LF extension
with punch, and $750/pair price tag added up
to the best speaker value Ihad heard.

Vortex has a13-year track record and Iwas able
to obtain warranty service (even after the war-

When thinking of dynamic speakers in this
price range, the competing brands that come

tor must be considered before spending your
audio dollars. The Vortex Screens were such

to mind most readily are Vandersteen, Thiel,
and Snell. Of these, Iam most familiar with the

agreat bargain, however, that this risk was more
than compensated for by their spectacularly

Vandersteen 2Cs, probably the best of these
three. The Vortex Screens were significantly

good value.

better in terms of dynamic impact, tonal neu-

has become somewhat akin to the search for

ranty expired, much to Vortex's credit), this fac-

The quest for the great speaker under $1000

trality, and soundstage. Music through the

the Holy Grail. The original Vortex Screens may

Screens was exciting and musically involving.
After six years, Ihave yet to grow tired of them.

be as impossible to find, but just as rewarding.
Highly recommended.

The treble hardness noted has not been suffi-

FOLLOW UP
Arcani Alpha 2
AM/LW/FM tuner

pin on the Arcam AC plug, or use the tuner
with other components all having 3-wire

The original Arcam Alpha tuner, reviewed in

plugs, which will keep the ground potential the

Vol.9 No.8, proved to be avery practical ana-

same. In installations where the ground pin is

log tuner offering excellent audio and adequate
RF performance for medium and strong signal

removed, AM sensitivity will decrease because
one side of the AM loop-antenna obtains some

areas not requiring good adjacent-channel

signal from "ground." A 10-15" wire connected

selectivity. The latest version, the Alpha 2, is
slightly over 1" wider to conform with standard
component size—now 16.9" vs the former

to the AM antenna terminal will perk up reception in electrically quiet areas. LW reception is

15.8". Electrical changes are claimed to support
slightly lower distortion on FM and significant
improvement in AM sensitivity. The recent
pruning prompted areevaluation.
Ifound no changes in FM performance over
the elder model other than more dead space
at each end of the 88-108MHz tuning range.
Some earlier models had trouble tuning in
88.1MHz. AM sensitivity, although slightly
improved above 900kHz, remains extremely
poor below 800kHz (800µV/m). AM fidelity is
tolerable, but not hi-fi.
The unit is furnished with agrounded threewire cord/plug which will cause hum from the
resulting ground loop between the AC neutral
leg of astandard polarized plug and ground.
The choices are to remove or isolate the ground
Stereophile, July 1989

provided, but is of little use in the US.
Sound Quality: The Alpha 2has its own tonal
footprint, adding warmth in the lower midrange and smoothing the rough highs of often
chalkboard FM. Although not accurate, its tonal
coloration tending to make all FM stations
sound similar, it is not musically bad. In most
eases the wrongs of stations and tuner combine
to make aright, resulting in better listening than
the grit of typical oriental tuners. Stereo separation is among the best encountered, and there
always is adefinite home for left- and rightchannel information, as well as acentered mono
sum. It just might be that if you hate FM, but
have signals that meet its RF limitations, you will
like this tuner. At $329, highly recommended.
—Don A. Scott
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Accessories and Audiophile
Gear to Improve Your System
FOR CD PLAYERS

L
CD

prove CO sound ,
Rings
S,ms" CO Rings
,0 lIngs
29 95
50 Amps
49 95
'00 Rings Special Price
89 95
Monster CD Sound Rings 12 Rings
14 95
.'5 Rings
29 95
50 Ffings
49 95
Sniboth,e CD Teet
(4) 19 95

Mod Squad Centering Rings
(100119 95
CO polish &scratch remover
14.95
CO to Amp passive proems:
DBP.2NC 5inputs
99 95
OED COP w/vol control
119 95
Interconnects: Aural Cardas Disler
EMS. Livekime, MIT. Monster.
VandenHul
Call

alai
sal
Magnavox CO Players
CDB482 Player wiremote
CDB582 w/new chip set
COB586 Changer new chip
VPI Magm Brick
VTL CDEI582 Tube CD Player

Record Doctor

FOR TURNTABLES
Automatic Tonearm Lifters
AO Prolifi
39 95
Alphason Arm1111
29 95
AR ES-1 tabie wiA0 arm
•649 95
•419 95
AR ES-1 Turntable Only
Precut Metal AR Armboards
1,5 MMT AR 96300
3
4 95
Cartridge Alignment Protractors
()El Protractor
24 95
Dennesen Soundtractor
149 95
Electronic stylus cleaner
19 95
Credo Cartridges ZTE .
19 95
PITE .1Pmount
21 50
Call
Signature 8MZ MCZ TLZ XTZ
8VZ replacement stylus
89 95
NICZ replacement stylus
134 95
Audioquest MC Cadndges
Ruby (1 5miv output)
. 199 95
Onyx (specIty 5rny or I5my out ) 599 95
Headshells: Sunk, HS 12
29 95
A0-16 BEST AVAILABLE
39 95
Headshell Wires Sumiko
995
SME htz BEST AVAILABLE
22 95

vacuum-powered
record-cleaning
machme
Records sound
Setter. 1.1sf longer

110/100v .••169.95
220/240v
189.95

Turntable Bells: AR Bell
12 00
Sota Bell
995
VPI Belt
19 95
LAST Record Power Cleaner 12
II 95
/2 Preservative
14 95
/3 Record Cleaner
795
/4 Stylus Cleaner
795
.5 Stylast
16 95
Nitty Grins,"Firer Record Cleaner
Boo
14 95
16 oz
24 95
Record Brushes: AS or NG
995
VPI Brush for 16 5or 17
19 95
Record Clamps: Michell clamp
39 95
Sota NEW Rehm Clamp
12995
Record Mats AS Sorbothane
31 95
Sola Mat 129 95 Surpko Acrylic 134 95
Tonearm Interconnects DIN to RCA:
AO Sapph tonearm cable 4ft
89 95
Monster Genesis Lightspd
159 95
Cardas Re vlink cable The Best Call

••149 95
••199.95
•'279 95
39 95
'995 00

Retard Cleaning
Solutions
Torumat Trir-7)(1-1
16 oz 14 95
SuperCleanerl6oz 12 95
3202
16 95
1ga
24 95
SuperSze 2qal '• 49 95
May Gritty Purifier 12:
16 oz
11 95
tgal —
39 95
Stylus Gauge: Shure gauge
14 95
Semitic Products:
FEI-1 MC demagnetizer
FI3.1 220 volt
Tonearm cable with box
Surniko Blue Point MC

... 149.95
........ 69 95
99 95

ne Toes/Counter Feet for turntables

C-3 For AR turntables
C-17/37 For VPI/Sota tables
C-10/12 For Oracle/Alexandria
New Lead Balloon Stand
Turntable Wall Shelves:
Target TT-1
Target TT-IL or lg tables
VPI Record Cleaning Machines
VPl Record Machones 220V
VPI PLC power line conditioner

495
895
895
.249 95 t

_10995
_149 95
Call
Cali

VIBRATION DAMPERS
Clean up your
power! Protection
and better sound

BB CD..

NOW IN 220 VI
Trippille "ISOBAR" Line Filters
1SOBAR-4-220 4outlet. 220/240v
79
89
ISOBAR-6 6outlet. 3-stage filtenng
99
ISOBAR-8 8outlet 4-stage tittering
rIpp1118 Power Regulators:
Tripp'« LC-1200-220. 4outlet. 2stage. 1200 wan output
120 volt .............. "219 95
220 volt
"249
rprone LC-1800 6outlet 3stage or audio and video
'
800 wan output

95

Mobile Fldeldy IPs

AUDIOPHILE LPs /CDs
Chesty NEW Jan Cl3s 1(11 Johnny Fog°
(cd)
102 Clark Terry
(cd)
(cd)
103 PhIl Woods
(cd)
CD18 Respighi Rome
...
CD19 Brahms Sym Cl
....
(cd)
(Ip)
RC•I0 Prok LI Kne
(17)
RC-11 -The Berner Sound"
Reference Recordings LPs or CDs
RR-12 Dalos percussion
WPM)
RR-21 Star of Wonder .... .(cdilp)
RR-22 Copland Appalacan (caul
RR-25 Nonma/Llszt
..... (cd/lp)
RR-26 Redheads Jazz . .(cd/lp)
RR-27 Fuller Plays Rameau (cd/M)
• RR-28 M Nixon Sings Kern (cd/lp)

95
95
95

Tip Toes & Counterleet
C3 3,4
wolf wood screw
11/2 Tip Toe without wood screw
11/2'
Tip Toe with wood screw
C-10
For Oracle Delphi Lead Balloon. ARCICI
(Lad Stand Vandersteen stands
VPI 1W-5db Mae Bock'
AO Sorbetbane Product:
AO Feet Large
(4) 34.9s
smag (co) --------- (4)
AO Sorbothane Sheet Mth adhesive bacldng:
6. Ou 1/8'
.12.50
Mrs ur
Monster Footers NEWI
Small
(4)
f for heavy items
(4) 99 95
Reg (CD)
(4)

14
14
14
14
14
14
14

98
98
98
98
98
98
98

15 98
15 98
15 98
15 98
1598
15 98
15 98

The Beatles
LW ChM* Sale)
Sgt Pepper s
Please Please Me
BeallesFor Sale
liard Day s%phi
Help
Yellow Submarine
Revolver
Let It Be
(Ip) 17 95
Frank Sinatra Collection
(16 Ips) 299 95
Rolling Stones Collector,
(11 It's) 299 95
Miles Oasis Some Day My Pnnce (Ip) 17 95
Sheffield: Kodo Drums
(cd) 14 99
Moscow Sessions set
(Ip/cd) 39 95
Sheffield Track Record
(IOW) 14 99
Masao Audio Center Stage
(Ip/cd) 15 98
Grace Cathedral Choir
(Ip/cd) 15 98
Beethoven/Enescu Sonatas (Ip/cd) 15 98
SWonderful Jazz
(Ip/cd) 15 98
Debussy dBrahms Sonatas (Ip/cd) 15 98
Winds 01 Was and Peace
(Ip/cd) 15 98

195
650
895
895
39 95
19 95
24 95
29 95
49 95

Hume', order 1LPs or
Proprius

CDs please

CantateDomino(cd4) 17 95
Jazz at Pawnshop
Ops) 34 95 (cd) 16 95
Three-Blind-Mme Jazz
(cd) 17 95
Antiphone Blues Jazz
(cd) 17 95
AIR Halt-speed Master Recordings (GDR)
Jazz at Pawnshop Iselecnons)
(Ip) 17 95
Cantate Domino
(Ip) 17 95
La Folia (Harmonla MandIl
(Ip) 18 95
Antiphone Blues
(Ip) 18 95
Opus 3
Test LPs 16 95 CDs 23 95
Weavers /1dI2 (Ip) 999
(Cd) 14 99
(MI: Cal Stevens. fillerman (UK) Opi 14 99
Pink Floyd. Dark Side (UK)
Opi 14 99
Plnk Floyd The Wall (UK)
(2 'ps) 24 95
Moody Blues. DaysFuturePast
Op 14 99
Water Lily: A Demon, WS07
101 24 95

Era

BELOW DEALER COST
RATA Tory@ Stands/Pladorms
Yale tor tirn Rega List 5350
ii.olation Platforms List $125
•r, P .2Yin! Kit Int $600

New from VIL
Now 19995
Now 79.95
how 399 95

Interconnect Cables

Maximal Tube Preamp
VIL CD582 Tube CD Player
80 watt Monoblock Amps

Sp aaaaa Cables

Aural. Cardas. Distech EMS. Livewire
MIT Monste• VandenHui
Call
Custom length interconnects .......... Call
Male RCA Connectors
Cardas rhodium 9mm RCA
Cardas right-angle RCA

15) 16 95
(pc) 24 95

'Zan den Hui Tiffany RCAs
4m (5mmi 7m /9mm
WV 0101/01504)108
Female RCA Connectors:
Cardas rhodium RCA

(pr) 14 95
Call
(pr) 14 95

Van den Hul Tiffany RCA
WBT 0200/0230 RCA

(PO

14 95

As One. Cardas. Distech. Livernre. MIT.
Monster. Tara Labs Space dTime
Call
Spade Lugs Monster Cable
.95
Cardas rhodium spade
2.00
Distech Lug
595
Van den Hui spade
reg 100
64a

(4) 695 2ga
(4) 13 95
Bananas King Size (89a)...
........995
.
...
Monster X-terminators
(pr) 24 95
Binding Posts:
Esoteric Audio 2' Post
(pr) 29 95
Edison "rice Musir Pni,•
WI 29 95
935

SPEAKER STANDS

/5' neigh!,

•I49 95, pr

Target "HS" Series Stands,
Made in England
Choose from 12,
or 20'
^eights
.. '149 95/ pr
Or choose from 24' or 28'

le.

^eights
.. •159 951 pr
ARCICI Rigid Riser Stand—
adjusts 20-36 ht
'119 95/ pr
ARCICI stand for Quad ESL-63
speakers
'175 00/ pr
ARCICI stand for (Lad original
i ie , i
1o9
"7500/pr

WBT 0820 250g roll. 8mm
29 95
WBT 0840 500g roll, 15mm
.. 59.95
Tweek contact conditioner
14 95
Video Cables
Monster 1m
19 95
20 n
49 95
VandenHul 0300 11(11)24 95 (2m) 30 95
Van den Hut Internal Use Wires: for tonearms speakers. electronics
Call

Target Shelves. Racks, Stands
Tumtable Wall Shelves.
Target TT-1

Target
HJ20/2T 20'
209 95
Target HJ24/21 20'
black or white
. 235 00
Target BT-1 svnvehng wall
bracket ..........................27.95
Target SWAS/S4WS metal/
wood spike kit
18 95
Sound Anchor; for
Vandersteen IIC
•219 95
Sound Anchors for PC-50,
Panorama 801M
Call

Deluxe Powercords: (8 ft lengths)
Cardas •Non•resonanC powercord 89 95
Cardas Powercord II
225 00
Distech Powerbridge It
169 95
Silver Solder
Wonder Solder 15oz 999 1lb
3-4 95

EQUIPMENT RACKS

Target
Stands

Chicago Hercules Stand

699 Ti•
99•
1995 Oi•

3

. .. 10995

Target TT-11. for ig tables
leadballoon Stand NEW

.. 149 95
.. 249 95 1

Target Equipmen Staaftilieks
(Made in England)
AIB
Am floor stand
112
Rac with 2shelves. 20
TT3
Sac with 3shelves. 33'
TT3RR
Rack with 2record shelves 33'
PS3
Three oversize(21x191 shelves. 33'
117
115
TT5T

Same as 113 with 4shelves. 33'
Rack with 5shelves 33' tall
Same as ITS but 40' tall

149 00
219 95
245 00
275 00
259 95
27500
nnnn ,,

Target available in black or white hnish

MISC. ACCESSORIES

FQ'reignisar,ç§-vOlcome
-44 ,

ASC Tube Trap 9.

Last longer d sound better than ongtnai
Complete sets
89 95
64 95
69 95
64 95
Call

CP SA-12 ...........5495
CP SA-20 ....
99 95
Dyne PAS3 ...
49 95
VAL Superit
49 95
Minuet A "A"
49 95

Audible M2
59 95
CJ PV5/PIII
99 95
1:..1 Amps
Call
CP SA3r7
49 95
CP SA-5
159 95
Sorbothane Tube
Dampers
250
All Power Tubes leach)

Moscode 600
159 95
Moscode 300/150 79 95
OuiCksIvr Monos 149 95

•

ARC
ARC
ARC
ARC
ARC

SP3f8
SPA

sn

SP11
Amps

30 00
35 00

Tube: 12AXTs
Reg
995

Old

4200
95

EL 34
807

UMW'
19 95
42500
99 5

20 00
20 00

Shipping Charges (UPS, Insured, 48 Slates)
Accessories One Item .3.95
'Turntables/Stands ... 12 95
use LIPS International Air to
Europe, Far East Australia arid
Federal Express also aver in o

Extra Items

1.25

I•Electronics

8.95

Business troues: M-F 9-7 EST
Sat 10-3
Prices subject to change
Add 31xfor Amex

Charge It! :UM

dampg-,

Cali

Beyerdynamic BOT -990 Top rated.' 189 95
5111710 Closed Ear Type
169 95
oID labels WBT 495
Monster
995
I/o ,l0X6 tape deck routing selector "99 95
/over scratch remover
14 95
Wilde gooseneck turntable light
45 00
Niles Audio in the wall controllers
Call
n•tbe•wall mount speakers

Call
Sonic Acoustic Room Treatment
Sonex Juniors 2 2x2' sheets IS colors)
49 95
Sp eeeee cable switching boxes
Tiles SPOT for 4prs of speakers
7500
HOS-4 for dpr high-power spkrs
13995
SVC-4 for 4pr with 4volume controls
"24995
earspeaker systems
Call
Surround Sound Speakers
Call
VPI 16 5/17 suction cleaning tubes
1995
Audiophile Books The V7L Tube Book by D Manley
1000
Good Sound by Laura Dearborn about systems/set-up 1295
The Wood Effect by RC Johnson
795
The Good CO Guide 1989 over BOO CD reviews
1795

1-800-942-0220
aucio
00 acvsor, inc.
225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids, MI 49503
FAX 616-451-0709

Service 616-451-3868

NEW ADDITIONS TO THE
"WORLD'S BEST" LIST
At Upscale Audio we're excited about
all the new products that break new ground
in Audio performance. Some of the new
"world's best" include:
The Well-Tempered Record Player. The
"world's best" turntable/arm under $1000.
Sumo Aria.
The "world's best" new speaker technology.
Magnum Dynalab Elite Tuner.
The "world's best" tuner.
Audio Research SP-15A.
The "world's best" pre-amplifier.
Audio Research SP-14. The $2995 pre-amp
that beats the "world's best" of anybody else.
Martin-Logan CLS II. The "world's best"
value in full range electrostatic speakers.
Martin-Logan Sequel II. The "world's best"
value in hybrid electrostatic speakers.
Hailer XL-600. The "world's best" value in a
300 watt/channel "monster amp."
Cal Audio Tempest SE CD player.
The "world's best."
Other new entrants to the "world's best"
category include the Audio Research Classic
60 amplifier, Sumo Andromeda II Power
Amp, and the service you get from Upscale
Audio. We're open weekdays noon to 9 PM,
weekends 10 AM to 6 PM.
For more information, call Michael Harvey
for an appointment at...

UPSCAIEAUDIO
ROGERSOUNI)
LABS

8381 Canoga Avenue
noga Park, CA 91304
oga Exit off 101,
ock past Roscoe)
882-3802

BUILDING ALIBRARY

Sir
Adrian
Boult
Christopher Breunig

H

ewas "an Angel with aBrain," said
Hoist. On April 8, 1889, Adrian Cedric
Boult was born: the same month, 100

years ago, as Charles Chaplin and Adolf Hitler. ..
Boult is remembered for his Elgar, Hoist, and

Vaughan Williams. But one of the most remarkable biographies Ihave read reveals not just the

for years aprecocious analyzer of music and

man, but gives an absorbing picture of amusi-

how it was put together; when sent to West-

cal life now vanished. Michael Kennedy's book

minster School in 1901, he took every oppor-

Adrian Boult appeared in the UK in 1987, pub-

tunity to assess conductors appearing in Lon-

lished by Hamish Hamilton Ltd. (at 27 Wrights
Lane, London W8); the paperback is now out,

don, such as Nikisch, Strauss, and Hans Richter.
At 14 he treasured ascore of Heldenleben and,

from Macmillan Publishers Ltd. (4 Little Essex

when he appeared at Oxford, he was already
well acquainted with awide circle of musi-

Street, London WC2).
Iconfess that Itend to start reading such

cians. He was, of course, from acomfortable

biographies from a time that interests me,

background and, even before he went to study

working on to the present date. But in this case
Ihave gone back too, finding myself equally

at Leipzig, was well-traveled. He first met and
talked with Elgar at 15.

engrossed with the pre-World War Iperiod.

Another cozy assumption that Kennedy

Of course, Kennedy was lucky, in that Sir

blows away is the idea that his championing of

Adrian kept diaries, letters, and memoranda—

new music assured him respect and friendship.

records of meetings, concerts, domestic prob-

Far from it. E. J. Moeran said of afirst perfor-

lems. And some diaries of his parents noted cer-

mance, undertaken by Barbirolli, "Thank God

tain childhood incidents. All this is as mortar

we have escaped Boult for it!"; he referred to

to the bricks of Boult's career.
It serves to correct the impression of amildmannered, accommodating English gentleman. For instance, Boult had asharp temper
(though he was conditioned to be ashamed of

Boult as "the Dame." Benjamin Britten's teenage diaries describe his conducting as
"muck ...
terrible, execrable."
It is always interesting to learn which works

it); he could easily have become a child
prodigy—he didn't just drift into music from

the great conductors choose for their first
professional appearances. With Furtwângler
it was Bruckner 7; with Boult, directing amix

acomfortable position at University, but was

of 40 players from the Hallé and Liverpool Phil-

Stereophile, July 1989
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STEREO
EHCHANGE

Stereo Exchange has just opened the
largest specialty store in America.

"E NIEGA-STORE
On 3Levels •9State-of-the-Art Sound Rooms
•In the Heart of Greenwich Village/SoHo •Open 7Days aWeek
• 30,000 sq. Ft.

Authorized Dealerships:
Apogee, Arcam, Ariston. ASC Tube Traps, Audioquest. Boston Acoustics, B&K (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer), B&W, California Audio Labs.
Cambridge (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Carver, Celestion SL. Cello, Chicago Stands, Classe. Clements (#1 U.S. Dealer), conradiohnson, Convergent Audio Technology, Counterpoint (#1 U.S. Dealer), CWD. Duntech. Eminent Technology. Grado. Infinity,
Janis, Kimber Kable. Klyne. Luxman. Magnum Dynalab (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Mod Squad (#1 E. Coast Dealer), MIT, Museatex.
NAD, Nitty-Gritty, Precise. ProAc. PS Audio. Rogers. Jeff Rowland (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer), Sony ES, Sonographe.Soundlab (#1 U.S.
Dealer), Spica (#1 E. Coast Dealer). Stan. Straightwire, Sumiko, Sumo, Target. Threshold—Forte (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer), Tice (#1
U.S. Dealer), Van Den Hul (#1 U.S. Dealer), VPI (#1 U.S. Dealer), Velodyne 1#1 N.Y.C. Dealer), Versa Dynamics (WI N.Y.C.
Dealer), Vendetta. VTL (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Wadia. Well Tempered (#1 E. Coast Dealer), etc

Stereo Exchange 627 Broadway, The NoHo Building, NYC 10012
Our other location, 68"-A Broadway, New York, NY 10012
212505.1111

800 833.0071

outside NYC

Most major credit cards

harmonic Orchestras, it included Wagner's
Siegfried Idyll and Butterworth's Banks of
Green Willow. (In Meiningen he had met the
cellist who took part in the Wagner domestic
performance of 1870!) In 1914 he formed an

nalists), Ifeel able to appreciate better Boules
gifts. And, presented with the Boult 7-CD package of the Vaughan Williams symphonies, and
other shorter pieces (EMI CDMG 63098); the
sheer authority and quiet affection implicit are

orchestra in Liverpool; in 1918 he "first caused

highly satisfying. For awhile, one can forget

The Planets to shine in public" His career built

the comparisons with both the earlier Decca
cycle, or the handful of recordings Barbirolli left.
On 3CDs (CDMC 63099) the final versions

steadily, unsensational. He taught conducting,
was signed by Fred Gaisberg in 1920 to make
his first records, made guest appearances in
England, appeared with the Concertgebouw
and Czech Philharmonic, went to the City of
Birmingham (1924), and became Director of

of Boules Elgar 1& 2, Enigma Variations,
Serenade, Pomp & Circumstance Marches,
Cockaigne Overture, Chanson de Matin, and
'de Nuit, are assembled. For Falstaff and the

Music at the BBC, under Reith. This was an
administrative, not aconducting job, although
Boult gave the new BBC Symphony Orches-

Sanguine Fan there is asingle CD, adding the

tra's first concert; after the first season Reith

recordings digsg-minated further by the Mobile

gave Boult the job as permanent conductor as

Fidelity 2-LP transfers. The booklet gives a

Bach -Elgar Fantasia & Fugue in c, which Boult
particularly liked (CDM 763 1332)-1974

well. The most disheartening event in Boult's

timed track-listing of action to read against Fal-

musical life was his "sacking," as he put it, at

staff The Wagner Ring excerpts, with the NPO,

the age of 60. But then he went to the London
Philharmonic; and there was the Indian Summer of recordings for EMI (some of these

LSO, and LPO come on three single CDs (CDM
763 120/21/22).

repackaged on CD as acentenary tribute). Parry
was the last composer he recorded, but his set
of Wagner excerpts Kennedy confirms was a
project he held dear—these, too, are now
on CD.
Boult, for all that he was revered in his own
country by the general public, simply didn't
attract the worldwide sales figures that interest
the record companies. He became pigeonholed
as the guardian of national music by his approximate contemporaries. Hence the appearance
of acomplete EMI Beethoven Cycle from Muti,
but for EMI Boult just recorded the "Pastoral."
Boules work with the BBC SO involved first
performances of pieces few will even have heard

But on the revived UK Nixa label there are
several transfers of earlier vintage Boult performances, made with the London Philharmonic
(first issued under an orchestral pseudonym,
for contractual reasons). The Elgar Symphony
2(NIXCD 6011), though dim in sound, is more
affecting than the EMI; the Brahms Symphonies, with the Haydn Variations, eagic, and
Academic Festival overtures, and Alto Rhapsody
(3 CDs, mono: NIXCD 1002), again offer more
dramatic performances, although the standards
of execution are poor. The same may be said
of couplings including VYalton's Symphony 1
(NIXCD 6012), Holses Planets (NIXCD 6013),
and the Schumann Symphonies (NIXCD 1005).

of; his programming of modern European

In the Schumann, some tempi are very fast,
but strings were poor—there were no later

music was just as comprehensive. Even so, it

Boult versions.

was as if Boules emotional reserve transmitted
itself to his audiences, something more than

ever, it does have agood index, II pages of

Kennedy's study has no discography; how-

the fact that Boult hated "a wallow" in music.

footnotes, and appendices which include

Ionly went to afew of his concerts: at one, the

Boules essay on platform layouts for the orches-

passion of his Tchaikovsky Fifth was over-

tra. He firmly believed in first and second vio-

whelming; from another Irecall little more

lins placed antiphonally, especially in Elgar 2

than his seeming passivity—the long, long
baton moving with military formality. But then,

(which makes the conventional layout insisted
upon by Lyrita, for their symphonic record-

the more overt Barbirolli was my idol, and the
warmth with which he conducted Vaughan

ings, so unexpected). Incidentally, Lyrita LPs
are no longer made, nor are Lyrita CDs projected
for the near future.

Williams, especially, seemed to me altogether
to be preferred. Having read the biography (far
more telling than his autobiography, or the
occasional noncommittal interviews with jourStereophile, July 1989

II.Mfortunately. such is the elevation of mIt's sur in the US
that mist of the releases mentioned in this article art available only in the UK
—RL
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THE
SPEAKER
SOURCE
At Lyric, you'll iind more loudspeakers to
choose from. And along with all the brands
and models on display, more knowledge and
experience. More service, too. Which explains
why more people around the world make Lyric
their source for quality audio components.
Come in and audition speakers from B&W,
Boston Acoustics, Cabasse, Celestion, Duntech,
Entec, Goldmund, Infinity (including IRS),
JSE Infinite Slope, M&K, Magneplanar,
Meridian, Mirage, PSB, Quad, Rogers, Sonance.
Synthesis, Velodyne, Wilson Audio and others.
All models are available for export.

MLyric

1221 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10028
212-439-1900

2005 Broadway
New York, NY 10023
212-769-4600

146 East Post Road
White Plains, NY 10601
914-949-7500

Lett to right: Johnny Frigo,
John Pizzarelli. Ron Carter,
Bucky Pizzarelli, Butch Miles

CHESKY GOES DDD
Guy Lemcoe listens to Chesky's first azz releases
JOHNNY FRIGO, BUCKY &JOHN PIZZARELLI: Lire
from Studio A in New York City
Johnny Frigo violin; Bucks' & John nautili, guitars; Ron
Carter & Michael Moore. basses; Butch Miles. drums
CheskyJDI (CD only). TT: 55:38
CLARK TERRY: Portraits
Clark ltrry. trumpet Bi flugelhom; Don Friedman, piano;
Victor Gaskin, bass; Lewis Nash. drums
Chesky JD2 (CD only). 11-:56:35
PHIL WOODS: Here's lb My Lady
Phil Woods, alto sax & clarinet; Tommy Flanagan, piano:
George Mraz, bass; Kenny Washington, drums
Chesky JD3 (CD only). rn 65:37
All three Bob Katz, eng.; David & Norman Chesky, prods.
DDD.

of the most suspicion, especially when written by an unknown; this review would have
come much more easily bad there been more
to criticize. Those cautions aside. ..
Chesky Records needs no introduction.
They have proven that, with careful use of technology, attention to detail, and asincere love
of music, the music lover and the audiophile
can be blessed with asuperlative product.
These CD-only releases initiate the Cheskys'
new jazz line, an adventurous change of venue
for them. In addition to abreakthrough in CD

It was with some apprehension that Iagreed
to review these important releases for Stereophile This was to be my first published music
review in an internationaljournal with tens

technology (an A/D converter featuring 128xoversampling), they have signed up three outstanding jazz musicians.
Iam not an electrical engineer, and have

of thousands of readers; mine was to be anew

trouble with technobabble. When Iread that
music can now be sampled 6,000,000 times a

voice among adistinguished review team. I
was not calmed when, after thefirst hearing

second, Iwonder just what that means in terms
of how it will sound. Icome from Missouri —

Iknew that the review would be arave. Raves
are the hardest reviews to uritg and deserving

show me. My ears will tell me if, for example,
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the absence of steep roll-off anti-aliasing filters
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in the signal path creates abelievable, involving
musical experience. According to Chesky's
blurb, on these releases Ishould hear music
reproduced "without phase distortion, highfrequency rolloff, impaired sound quality, and
the loss of ambience and depth."

tire of it. The support of the Pizzarellis, along
with Ron Carter and Butch Miles, is especially
tasteful. Listen to Frigo's intensely personal,
poignant interpretation of the lovely "Estrel-

Well, my ears tell me that these are among the
finest jazz recordings Ihave ever heard in any

lita." For achange of pace, try the up-tempo
lust Friends." At 2:07 into the tune, guitars and
violin drop out for astunning bass and drum
break. And the Pizzarellis rip through their fiery

format. Recording balances are just about ideal
(if you like your wind soloist placed far to the

duet version of "Stompin' at the Savoy" as can
only those in complete command of their

right of center stage). The pianos in the Terry
and Woods sets are perhaps abit too recessed,

instruments.

and often overpowered by the solo instrument;

man can play anything he wants on the horn,
and enjoys every minute of it. This session

perhaps this is due to the minimalist (one stereo
mic)miking technique. Tonal accuracy seemed
correct—the instruments sound here as Irecall
them sounding live Frequency extension from
the bass through the treble is excellent. With
the exception of asomewhat indistinct focus

Clark Terry is his usual impeccable self. The

presents mainstream jazz at its best—four
exceptional musicians gathered for arelaxed
time of music-making. They obviously were
all having the time of their lives as they sailed
through the tunes. Listen to the relaxed swing-

on Woods's set, the string bass is articulate,

ing on "Pennies from Heaven"; Clark knows

tight, and full-bodied. Piano is coherent in all

just when to turn aphrase and employ his
legendary half-valve effects to best advantage.

registers. Timbres of the five solo instruments
were well captured, especially the edge on

On "Autumn Leaves," listen for some of the

Terry's trumpet. Drums were reproduced with
all the detail, crispness (note the cymbal

most accurate Harmon-muted trumpet you
will ever hear. And Terry's scat-singing on "Fin-

sound), impact, and clarity (note the snare) you

ger Filibuster" is guaranteed to bring asmile
to your face.

could ask for—from astereo mid Who needs
multitnildng? Hall ambience was superb on the
Frigo session, somewhat closed-in on the
others. The overall impression Igot listening
to these discs was that Iwas hearing real performers in areal acoustic space.
The inclusion of session photos let me
directly compare the soundstage presentation
of the recording to the actual placement of the
musicians in the studio. On the Frigo disc, for
example, the guitarists flank the violinist with
the drums set back aways to the left. Ron
Carter stands facing Frigo, who faces the mic
and the other players. This is just as it appears

Phil Woods is one of the most dynamic,
exciting sax players around today. Unfortunately, his Chesky session fails to capture that
excitement. Perhaps the selections were too
short to give him the opportunity to stretch out
as he's done so effectively when I've seen him
"live." What he does play here is good enough,
however, and clearly demonstrates his ability
to change the texture of his music as he varies
the style. Woods wanted to "cut awide swath
stylistically. See how many different colors
were possible. .." He has succeeded. The palette ranges from the samba rhythm of

in the photo. On the Terry and Woods discs,

"Superette" to the lyrical title tune to Woods's

placement of instruments within the sound-

use of clarinet on three cuts. And on "Charles

stage can be confirmed by holding the small

Christopher," aWoods original and one of the
most intensely swinging songs on the disc, Phil

photos in the booklet up to amirror.
But the musical content—what all this technology is, of course, all about—is just as outstanding. Clark Terry and Phil Woods are
known to all jazz fans. They are, simply, the best
in the business on their respective instruments.
Johnny Frigo was, Iconfess, anew name to me.
He is one bell of afiddler. His music is straightahead swing, reminiscent of the Quintet of
France's Hot Club, accessible and delightful.
Icould listen to this music all day long and not
Stereophile, July 1989

pays homage to Charlie Parker.
These CDs represent abenchmark by which
future recordings will be judged. The talent,
skill, and craft exhibited should be apparent to
anyone with ears. The Cheskys have indeed fulfilled their promises, truly "showing" this Missourian. Iurge anyone with an interest in jazz
and state-of-the-art sound to audition these
CDs as soon as possible. You will not be disappointed.
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Stereophile tells you about
great speakers you can buy.
(Especially when price is no object.)

Speaker Builder tells you
about great speakers you
can build! (Especially
when price is an object.)
If you're satisfied to read about electrostatics, ribbons, vented, or closed
boxes, subwoofers, horns, T-lines or infinite baffles, that's one thing. But
if you want to know what's inside them—in reality as well as in theory,
that's another. And if you want to build that speaker of your dreams,
knowing why you're doing what you're doing every step of the way...
well, that's where Speaker Builder comes in, as it has for nine years.
A quick look at one issue is all it takes to let you decide if Speaker
Builder is indeed for you. Use the convenient coupon, or simply call us.
If you like it, that great new experience will keep coming. If you don't
like it, just say so, and we'll return your money. It's as simple as that.
Please enter my subscription for:
D two years (12 issues) at $35 Done year (6 issues) at $20
I'm enclosing $_ in check/money order
Charge to my EIMC
DVisa card
Exp
Signature

Charge card orders also accepted via phone: (603) 924-9464, Mon.-Fri., 9-4.
(Canada add $4 per year postage.)
Remittances in U.S. funds only.
Name
Address
City

ST_Zip

(Please allow up to 6 weeks for first issue.)

SpeakerBudder
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The world's only loudspeaker magazine.
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Brünnhilde. by Arthur Rackham

WAGNER: Die Walküre
James Morris, Wiitan; Eva Marión. Brünnhilde; Reiner
Goldberg, Siegmund; Cheryl Studer, Sieglinde;
Waltraud Melee Frick': Maui Salminen, Hunding; others;
Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra, Bernard Haitink
EMI CDCD 49534 (4 CDs only). Martin Wiihr, eng.;
Theodor Holzinger, Peter Alward, prods. DDD. TT:
3:51:28
WAGNER: Die Waikü re
James Morris, Wotan; Hildegard Behrens, Brünnhilde;
Gary Lakes, Siegmund; Jessye Norman, Sieglinde;
Christa Ludwig, Fricka; Kurt Mon, Hunding; others;
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, James Levine
DG 423 389-2 (4 CDs only). Wolfgang Mitlehner, eng.;
Cord Garman, Claudia Hamann, prods. MD. rn
4:04:14
WAGNER: Die Waiküre, Act I
Max Lorenz. Siegmund; Margarete llschemachec Siegende:
Kurt BÜhme. Hunding; Sâchsische Staatskapelle. Karl
Elmendorff
Preiser 90015 (mono CD, recorded Sept. 21, 1944). AA».
TT: 66:23
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21
/
3Well)
9ieecorbino
of Uaiâner'
Tie 21Sarküre
At the end of August, 1944, all theaters throughout the German Reich were closed for the rest
of the war. To fill the resulting Kultur vacuum,
an extensive series of radio concerts was
begun; not so incidentally, they were recorded
on magnetic audio tape, amedium initially
developed by Germany to record and rebroadcast Hitler's speeches, in hopes of confusing
Allied strategists as to der Fübrer's whereabouts.
Hitler didn't survive the war, but many of
these recorded concerts did; we have only
155

Deli vies te state of tile art
Hi-Fi Answers is not the biggest British hi-fi magazine, nor the
oldest, nor the glossiest — but it can lay claim to being the most
stimulating.
Our British readers are true hi-fi enthusiasts: people who prefer good
music in the home to an evening spent in front of the television. We
provide them with reviews of the best hi-fi products the world has to
offer, at all price levels, and feature articles on all technical and nontechnical matters of interest.
We use our ears. We were the first UK magazine to declare CD
unsatisfactory, though now we find much to praise; the first to examine
the merits of solid-core cables; the first to introduce recently the
challenging claims of Peter Belt. For years the magazine has
concentrated on methods of optimising system performance, and on the
leading edge of hi-fi design. Hi-Fi Answers has influenced the work of
some of the UK's leading designers.
Our writers number among the foremost hi-fi journalists in the
world: Alvin Gold, who is already familiar to Stereophile readers,
James Michael (Jimmy) Hughes, David Prakel and the editorial staff,
Keith Howard and John Bamford.
Our logo proclaims that we 'define the state of the art'. A bold claim?
We invite you to judge for yourself by taking out asubscription.
A one year (12 issue) subscription to Hi-Fi Answers costs US$45 for
USA and Canada, and can be obtained from:
Eastern News Distributors, 250 West 55th Street, New York, NY10019.
Telephone 800-221 3148 (toll free) for details and newstand availability.
Subscription rates for other countries can be obtained from:
Subscriptions: Hi-Fi Answers, Haymarket Publishing Ltd, 12-14 Ansdell
Street, London W8 5TR, England.

I

would like aone year subscription to Hi-Fi Answers, at $45
D Ienclose payment (check)
D Please bill me

-

1

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

7IP CODE

Please post to: Eastern News Distributors, 250 West 55th Street,
New York, NY10019.
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begun to mine this vein, but the few items to

Bernard Haitink, better known for his impec-

have surfaced so far—works conducted by

cably balanced, scholarly, but invariably (to me)

Krauss, Furtwängler, and now Elmendorff—
promise great things to come.
Back in Vol.12 No.3, Ithought the sound of

unmoving traversals of the standard Romantic
orchestral repertoire, and astranger to Die

another of these broadcasts, Clemens Krauss's

Walküre —he'd never conducted it before the
recording sessions—seems amuch odder choice

1944 Heillander, was far better than it had any

The astounding thing is that Haitink, whose

right to be. Well, this 1944 transcription of Act
Iof Wagner's Die Walküre, conducted by Karl
Elmendorff, is even better. The orchestra is

work is usually faintly praised as "refined," betters Levine at every turn. Where Levine is
dogged, Haitink is thrilling; where Levine,

recorded with quite abit of clarity, and the
voices, if far too forward, are certainly captured

Karajan -like, invariably goes for beauty of
sound and phrasing, Haitink has all that and

well. Elmendorff shares alot with Krauss in his

compelling drama; where leitmotiven emerge

vision of Wagner's music: lean, spare, intensely

from the Met orchestra as no more than the

sinewy—in short, survivor's music. In fact,
during the Prelude, it sounds as if the basses

and variations, Haitink makes them bear all they

and celli are about to saw right through their

can of dramatic and musical weight. Listening

next installment in afour-hour set of themes

instruments. This music is brisk, desperate, but

to the two Act IPreludes tells you all you'd

Elmendorff never loses control.
Max Lorenz, one of the Wagner legends,

want to know: Levine determinedly slogs

does his reputation proud here. There are afew
moments of mush-mouthed enunciation, but
his clear-voiced stamina never seems seriously
taxed. (Yes, his "Walse!" is flawless.) He's the
best singer and actor of the three, though his
"Winterstürme" is abit overripe, and "Nothung!"

through the mud, the music more descriptive
of Hunding's homeward lumbering than Siegmund's light-footed flight; Igot the feeling
Levine was pointedly refusing to go any faster.
But Haitink starts his Walküre with aheadlong,
electric tension that never lets up, brasses blar-

is bloated. But what heart! Margarete Tesche-

ing, timpani thunderous in the storm sections—
you bet I'm convinced that someone is running

macher is amixed grille—fine in the soaring,
impassioned, mf to ff sections, but sounding

for his very life. Here, Haitink's legendary
scholasticism pays off: by obeying every one

like alittle old lady in sotto voce passages. Kurt
Bühme, who sang Fafner in Solti's Rbeingold

of Wagner's dynamic markings to the letter, he

and Siegfried almost 20 years later, is as mas-

comes up with electrifying drama. Levine's
orchestral Siegmund sounds merely frustrated.

sively, intelligently voiced as always.
Surprisingly enough, you can hear evetything

vinced that Levine knows—or cares—enough

Throughout the opera, Iremained uncon-

in the orchestra (even the frequent brass clunk-

about what the leitmotifs might mean to try to

ers), but there is frequent print-through, not

make dramatic use of them. This is adeadly
mistake anywhere in Wagner, but nowhere so

to mention distortion on the louder vocal passages. This hors d'oeuvre is recommended as
awell-preserved slice of German vocal history,
and arecord of how quickly vocal styles have
changed in just afew ears, from the sometimes

much as in the Ring. Wagner went to stupendous pains to invent an entirely new musical
language in this work; it seems agreat waste to

fruity, often sloppy, but almost always heart-

ignore it. Levine's direction of his singers—
particularly Behrens and Morris—is similarly

filled singing of the '40s, to today's technically

abstracted: with few exceptions, it's legato all

impeccable but often remote performances.

the way, those dramatic, meaty, punctuating
German consonants smoothed over in the

Now for the entrée: the first installments of
two new Rings, cooked up by two almost-new
Wagner conductors (Haitink and Levine have

name of gorgeous tone.
In Morris's case Imight have thought this the

previously recorded only Tannbduser and Parsifal, respectively). James Levine, veteran direc-

result of the singer's own style. But after hear-

tor of New York's Metropolitan Opera and

the blame should be laid at the podium. For
both conductors, Morris gives us a young,
vibrant Wotan, strong of voice if somewhat

whose Bayreuth Parsifal was electrifying (see
my review in Vol.11 No.5), seems anatural
choice for the first-ever recording of an American Ring. For EMI's first studio Ring, however,
Stereophile, July 1989

ing him do the same role for Haitink, it's clear

weak of will: Levine has him acquiesce to
Fricica too soon, giving little sense of his tor157

ment of indecision. (Of course, if /had to face

problems here. There's aconvincing enough

Chrism Ludwig, Imight do the same.) His Act II

reconstruction of the soundstage, but it sounds

narration is even more subdued and interiorized

as if miked from the highest balcony—it's so

than Hotter's (for Solti or Krauss), and his and
Levine's handling of Hunding's death sent chills

far away. The soundstaging might first seem
reversed, as Levine tries to approximate the

up my spine. But his Act III curse of his daughter lacks conviction, and Levine's foot-dragging

orchestral layout of the Bayreuth pit: first violins to the left, second violins to the right,

on the orchestral accents helps not at all.

basses right and left (Haitink uses standard
orchestral seating). The large hall (NY's Manhattan Center) sounds cavernously empty; the

Hildegard Behrens is asurprisingly thin,
wobbly, almost sentimental Brünnhilde; hardly
the bloodthirsty, bronze bra'd Amazon we

reverberation is excessive, strings are harsh, and

expect. Though her vocal production is invari-

the brass sound as if backstage. The Met orches-

ably clean and clear, the voice is not what it has
been elsewhere, and adds to the general

tra, though sounding ahell of alot better than
Iremember them from 20 years ago; is still thin,

watered-down impression of the entire production. Gary Lakes's Siegmund is abit wooden,

sound is flimsy, muddy, and compressed.

stiff, and belligerent, and entirely overpowered,
in their brief scenes together, by Kurt Moll's

Not so at all for Haitink's muscular, passionate Walküre: the Bavarian Radio Orchestra is

proud, noble Hunding. Though Lakes is cer-

clearly recorded, very natural, and much closer—
though not on top of or surrounding the listener. The BRO sounds full, big but not bloated.

tainly the requisite vocal athlete, he's emotionally stuffy-1 never felt as if Iwas hearing a
singing character. Jessye Norman, on the other
hand, is finely tuned to emotional nuance, her
voice evincing bottomless reserves, the sheer
weight and control of her lower register almost
startling. (I just don't like that tight, fast vibrato,
and her glottal stops fill the soundstage more
than her actual vocalization; disconcerting.)
Announcing herself as Hunding's wife (" Dies
Haus und dies Weib"), Norman makes the

not quite up to Wagnerian heft; the recorded

Unlike Levine, Haitink has made efforts to follow Wagner's stage directions (the booklet
prints them in full, with musical examples),
including thunder, spear-strikes, and convincing, dramatically sound movements of the
singers across the soundstage.
If the rest of Haitink's Ring remains at the
musical standard set by this first installment,
I'd rank it with Solti and Krauss for sheer power

strong, though seldom taken, choice of showing considerable pride in her rough-hewn hus-

and insistent, lapel-grabbing drama. A few

band. Her Act Il mad scene is simply the best
I've heard, and the Act III "0 hehrstes Wunder!",

heavy, perfectly matching Matti Salminen's

Sieglinde's counterpart to her brother's Act I
"Wâlse!", is milked for all it's worth.

pulls Nothung from the tree, the orchestra
becomes an orgasmk fountain of light-shot brass;

But the true marvel of this project is Chrism
Ludwig's Fricka, recorded 22 years after she

convincingly than any I've heard, accurately

sang the same part for Solti. There's abit more

heralding the approach, an act later, of the Nine

wobble now, but that's all. Otherwise, there's
been no decrease in her vocal power, intelligence, and unerring sense of drama. It's won-

Horsewomen of this particular Apocalypse; the
Magic Fire Music is just that—magical and

derful to hear agrand old Wagnerian voice I

notes, so caught up was Iin the unfolding of
this most notoriously slow—and most impor-

grew up with still sounding so good, and still
able to make Schnitzel of aWotan half her age.
At least half adozen of the Walküren sound
in better voice than Behrens, but none so much
as the Helmwige of Linda Kelm, whose
"Hoyotoho" 's are crystal-clear and powerful

highlights: Hunding's brass music is thick and
troweled-on Teutonic biker; when Siegmund

the tympani in the Act II prelude gallop more

fiery—and, for the last half of Act II, Ihave no

tant—act of the entire Ring.
The singing is also an order of magnitude
finer here: Reiner Goldberg's truly heroic
instrument rings out far more clearly and
immediately as Siegmund than that of the

(my notes say "Wow!"). And hats off to Levine
for making all eight parts of "Halt ein,

Vater!",

usually such a muddle in recordings, perfectly clear.
Speaking of recording, there are serious
158

1At the begi.nning of Act III of a1968 Met performance of Die
gálltitre, conducted by von Karajan, the trombones V. rnt missing for their first statement of the "Ride" motif. Hooked down
into the pit to see half the brass section scrambling madly for
their seats. And this was the broadcast performance!
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stuffy Lakes; his only problem is an unpleasant
glottal spread whenever he sings an "ah"
sound. The Sieglinde of Cheryl Studer, who
impressed so many (and me) as the Empress in
last year's Die Frau obne Scbatlen, is clear, liquid, and floating, her characterization lively
and involved (though her last line in Act Ill is
horribly out of tune). Waltraud Meier, who has
become aKundry (for Goodall and Levine) to
be reckoned with, has finally tamed her swoopy
melodramatics; her robust Fricka all but equals
Chrism Ludwig's—that is, the best. James
Morris is miked more closely here (as is every-

of a living drama taking place before your
ears—essential to VVagner. Idon't understand
how aman of the theater such as Levine could
turn in such an undramatic piece of work.
Morris's strength and passion never falter;
nor does Eva Martán's, whose Brünnhilde is
warm, womanly, firm, full-voiced, of great
depth and strength; Behrens's is ashadow.
Martón makes Brünnhilde afully fleshed-out person with divine overtones, apowerful human
heroine, as opposed to Behrens's disembodied
wraith. The Walküren are strong, as in Levine's

one) than in the Levine Walküre, and to won-

production, with another knockout Helmwige—
Ruth Falcon. This is abloodthirsty bunch of

derful effect. He also seems to take the role

war-hags, and Haitink pulls out all the stops for

more seriously, more concerned with making
musical drama than with crooning dramatic

the "Ride" —a real rip-snorter.

music. ttan's Act II Narration goes by quickly
without seeming skimmed-over, and his preceding confrontation with Fricka plays like a
good courtroom drama.
Throughout Haitink's Walküre, in fact, there
is much more overlapping of vocal lines, to an
extent I'd not heard before. Though this erases
some of the usual dramatic pauses Wagner
wrote into the score, all in all it adds to the sense

In sum, I'm as nonplussed by the praise this
First Day of Levine's Ring has gathered as by
the generally lukewarm reception given Haitink's. Much too much is usually made of timings (I've been guilty of it), but the 13 -minute
difference between these two readings sounds
more like an hour: Haitink is tight, taut, ever
on edge here in the best studio Walküre since
Solti's 22 years before. No contest at all: it's Haitink all the way down.

INFORMATION...
HEYBROOK products have always been able to deliver more
information than the competition...the subtle details that ore
ritical to the musical experience come alive! From the Award
Winning HB Ispeakers to the Best Buy TT2 turntable, we
deliver more...Now we are ready to do it again.. .watch for
our newest speakers, the HB100, HB150, HB200.

HEYBROOK
DISTRIBUTED BY
D'ASCANIO AUDIO P.O. BOX 1160, STATION 13, WESTON ONTARIO M91. 2R9 (416) 738-9397
D'ASCANIO AUDIO 11450 OVE RSE AS HVVY, MARAT HON, FLORIDA, USA 33050 (305)743-7140
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Final Analog Upgrade
Your last one ought to be a great one.
You may have heard -Dynavector is back!
Here's avery special, limited time opportunity to trade up at substantial savings
from any cartridge -working or not -to the new Dynavector mk11 Series.
Call LMA Distributing for the location of the Dynavector dealer nearest you.
TRADE UP TO NEW...
(DV cartridge retail price -.))

p
;
g

$10 -$99 4

50Xmk11
($195)

10X4mk11
1$295)

$145

$225

$395

195

$100 - $249 -,

M $250 -$599 -,

âe

23RSmk11 17D2mk11
($495j
0695)

XX-1
($1295)

$570

$1,145

370

545

1,070

345

495

995
895

$600 & over -,

Special consideration given for old Dynavector cartridges, regardless of condition.

Dynavector
World leader in moving-coil cartridges

Distributed Exclusively by

LMA Distributing
5743 Corsa Avenue #207
Westlake Village, California 91362
tel 800 26-AUDIO
fax 818 706-3392

The ANIRIT-Compound System
Amrita Audio is pleased to present the AMRIT-Compound System (patent pending).
We feel we have taken advantage of some very important laws of nature in ahighly unique
way, allowing us to bring to the audiophile our exciting new technology. The basis for
this system is the use of two drivers, one mounted very closely behind the other. Hence,
we have two specially designed motors, closely coupled, operating upon asingle air mass.
Just as two heads are often better than one, we find that two woofers CAN BE better
than one, as shown in the diagram of an AMRIT-MiniMonitor.
Both drivers are active Each has its own independent crossover elements. Essentially,
the rear driver is most active in response to the system's demand for deep bass reproduction. This provides for impressive dynamics over the full range of transient demands
along with nice bass extension. The attack is lightning fast; the sustain is completely
appropriate; the decay is well-timed and therefore supportive of proper timbre. These
beauties are VERY musical. The inner detail is lifelike
and the presence conveyed is real. They disappear into
asoundstage which is surprisingly wide and deep.
Our philosophy: simple is better. The components that
go into Amrita speakers are of the finest quality money
can buy. We use apartially conjugated first order crossover, and throw in afew proprietary tricks. The box is
ridged. The attention to detail in finish and design
provide for apride of ownership which is rare today. Come
•
give us alisten, and hear... Nectar For Your Ears!
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RECORD REVIEWS

Classical
BACH: Keyboard Music
Goldberg Variations; Two-Part Inventions Ni»..2, 6. & 8;
Three- Part Sinfonías Nos.2, 6, & 15; Chromatic Fantasy & Fugue
Claudio Arrau, piano (recorded 1942 & 1945)
RCA Gold Seal 7841. 2- RG (2 mono CDs). Anthony Salvatore, remastering eng.; Andre Gauthier. remaswring
prod. ADD. TT: 9941

After Claudio Arrau settled in the US early in
1941, he began making recordings for RCA Victor. It was unusual in the days of 78s for any performer to record the massive doses of repertoire which have become the norm today, and
the Chilean-born pianist, long successful in
Germany but then less well-known in North
America, was scarcely an exception: in 1941 he
set down aWeber Sonata (0p.24), two Mozart
Sonatas (K.283 and 576), and two sets of
Beethoven Variations (0p.34 and 35). With one
exception—the Goldberg Variations listed
above—he was not to make any other discs
until 1944/45, marking the end of the Petrillo
ban that had brought American recording to
astandstill for three years. Arrau had recorded
the Bach variations in 1942, but for reasons not
entirely clear, that set was never issued, at least
not until now. (It had been promised as a1983
release in celebration of the pianist's 80th birthday, but, seemingly, RCA Red Seal's commercial policies at that time prevented it.)
What caused the initial non-release? There
might be several answers, including the fact
that Landowska had just emigrated to this
country as well. Having already recorded the
work in Paris in 1933 as part of aBritish subscription series for HMV/EMI, aset at that time
not available in the US, she now performed the
Goldberg Variations in New York's Town Hall
in March, 1942; the success of that performance
elicited apromise from Victor that she could
Stereophile, July 1989

make an American version. The Petrillo ban
prevented that recording from taking place
until spring and summer, 1945. Why Arrau's
1942 version, already in the can, was not issued
when there was adecided lack of material for
any record company to release during the
period of the ban, may have been due to Arrau's
being requested by Victor to have his version
postponed in favor of the forthcoming Landowska (he admired her greatly and evidently
graciously acquiesced). Irather think, though,
that another reason could easily have been
Arrau's having been allotted ten 78 discs for his
nearly 79-minutes-long performance, one with
all the repeats (Landowslca's, with only partial
repeats taken, was on six). Perhaps the greater
amount of shellac required, critical during the
time of the war effort, forced postponement;
certainly amore sizeable cash expenditure for
what in the '40s would have been considered
fairly esoteric Bach, could also have discouraged
the Victor marketing department.
Shortly after Arrau began recording again at
the very close of 1944 (a Schumann Concerto),
he went back into the studio to do more Bach,
this time the Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue and
the start of what was to have been acomplete
set of the Inventions and Sinfonias. Although
he did record further for Victor, prior to signing
acontract with Columbia in 1946, he never did
conclude that project. By this time, his original producer was no longer with Victor, and
the company may have lost interest. The Goldbergs plus the remaining Bach items, in any
case, appear to have been forgotten in the intervening years, especially when the pianist had
moved to other recording affiliations.
Arrau, who made his London debut in 1920
with the Goldberg Variations and who devoted
twelve recitals in Berlin to the works of Bach
in 1935/36, already had had misgivings about
playing Bach on the piano. By the mid- to late
'40s, if not earlier, he began to drop the com-
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poser in favor of repertoire that, as he puts it
in Joseph Horowitz's Conversations with
Arrau (Knopf, 1982), was "conceived for the
piano, for the piano sound:' His earlier concept
of Bach on the piano, however, is clearly delineated in the CD performances at hand: "Imitation of the harpsichord was out," Arrau
recalled about his 1930s view of how to transfer
Bach's music to the modern piano. "On the
other hand, there are certain things on the
piano that are foreign to Bach's time—anything
that is sensuous. And no pedaling except for
what Icall the inaudible pedal."
Thus, what one hears here—which, incidentally, is the very first recorded performance of
the Goldberg Variations on piano—is remarkably objective playing, even at times just alittle
brusque, with not the slightest hint of sentimentality. In its seeming lack of emotion and
dryness, there is none of the kind of romantic
sensibility that was so much apart of older
pianists' performances of Bach (ie, Edwin
Fischer), but there is indeed the most remarkably clear voice leading throughout all of Bach's
complicated counterpoint. Agood bit of the
pianist's touch is detached, though not in the
pointillistic, individualistically quirky, and certainly dazzling manner of Glenn Gould. Fast
tempi are just alittle more moderate (though
never in the least slow), and with Arrau the
general style leans much more to introversion
than with Gould.
Perhaps most impressive is the humanity
that Arrau brings to the composer in these, his
only recorded examples of Bach. And, as they
emerge here, it is always Bach who appears to
be speaking, rather than the interpreter. Friede
Rothe, the pianist's long-time personal manager, told me that after Arrau had listened to
these performances, which, of course, he had
not heard in decades, he remarked, "I didn't
know that Iplayed so well at that time." For the
Arrau enthusiast then, as well as those listeners
who can manage to appreciate Bach on the
piano, these resurrected performances will
have great significance. Ifound the selection
of two- and three-part inventions in particular especially enjoyable and regret that the
remainder were never done. These are also
recorded with alittle more color than the variations. The high-level, not very colorful monophonic sound reveals very little surface noise,
presumably through steep filtering, but at times
there is some underlying rumble, as well as
slight flutter. One editing fault: afraction of a
beat just at the opening bar of the Goldberg
Var.26 (disc 2, track 6) is missing.—Igor Kipnls
BARTÓK: The Six String Quartets
Emerson String Quartet
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DG 423 657-2 (2 CDs only). Peter Lacnger, eng.; Dr.
Steven Paul, prod. ODD. IT: 2:28:39

For agroup of musicians who find it possible
to play all six of these quartets in asingle concert, the consistency and concentration they
bring to these recordings is hardly surprising.
Nor is the clarity and strength of all four instrumental voices quite so astonishing—as melodic
lines and motifs are bounced about between
them—when the booklet makes clear that the
role of leader is shared equally between the
two violinists. This is aquartet of four excellent individual performers who, when playing
together, merge with seemingly one intuitive
mind. With arecording faithful to their every
subtlety of dynamic and mode of attack, their
supreme accomplishment is undeniable.
As asample of the Emerson's technical assurance, Quartet 4is richly loaded: try the two
scherzos, the first amuted prestissimo of immaculate coordination, the second amirror of
it, with varying degrees of snapping pizzicato.
There follows the most excitingly dynamic and
powerful Finale, achieved not by wilful or
headstrong eccentricity, but by complete mastery of every detail in the score. Equally idiomatic and expressive is the quartet's realization
of Bartók's "night music" in this and Quartet
5; but their strength undoubtedly lies in recreating such tensions as the barbarous pounding ostinati basic to Quartets 2and 5, and in
bringing acogency to each work through complete understanding of its architectural structure. In this last respect, Ifind their insight into
the incredibly concentrated single-movement
Quartet 3, with its extreme and often alienating
chromaticism, their most successful venture.
But every performance has much to offer, and
if you don't already have arecording of these
works, this excellent-value set, with over 70
minutes of music on each CD, should not fail
to satisfy.
—Barbara Jahn
BEETHOVEN: Diabelli Variations
Michael Oelbaum, piano
Bridge BCD 9010 (CD only). David Hancock, eng.; Jo
Anne Titacca, prod. ADD. IT: 57:04
BEETHOVEN: Diabelli Variations
Sviatoslav Richter, piano
Philips 422 416-2 (CD only). Boy Honing, eng. & prod.
DOD. IT: 52:20

The eternal allegorical truths inherent in the
David-Goliath confrontation are well-illustrated
in these two new recordings of Beethoven's
monumental set of variations, with the relatively young Michael Oelbaum proving afar
more stylish and idiomatic interpreter than the
seasoned, world-acclaimed Sviatoslav Richter.
For one thing, Oelbaum produces afuller, less
clangy, more bass-oriented sonority, which
italicizes the harmonic movement in each varStereophile, July 1989

iation more clearly than does Richter's leaner,
thinner tone. And it is harmonic movement,
after all, that produces the unifying backbone
of these variations. When obscured, as it sometimes is with Richter, the music's nervous system, so to speak, collapses.
And there are other problems with Richter's
performances: a rhythm that is not always
secure, with crescendos accompanied by un
called- for accelerandos; tempos that are distended, as in the very first variation, and afailure to project some of the work's craggy explosiveness and prevailing wit. This is apparent in
Beethoven's allusion to "Notte egiorno faticar"
from Don Giovanni, which Oelbaum, with his
greater care in observing staccato indications
and pauses between notes, projects more
humorously. And it is in his honoring of pauses
that Oelbaum's playing also acquires greater
inner tension, particularly in Variation XIII,
where he clarifies more scrupulously than
Richter the recurring pattern of four consecutive rests.
Richter, of course, is agrand virtuoso, and
he manages the technical difficulties of this
work with aseeming ease that is all the more
impressive when one considers that his performance was recorded in concert (June 17, 1986)
and consequently could not have been sanitized with takes and splices. But Oelbaum
sounds equally comfortable with the music's
more taxing moments, and throws off the
rapidly articulated 16th notes of Var.XXIII, for
example, with an almost pointillistic clarity
that, if anything, is even more musical than
Richter's playing.
Ultimately, the prime difference in the two
approaches comes down to Richter, more often
than not, treating each variation as aseparate
entity, failing to suggest how each relates to the
other to produce agrand structure growing out
of Diabelli's innocuous little waltz. Oelbaum,
in contrast, sees the work whole, each variation sounding like an outgrowth of what has
preceded it, with the transformation of the
waltz in Var.XXXIII into adelicate, almost sensuous minuet becoming an inevitable resolution to the musical drama that has been unfolding. With Richter, this minuet seems much
more of an extraneous appendage.
My Work recordings of this towering masterpiece remain the monaural efforts of Arthur
Schnabel and Rudolf Serkin, both of which will
probably appear before too long on CD. But
Oelbaum's is aperformance to live with, and
the overall Bridge production benefits from
excellent sound and exceptionally detailed analytical notes by the pianist. Philips offers briefer
notes and an equally close recording (in the
reverberant Amsterdam Concertgebouw),
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which, unlike the Bridge production, suffers
from occasionally irritating noises, most notably that of Richter's fingers hitting the keys.
—Mortimer H. Frank
BERLIOZ: Fantastic symphony
Roger Norrington, London Classical Players
EMI CDC 7 49541 2(CD only). Mike Clements, eng.:
David R. Murray, prod. DOD. TT: 53:11

At the time of my Stereopbile survey of Fantastic Symphony recordings (March 1988), there
were 21 versions on CD. Now, as Iwrite just
over ayear later, the total has risen to 36. However, this Norrington performance is unique in
employing original instruments, and in following performance practices which Berlioz would
have taken for granted in the 1830s. Readers
have already met reviews of Roger Norrington's
"authentic" Beethoven, but as one moves
on through the 19th century the gap betwen
early and present-day interpretations narrows.
Thus while Berlioz's first symphony is certainly
worth hearing with early instruments and a
Paris layout, it largely depends for any fresh
impact on readjusted tempi in accordance with
the score, and careful attention to internal
balance.
Norrington has certainly gone to great lengths
to get everything right. Instrumentally, we have
coarse-toned ophicleides in place of tubas,
most in evidence for the famous dies irae
theme in the "Witches Sabbath" and bringing
a touch of Berlioz's intended grim humor.
These are accompanied by bells pitched in the
somberly correct octave, although their tonal
character is more gong- than bell-like. The
brass department features some strikingly
forceful individual timbres in comparison with
the monolithic blare of modern trombones and
trumpets, while the woodwinds are encouraged
to assert themselves with much chatter that
commonly gets lost in the thicker texture of a
20th-century orchestra. The strings play with
minimal vibrato, which also removes alayer of
late-Romantic haze, while the divided violins
(L/R) are backed by an array of violas, cellos,
and double-basses across the center IWO pairs
of harps are nicely separated in the "Ball" movement to give atouch of antiphonal interplay.
Although Norrington doesn't adopt extremes of near-inaudibility at pppp, his dynamics are certainly impressive in the upward
direction, while EMI manages asuperb overall
sound and accommodates some mighty climaxes
within the confines of Abbey Road's No.1 Studio, which Ihave never heard used to better
effect. However, for me it is in the matter of
tempi that this Fantastic is most notable. The
immediate opening bars may seem rather tentative, but, following the composer's direc163
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t
ions, the general thrust is toward briskness.
The central "Country Scene," for instance, takes
2:30 less than Colin Davis. But the last two
movements reverse this pattern, with the "March
to the Scaffold" in particular taken at amacabrely funereal pace, emphasized by inclusion
of the repeat. Norrington also gives the repeat
in the opening "Reveries & Passions," but omits
the optional cornet part from the "Ball" as this
was not added until 1844 and is therefore inappropriate to areconstruction of early performances.
The authenticist approach to Berlioz's quasiautobiographic symphony is set out in the
accompanying booklet, but what are we to
make of the practical realization? Sonically it
is quite splendid, and insofar as one wishes to
hear everything that is going on—correctly
balanced and at the right tempi—one need
look no further. However, Iwould have liked
afew more signs of romantic ardor glinting
through the elegant skin of Norrington's performance. He argues that an exact rendition
should reveal all, and almost proves his point
in arecording that must be heard; but Iwould
not wish this to be the only version in my collection.
—John Crabbe
BRAHMS: Symphony 1
WAGNER: Bacchanale from Tannbauser
ke.cha Horenstein, LSO (Brahms); RPO. Beecham Choral Stx:irty (Wagner)
Chrsky CD19 (CD only). Kenneth G Wilkinson, trig.:
Charles Gerhardt. prod. No SPARS code. TT: 57:36

Friends of mine who have listened to this CD
have declared it to be the best recording of
Brahms 1they have ever heard. While Ifind
that alittle overstated, Ican understand why
many listeners react in this fashion. Brahms 1
has become one of the repertoire's most overplayed chestnuts. For modern ears, it is all too
easy to grasp, which makes for safe, effective
programming. Orchestras can play it in their
sleep, which makes it as easy to prepare as it is
to take for granted. Potential for rhetorical gesture is built into the music, and conductors
either fall prey to the temptation to make it a
vulgar showpiece, or they downplay the emotional aspects and achieve only pedestrian
routine.
It's little wonder, considering most of the
Brahms Is which have followed this 1962
recording into the catalog, that Horenstein
impresses us so much by his direct and noble
simplicity, along with beautiful, impeccable
playing by the LSO, miked with ideal honesty
and character by the engineers.
Most subsequent Brahms Is have been parts
of Brahms cycles. Neither Levine nor Solti succeeded in utilizing the Chicago Symphony's
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inherent affinities for Brahms's idiom, and
Karajan's new cycle with Berlin on DG does little to reinforce his estimable reputation. Günther Wand's performance on EMI has much of
the honesty and directness of Horenstein's, but
not the power. Bernstein's VP0 recording on
DG does not strike me as awatershed in his
career, nor of DG's engineering. Dohnányi's
recent recording on Teldec strikes me as the
nearest modern equivalent, and in Cleveland,
he has an orchestra which can deliver, but he
too holds the reigns alittle too tightly.
Jascha Horenstein was aseriously underrated
conductor for most of his career. International
success came late in life, although it is remarkable to note that it was he who made the first
recording of the Bruckner 7, with the Berlin
Symphony in 1929. It is fortunate that he was
discovered in time to make aseries of highly
appreciated guest appearances with major
orchestras in Europe and America, as well as
aremarkable series of recordings of highly varied repertoire for several British labels.
Horenstein's Brahms 1competes with the
past; the future can barely keep up with him.
Less expansive and mystical than Furtwängler,
less emotional warmth than Walter, but clearly
from the same tradition. And in far better sound,
as well as amore polished and refined orchestra
than one is likely to find with either of those
two conductors. It is only in the very concluding pages of the Finale that Ifound myself wishing that he had "let go" more than he did.
Otherwise, this is aBrahms 1which compels
serious and rewarding attention no matter how
many times you've heard the piece.
Wagner's "Venusberg Music" from Tannbauser makes an ironic coupling. Talk about
the "odd couple." I'm no purist when it comes
to orchestral excerpts from Wagner. Most of
them work very well, but "Venusberg" by itself
almost smacks of contest music. It begins out
of context and tries to whip itself into afrenzy
before it subsides into its erotic afterglow. It
works much better when preceded by the
Overture, with the transition which Wagner
crafted upon the requirements of the Paris
Opera, for which this ballet sequence was
created. Then at least you have the opposition
of the sacred and the profane which is central
to the Tannbauser drama. Here we have only
the profane part, and Horenstein strikes me as
alittle too straight-laced to make it profane
enough. The episode is referred to as a"Bacchanale." Wagner, as asexually repressed citizen of a sexually repressed society, could
express wild drinking, but this is, after all, an
orgy at the best li'l whorehouse in Venusberg.
Here, I'm sorry to say, it's just Friendly Hour at
the neighborhood bar.
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Soundwise, Ican't comment as to how much
better it is with 64x oversampling than it would
have been at 16x. (At the "Venusberg" orgy 16'11
get you 20, but it may have been more fun had
it been oversampled at 69.) Nevertheless,
Chesky has shown the industry, yet again, how
to present avintage recording on CD with honesty, clarity, and without hamfisted noise
reduction. Is it the best Brahms 1? If not, it is
certainly within the highest category as a
recording and as aperformance.

touch, though, can the weightiness of the first
movement be completely avoided. Intrinsic to
the score, it is exacerbated by an engineering
balance disproportionately favoring the lower
instruments. It is in the Scherzo that Chailly
consolidates the superiority of the Vienna
rewrite. Differences from the Linz version—
well documented in the liner notes—include
anew six-bar transition at the appearance of
the G-minor tune for violins and violas, which
transmits an appealing, unanticipated effect
—Richard Schneider
highlighted by the young conductor's galvanic
leadership. Similarly, in the powerful Finale, he
BRUCKNER: Symphony
clarifies tempo-relationship changes and proRiccardo Chailly, Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra
duces an emotional totality that should appease
London 421 091-2 (CD only). Stan Goodall, (mg.; Michael
the appetite of the most fanatical, famished
Haas, prod. DDD. TT: 54:29
Brucknerian. Iconfess that even though Idon't
Riccardo Chailly's enlightened and invigorating
classify myself in that category, Chailly's perapproach to early Bruckner may cause partisuasive leadership could enlist me. Ieagerly
sans of the weightier, Teutonic style to patronawait his treatment of the later symphonies.
ize it as quixotic. Nonetheless, it makes an imThe musicality of this performance is exceppressive case for the later, 1891, version of the
tional; the engineering fidelity less so. The
numerically First Symphony; which in reality
booklet identifies the recording venue as the
was Bruckner's third. Scholars continue to
Jesus-Christus-Kirche, Berlin, which conjures
debate which of the two—the original, Linz,
up mind-pictures of high vaulted ceilings, spaversion, or the rewrite—is the superior. Pretial abundance and, possibly, too much resomiered in 1869, the First carried on the Austro - nance. Yet, Iam unable to rid myself of thefeelGerman musical tradition after Schumann, but
ing that it was recorded in asmallish, rather dry
failed to win apublic. Even the composer was
auditorium. Compounding this impression of
dissatisfied with his creation. When the legenauditory claustrophobia due to restricted
dary conductor, Hermann Levi, failed to underambience, the miking seems a fraction too
stand the work and rejected it, Bruckner underclose. Aside from bass heaviness, which some
went acrisis of confidence. Following much
may like, and hollowness, which Idon't, the
contemplation, he restructured it drastically.
engineering is acceptable. The performance
Almost 25 years after the completion of the
being so exalted, engineering imperfections of
Linz version, he prepared amuch-rejuvenated
this caliber seem relatively unimportant.
score known as the Vienna version.
—Bernard Soil
Considerably more complex and embodyDEBUSSY:
Pelléas
et
Mélisande
ing extensive changes of detail expressed in
Malcolm Walker. Pelléas; Elaine Manchet, Mélisande; Vinmore resourceful orchestration, this 1891 recent le Texier, Golaud; Carol Yahr, Genevieve; Peter
working remains faithful to the original's prinMesen, Arkel; others; Orchestre Philharmonique de
cipal themes, rhythms, and general architecNice, John Carewc
Pierre Verany PV.788093/94 (2 CDs only). DDD. TF:
ture. Bruckner, having lived in the culturally
rarefied atmosphere of Vienna for many years
and, in addition, having come under Wagner's
musical influence, had acquired amore sophisticated appreciation of his artform. As aresult,
the Vienna version is amore cohesive, imaginative, urbane, audience-pleasing musical experience. Even Bruckner's omnipresent aura of
reverence and religiosity, which some find
excessively turgid and responsible for the compositional grandiloquence that permeates
much of his output, is diluted, if marginally, in
this rethinking. His talent for the deployment
of profoundly felt melodies is, consequently,
displayed to better advantage and the work's
structure is clarified at some critical points.
Chailly inspires maximum effort from his
orchestra. Not even with his deft, sympathetic
Stereophile, July 1989
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Remarkably, more than 80 minutes of music
have been crammed onto each CD of this most
atmospheric Pelléas. Voices and instruments
are in perfect balance, and each word from the
singers and shift of mood and light from the
orchestra is crystal clear. This is one of those
rare operas that work brilliantly at home, without astage to watch, provided that that certain
ambience is caught. It's caught here. The unacknowledged producer/engineer (is it Pierre
Verany?) is the star of the show. (I could carp
about the fact that the five-minute third scene
of Act Ill must be broken in half to squeeze the
music equally on to each disc, but it's too minor
to whine about.)
The performances are good without erasing
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memories of one's favorite singers. Malcolm
Walker is abaritone Pelleas, and, like others of
his ilk, finds some strain in his final scene, but
he's ardent and sincere and sings handsomely
elsewhere. Mélisande is sung by Elaine Manchet, and she is agood find: disturbed, uncertain, alluring, translucent. I've always felt that
if asinger's reading of Mélisande could be
summed up in asingle phrase that her performance would have to be deemed afailure. This
is not the case here—Manchet's complications
are assets. Vincent Le Texier, another singer
new to me, is asuperlative Golaud. His desperation begins to show in the third-act scene with
Yniold spying on the young couple, and the
emotional breakdown in the hair-pulling scene
of the next act is suitably unbearable. For once
on discs Yniold is sung by aboy soprano (unnamed here), as demanded by the composer,
and beautifully so, Imight add. The remainder
of the cast is quite good as well. The Nice Philharmonic under John Carewe plays with love
and understanding of this complicated score.
And so, amazingly, without amajor international name in the cast, we find ourselves with
a far better than average Pelléas, and one
which, on two CDs, turns out to be abargain
as well. Imust tell you, however, that one of the
three players Iplayed these discs on refused to
play the final six minutes (two cueing points)
of the first disc. Temperament, maybe, but a
caveat nonetheless. There's abooklet with a
French-only libretto and an historic, if murky,
essay in French and English. Of the three P&Ms
listed in the current Schwann (not counting
historic performances), von Karajan's remains
my favorite, this is second (and cheaper), and
the Eurodisc, under Serge Baudo, good though
it is, comes in third. If you're just getting your
feet wet with this work, dip them into this one.
—Robert Levine
HÁNDEL: Water Musk (complete)
Nicholas McGegan. Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra
Harmonia Mundi LIMU 7 010 (LP). HMI.' 907010 (CD).
Peter McGrath. mg., Robins (1. Young, prod. AAA/AAD.
TT, 56,38

Anyone recording yet another performance of
Hândel's Water Music should have adamn
good reason. There are few works that have
been committed to magnetic tape more often
than this one, and frequently without good reason. But this addition to the catalog is eminently justified: Conductor Nicholas McGegan,
the Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra, and
engineer Peter McGrath have something to say,
abrilliance to share. This is amagnificent piece
of work.
The San Francisco-based ensemble is
superb, and McGegan elicits an effort abundant
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in spirit and exuberance. If your idea of "authentic" period performance is dour, pretentious
documentation of scholarship—often avalid
opinion—this is arecording that can change
your mind. And it is captured in startling sonics
that come as close as Ihave heard (or perhaps
closer) to combining natural instrumental detail
and tone color with the concert-hall orchestral blend of live music. (Note the analog
recording!) For once, the wiry quality of Baroque violins is presented faithfully, without
piercing shrillness, and the true timbres of all
instruments are preserved with amazing
realism.
The playing here is crisp and lively. It is obvious that the orchestra is excited to be part of
McGegan's living, vital interpretation of the
music This is an authentic, staccato-dominated
style that neither trivializes the music nor fails
to move us in its more tender moments. McGegan achieves awide range of expression without abandoning consistency of style.
The first two tracks serve notice The fugatto
of the F-major suite's Overture is buoyant and
fresh, while the following Adagio eStaccato
is rendered with an affecting cantabile quality in perfect balance with the suite as awhole.
Over the entire course of the CD, this unerring
sense of taste and inevitable "rightness" never
falters.
With welcomed generosity, McGegan has
even given us the bonus of extended Variantes
of the D-major suite's Allegro and Alla Hornpipe, performed in the orchestration of the Fmajor suite.
Compared to the McGegan reading, other
performances seem sluggish and thick. Marrifler and the Academy of St. Martin-in- theFields (Philips), for example, give amore poetically graceful account on modem instruments
which, while quite beautiful, does not have the
snap and vigor of McGegan's. Neither JeanClaude Malgoire with Le Grand Ecurie et La
Chambre du Roy (CBS) nor the Collepjum Aureum auf Originalinstrumenten (on Deutsche
Harmonia Mundi) approach the infectious
ebullience of McGegan and the Philharmonia
Baroque.
This release is aluminous, revelatory expression of the grandeur of intensely felt and lovingly crafted music, preserved in arecording
that can stand as alandmark in the art and
science of high fidelity.
—Robert Hesson
MARCHAND: Harpsichord Suites I& 2
Keiji Haugsand. harpsichord
Simax PSC 1007 (Cl) only). Ame Akselherg, Tore Simonsen, prods. & engs. ADD. TT: 3604

On this disc, we have almost the entire output
for harpsichord by Louis Marchand, contemStereophile, July 1989

porary of Couperin le grand. In away, this is"
ashame, since this is pleasant and eminently
listenable keyboard music, but the lack of more
Marchand is not amusical catastrophe, to judge
from what exists. He is neither as inventive nor
as interesting as his better-known contemporary, nor is Ketil Haugsand the most persuasive advocate he might have. There is plenty
of fine technique on display here, but the performer has not gotten anywhere near the soul
of the music.
Our own Igor Kipnis plays the Suite No.1 on
afairly recent (and well-recorded) Nonesuch
LP (#78021), and Ifind him much more enjoyable. His tempi are more varied, there is more
sense of the dance in his reading, and his playing is, for want of abetter description, simply
more beautiful and delicate He also plays suites
by both Louis and François Couperin, thus
allowing us to put the relatively unknown Marchand in perspective. In addition, Kipnis's
instrument (an Henri Hemsch) is brighter and
more distinctively French than the unknown
one played by Haugsancl, an advantage that
Kipnis emphasizes by his choice of registrations.
The Simax disc was recorded with the simplest (if hardly the cheapest) technique: two
Schoeps C-52 mics (omnidirectional, about a
grand each) and aNagra IV Sanalog recorder.
The use of two omnidirectional microphones,
spaced about 1m apart and about 1to 3m from
the neck of the instrument, is the classic technique for recording keyboards—classic because it is simple and effective, as here. Sound
quality and imaging are exemplary, if afraction
short of my current references, and tape hiss—
which can be very annoying on some analogsourced CDs—is practically nonexistent. (I
refuse to turn the headphone level up high
enough to hear the hiss. Enough S/N is enough
S/N.)
Inormally avoid commenting on short CD
timings, but Ithink there are enough pieces of
early 18th-century French harpsichord music
that would have made interesting and relevant
additions to this disc. Ican, therefore, only recommend this performance to those who want
all of Marchand in one place; otherwise, go for
Kipnis.
—Les Berkley
MENDELSSOHN: Symphony 3, Die erste Walpurgisnacbt
Christoph von Dohnányi, The Cleveland Orchestra
Ulan; CD-80I84 (CD only). Jack Renner, mg.; Robert
Woods, prod. DOD. TT: 63:39

While Ilike this performance of the "Scottish"
for Dohnányi's sensitivity in never over-inflating the score (as so often happens), the
recording's lack of body and character, and a
tendency for full orchestral textures to thicken
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into inaudibility, are adisappointment and an
annoyance. These negate the delights to be
experienced in the sparer moments of the
Scherzo, the expansive lyrical phrases of the
Adagio, and the snappy rhythms of the Finale.
And this last movement holds yet another disappointment: at the announcement of the
heroic coda theme, the horns are virtually inaudible—the result is positively anti-climatic.
Die erste Walpurgisnacht fares no better. The
chorus, though well spread across the soundstage, is opaque at full force, with only the his.s
of sibilants filtering through. The mezzo and
tenor soloists warble unattractively, and the
whole piece sounds uncharacteristically underrehearsed. Apity, especially as this work does
not enjoy the exposure of the coupled Symphony, but Istill suggest you look elsewhere.
—BarbaraJahn
MENDEISSOHN: Seven pieces in tbeform ola suite
Prelude, Op.35/6; Etude. Op.104 /2: Barcarole, ()p.102/";
Songs Without Words, 0p.6' /S; Alhumleaf. Op.11';
Fugue, Op.35/1; Song Without Words, Op.19/ I
MOUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition
Frederick Moyer. Btisendorfer 290 SE Recording Piano
GM 2024 (CD only). John Anmedo. eng.: Gunther
Schuller, prod. ODD. TT: 58:48

It takes areading of the accompanying annotations (or achecklist investigation of Nlendelssohn's keyboard output) to realize that what
first-rate American pianist Frederick Moyer has
done is make up his own suite of pieces; the
grouping he has assembled from avariety of
shorter pieces, several taken from the Song
Without Words collections, makes for excellent listening, especially when played with
such warmth and sensitivity. That kind of
searching musicianship is also evident in the
evocative, thoughtful, and well-characterized
Pictures at an Exhibition, areading that has
some really beautiful, soft tonal effects but,
somewhat surprisingly, appears to eschew the
more typical, overly brilliant virtuosic approach.
Overall, what we have is more subdued but no
less welcome for that.
Another, even more dramatic curiosity to be
observed about this release, instantly noticeable on the album cover as well as in the credits
above, is the statement that this program was
recorded on the Beesendorfer 290 SE Computer-Based Reproducing Piano. In brief, this
is the latest, computer-digitalized version of
what, once upon atime, used to be arelatively
simple player piano. However, instead of the
end product being aroll, which could then be
replayed by any piano with the proper reproducing mechanism, here, during the initial liveconcert recording, all aspects of the performance (except external acoustics) are sensed
electro -optically and then stored in the mem169
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ory of an attached computer; following any
necessary electronic editing, the computer
then can play the performance back via acomplex system of actuators housed in that very
same Beisendorfer, only this time under optimum acoustic conditions. In this particular
case, Moyer performed the Mendelssohn and
Mussorgsky as part of aconcert at Wellesley
College on March 29 and 30 last year; two
weeks later it was played back in the same hall
(Houghton Chapel), minus audience noises,
passing fire engines, or the rumble of planes,
this time to microphones and digital tape.
Does the system make sense? Does it have
advantages? It would appear so, at least to
achieve the spontaneity of the live concert
minus its peripheral disadvantages of human
error and noise. A pianist is not only able to
respond interpretatively to his audience, but
to the acoustics of the hall as well. Of course,
what happens if the eventual playback is in a
different acoustical setting? Or, for that matter, does the empty hall, now used for microphone recording, really represent that same
acoustic ambience as initially, when that same
hall contained an audience?
There are certainly some aesthetic questions
involved here, but, for the moment, it remains
to report that this particular piano sounds as
though it were placed in amoderate-sized
space, neither particularly reverberant nor
especially dead; it could easily be imagined to
be an acoustically ideal living room or salon,
but, aside from apervadingly warm tone in the
piano, one is not apt to be overly aware of the
room sett ing per se. The exceptionally clean
recording is pleasantly medium-close, almost
imperceptibly more so in the Mendelssohn
than in the Mussorgsky. The piano itself, resonantly full in the bass, is, however, surprisingly
lacking in brilliance on top; even its midrange
appears slightly attenuated in its dynamic parameters and colors, something that Ithink might
have been apartial disadvantage, particularly
in the Pictures. Iam curious whether it might
have anything at all to do with the inner electrical/mechanical workings of the reproducing
piano.
—Igor Kipnis
MOZART: Symphonies 21, 22, 23, 24
James Levine, Vienna Philharmonic
DG 423 363-2 (CD only). Werner Mayer, mg.; Dr. Steven
Paul, prod. DDD. TT 4723
MOZART: Symphonies 24, 26, 27, 30
Sir Charles Mackerras, Prague Chamber Orchestra
lklarc CD-80186 (CD only). Jack Renner, ens.; James Mallimon, prod. DDD. TT 58:00

These are instructive releases, serving as areminder not only of how extraordinarily gifted
the young Mozart was, but also as aclarification of the key features that separate truly dis-
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tinguished performances (James Levine's) from
comparatively ordinary ones (Charles Mackerras's).
Unlike nearly all of the giants of Western
music (with the obvious exceptions of Schubert
and Mendelssohn), Mozart, even as an adolescent, had a remarkably fertile and original
imagination. Time and again in his early works
one is amazed by their melodic richness and
extraordinary economy. Indeed, the glories of
some of the later symphonies and some of the
haunting melodies from the operas to come are
foreshadowed in the works featured here. Ultimately, what stamps these earlier scores as less
mature is not so much the inferiority of their
material as its handling, the composer becoming far more subtle and unconventional (particularly in his bold chromaticism and daring
harmonies) in his later works.
It is especially revealing to hear these readings in the contexts of each other. Superficially,
they share many features. Both use small ensembles recorded in fairly reverberant halls,
and feature brisk tempos and bracing rhythms
free of the mannerisms that sometime occur
in performances seeking to impose a nonexistent profundity on these works. In fact, the
only obvious difference in overall approach is
Mackerras's use of aharpsichord. Although it
adds abit of color to the sonority, it is harmonically redundant; furthermore, only in acontrol-room-manipulated recording could it
have the clarity it gains here.
But the key distinction between these two
releases lies in Levine's superior command of
an orchestra. Time and again he makes the
music sound more animated, detailed, and
colorful with playing that features greater precision and more judiciously gauged balances.
These differences are most readily apparent in
Symphony 24, the only work common to both
discs. One has only to listen to the brief middle
movement in both versions to become immediately aware, for example, of how the bowings
Levine favors produce a string sonority of
sharper focus and apter leanness. Indeed, it is
ironic that, for all of Mackerras's apparent concern for "authenticity," the string tone of his
"chamber" ensemble is far thicker than that of
Levine's, sounding almost Stokowski -like in
comparison. The net effect of Mackerras's slick,
thickly textured readings, with their insensitively phrased melodies and almost metronomic rigidity, is to make these charming gems
seem glib and characterless. Under Levine, in
contrast, they are witty, spirited, and songful—
in short, infinitely more expressive.
Completing the differences in the two conductors' work is the superiority of DG's sound:
more distant yet cleaner, boasting amore malls171

The singing, too, carries some surprises. It
cannot be denied that Freni sometimes sounds
abit too mature, particularly with such slow
tempi and close miking, but what is more
amazing is how lovely and pure her singing
remains. She takes—and holds—the optional
high D-flat at the close of her entrance just as
beautifully as she did 20 years ago, and, of
PUCCINI: Madama Butterfly
course, she has the extra years of experience
MireIla Freni, Butterfly; Jose Carreras. Pinkerton; Teresa
to delve into the character. She doesn't blow
Berganza, Suzuki:Juan Pons, Shimpless; others; Ambrothe listener away the way Callas did, but, still,
sian Opera Chorus, Philharmonia Orchestra, Giuseppe
this is aravishing, probing portrayal. It is interSinopoli
DG 423 567-2 (3 CDs only). Gunther Brrest. prod. DDD.
esting to note that Carreras's two most successTM 23414
ful recordings right before his recent illness
were for Sinopoli: this one and the Forza.
Irealize that critics aren't supposed to admit
Always athoughtful singer, here he cares deeply
things like this, but Iwas gunning for this reabout who Pinkerton is, and his ruefulness in
lease. Ihave never admired Sinopoli's opera
the last act is palpable. Vocally, too, he is betperformances on discs, what with their startter than, say, on the Andrea Cbenier recorded
stop tempos and berserk dynamic plunges and
the previous year. The top of the voice, while
reaches. I've found his conducting eccentric
not exactly free, seems under far less strain (an
for its own sake and, at times, downright unexception is at the close of "Addio fioriti asil"),
musical, often so intense as to distort comdespite the extra burden of the deliberate
posers' intentions. And he certainly hasn't
tempi. Ibelieve this Pinkerton, and Ipity him.
changed his strange ways—this Butterfly is
Juan Pons is asympathetic, periodically angry
anything but aconventional reading. However,
Sharpless, and Teresa Berganza is aluxurious
Iwas, and continue to be, deeply moved by
choice for Suzuki, blending her voice handit—and almost thoroughly convinced. I've alsomely with Freni's in the Flower duet. The rest
ways believed that Butterfly was Puccini's sadof the cast is top-notch, with extra praise going
dest opera, and Sinopoli and his cast found me
fighting back tears—for the first time in a to Kurt Rydl's furious I3onze, Anthony Laciura's
Goro, and Petteri Salomaa's Yakuside. (Only
long time.
von Karajan. previously, could fill small roles
Sinopoli's reading takes 15 minutes longer
than von Karajan's with Callas, (and even 8 with such big singers.) The orchestra and chorus are in glorious form, performing what
minutes longer than HVK's Freni/Pavarotti peramounts to asacred rite with proper solemnity.
formance), 19 minutes longer than the old SanThe recording could not be bettered—rich,
tini with de los Angeles, etc. But it isn't merely
full, well-balanced, and it doesn't even suffer
the slowness. There are moments which make
from Sinopoli's usual I
-can't-hear-this- I'dwe wonder just what the conductor had in
better-turn-it-up-Oh-my-God-the-walls-aremind—and he's simply wrong. Pinkerton's
caving-in syndrome.
"Dovunque il mundo," normally ajaunty, arroNo, this isn't anyone's first Butterfly, but anygant picture of the self-named Yankee Vagaone who has ever been moved by this work
bond, here becomes the most introspective,
owes it to him/herself to hear this, quirks and
self-examining dirge in history—this sailor
all. Hoch-melodrama, and radiant to listen to,
sounds like Hamlet. His exchanges with Sharpat that.
—Robert Levine
less are so leaden that one could mistake them
for liturgical chants. Ican't believe this is anywhere near what Puccini was driving at. And
the orchestral explosion which comes at CioCio-San's "E questo" fairly overwhelms the
LES MISERABLES: Complete Symphonic Recording
event, the character, and the soprano: it's played
Claude-Michel Schoenberg. music; Herbert Kretzmer,
Alain Boublil, Jean-Marc Nate!, Trevor Nunn, John
with the mania of Isolde's Narrative and Curse.
Caird, lyrics
But elsewhere, Sinopoli, slow, fast, or whatInternational Cast, The Philhamionia, Martin Koch, cond.
ever, hits precisely the right nerve—has ButFirst Night MIZ I(4 LPs), MIZ CD1 (3 CDs). David Hunt,
terfly's entrance music ever sounded so exquieng.: David Caddick, prod. DDA/DDD. TT: 2:48:14
site or painted such an accurate portrait of the
With 13 productions running worldwide, Les
character? Has the Humming Chorus ever
Misérables is the musical theater success story
evoked such adreamy state? And has the love
of the '80s. Iloved the show when Isaw it in
duet ever sounded so much like what it is—
London two years ago, and the Original Lonadreadful, divine meeting between innocence
don Cast recording has been aspecial favorite
and experience? Not in my memory.

tic perspective and wider dynamic range. For
those interested in the repertory on the Mackerras disc, it should be noted that Symphonies
26, 27, and 30 have been available for some
time on DG CDs in Levine-led performances
that easily surpass the slick, roughly executed
Nlackerras versions.
—Mortimer H. Frank

Show Munk
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of mine. My devotion was recently rekindled
by seeing the impressively mounted Toronto
production, and by listening to the present
recording. Although some might question the
need for another recording of Les Miz (there
are, after all, the Broadway as well as the London cast recordings, plus, for the more adventurous listener, the French, Hungarian, Israeli,
and Austrian versions), this is not just another
recording. It is, first of all, the only complete
recording of the score, with nearly twice as
much music as any of the other recordings.
Since the show is "through-composed" (ie, has
no spoken dialog), it is now possible to follow
the action even if one has not seen the show,
and the inclusion of parts omitted from other
versions adds immeasurably to the totality of
the experience. The authors have made some
changes based on what they've learned from
the numerous stage productions; the changes
are generally for the better, but one change I
don't like, made prior to Broadway and perpetuated in the current version, is the cutting
of "I Saw Him Once." Perhaps the lyrics did
have abit too much resemblance to "It Only
Takes AMoment" and 'All At Once You Love
Her,' but Imiss that pretty, fragile tune. Amajor
improvement is present in the form of new
orchestrations for full symphony orchestra.
The orchestrations—by John Cameron, who
has been with the show since Paris and was
responsible for the distinctive sound of the
original—are quite brilliant in the way they
expand tonal and harmonic textures without
losing the show's special sound. Martin Koch,
musical director of the Original London Cast
recording, conducts with notable sensitivity
to the score's lyrical qualities.
The cast is an international one, all from stage
productions of the show rather than from the
opera or concert world, so that cast members
are able to bring performance-borne expertise
to their roles. Gary Morris is asuperb Val jean,
giving avocally and dramatically distinctive
performance that (almost) makes one forget
Colm Wilkinson's portrayal of the role. My
other two favorites in the cast are the menacing
Javert of Philip Quast and Anthony Warlowe's
heroic-sounding Enjoints. The female roles
have not fared as well, the Fantine and the Cossette being generally not quite up to their London or Broadway counterparts. Eponine is
played by Kaho Shimada from the Tokyo cast
(where else?); you wouldn't know it by listening to her, but she apparently speaks very little English, and thus had to learn the part phonetically. She's very good, but Frances Ruffelle
(in both the London and Broadway casts) is
even more heart-rending. One distinct strength
of the present recording is in the casting of the
Stereophile, July 1989

smaller roles, where the producers were able
to select first-rate performers, often ones who
played leads in various companies around the
world. This "depth" in the cast means that an
ostensibly minor role such as the Bishop of
Digne (Ken Caswell) is done in a way that
makes one believe that this is indeed aman
whose goodness and spiritual strength will
change Jean Valjean's life forever.
The recording is different from other available ones in away that, apriori, does not represent an advantage: it was recorded according to the manner of most pop recordings; ie,
with an initial "laying down" of the instrumental tracks, the vocal contributions being added
later. In fact, the orchestra and some of the singing were recorded in London, others added in
Los Angeles, Nashville, and Sidney. (Jackie Gill
of First Night informs me that they used a"Qlocked" (synchronized) film of the conductor
so that the singers could see the beat for the
overdubs.) This is not atechnique to warm the
cockles of the audiophile purist's heart, nor is
it ideal in terms of communication between
conductor and singers. Nevertheless, the audible results (heard on CD) are first-rate, with particularly lovely string tone, and the voices seldom sound noticeably dissociated from the
orchestra. (There is one very bad edit on Disc
2, Track 1, 2:28, making the word "rubies"
sound like "rub-b-bies"—I bet engineer David
Hunt is kicking himself over that one.)
Is this, then, as the liner notes claim, the
"ultimate Les Misérables?" In many ways, yes.
Being acomplete recording rather than adisc
of highlights, it provides amuch better sense
of what the show is about than either the London or Broadway cast recordings. The symphonic orchestrations allow the show to flex
its musical muscles unfettered by the synthesizer domination of the originals, and the
cast is generally very fine, in some cases outstanding. At the same time, it must be noted
that Patti LuPone's "I Dreamed A Dream" has
not been (and is not likely to be) surpassed, and
that, for many listeners, Colm Wilkinson will
always be the definitive Val jean. Both are in the
Original London Cast (REL 88561-8140-2).
Also, Relativity Records has just released the
2-CD set of the original French "concept
album" (REL 88561-8247-2). The dedicated
Mizophile will want all three recordings. If I
bad to recommend just one recording (1 do
hate making these sorts of decisions), it would
still be the London cast, but the present recording, the issue of completeness aside, is avery
good one, and highly recommended to anyone
whose response after hearing one of the other
recordings is "Please, Sir, Iwant some more!"
—Robert Deutsch
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MARNE NIXON SINGS CLASSIC KERN
Marni Nixon; Lincoln Mayorga, piano and arrangements
Reference Recording. RR-28 (LP), RR-28C1) (CD'). Keith
O. Johnson, erig.; J. Tamblyn Henderson, prod.
AAA/000. •TD: 54:20, 59:01'

In this follow-up to their well-received recording of Gershwin songs (RR -19), Marni Nixon
and Lincoln Mayorga have chosen an assortment of familiar and obscure songs by Jerome
Kern, with new arrangements by Mayorga for
an unusual piano-strings-bass-drums-harpflute-saxophone-clarinet ensemble. The songs
cover the range from waltz to ragtime, and even
ones that are discards from now-forgotten
shows demonstrate that Kern seemed incapable of writing abad tune. Among the obscurities, Iparticularly liked "April Fooled Me"
(found in the composer's trunk after his death,
Dorothy Fields adding the lyric), "Ragtime Restaurant" (Irving Berlin, eat your heart out), and
"1 Have Seen" (with one of Oscar Hammerstein's most poignant lyrics).
Marni Nixon, with her light, pretty voice and
clear diction (printed lyrics are not provided,
or needed) proves to be an ideal Kern interpreter, showing great sensitivity to both words
and music. Stylistic sensitivity characterizes
Lincoln Mayorga's arrangements as well, except
on the occasions when he throws in gratuitous
changes in time signature (from 4to 3and back
again), or when he decides to "do something
different" with the songs, such as his arrangements of "The Folks Who Live On The Hill"
and "Long Ago And Far Away" As written, both
songs have asimplicity of melodic, harmonic,
and lyrical structure, areflection of the simple
sentiments that the songs express. Mayorga has
arranged them in amanner that is perhaps
clever, but it's abit like aproduction of aplay
where an excess of inventiveness is lavished on
the sets: what should be background threatens
to become foreground. Lest Igive an overly
negative impression of Mayorga's contribution
to this enterprise, let me emphasize that these
lapses of restraint/taste are infrequent; most of
his arrangements (cg, 'All The Things You Are")
are as fresh and yet "right" as one could wish
for. Throughout, Mayorga and his distinguished colleagues play with obvious love for
the music (If this recording leaves you wanting
more, Iwarmly recommend the Joan Morris/William Bolcom Kern album, Arabesque
Z6515. The style is very similar, and there is little duplication of content.)
As befits arecording from one of the world's
premier audiophile-oriented record companies, sound quality is generally superb, with
realistic instrumental timbres and apleasantly
reverberant (almost too-reverberant) acoustic,
the only audible fault being the occasional hint
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of vocal stridency (this may, to some extent, be
acharacteristic of the singer and/or my playback equipment). Ido believe that we have
reached the point where it's difficult to draw
conclusions about the absolute sonic merits of
state-of-the-art LPs vs CDs, but, for what it's
worth, in my system, instrumental sounds (cg,
the shimmer of the cymbal in "A Fine Romance") and Marni Nixon's voice (cg, the high
note in "You Are Love") seem to have everso-slightly greater verisimilitude, and the sound
of the hall seems abit more natural, on LP. In
an attempt to get some sense of the extent to
which these conclusions are generalizable to
other systems, Irepeated the comparison with
different analog (Linn LP12 /Ekos/Troika) and
digital (Denon DCD-3520) playback devices,
the rest of the system consisting of Aragon electronics and Magneplanar IllAs. (Thanks to Peter
Zylberberg and Bob Koopman of Stereo Factory for making this comparison possible.) The
results were mixed, digital and analog each
scoring some points; overall, Iwasn't sure
which one sounded more like the real thing.
Forced to commit myself, I'd have to say that
high-quality analog still appears to be abit
ahead of high-quality digital, but if Wadia or
Theta Digital wish to provide me with "indefinite reviewer loan" samples of their digital decoders, I'm willing to be persuaded otherwise.
—Robert Deutsch

ANTIPHONE BLUES
Arne Domnerus, saxophone; Gustaf Sjdkvist, organ
Pmpri us PRCD 7744 (CD). Halm Sjdgien, mg.; Jacob
Bothius, prod. ADD. TT: 38:01

Once upon a time, the English language
included terms like appropriateness, propriety,
good taste, and "the eternal fitness of things."
In those more judgmental days, the idea of pairing asaxophone—a vulgar instrument played
by ignorant folk in sleazy jazz joints—with a
cathedral pipe organ—a grand and glorious
instrument played by serious musicians in the
adulation of God—would have been as unthinkable as pairing Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and
Louis Armstrong for a Cole Porter album.
Today, of course, anything goes, and the more
outrageous, tasteless, vulgar, and eternally
unfit, the better it goes. But when you drop the
barriers of propriety and throw out the old
ideas of what's fittin' and what ain't, some good
things occasionally wash up with the tide of
dross. Antipbone Blues is one of them.
This is one of the most refreshing and effective new sounds to come along in years. The
fact that it features asaxophone instead of yet
another nasalized guitar is unusual enough, but
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re-released piecemeal on all sorts of Miles
retrospectives and best-ofs over the years, but
the film music remains little known. That's a
puzzle and apity, for Miles has never, before or
since, released music of such bluesy, lonely
melancholy. Malle used only 26 minutes of this
music in his film; the CD contains that and all
alternate takes as well. In fact, the CD is amarvel of scholarship: the alternate takes are presented in order, each with its original title and,
in parentheses, the title of the final soundtrack
cut that the chosen take was renamed. After all
the takes are played, the soundtrack as it was
laid down on film is presented, with the considerable added reverb on Miles's trumpet that
underlines the deep loneliness of the mood.
(The film itself is aquintessentially French
mélange of Continental existentialism and an
MILES DAVIS: Ascenseur pour ¡'Échafaud
American thriller plot.) This allows for fascinatElevator to the Scaffold, Original Soundtrack
ing sonic comparisons: the raw takes are
Miles Davis. trumpet: Barney Wilen, tenor sax; René
extremely intimate, dry, and dead, while the
Urtreger. piano; Pierre Michelot. bass; Kenny Clarke.
unsubtly reverb'd final productions are spacey,
drums
Fontana 836 305-2 (CI) only). Jean-Philippe Allard. CD
moody, and intensely atmospheric. Gotta
preparation: Gen Van Hoeyen. CD mastering. MD. TE
admit, Ilike the latter; it ain't natural, but it ain't
74:19
bad, and serves the film perfectly, as it should.
In fact, Isuggest starting any listening with
On the evening of December 4, 1957, Miles
tracks 17-26, then going back to the beginning.
Davis, Kenny Clarke, three European jazz musiThe music itself is quite different from anycians, and actress Jeanne Moreau gathered in
thing else Miles was doing at the time (Miles
Paris's Poste Parisien recording studio to tape
Ahead and Milestones); certainly it's the oppothe soundtrack music for Louis Malle's new
site of its original companion material, filled
film, Ascenseur pour l'Écbafaud (released in
as that was with rich, sunny warmth. It's
the US as Frantic). Moreau provided morale;
stripped down even for amusician who built
Malle ran aloop of the scenes requiring music
his reputation on the notes he didn't play. With
through aprojector; and the musicians improonly two exceptions, the tunes are slow,
vised to the screen, creating music that has
introspective, dark, and ominous. As there are
remained unique in Davis's ouerre, and his
no heads to speak of, only for afew seconds in
only soundtrack recording until Siesta 30 years
this entire CD do trumpet and tenor even play
later.
together; even then, it sounds like happenMore people have read about this music than
stance. Much of the music evolves, in classic
have heard it. Columbia released it as Jazz
soundtrack style, from ideas laid down in the
7rack in two separate editions in the late '50s
first take to make it to film, "Générique." Clarke
and early '60s, backed with the performances
plays brushes throughout the disc, Urtreger is
of "Green Dolphin Street," Autumn Leaves,"
restricted to bare chords, and Wilen's ideas foland "Fran Dance" by Miles's sextet (including
low Miles's as tightly—and deferentially—as
Coltrane and Adderly) that have become
ashadow, but Michelot has several bass solos
known as some of the finest jazz performances,
that appropriately minimize interest while
by anyone, on record. Those quickly went out
maximizing tension. That tension, in fact, is
of print, to be resuscitated briefly in alate-'70s
maintained throughout the soundtrack; the
reissue. Fontana released the music in the '60s,
only moments of relief—and they are brief—
and PolyGram (which owns Fontana) put it out
are during "Sur l'autoroute" and "Dîner au
again afew years ago on aCD which included
motel," when Miles runs down alittle muted
other French soundtracks by American jazz
be-bop.
musicians Kenny Dorham and Art Blakey. InexThe sound, given the original productions,
plicably, every one of these releases died a
and with the caveats listed above, is decent
quick death in the catalog; all but the last CD
mid-'50s mono, and the copious, multi-lingual
are collector's items.
notes are entertaining and informative. Highly
The three standards, originally intended as
recommended for an arcane cranny of jazz hismere fillers and not included here, have been
tory and aMiles Davis you probably didn't
INot quite. Gordon. On his 1981 Invocations (ECM 825 473know.
—Richard Witten
2). Keith Jarrett plays sax and pilar organ
—ItL

this combination of sonorities is unique.'
Recorded in 1975 in Spanga Church, Sweden,
the rather distant perspective of the sax (miked
from, maybe, 15' away) in the large acoustical
space gives it an unusual plaintive quality that
is captivating, and the performances of awide
variety of music, from Ellington to Vivaldi, are
caressingly loving and deeply moving.
Antipbone Blues is avery unusual kind of
release from Proprius Records, which (until
now) seems to have been single-mindedly
dedicated to the preservation in sonic formaldehyde of the world's most somnolent choral music. Highly recommended for anyone
who won't be too offended by the outrageous
idea of it to notice how well it works.
—J. Gordon Holt
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Rock
FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS: The Raw .5, The Cooked
MCA IRS-6273 (LP), IRSD-6273 (CI)). Jerry Harrison.
Mark Johnson, prods.: Karl Broadie. Mike Pela. engs.
DDA/DDD. TT: 3550

Someone should have told the record label that
when the marketing department tries to get
clever, art imitates art, not life. First, let's have
some royalties for the original concept artist,
French anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss,
whose raw vs cooked expression of the primitive vs civilized aspects of aculture perch coyly
on the soul vs dance styles duking it out in this
album. Second, beating the metaphor to death,
the cavepainting-style pictograph visuals illustrating the CD credits have to be the most confusing liner notes since Egyptian hieroglyphics.
Having said that, the music is terrific, and the
understated all-digital production delivers a
nice clean sound: crisp on the dance tracks,
clear on the more soulful numbers, where
Roland Gift's flexible voice just cracks open
and bleeds. The downside is that Gift, an actor
and an untrained singer, sometimes swallows
his vocals ("Good Thing"); the tradeoff is that
the man has perfect control and adelivery so
expressive and so effortlessly fluid you'd listen to him singing shoe commercials. He can
get down and then reach back for more without the listener getting nervous he'll run out of
breath, and he has apowerhouse falsetto Mick
Jagger would die for ("Don't Let It Get You
Down").
In short, Gift is aconsistently interesting
singer, but unlike fellow-Buss Simply Red,
which is simply nearly equally talented Northern Soul singer Mick Hucknall, Fine Young
Cannibals has the makings of acohesive band.
Guitarist Andy Cox and bassist /keyboardist
David Steele were both members of The (English) Beat, the seminal Midlands band which
combined ska, roots, emotion, dancebeats,
angst, and the kitchen sink into astyle known
as Two-Tone, and agood time was had by all.
This, FYC's three-years-coming second album,
has plenty of good stuff: the jingly hit "She
Drives Me Crazy," astride piano solo from guest
Jools Holland on "Good Thing" that kicks a
four-four rhythm and mechanized syncopation into heaven, and aproducer's hand which
adds digital effects like chocolate sprinkles
rather than making the cake out of them. The
repetitive machine "smear" on The Buzzcocics
track "Ever Fallen in Love (With Someone You
Shouldn't)" works with the production, for
instance, not against it: no electronic effects for
effects' sake here (record label, please take
note). The band needs alittle work in develop-
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ing more imaginative rhythms and fine-tuning
why they record what they record—alright,
develop alittle more sense of identity—but the
bottom line is that this is fine, fine music. Be
there or be square.
—BethJacques
Intl HENDRIX EXPERIENCE: Radio One
Ryko RALP 20078 (I y, LPs), RCD 20078 (CD). Executive
producer: Chip Branton. AA!). TT: 59:39

This 17-song set is truly amixed bagjimi and
gang play/sing songs by the likes of Nowlin'
Wolf, Lennon/McCartney, Curtis Knight, Muddy
Waters, Leiber/Stoller, and Willie Dixon. Some
are hokey (like the Beatles' "Daytripper"), some
frivolous ("Radio One Theme"), and some just
plain fun ("Spanish Castle Magic"). But there
is one common thread that does come
through—this guy was agenius.
A lot of Hendrix favorites are included:
"Stone Free," "Love or Confusion," "Wait Until
Tomorrow," "Fire," "Purple Haze," "Hey Joe,"
"Foxy Lady," and "Burning of the Midnight
Lamp." You're pretty familiar with the arrangements if you're aHendrix fan. There are also
covers of blues standards like "Killing Floor,"
"Catfish Blues," and "Hoochie Koochie Man."
There's even an Elvis (Presley) cover: "Hound
Dog." But what's special about this set is that
it was recorded in 1967, at the beginning of
Jimi's big success, and what comes through is
youth and acertain raw quality to the work; a
quaint lack of polish that was not readily apparent from his early studio work. The guitar work
is magnificent —not something you would
associate with ayoung band just starting out.
Listen to your favorites, and you'll know just
what the band really sounded like in the early
years. The sounds they made prove they were
having lots of fun playing for those radio
crowds—listen to "Radio One Theme" and
"Daytripper" Both are good examples of three
musicians having agood time making music.
(In the grand scheme of life, though, both
songs are cute and very forgettable.)
That brings us to the quality. Ryko's hype
sheet suggests you "Close your eyes, put on
your headphones, and picture yourself amidst
the London pop scene of 1967. You've just
turned your dial to Radio One..." Let me
explain what that really means. Stereo and/or
multi-tracking were not available to Radio One,
the BBC's national rock outlet, in 1967, so this
set was recorded in mono and is faithfully presented that way here. Recording locations
ranged from asmall BBC studio to The Playhouse Theater in Charing Cross, an old-time
English music hall converted by the Beeb to a
recording studio. These songs were recorded
for three popular shows: "Saturday Club," "Top
Gear," and "Alexis Korner's Rhythm & Blues
177
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Show" (which explains all the blues cuts).
According to the notes provided, "a typical
hour recording session would consist of 2
bands recording 5numbers each. The budget
for ashow was about 8750, with Hendrix probably receiving about ten percent for his efforts."
Some of the other bands involved were the
Who, the Bee Gees, the Incredible String Band,
Scott McKenzie, Family, Traffic, and David
Bowie.
Enough history. The recording quality is
passable to very good, depending on the cut.
CD quality was the best of the three formats.
(By the way, the LP has three sides. Thank you,
Ryko, for not trying to squeeze an hour onto
one black disk.) At its worst, asong might have
an edge to the vocals or guitar solo. But if you
think about the time spent recording this stuff
and the conditions in the recording studio,
you'll realize that the recording quality is part
of the charm. This does represent state-of-theart BBC rock quality in the year 1967; luckily,
that quality doesn't really get in the way of the
music.
Recommended to Hendrix fans, collectors,
and music lovers alike.
—Gary S. Krakow
THE NEVILLE BROTHERS: Yellow Moon
A&M CD 5240 ((:D). Malcolm Bum, cog., Daniel Lanois,
prod. AAD. TT: 53:01

This hasn't happened to me in years—I'm driving to the Stereopbile office, listening to my
local NPR station, when, over abed of warm,
lazy synthesizer ambience, an ambisexual voice
floats out the words "My name it means no-o0-0-0-0-thing, my age it means less. .." Man,
that's familiar! But who's singing—Al Greene?
Nah. Phoebe Snow's new album? Hmmm.
Whoever, it's hypnotic, mesmerizing.". ..
the
country Ico-o-o-o-me fro-o-o-m is called the
Midwest." OK, it's aDylan tune—well, Dylan
lyrics, anyway (he borrowed the melody from
"The Patriot Game," right?). "With God On
Our Side"! But who the hell is that twisting my
ears inside out with some of the most sensuous, passionately laid-back singing I've ever
heard in my life? By this time I'm in the Stereopbile parking lot, engine off, window cranked
open, radio goosed. Gail Anderson, our Business Manager, outside for asmoke, drifts over
wordlessly to lean on my car door and listen.
Six minutes later, as KUNM segues into another
tune, we look at each other and shake our
heads. Neither of us have ever heard anything
like it. First thing Ido when Iget to my office
is call the station to find out who that was. "The
Neville Brothers," says the jock.
Folks, it's not too often anymore that your
music editor feels he's got to have some new
record; the hundreds of LPs and CDs that flow
Stereophile, July 1989

across my desk each month have kinds jaded
the ol' earbuds. The Neville Brothers? Well, is
my countenance crimson. Anyone who's
listened to the Nevilles of New Orleans in the
last 20 or 30 years could have told me that
Aaron Neville was that most honeyed of throats
lazing through my Justy's speakers. If I'd taken
my own reviewer's—Gary Krakow's—word
for it, I'd have listened to Rob Wasserman's
Duets album, on which Aaron rips the soul out
of"Stardust." But uh-uh. Me? All I'd ever heard
was one not very good cut on aWarner Bros.
sampler some 15 years ago, and the Nevilles'
whole lot more impressive instrumental
backup on Tbe Wild Tcboupitoulas.
Well, Yellow Moon has changed my brain.
And it's not just "With God On Our Side"
(which drops two of Dylan's verses and adds
one about Vietnam). There's just about everything here: two epitaphs for the late Wild
Tchoupitoula George "Big ChiefJolly" Landry,
one of which is arewritten "Will the Circle Be
Unbroken." Aaron takes on Sam Cooke's "A
Change is Gonna Come" and draws tears; "Sister Rosa," about Rosa Parks, who single-handedly began the civil rights movement, is the
most palatable rap tune I've ever heard, with
agenuine, non-rap chorus; there's Dylan's
bleakest song, "The Ballad of Hollis Brown";
and lots of gumbo -y, irresistibly danceable
tunes like "Fire and Brimstone," "Voo Doo,"
and "Wild Injuns." And the Dirty Dozen Brass
Band and Brian Eno, of all people, lend their
many hands.
All of which is to say, don't be like me: become Neville Brothers fans as soon as you can.
Haven't heard the LP, but this AAD CD is as
warm and comfy as your old porch swing, the
sound rich, full, sumptuous; may Yellow Moon
rise over your speakers some day soon.
—Richard Lehnert
XTC: Oranges 6, Lemons
Geffen 2-1218- I(2 LPs), -2 (CD). Producers: Paul Fox &
XTC. ADD & AAD.
60:50

rn

British trio XTC released anumber of great
pop/rock albums in the early '80s, but felt that
really wasn't enough. So in 1985 they recorded
an "acid-rock" album, 25 O'Clock, under their
alter egos The Dukes of Stratosphear. In 1987,
the Stratosphears returned with the second
album, Psonic Psunspot. In between, there was
an xic album in 1986, Skylarking, which produced the monster hit "Dear God."
In 1989 we have the melding of the two.
With Oranges & Lemons, XTC has finally made
apsychedelic album under their own moniker.
They've made agood one, too. Oranges &
Lemons is XTC's ninth album, and without a
doubt the band's most psychedelic.
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Andy Partridge and crew should be commended for this I5-song set. Even though you
listen to these songs for the first time, there is
something strangely familiar. The first clue is
the album cover, which looks like astill from
Yellow Submarine. Then you listen to the
music. You even start to sing along without
knowing the words. That's because this is the
best imitation of the Beatles heard in years,
even better than Neil Innes's (former Bonzo
Dog Band and Monty Python) Beatles send-up,
The Rutiles. Andy Partridge can make XTC
sound like they're singing aMcCartney or Lennon song, and there's even one where the vocal
harmonies catch the wave better than California's brothers Wilson.
So, aside from the obvious, how's the music?
Really great. Songs like "The Mayor of Simpleton" (about aguy who's not too bright but is
still in love, all the same), "Here Comes President Kill Again" (am they talking about Reagan
or Bush?), "The Loving" (probably the second
giant hit off the record, somewhat reminiscent
of The Fab 4's "All You Need is Love"), and
"Pink Thing" (is that ababy or is this song Xrated? Andy Partridge says "Whatever you hear
first ...
that's what it is!").
Partridge, XTC's leader, says they think of
each album in terms of acolor. Skylarking has
apastoral, paisley feel. Oranges & Lemons is
fluorescent, bright colors, like a1000-watt bulb
where there used to be a40-watt. These colors
and an English nursery rhyme inspired the title.
Partridge says "the more they looked at these
new songs, the more they seemed like nursery
rhymes themselves. Today's pop tunes are the
nursery rhymes of the future." Ipersonally
think Partridge's 3-year-old daughter and yearold son were the really big influences here.
O&L was recorded in Los Angeles; the production is excellent. This is Paul Fox's first
album with the group (his previous credits
include Yes and Boy George). The drumming
chores—every XTC album has a different
drummer—are handled by Pat Mastelotto of
the Los Angeles band "Mr. Mister." This is one
CD or cassette, or 2LPs. Geffen should be commended for not trying to squeeze it all onto one
black disc. For couch potatoes, the CD is best—
you don't have to turn or change anything.
Sonically, LP and CD both sound fine.
Oranges & Lemons is awonderful album on
its own, but Ican't help but wonder how much
of its almost success is based on the listening
public's love/need for the Beatles. Guess we'll
never really know. XTC hasn't toured since
1982, so their records are as close as we'll get
to their genius. Maybe they'll reconsider. Until
then, Oranges & Lemons is recommended for
audition.
—Gary S. Krakow
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FRANK ZAPPA: Broadway ¡be Hard Way
Rykotlisc RCD 40096 (CD). Bob Stone, Harry Andmis,
engs.; FZ, prod. DOD. TT: '1:13
ZAPPAIBEEFHEART: Bongo Fury
Rykodisc RCD 10097 (CI) only). Bob Stone, eng.; FZ,
prod. ADD. TT: 41:05

Frank Zappa can sometimes be described as
"one of those people who are driven into asort
of perverse Toryism by the follies of the
progressive party of the moment," as George
Orwell once said ofJonathan Swift. Which is
to say that Zappa, not content with puncturing conservatives' hot-aired bubbles, often
goes out of his way to deflate those of liberals
as well. He began with the hippies in '67, and
continues today by savaging Surgeon-General
Koop, Jesse Jacicson, and Democrats in general.
As far as Ican tell, his politics fall squarely in
the Libertarian camp, but since he mostly
negates and seldom affirms, it's hard to know
for sure. (I went over this sort of social commentary in more detail in January's review of
the Broadway LP.)
Imentioned in January that the LP boasted
Zappa's warmest, least harsh digital sound.
Well, the CD's even better, and lets you know
that the LP's frequency response was cut off at
the knees. Just listen anywhere to the kickdrum
of that 18-mic'd drum kit, and Scott Thunes's
intelligent, melodic bass.
But anyone who takes FZ at all seriously will
buy Broadway regardless of sonics, because
this CD contains 33 minutes of music (eight
new tracks) that the LP lacks. And these extras
ain't throwaways, neither. "Why Don't You Like
Me," arewrite of "Tell Me You Love Me" from
1970's Chunga 's Revenge, is apeek into Michael
Jackson's seeming desire to look like awhite
Diana Ross. Acryptic little thing called "Bacon
Fat" segues into atastily charted cover of Oliver
Nelson's "Stolen Moments" (Zappas got a12piece band, remember), with abrace of Walt
Fowler's hot but melancholy trumpet solos.
This jazz classic, from Nelson's best album,
Blues and the Abstract Blab, itself is wrapped
around Police's jazzily political "Murder By
Numbers," with the eclectic Mr. Sting himself
on hot-blooded lead vocals. The medley is
effortless, and something only Zappa could
have conceived.
Then, finally, come the FZ guitar solos that
went so glaringly missing on the LP: "Outside
Now," fromfoe's Garage, is astandard, not very
distinctive, sustained-toned, whammy' barred
outing like much of the Guitar set, but the solo
interpolated into "Hot Plate Heaven at the
Green Hotel" sounds like adifferent guitarist
entirely. Over asprung reggae rhythm, alternately swinging, then making points on each
Stereophile, July 1989

beat, FZ delivers one of his most open, attractive solos.
Then back to the land of Topicality: "What
Kind of Girl?," resurrected from 1971's Live at
the Fillmore, is rewritten to fit into this album
of originally Election Day-eve political diatribe
to include ahooker who gets off on constitutional violations and hypocritical TV evangelists: "Magic Jesus by the bed, Wall-mounted
TV screen, My church plugged into the gravy
train, And Reagan keeps me clean!"
This album is great fun in awhole buffet of
good causes, and the music will keep you
guessing, laughing, and intrigued. Buy it. if you
don't mind roasting asacred cow or two. One
of Zappas best in years. and areturn to the
unique mix of strong politics and orthogonal
music he began with over 20 years ago.
My new Bedini amp seems to be telling me
things that my old B&K ST-140 kept to itself.
One is that the digitally remastered LP of Bongo
Fury (see last month's issue for afuller discussion)sounds tinny, astringent, and has less bass
than the original DiscReet edition. The new
Rykodisc CD, however, is amajor improvement
over both. Ihear much more of the venue,
Austin's Armadillo World Headquarters: greater
depth, more sense of alive band performing
in agood-sized hall, and you can hear Capt.
Beefheart's vocals bouncing off the walls. The
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Issue 52

digital remastering found in Box Three of The
Old Masters now sounds recessed, as if hung
on the wall for display: the DiscReet original
reaches out ta getcha, and when you hear the
CD, you're got. How come such adifference?
The two later versions are from the same digitized masters. Don't worry. I'll think about it.
You buy the CD.
—Richard Lehner'
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Jeff Rowland Design Group
Complement MC cartridge
Editor:
The difference Amis Balgalvis experienced
through measurement is possible. Below, Iwill
discuss very small things (micron as measurement unit), and Ido not want Stereopbi le's
readers to be misled by my comments.

the cartridge through the leadout groove,
though Ido not think this is optimum since
there is so little information or movement
within the groove.
Iappreciate AB's close observations on our
cartridge. Iwill put forth my best efforts to
achieve the closest tolerances on each cartridge

The difference in measurements is possible

and try to eliminate individual characters of
each cartridge.

since the mass of each coil and the quantity of
adhesive used for the coils and suspension
dampers is not quite equal. Therefore, from the

uct not only because of the uniqueness of the
design and construction, but also because of

microscopic perspective, each cartridge will
have aslightly different character.

design offers.

Cartridges which utilize acantilever may not
be as critical in this regard since the cantilever
works to decrease the differences between
channels.
Iadjust each cartridge to optimize channel
balance and make the difference less than
1.5dB. This tolerance is consistent with cantilever-type cartridges.
It is nearly impossible to have auniform
antislcate- force specification with all of my cartridges, since the cartridge has two suspension
dampers arranged in amanner which makes
antislcate force critical. Therefore, each cartridge will require adifferent antislcate force.
As mentioned above, the cartridge is very
critical in set-up since it does not have acan-

In conclusion, Iam very proud of our prod-

the accuracy and other sonic benefits this
I. Ikeda
Jeff Rowland Design Group

Jeff Rowland Design Group
Complement MC cartridge
Editor:
It does not surprise me that Mr. Balgalvis is
quite excited about the Complement phono
cartridge. Ifelt the same kind of enthusiasm
when Iwas introduced to Mr. Ikeda and his
unique prototype of the cartridge two years
ago at the Tokyo Audio Show. The inclusion of
this prototype into our show audio system was
atremendous, memorable success. Areal learning experience has since occurred regarding
the potential of the vinyl medium. It is unfortunate that it has taken so long to develop the

tilever. Small differences in coil mass and
adhesive-agent quantity influence the chan-

Complement and other fine vinyl playback
equipment. Yet in fact, perhaps digital has

nel balance of each cartridge. This is one of the
unique points of the cartridge, and one must

spurred on such activity.

try to seek an optimum antislcate force.
During assembly, the stylus is fixed upon the
top of 45° /45° coils. Our tolerance, like other
cartridges, is ±3°. Then each cartridge is mea-

The review aptly describes the sonic character of the cartridge. And we have been exploring the issues raised as to its compatibility with
various tonearms and proper set-up procedures. As the concluding remarks in the review

sured and adjusted for channel balance by

point out, set-up of the Complement is criti-

adjusting the position of the coils within the
magnetic field. Ialways do my best to match
the channel balance as closely as possible.

cal with regard to VTF and antiskate. Mr. Bal-

For audiophiles, if the channel balance does
not quite sound right, then Iadvise adjusting
the antislcate force. If azimuth (not SRA) does
not seem exactly perpendicular with respect

galvis is not only agifted listener, his cartridge
set-up and testing methods are impeccable. His
feedback has certainly helped us to develop
more precise procedures to effect optimum
installation of the Complement with awide
variety of associated equipment.

to the record surface, then the headshell should

We are grateful for Mr. Balgalvis's comments

be twisted somewhat. But Ido not see any
problem as long as it is within our tolerance.

and ideas, just as we are from all the Complement users around the world. This type of

Ido not see any disadvantage in "running in"

communication allows us to further enhance
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Me BEST Service.

The BEST Audio Equipment.

•AR •Adcom •Alphason
•Apogee •Audible Illusions
•Audio Research • Bang & Olufsen
• Belles • B&K • B&W •Counterpoint
• Dahlquist •Dual • Eminent Technology
•Grado •Hatler •Janis • Kinergetics
• Koetsu • Live Wire •Magnavox
. Monitor Audio • Monster/Genesis
• NAD • NEC •Nakamichi •Philips
• Pioneer Elite •Polk Audio •PS Audio
•Shure Ultra •Signet •Sota •Spendor
•Stax •Straight Wire •Systemdek
.Target •Thorens •Ultra •V% Yamaha

The BEST Video Equipment.

•Canon • Horman/Kardon •JVC
• Magnavox • NAD •NEC • Philips
. Pioneer • Proton •Shure
•Sony •Yamaha

Delivery and custom installations are
available from all three locations.
Technician on premises in Manhattan.

The BEST Advice.

At Audio Breakthroughs, when you
talk to o salesperson, you'll be talking
to a long-time audiophile who loves
music as much as you do.

The BEST Quality.

Every piece of equipment sold at
Audio Breakthroughs must undergo an
exhaustive evaluation by our staff
before we agree to feature it.

The BEST Locations.

Easy to reach from anywhere in the
tri -state area. Open late Monday.
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday

AudioBreakthroughs
•New York City -199 Amsterdam Ave. at 69th St
•Manhasset -1534 Northern Blvd. on the Miracle Mule
•Woodbury -Turnbury Commons on Jericho Take

ACCUPHASE
ADCOM •AKG
ALTEC LANSING
AUDIO PRISM
BANG & OLUFSEN
BRYSTON
CARNEGIE
CHICAGO SPEAKER STANDS
CWD CABINETS
DENON • ENTEC
KEF • KLIPSCH
LEXICON • LUXMAN
MADRIGAL
MARK LEVINSON
MARTIN LOGAN
NAKAMICHI
NILES
PARSEC
PHANTOM ACOUSTICS
REVOX
RUSSOUND
SIGNET •SME
SONY ES •SOTA
STAX •SUMIKO
TERK •THORENS
JVC VIDEO
PIONEER VIDEO
PROTON VIDEO
TERA VIDEO
VIDIKRON VIDEO
YAMAHA VIDEO

212-595-7157
516-627-7333
516 367-7171

New England's Oldest Audio Dealer
Does Not Pay It's Salesmen
By Commission!!
Commissions can be hazardous to your hearing if
the salesman advising you is on commission. He is
only working for himself. He is NOT being paid to see
the long-term satisfaction of his employer's customer.
He is NOT going to get help from another salesman
who may be the firms expert for your question. His
only interest is selling you whatever will give him the
commission check that week. You, dear customer, are
viewed as adisposable commodity.
At The Music Box, over sixty years of experience
shows us that astaff of salaried specialists is the type
of staff most likely to keep you corning back year after
year. When you're ready, we'll be here.

Quality Sound Since 1928

l'he Musk Box
58 Central Street • Wellesley. MA •02181

(617) 235-5100
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our cartridge set-up procedures, which in turn
helps all phono enthusiasts. Hopefully, with the

CES trade show or afterwards. We invite Mr.

Complement and other excellent vinyl play-

factory to see the care we take to insure quality and uniformity.

back components, this superb medium will
continue to be supported.
Jeff Rowland
Jeff Rowland Design Group

Olsher to listen to another pair or to visit our

Dynaudio speaker systems have been manu-

Spectral Reference MC cartridge

factured and sold in Europe for over adecade.
We are proud that many reviewers and thousands of owners have been pleased with our

Editor:

exacting standards of audio fidelity.

We regret that we were not previously notified

Wilfred Ehrenholz
Manager Director, Dynaudio APS

of Mr. Balgalvis's review of the Spectral Moving-Coil Reference cartridge.' His description
of the MCR as romantic and colored is not
paralleled by our experience or that of other
reviewers worldwide. Neutrality and lack of
coloration are considered to be strong benefits
of the MCR design, however, choice of associated components and speakers, alignment, and
loading are all critical parameters if the potential
of this cartridge is to be realized. We cannot recommend 75 ohm loading for the MCR since
this will overdamp the generator and compromise performance in key areas. We are sorry
we missed the opportunity to contribute to the
author's understanding of our design in these

Vortex Screen loudspeaker
Editor:
Thank you for this opportunity to present your
readers with aglimpse of our "new" product,
the Vortex Screen.
Robert Pfeifer and! have been working on
this design since 1977, when we used the lab
at Cal Tech, Pasadena, to qualify what makes
agood-sounding reproducer. Time alignment,
phase coherency, and "exotic" drivers, combined with quality cabinetry, wire, and circuit
parts, are only part of any design. As you know,
the real art is in the listening and fine adjust-

important areas. In addition, your readers
should be aware that the MCR phono cartridge

ments that don't show up in the FFT.

has now been superseded by our new MCR Sig-

with Kevlar and titanium drivers (two years in
the development) to your fine magazine.

nature moving-coil. Suggested US retail for the
MCR Signature is S1190. Our thanks for your
interest in Spectral products. Benson [oui

Future plans include submitting anew model

Once again, thank you and Bob Harley for
your consideration.

Spectral Audio Incorporated

Albert Von Schweikert
Vortex Engineering

Dynaudio Accent 3loudspeaker
Editor:
Dynaudio wishes to thank the staff at Stereopbile for taking the opportunity to audition and
comment on our Accent 3model. The care and
thoroughness of the review as well as the compliments on our drive-unit design are very
appreciated.
We are, of course, disappointed that Mr.
Olsher did not find the sound of the reviewed
pair more to his liking. One aspect deserves
comment. For the last two years Dynaudio has
employed asophisticated quality-control system to make sure that no speaker pair is
shipped with atolerance of more than 0.5dB
from 50Hz to 18kHz. We are certain that the discrepancy between units that Mr. Olsher found
was amalfunction that occurred either at the

IOur sample or the Spectral cartridge was purchased at retail
earlier this year.
—JA
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Pioneer TZ -9 loudspeaker
Editor:
Blazing atrail in the "high end" has been an
ultimately rewarding experience for Pioneer
Electronics. Carrying the Pioneer brandname
at times has proven to be ahindrance, but those
who have opened their minds and ears long
enough have witnessed that Pioneer offers a
most legitimate product line. Satisfied owners
of Elite components sense the great emotion
with which each product has been designed
and assembled. Unfortunately, predisposition
rears its head too frequently.
When Peter Mitchell wrote in the January
1989 issue of Stereophile that the TZ-9 is "free
of obvious coloration and has an attractively
neutral tonal balance," and that the TZ-9s have
"excellent stereo imaging—precise in localization, accurately resolving differences in
depth, and spacious in their overall presenta185

SOUND FACTOR
The Finest In Hi-Fi

Acoustat • AID'S • AKG • Alpha/Genesis • Alpine • Audio Control •Audioguest/Livewire
•Bang and Olufsen •Bedini •BSC •Carver •Chicago •Cochran Delta Mode •conradjohnson
• CWD • Denon • Dynavector • Grado • Hafler • Nio Infinity IRS • KEF • Kinergetics •
Mapelnoll • M & K • Monster Cable • Motif • NAD • Nakamichi •Niles • Nitty Gritty • P.S.
Audio • Sennheiser • Sonographe • Stax • Surround Sound Inc • Synthesis •Tara Labs
17265 VENTURA BLVD
ENCINO. CA 91316
(818)501-3548

13065 VICTORY BLVD.
NO. HOLLYWOOD. CA 91606
(818)980-1161 •984-3525

2SO. ROSEMEAD BLVD.
PASADENA, CA 91107
(818)577-4945

EXPOSE YOURSELF
to all of the speakers you've always wanted
to audition, now under one roof.

APOGEE Sonically and visually stunning ribbon
speakers. Frequent "best sound at show - awards:
available in decorator finishes.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary baffleless designs;
openness and imaging comparable to planar
speakers. Superb values, outperforming
competitors twice their price.
FRIED Classic musical, phase-coherent
loudspeakers both large and small. Transmission line
loading for tremendous bass impact without
subwoofers.

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY Innovative, highly
reliable push-pull planar magnetic systems acclaimed
by The Absolute Sound, IAR and Stereophile.
Upper range clarity that surpasses even
electrostatic designs.
JSE Patented Infinite Slope crossovers eliminate
driver interference. Phase coherence assures
proper harmonic structure, lifetime warranty.
SPECTRUM Audiophile sound on abudget. Best
performance in low cost loudspeakers.

Apogee •Anston •Audioquest •BEL •B & K •British Fidelny •Counterpoint •Eminent Technology •Forte •Fried •Grace
ISE •Kimber Kahle •Knekl •Klyne •Melos •Meridian •MIT •Monster Cable Alpha •Musical Concepts •Nitty Gritty
Ortofon •Premier •PS Audio •Rauna •Rotel •Rowland Research •SME •Sonographe •Sony ES •Sots •Spectrum •Stan
Systerndek •Talisman Akhernest •Tube Traps •Van Den Hul •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research •VIL •Wharfda)e

Come listen and compare these world class loudspeakers on some of the best associated
components available. Then choose the one most suited to your listening requirements.

AUDIO NEXUS

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901 -We Ship Anywhere

I
RO

201-277-0333
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tion of ambience," we were hopeful that we
would finally get achance to demonstrate in
the high-end "bible" that Pioneer was in fact
able to produce atop-notch speaker system.
It's not that we expected ada771ing review; just
fair play.
So why the inconsistencies? Certainly Peter
Mitchell and John Atkinson are different people, but how could one find the bass extension
so wonderful, while the other finds it lacking?
How could the imaging be so exciting for Aand
so average for B? Aren't Aand Belements of the
same set? Iunderstand that the TZ-9s were
recently demonstrated to some folks for the
New York Audio Society. The results, as Iheard

nents available, many of which have not previously been used outside military and aerospace
applications. In many cases the components
are manufactured exclusively for Matisse to our
specifications to obtain the best possible sound
performance; we believe that this objective has
been realized with the Reference preamplifier.
This product is the culmination of over two
years of research and development. Our goal
was to produce avalve preamplifier which not
only sounds excellent but is inherently reliable. The Reference preamplifier is but the first
of a whole range of products presently in
working prototype form.
It is perhaps interesting to note that the
Reference preamplifier was favorably reviewed

them, were that the TZ-9s compared most
favorably to the B&W 801s.

by Ken Kessler and also by Martin Colloms in

Aren't these gentlemen part of the same set?
What Iam driving at is my disappointment at

the October 1988 issue of Hi-Ft News, and was
featured in asystem review in the November

the final sentence in the review: "I suspect that,

1988 Hi -Fi Choice.

despite its high-end price tag, it [the TZ-9] is

At present, Matisse does not have adistribu-

not aimed at readers of this and other high-end
magazines."

tion arrangement for the USA, and any inquiry
in this regard will be considered. For further

This is not the case. And, while it would be

information, contact Matisse at P.O. Box 1357,

foolish to suggest that every reader would agree
that the TZ-9s are the most perfect speakers on
the face of the earth, Iwill say that our highend Elite dealers should know that we are in
fact targeting the readers of Stereopbile, as well
as anyone with an open mind and critical ears.
We thank Stereophile for reviewing the Elite
TZ-9 speaker system. Mr. Atkinson did point
out some of the significant technical advancements and superior sonic characteristics that
these speakers offer. Pioneer's ultimate concern
is with our dealers and customers, and we hope
that one opinion will not dissuade anyone from
forming an opinion of their own.
Steve Schein
Home Electronics Product Planner
Pioneer Electronics

Matisse Reference preamplifier
Editor:
We were pleased to note the mention made by
Ken Kessler in the November edition of Stereopbile (Vo1.11 No.11), in which he praised the special qualities of our Reference Preamplifier
launched in the UK at the September Perna Hi Fi Show at Heathrow. Mr. Kessler states that he
considers the Matisse to possess aperformance
that was "easily of world class."
The approach adopted by Matisse was to
source and utilize the highest-quality compoStereophile, July 1989

London NW3 1HW, UK, or by facsimile transmission at 011 -44- 1-935 5507.
Rodney Henson
Matisse Ltd

••*••••
KIMBER KABLETm
Dealers, customers, reviewers and
manufacturers have all been raving about
the new Kimber Silver cables. We can
arrange for your home audition. Call us for
your nearest dealer.
Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable
Coat

effective cables

Speaker wire-S1.00 per fool up to $180.00 per foot. Custom
terminations available.

Interconnect Cables
KC-1 $68.00/meter pair
KCAG U50/ meter pair
KCTG SOSO/meter pair
All other lengths, including custom are available. All are available with balanced XLR.

KIMBER KABLE
2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE -OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621.5530
FAX(801) 627-6980

In New England...
I
II

Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO
Accuphase
ADS
Adcom

Duntech
Eminent Technology
Grado Signature

ASC
Audioquest
Audio Research

Magnepan
Magnum Dynalab
Martin-Logan
Meitner

Bryston

Meridian

Cambridge Audio

Mod Squad
Mission Electronics

CWD

Mondial Designs
Monster/Alpha
MIT

SOTA
Spectrum
Stax-Kogyo

VPI

NAD
Nakamichi
Niles

Sumiko/Talisman
Target
Thiel

Yamaha

Oracle
Sennheiser

Thorens
Threshold

Signet

Vandersteen

SME

Velodyne

Well-Tempered Labs
Wilson WATT
VIDEO
Muitiyision
Pioneer
Proton
Sony
Yamaha

Modern Demo Facility, Specialty Accessories, Records and CDs
In-store Service, Custom Design Service, No Mail Orders Please

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven. CT 06510
Mon..Tue.,Wed.,Fri.,10-6,Thurs.,10-8,Sat.,10-5,

MC/VISA/TAKE 5Charge

Sensible Hi-End Audio
ELECTRONICS
Adcom
138K
Counterpoint
Onix
Conrad
Johnson
Sonographe
Melos
MFA
NAD
Atmosphere
Magnum
Dynalab
Audiolab
Musical
Concepts
Arcam

If You Are Sensible About Your
Audio Needs ... Call Us Toll Free!
In MA 1-800-422-4939
Neighboring States 1-800-323-9019 ASK
Others (508) 996-5454
FOR LEO
Rte. 6, No. Dartmouth, MA
TRADE-INS
WELCOMED

WE HAVE
TRADE-INS
TO SELL

ANALOGUE
Sumiko-SME
VPI
Merrill
EminentTechnology
Morch
Sota
Carnegie
Virtuoso
Garrott
Grado
Rego
Audioquest
Anston

SPEAKERS
Monitor
Audio
Eminent
Technology
Celestion
Rogers
Polk Audio
Paradigm
Entec
Acoustic
Energy
Velodyne
KW<
Kinergetics
Merlin
Sound Lab
Rauna
CABLES, etc.
Cardas
Tara
MIT
Kimber
Monster
Audioquest
Cogan Hall
CWD
Target
Stax
VIDEO
Fosgate
Lexicon
Tera
Pulsar
Pioneer
JVC
NAD
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile call (505) 982-2366.
ALABAMA

Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 E Main St
Hollywood
World Book F. News
ALASKA
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Anchorage
Huntington Beach
Shimeks
Havens and Hardesty
405 E Northern Lights Blvd 15102-A Bolsa Chica
ARIZONA
Irvine
Soundquest
Mesa
4255 Campus Or #116
Mesa Audio
456 W Main St Ste M
Lancaster
California Soundworks
Phoenix
737 W Lancaster Blvd
Tower Records
3949 E Thomas Rd
La Mesa
Preview
Scottsdale
8360 La Mesa Blvd
Esoteric Audio
4120 N Marshall Way . Ste 1 Leucadia
Music by the Sea
Tucson
542 N Hwy 101
Wilson Audio Ltd
2900 E Broadway
Los Angeles
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E Samford Ave
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N Memorial Pkwy

CALIFORNIA

Benicia
Benicia Audio/Video
810 Southampton Rd
Berkeley
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck
Tower Records
Classical Annex
2585 Telegraph Ave
Burlingame
Future Sound
1118 Burlingame Ave
Campbell
Sound Goods
2627 S Bascom Ave
Canoga Park
The Laser sEdge
22021 Sherman Way
Shelley sStereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Capitola
Cymbaline Records
1475 41st Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave o4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W Foothill #139
Concord
UM Stereo Unlimited
2151G Salvia
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd
El Toro
Tower Records
23811 El Toro Rd
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
131 N El Camino
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave Ste 8
Fairfield
UM Stereo Unlimited
2020 N Texas

Christopher Hansen Ltd
646 N Robertson
Paris Audio
12401 Wilshire Blvd
Mission Viejo
Home Technology Systems
28251 Marguerite Pkwy #C
Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Newport Beach
Audio by Design
1000 Bristol St N
Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th St
Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N Tustin
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado Blvd
Riverside
City Electronics
2955 Van Buren
SpeakerCrah
6282 Magnolia Ave
Sacramento
Keith Yates Audio
3019 DSt
Neal 's Speakers F. Stereo
'728 Fulton Ave
Paradyme Audio/Video
1720 Fulton Ave
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairement Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Audio Excellence
425 Washington St
Harmony Audio Video
2238 Fillmore
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Performance Audio
2847 California St
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Jose
Paradise Sound
860 S Winchester
Presto Audio
2667 Cropley Ave 0128
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera
San Mateo
Mateo Hi Fidelity Inc
2199 S El Camino Real
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
612 N Milpas
Santa Maria
Jeff Lynn Audio
5455 Esplanada Ave
Santa Monica
Audio by John Dudley
1431 Ocean Ave #400
Audio Shoppe
1322 2nd St, Ste 228
Jonas Miller Sound
2828 Wilshire Blvd
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica Iby appt
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Sherman Oaks
Tower Records
Classical Annex
14623 Ventura Blvd
Simi Valley
House of Audio/Video
1970-4 Sequoia
Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 W Castle St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
23232 Hawthorne Blvd
Upland
Audio Haven
1937 W llth St
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Walnut
Audio Best
2411 S Joel Dr
West Hollywood
Tower Records
Classical Annex
8840 W Sunset Blvd
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd
Woodland Hills
Paris Audio
20037 Ventura Blvd
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO
Boulder
ADSystems Ltd
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
Chen Creek
US Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
The Sound Shop
528 S 'felon
Denver
Sound Hounos
1575 S Pearl
Listen Up
999 S Logan
Fort Collins
Sound Hounds
646 S College
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W 92nd Ave

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Fairlield
Audio Design
195 Irunxis Hill Rd
New Haven
Take 5Audio
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St

DELAWARE
Wilmington
Laser Sight &Sound
4723 Concord Pike

DIST. OF COLUMBIA
Needle in aHaystack
1990 KSt
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW

FLORIDA
Clearwater

Rising Sounds
3135 US 19 N
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Select Audio Design
2740 E Oakland Park
Blvd Ste 100
Fort Pierce
Sound Shack
2302 S US 1
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
it Ere Pkwy SE #6
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Lake Worth
Audio Advisor
928 N Dixie Hwy
Largo
Sound Creations
3690 E Bay Dr Ste E
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912.8 E New Haven

Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy
Soune Components
1536 S Dixie Hwy
Orlando
Alltron
2612 E Colonial Dr
Tampa
Audio Visions
4733 N Dale Maybry
Audio Visions
3953 W Kennedy Blvd

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE
Music. Music. Music
Buckhead and
N Lake Tower Festival
Sounds of Distinction
3231 Paces Ferry PI
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry
Landing
Lilbum
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martine:
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

HAWAII
Honolulu
'the Audio Shoppe
300 S Beretania #207
Sounds
502 Kaaahi St
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd

ILLINOIS
Barrington
lake One Audio Video
203.D W NW Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor sAudio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S Harper
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Victor sStereo
8E Erie St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River Pi
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4A-

4A-

Aww Dimension In Music *production
• Wide Selection Of World Class Components .
• Superbly Furnished Listening Environments .
• Unique Component Comparison Studio .
• All Components Close Coupled With Top Quality Cable •
• Advanced Systems Engineering Expertise .
• Innovative Biamplilied Sound Systems .

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
• ACOUSTAT • ACOUSTIC ENERGY • ATMA-SPMERE • Ammo PRISM • AUDKOUEST • ATC • AVALON • BERNING • CAMBRIDGE • CARDAS •
• CussiAuoio • CLEARAUDIO • CLEMENTS • CONVERGENT (CAT) • DISCRETE TEGNRCLOGY • FM Acousncs • GRANT • JANIS •
• KINDEL • KINERGETIGS • KLYNE • LAST • LAZARUS • MERRILL • MONSTER CABLE • PAORDAUNT-SNORT • MORCH • MUSKAL CONCEPTS •
• NITTY GRITTY • QUAD •JEFF ROWLAND • TARA LABS • SIMKO • TOE Auno • VAN DEN Nut • WINGATE •

CALL .805-523-3005
12277 ARBOR HILL STREET

MIKE SLAMINSKI
SYSTEMS ENGINEER

MOORPARK ,CA 93021

—

B& K

ELECTRONICS
B& K
conrad Johnson
Hafier
Mission Cyrus
Motif
Sonographe
Sony ES
VTL
SOURCES
Dud
Magnavox
Mission
SME
SonograPhe
Sony ES
Sony CDPRI/D4SRI
SOTA
Yamaha
CAMPBELL
2627 S Bascom Avenue
Campbell (408) 559-4000

VTL

7117:

CONRAD-JOHNSON

SPEAKERS
Acoustat
JBL
M &K
Mission
Ohm Walsh 5
Polk Audio
Synthesis Reference
Velodyne

SILICON
VALLEY...

WE'VE GOT IT
Audition the world's
premier components in a
relaxed, informal

ACCESSORIES
Esoteric Cable
Grado Signature
Kimber AG
Straight Wire
Sumiko Virtuoso
Tara Labs
Sennheiser
Monster Cable

atmosphere.
5 sound rooms
Full demonstration facilities

MOUNTAIN VIEW
391 S San Antone Road
Mountain VIM/ (415) 949-4000

Call TOLL FREE 800-223-3020 (outside California)
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Lisle
Sound Choice
5328 RI 53
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton St
Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W Wabash. Ste S

INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N Keystone
Tone Studio
820 E 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th St

IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert

KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Wichita
Music. Inc
3203 E Douglas
Golden Stereo
5337 W 94th Terrace

KENTUCKY
Louisville
Musical Images
of Kentucky
6700 Sycamore Woods Dr
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Oliver's
112 University PI
Tower Records
408 N Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Ln
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu
180 Stoneybrook Ct

Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd
16801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Absolutely Sound ,
833 E Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgie Ave

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
OAudio
95 Vassar St
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St

MICHIGAN
Bad Axe
Greve Systems, Ltd
112 S Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Lansing
Jemstone
325 Grove Street
Famiington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
JAM Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Henry
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
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MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E Excelsior Blvd
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S
Hi End Audio
4959 Penn Ave S
W ISound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave

MISSOURI
Ballwin
Flip's Stereo Place
15050 Manchester Rd
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc
1131 S Brentwood Blvd
Great St Louis Sound Co
1341 S Lindbergh. Ste 1

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tiger Technologies
1550 E Tropicana
Tower Records
4700 S Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E Flamingo
Reno
Audio Alternatives
26 Hillcrest Dr

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
ridnoei Audio
'ti SiS Me'

NEW JERSEY
Deptlord
Hi Fi Connection
136 RI 41
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 RI 18
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Franklin Lakes
Franklin Lakes Stereo
792 Franklin Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck CI
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Rt 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
N. Plainfield
Stereo City
950 Highway 22E
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Rt 17 N
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Sea Girt
Monmouth Stereo
2133 Hwy 35

Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
450 Hwy 35
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hal 's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscnption
130 W Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Santa Fe Sight &Sound
500 Montezuma, Ste 109
West Coast Sound
2412 Cerrillos Rd

NEW YORK
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop

New York City
Audio Breakthroughs
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 E 8th St
Leonard Radio
55 W 44th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 E 33rd St
Tower Records
692 Broadway
Tower Records
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Interior Images
317 S Broadway
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 MI Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave

Stonybrook
Esotenc Sound Systems
3604 Main St
Coventry Commons, Rt 347
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware Ave
Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
Colonie
2780
Erie Blvd E
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
West Babylon
Audio Visions
Goshen
1067 Montauk Hwy
Long Player Stereo
60 N Church St
White Plains
Huntington Station
Harvey Electronics
Audio Breakthrough
236 E Post Rd
129 Rt 110
Lyric Hi Fi
Lake Grove
146 E Post Rd
Audio Den Ltd
Woodbury
Smith Haven Plaza
Audio Breakthroughs
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Turnberry Commons
Latham
Woodside
Auto-Sound Plus
Leonard Audio
947-949 Troy-Schenectady
69-34 51st Ave
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy-Schenectady
NORTH CAROLINA
Liverpool
Cary
Audio Excellence
Advanced Audio
4974 Alexis Dr
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Lynbrook
Charlotte
American Audiophile
Higher
Fidelity
373 Sunrise Hwy
1620 South Blvd
Mamaroneck
Sound Systems
Definitive Hi Fi
3748 E Independence Blvd
154 E Boston Post Rd
Manhasset
Durham
Audio Breakthrough
Audio Visions
1534 Northern Blvd
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Merrick
Hendersonville
Performance Audio
Pro Sound
2064 Sunrise Hwy
1322 Asheville
Raleigh
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
Audio Advice
15 S Mager Ave
3532 Wade Ave
Nanuet
Wilmington
Eardrum Audio Video
Atlantic Audio
148 E Rt 59
4127 Oleander Dr
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Speakers:
▪ Sound Lab

lectronics.

• Nestorovic
si Eminent

• Accuphase
•conradjohnson

Technology
u Monitor Audio

• Jeff Rowland
• Meridian

•ISE
• Dahlquist
• DBX

•Motif
• Muse
•B & K

• Snell
mu Synthesis

• Marantz
us Audio Dynamics

• Rauna

•SAE

▪ 113L

• Magnum
Dynalab

Accessories:

Turntables:
▪ VPI
• J.A. Michell
• Systemdek

Your unique audio specialist.
2740 East Oakland Park Boulevard

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33306
Phone: (305) 564-0772-0773 FAX: (305) 564-0774

France's great master of the pipe organ. Jean Guillou, A
performs two of the most thrilling works in the history

• Carnegie Two
u Stax
u Straightwire
u van den Hul
▪ Audioquest
▪ SME

SPECTACULAR

PRESENTATION OF
MUSICAL

of music. This is the premiere recording of the new
Kleuker-Steinmever organ at Zurich's Tonhalle.
Designed by Jean-Guillou, the instrument offers alush and varied spectrum of tone colors, from richly spiced reeds to the earth-mov ing force
of the open 32's. The majesty of the instrument and performance
hase been done full justice by Dorian's artful application of
minimal microphone techniques and custom recording technolo AND
gies. A recording not to be missed."The organ rippled and sang.
It was an inullerably beautiful sound."
— Fanfare

VIRTUOSITY
AUDIO

FIREWORKS!

USSORGSKY
PICTURES AT AN
) EXHIBITION
STRAVINSKY
THREE DANCES
FROM PETROUCHKA
Transcribed and
performed by
JEAN GUILLOU
CATALOG NO.
DOR-90117
e .tr/
t¡o

Just afew 01 the other anists
appearing on the Dorian label:
JULIANNE BAIRD. Soprano
ANTONIN KUBALEK. Piano
COLIN TILNEY. Harpsichord
SOLID BRASS. 10 Piece Brass Ensemble

W
12ECOR
R IWeee

DORIAN RECORDINGS is distributed to Hi -Fi Dealers by C:4Letaf 4Ineonial
2016 FLINTBURY COURT •SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA 95148 TEL(408) 270-6033 FAX( 8) 270-6039
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OHIO
Bowling Green
Young sNewsstand
178 S Main St
Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State Rt 725
Cincinnati
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 S Hamilton Rd
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N High St
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
North Olmsted
Maximum Compact
28883 Lorain Rd
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd
Jarniesons Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
K- Labs Audio
2806 S Harvard
OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St
PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E Wayne St
Camp Hill
Hi -Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Harrisburg
HI-FI House
3352 Paxton St
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E State St
Hershey
Stereo Barn
251 W Chocolate Ave

Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
2883 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 FL Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Sounder
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus 7 Pmero
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Sound Source
2516 E North St
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4013 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson sStereo
115 19th Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Beaumont
John Goodyear Audio
229 Dowlen
Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd k320
El Paso
Soundguest Inc
6800 Gateway E ID
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
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Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr 0106
Concert Sound
71034 Blanco Rd
UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S Highland Dr
VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gifted Listener
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Charlottesville
Preferred Sound
309 E Water St
Danville
Aeolian Products 8. Svcs
215 Main St
Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad SI
Virginia Audio
7801 W Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd
Springfield
Needle in aHaystack
Springfield Mall
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc
6519 College Park S0
WASHINGTON
Bellingham
Landing Discs &Tapes
1307 11th St
Bellevue
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northup Way
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Spokane
Halo Stereo
313 W Sprague Ave
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe $2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley
Hi Fi Farm
Rt 3 Box 20-A
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S Hastings Way
Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 81h St S
CANADA
National Distributor
DelNinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24 Site One RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
107468 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St
Harold's Stereo
16612 1091h Ave
9024 51s1 Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
3192 Dunmore Rd SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
K&A Audio
1561 Pandosy St
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
Music Works
4740 Main St
The Sound Room
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S
Timothy Molyneux
1853 Grant St
ONTARIO
Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552 1
/ Upper James St
2
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W
Same Day TV-Audioland
217 King St E.
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St k3

Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W /43
Oshawa
Mike's Place
17 King St W
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
687 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Rerdale
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
American Sound
315 Spadina Ave
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
High End Audio
22168 Queen St E
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W
Straight Gain Electronics
354A Yonge St
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
150 Dundas St W
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S
Windsor
Audio Two
324 Pelissier
Better Audio
106 Eugenie 51W
QUEBEC
Anlou
Son-Or
7339 SIZotique
Quebec
C.0 RA
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thornbury. Victoria
Audio OImports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4 Blistrup
Copenhagen
Pana
Ostergade 47
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Sounds...

"Like you've never seen before"
SOUNDINGS the
fastest growing,
most knowledgeable,
audio source in the
Rocky Mountain
West offers the
"Classics" in fine
audio equipment
Duntech •Entech

1

Audio Research
Ariston •Lexicon
ADS •Celestion
Boston Acoustics
Well Tempered
Soundstream

Snell •Sonograph

California Audio

Synthesis •Sumo

Labs Audioquest •

Thiel •Threshold

Luxman

Jeff Rowland

Martin Logan

Magnat •and More

MIT •NEC •Rote!

We specialize in:
• Custom Home Design
&Installation
• Phone Consultations
y Equipment Trade-Ins
• 30 Day Exchange Privilege
• Free Handling &Shipping

4697 E. Evans, Denver, CO 80222
(303)759-5505
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The
Astourding
MirageM-1
loudspeaker
system is now on
display in the
Washington D.C.
area, exclusively at

Gifted
Listener
Audio

Hi- h Entusiasten
Tagensvei 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Viborg
Frydendahl Hi- Fi
Sot Mathiasgade 72
KT Radio
Norregade 19-21
Aarhus
Ufa
Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
MP Bruunsgade 36
FINLAND
National Distributor
Oslo 1, Norway
Audio Import
Box 9193 Vaterland
HONG KONG
Aeroplax Limited
Am 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Rd Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001 Dina House
11 Duddell St
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF. S Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and MUSIC
Via Mazzarosa 125
JAPAN

5866 Old Centreville Road
Centreville, Virginia 22020

703.818.8000
Just off 1-66 at Rt. 28. 15 minutes
from the Capital Beltway.

National Distributor
Suma- Ku, Kobe
Verge
36 1Selman Cho
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
fannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF kliFi Stereo
Runstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND

mirage

National Distnbutor
Petone. Wellington
Fi Britton Ltd
3Sydney SI
NORWAY

Ariston Audio quest Celestion
ET Euphonic Technology
Forte Mirage Nitty Gritty
Onkyo Phantom Acoustics
Premier Sonrise SOTA
Sumiko SME Talisman
Threshold
Books Recordings Accessories
T-TH 12-7 Fri 12-9 Sat 10-4:30
or by appointment.

National Distributor
Oslo
Audio Import Ltd
Box 9193 Vaterland
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Flair System
B1-03/04 Katong Peoples
Complex
112 E Coast Rd
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sale Audio Elite
Padre Jofre. 22

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Oslo 1, Norway
Audio Import
Box 9193 Vaterland
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Basel
Ensemble AG SA LTD
H Annoni Strasse 23
CH-4132 Muttenz
Aarau
Stimmgabel— H Ineichen
im "City Mart'
Bern
Klingler Hi- h
3072 Ostermundigen
Hi -Fi Technik K. Buhler
Effingerstrasse 29
Lugano
Musicdoor
Ouartiere Magheni
Thun
Audiotechnik Luthi
Frungenstrasse 61b
Zürich
HiFi-Forum
Stampfenbachstrasse 153
TAIWAN
Taipei
Tartu Electronics
6F W57-t. Sec 2,
Chun Chin S Rd
THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Raidamn Rd
Future Land
Amann Plaza. 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan. Rumpinee
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Newsland Distributor
London
Periodicals in Particular
1Prince of Wales Passage
Hampstead Rd
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady 1-11 Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd.
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Barks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade. Friar St
WEST GERMANY
National Distributor
6Frankfurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Strasse 2b
WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit
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4111
Face the music
That is what every
audio product must
ultimately do because
the only true confirma
lion of atechnology is
done by listening to
the music. That belief
is what brings the
superb van den Cul
cables, the lime•
honored Sound Con.
nectars, and the valued
vampire Wire together
at Sound Connections.

•

201 FFlaponip Dr., Lutz, FL 33429
•

MICRO BLOCK

NEW
FROM

TICE
AUDIO

The Power Conditioner optimized for: Pre-amps, CD players ,Mirntables and Cassette decks
•3position phase correction switch
provides the ideal interface for the
equipment it powers
•Dramatically improves all CD players
•W. 73
/B" H. 53/
4"D. 12" Wt. 18 Lbs.
•The $575. Sonic Revelation
As always, home trials
are available before you buy from

AUDIO
ENJOYMENT
VPI
---, Khmo

EHS
o MFA
oFried
oSunk()
0 T. A R. A.
o PS Audio
o Superphon
0 Quicksilver
o Atma-sphere
O Musical Concepts o British Fidelity
0 Audible Illusions
0

.0. Belles

516-360-8815

Spica
IGndel
Magnum
oKinergetics
0 Eminent Technology
0

0
0

oTice
oTarget
oGarrott
oChicago
& Much Tvlore!

Smithtown N.Y.
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AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, $.60 per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads: Commercial, $1.75 per word, $70 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, PO. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)982-2366. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

For Sale
SPECIALISTS IN AFFORDABLE HIGH END AUDIO
& customer service: MK, Musical Concepts, Angstrom, Merlin, Kinergetics, AR turntable, Straight War,
Chicago Stand, Echo Muffs, Sumo. Ariel, Carmel, IN
46032. Visa/MC. (317)846-9766 or (317)841-7154.
5- lOpm.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, SOTA, TDL
Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire,
Stax, Nalcamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumiko, Grace,
VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation and
installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court Street,
Saginaw, M148602. (517)792-3816. No mail orders,
please.
PERREAUX 3150 AMP, mint condition, $1800 or best
offer. Maranta 10B, 8B, and 7T, all mint, make offer.
Call (716)328-5008, leave message.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV7 preamplifier, mint, $350
or best offer. (714)586-4131 evenings.
AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Directto-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II recordings. 2000 available. Great prices—example: Donald Fagen Nigbgly
(sealed) $30, now $14! Elusive Disc, 4216 Beverly
Blvd., Suite 230, Los Angeles, CA 90004. (213)
388-7176.
CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier III prramp. Mint, $1300
or best offer. (414)739-7868.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereopbile review,
December, 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rozoil Lubricant Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.
CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS,
Crown, Revox, Tandberg, Hafler, Adcom, Mission,
NAD, Harman-Kardon, Kyocera, Yamaha, Luxman,
Denon, Klipsch, B&W, KEF, DCM, E-V, JBL, Infinity,
dbx, AKG, and other quality components. Best
prices—professional consultation. All products
covered by manufacturers' USA warranty. Amerisound
Sales, Inc.,Jacksonville, FL 32241. East: (904)2624000. West: (818)243-1168.
MINNESOTA—The Well-Tempered Table is at Audition Audio. Also SUMO, Rega, Precision Audio CD
players, Goldring, Target, Esoteric Audio cables and
interconnects, Ultima interconnect and FM antenna
by Audio Prism, and more, including CDs and LPs.
(612)331-3861, Minneapolis, MN.
THIEL 03A SPEAKERS, 80% of performance of CS3.5,
transferrable 10-year ffluianty, $650. Sony 505ES CD
player, $250. Both in excellent condition. (4145216183, evenings or weekends, before lOpm EDT
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DENON 1520 CD PLAYER, Sound Craftsman ProPower Iamp, Onkyo P308 preamp, ESB 7/06 Station
speakers. (215)567-4626, PA.
AUDIOFILE, MERC, RCA, & Blueback LPs, & 4TK
tapes. Send SASE to Jeff Van Asscbe, 103 W Silver
Meadow, Midwest City, OK 73110. (405)732-5747.
SHURE MTS-5000 Dolby surround in box, $495 firm.
(404)252-6454.
LEVINSON 6A preamps with updates, $3000; Counterpoint SA-20, new tubes, $1300; Apogee DUCttaS
Series II, special factory modifications, $1800; Kenwood L-07D turntable, finest 'table Kenwood ever
made, with all accessories included, $2000. (818)
442-0387.
WALKER CJ55 TURNTABLE with Grace 747, $400.
Micro-Seiki DQ44 turntable, $150. Call Ken (201)7512247, NJ.
CARVER C-4000 PREAMP, $525; Carver MI.OT amp,
$375; ADS L810 speakers with stands, $450; Sony
520ES CD player, $300; itchnics SLI600 Mk.II 'table
with Audio-Technica AT-F5, $300; entire system,
$1800 (list $3900). Call (201)299-9389.
JAZZ ALBUMS and CDs by mail order. Over 3500
selections and 500 artists to choose from in our catalog. Catalog $5 refundable with first order. Free newsletter with album reviews. M&MJazz. Box 420442,
Del Rio, TX 78842. (512)774-2316 evenings and
weekends.
SEPARATES OR SYSTEM: Conrad-Johnson PV-5, mil
spec tubes, caps bypassed, dampers, extra tube set,
mint, $900; Magnum Dynalab FT-101, stock, excellent, $425; Boulder 500 w/input level controls, meters,
stock, mint, $2100; all three, $3200 or trade for Mark
Levinson No.23. (505)281-3095.
RABCO SL-8E arm, modified, fast lift, $100; Marantz
SLT turntable, no arm, $15. (512)997-4847.
AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO,
California. Hot components: Celestion SL700, TARA
Lab, Counterpoint SA3000, PS 4.6, Audible Illusions
Modulus 3, Conrad-Johnson PV8, Mod Squad, Acoustat Spectra, Spica Angelus, Beyer, Well-Tempered,
Velodyne, Magnum, Fosgate, MIT, Adcom, B&K,
Superphon, Music Reference, Palantir, Spectrum,
Ratina, Sound-Lab, VPI, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott, vdHul, Monster, Straight Wire.
(714)861-5413, appointment.
SOUND EXCHANGE—UTAH's new, used, demo classics store. Examples: Superphon DM-200, Revelation
II, Sumo Athena, Acoustat TNT-200, Audio Research
D-90B (retubed), B&K 202+, Mark Levinson ML-7A,
Synthesis LM-300, Sound-Lab A-3s. Call for Mailing
List. Sound Excbangg 5130 South State Street, Murray, UT 84107. (801)268-6066.
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Outdoor Systems
for the
Discriminating...

1

e
TUBE TRAP
TH EUPGRADE-ACOUSTK

•AUDIBLE
•AFFORDABLE
•ARTICULATE
"DEMO THE DIFFERENCE"
Coll

THE NEAR AES-2
AUDIOPHILE-QUALITY
EVIRONMENTALLY-STABLE
OUTDOOR/INDOOR LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
./1/.E1FL
NEW ENGLAND AUDIO RESOURCE

1450 HANG/ER AVE., MERIDEN, CT 06450
TEL: (203) 630-3400 — FAX (203) 630-3600

for neorby dealer

1-800-ASC-TUBE

ASC

ACOUSTIC
SCIENCES I?.
CORPORATION

KWIITIC3 -MUM. 00.11."1.11.00.001
14.ANUf AC 1UK

11

Wee «AP'

(1-503-343 -9727, FAX 343-9245)
Foctones also n Canada and Italy

Announcing something most
stereo stores don't make anymore...
Sense. In aday when more and more time and money is being
invested in home entertainment systems, it makes sense to do
it right. Preferred Sound does it right.
Preferred Sound—se make good sense sound good.

EFSEUM,

309 East Water Street
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901
804-296-5696

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 10-8 EST

Fridery, Saturday 10-6 EST

We are authorized dealers for, ASC Tithe Traps •Aragon •Audio Dynamics •
B&1V •California Audio Ltbs •Canton •conrad-johnson •Dahlquist •Eminent
Technology •Fosgate •Fostez •Grado •KLEI •Kyocera •Mod Squad •Monster
C,abk - M Series •Motif •NAD •IVHT •Octave Research •Pioneer Video •
Rote! •Sonographe •Sounds: ream •Spica •Surniko •Sumo •Synthesis •Theta
Digital •Therms •VPI •sun den Hu! •Vector Research •Wharfedale
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AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE! Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet Thunder, Century, Japanese;
also Reference, Sheffield, Chesky, Proprius, M&K,
Crystal Clear, Umbrella, Super Disk, Wilson, Lyrita,
EMI, Decca, Opus Ill, RCA Living Stereo, Mercury Living Presence, Casino Royale, Linn, Odin, North Star,
Super Analog, Concord Jazz, Three Blind Mice CD,
Ultradisc 24K Gold CD. Dealer inquiries invited. Onestop distributor prices for audio stores. Accessories
by AudioQuest, record-cleaning machine by Nitty
Gritty, and Last record-care products. Chad Kassem,
PO. Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. (913)
825-8609.
MOFFAT DELUXE CD PLAYER, Class Arecommended
component, Vol.10 No.3. DO's reference in "A Matter
of Taste," Vol.10 No.1, $1000. Moffat tube line stage.
Vol.10 No.1, Vol.10 No.2, 1700. (307)587-5341 after
Gpm MST
EPOS ES-14 SPEAKERS, black ash with stands, mint
condition, $795.Jeff (313)855-6227.
ELECTRO RESEARCH EK- IPreamp with 2cartridges.
Beautiful condition, $1850. (403)848-2849.
ABSOLUTE POLARITY/LEVEL/BALANCE infiniteresolution remote controller for virtual direct-wire
auditioning by the serious Audiophile. Change pointy
instantly, select alternate inputs, make precision
level/balance adjustments from your favorite listening
position. The Thornton Controller Model liX), $850
from TBG Productions Po. Box 347010, San Francisco, CA 94134. FAX (415) 468-5481. Phone
(415)467-5697.

Fourteen years of
production make the
Rogers LS3/5A loudspeaker one of the
grandest classics in
speaker manufacturing
history. The Rogers
LS3/5A. the original
mini-monitor, is still
the finest sounding
small loudspeaker you
can buy. Find out why,
at one of our
dedicated Rogers
Dealers.

Call or write for your
nearest dealer.
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USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT

scrrA Star Sapphire;

Vandersteen 2e; Spica TC-50 with Servo Sub; Mark
Levinson No.20 & 26 & ML-2; Vkll-Tempered Table;
Quad ESL-63 Pro; PS Audio 100e; Lurné turntable;
more. Call Audition Audio for pricing and details at
(800467-S918. Visa, MC, Amex accepted.
KLYNE SK-5A preamp. Nestorovic tube mono amps
and speakers. Well-ltmpered Table/Arm with Monster
Alpha-2 L.0.-MC cartridge. Must sell. Jeff (302)
738-5284.
HIGH-END AUDIO IN SALT LAKE CITY: Audition
Audio features speaker systems by Magneplanar, Vat>
dersteen, Celestion, Spica, Infinity IRS, Electronics
by Audio Research (new Classic 30 & 60 in stock),
Mark Levinson, Aragon, Counterpoint, NAD, Adcom,
Luxrnan. Front ends by Versa Dynamics, SOTA, WellTempered, SME AR, Accuphase CD players. Also
Sumiko, MIT, Monster, etc. Three hard-wired sound
rooms including anew room built for the Infinity IRS.
2144 Highland Dr, Suite 125, SLC, UT 84109. (801)
467-5918. Visa, MC, Amex accepted.
THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE is here. Now is the
time to buy. Super deals on B&K, Superphon, Precision Audio, Melos, JSE, Angstrom, JPW, Magnum
Dynalab, Musical Concepts, Distech, more. Stereo
Consultants, Lafayette IN. Phone bouts: 3-10pm EST
Mon.-Sat. (317)474-9004 or (317)447-0782.
1989 APOGEE DUETTA SIG.: used 2weeks, cost new
$3700, sell for $2900. Freight prtTraid. (800¶82-5847
ext. 6853, anytime.

NITTY GRITTY
TRADE-IN
Limited, One-Time Offer
or a short-time, Nitty Gritty is
Foffering
a unique opportunity to

every one who would like to upgrade
their present record cleaner with
one of the NEW, convenient models.
Any used Nitty Gritty record cleaner
may be traded in for a generous
credit towards the purchase of any
model of equal or greater price. This
offer will expire August 30, 1989.
Please contact your local dealer, or
Nitty Gritty for details.

NITTY GRITTY
4-ee
RECORD CARE PRODUCTS
4650 Arrow Hwy #F4, Montclair, CA 91763
714/625-5525

Bring the Symphony Home
...with astate of the art
audio system from
Th e
Housto

end audio dealer

13194 VETERANS MEMORIAL DRIVE
Authori:ed Dealer For:
SimplyPhysics * VPI * SOTA * Ef2
Premier * Audioquest * Talisman
Magnum Dynalab *Counterpoint * Lazarus
MEA * Distech * Melos * Rotel
Convergent* Focus* Rauna * Vandersteen
Martin Logan * Chesky * Sheffield Lab
Relerence Recordings * Audiophile
* Accessories.... & more!

Free Newsletters * Expert Advice
Mon 1ues Wed

Uhur Fri

Sat Sun

by aPPI.

12 -

10-6

537-8108

San Diego, Southern
California...and Beyond

ARE

YOU

•Designing an audio/video
system?
•Upgrading your components or
cables?
•Pursuing the finest audio
accessories?
•Searching for superb recordings?

Music

Së,à

Please visit us or call
(619) 436-7692 to find out
how we can help you.
542 North Hwy. 101, leucodo, CA 92024

HALES AUDIO
SYST EM TWO
Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer

Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •Kyocera
Bang & Olufsen •Carver
Nakamichi •Onkyo
•DBX •Spica •Fried
Last •AKG •Monster
Denon Professional
Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!
the electronics store!
401 N. Michigan •South Bend, IN 46601
(219)234-5001
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The System Two
Loudspeaker embodies
Hales Audio's commitment to the faithful
reproduction of music
in the home. Attention
has been afforded to
virtually every detail of
its design and fabrication to guarantee that
it offers the highest
quality and performance
available.
Those who demand
perfection will take
comfort Those who
appreciate fine cabinetry and elegance in
design will be impressed. And those who
love music... will love the System Two.
43272 Christy& Fremont, G4 94538 (415)623-0790
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AFFORDABLE HIGH-END AUDIO—Acoustic Energy
AE-1 (Stereopbile %bill No.9), new AE-2 & AE-4, ASC
'Me 'naps, Audible Illusions (new S-120 power amp,
incredible!), AudioQuest-LiveWire, B&K Sonata, Criesdon SL-700 (StereophileV)1.11 No.9), Celestion's new
SL-Si Bi -Wire series, Chicago & Target Stands, new
TARA Labs Phase II TFA-Return cable, Epos ES-I4,
Entec Subwoofers, Gold Aero Tubes, KEF Custom
Series, Kimber Kable, Lexicon CP-1, CP-2, Magnum
Dynalab new FT-10IA Elite, Mission/Cyrus, Mod
Squad, Merlin Loudspeakers, Niles Audio, PSE, Philips
Audio/Video-Philips CD-960, CD-880, Regs. Planar,
Sonus Faber Electa loudspeakers, Stax, Sonrise handcrafted cabinet systems, Velodyne. Custom installation
available; for more information or free brochure and
free literature, please Call (301)890-3232.1S. Audio,
One Childress Court, Burtonsville MD 20866. Audition by appointment. Monday through Friday, 10am
to 7pm; Saturday, I
lam to 5pm. M/C, Visa, Amex.
GENESIS PHYSICS may be gone, but LRS Electronics
can provide =act replacement and upgrade parts. Aluminum I" inverted dome tweeters available now. Special: Genesis 44 loudspeakers. Floor-standing bassreflex two-way—limited quantities—retail was
$700/pair, now $450/pair ppd. Great speakers, cash
or trade, call! (603)749-1904, MC/VISA.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers (Cardaswired), Cardas cables, Convergent Audio all-tube preamp (the SL- IReference), Wingate class-A amps,
Sound Anchor equipment racks. High-end items for
outstanding musical excitement. Audio Archives,
(619)455-6326.

eauarit
Aubia $c Iiibta
For The Novice & Connoisseur
Arcici •Atina -sphere
Audio Prism •Benz •Cardas
Celestion •Cello •Chesky
Chicago Speaker Stand •Classe'
Clearaudio •Cogan Hall •Creek
Distedi •Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •Garrott
Lantana •Last •Mod Squad
Rega •Reference Recordings
Sheffield Lab •Superphon
Tara Labs • Tice Audio
Vendetta Research • VMPS
VP I• Yankee •& More

McINTOSH C-22 PREAMP, $1500; C-225 amplifier,
$450; Nestorovic SAS Mk.111 speakers, $1795. Don
Kenney (612)927-9290.
AR ES- I'TABLE with MMT arm, $400; Belles 200
amp, $350; PS Audio 4.6, $350; SOTA clamp, $39;
Straight Wire TMC, $76; Grace 9E, $85. Call (216)
888-6769.
FREE MAIL-ORDER CATALOG, mid-high-end audio,
low warehouse prices, the best in hi-fi, the best place
to buy it. Can't find it? Want to save 25-40%? Tbe
Audio Advantage, since 1981. Join the crowd with
confidence. (602)829-6710.
HEAR AND EXPERIENCE the new reference in CD
players—The Barclay Bordeaux, engineered by Soloist
Audio, offers the perfect blend of analog and digital
performance—an exquisitely smooth, delicately
balanced spectrum combined with the resolution of
state-of-the-art digital. The Barclay Bordeaux, based
on the superb Philips CD880 with Q-S1 DAC, will add
anew dimension to your system's performance. For
the name of your local Barclay Bordeaux dealer or
information on CD Mods for your player, please call
or write Soloist Audio, 332 Wile, SA., 7X '8209.
(800)648-6637.
$299 AND IGUARANTEE YOU'LL LOVE IT! Send us
any CD player and we'll replace the analog electronics.
add apre-filter, and recurve your DAC's output. No
chips, all discrete. Paul McGowan Designs guarantees
it's the best you've heard or money back. Send for
information. Paul McGowan Designs, 3850 Arena,
Atascadem, CA 93422.

in Central Indiana, it's ...

//7';‘HrIks'‘'

Representing:
Adcom • California Audio Labs •
Counterpoint • Dual • Eminent
Technology • Energy • Janis •
Kindel • Linn • Monster • NHT •
Onkyo

e Sennheiser

• VPI •

QUALITY USED HIFI!

We stock a good selection
of audiophile recordings
and accessories.

The Audio Workshop
287 Clarksville Road
Princeton Jet., N.J. 08550
(609) 799-9664
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5357 N. Keystone Ave.
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220
(317) 253-5260
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GLANDES c_UDIO

ireliter

Audio Unlimited
FOR SPECIALS LIST ONLY
CALL 1-800-233-8375

AND NOW
FOR SOMETHING
DIFFERENT...

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR

.

•AR

•Hailer

•Altec

•JVC

THE ROCK TURNTABLE: A new, low cost version
of the acclaimed Rock available at $650! Orders
are now being taken.

•Audio Control

•Monster Cable

•Audio Dynamics

•Pioneer Elite

VACUUM TUBE LOGIC: The new tube disc player
is now available at $1190. Also the new mini-man
preamp at $775!

•Audioquest

•Proton

•B&K

•Sony-Car

TARA LABS: The new Blue -$2.95/foot -now
available! Incredible value.

•dbx

•Stax

TERPSICHORE OT SPEAKERS: The choice of
Keith Jarrett, recent Grammy nominee for "Keith
Jarrett Trio Still Live"& J.S. Bach, Das Wohltempenerte Klavier Buch

•Fried

•Superphon

•Grado

ACOUSTIC ENERGY: AE1: The most remarkable
small speaker we've heard.
CELESTION SL6: Bookshelf at $900/pair and
friends, et. al
Route 24, Chester Mall

•Thorens
AND MORE'

503-963-5731

10:00-5:30 M-Thurs.

1203 Adams Ave.

10:00-3:00 Fri.

La Grande, OR 97850

Pacific Time

Chester, NJ 07930
(201)879-6889

All the best.
Krell

Audio Research

B&W
Cello
SOTA

ProAc
Koetsu

CAL

Thiel
Meitner

Versa-Dynamics

Well-Tempered
Aragon
Dahlquist

TDL

Duntech

PS Audio

VP!

Wadia Digital

...
and many

more!

CSI AO
193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ
201 744 0600
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If You Purchased
Any High End
Audio Component
Without Calling Us
We Have aCap
For You.

ev'
AUDIO OUTLET

The High End Mail Order Store
PO Box 673
Bedford Hills, NY 10507

(914) 666-0550
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alburaRAK: Provides the album enthusiast with the
complete software package to track group: tide; label;
style; substyle; recording mode and date; purchase
price, source and date; and comments. Handles 1billion albums—disk space providing. Also tracks wanted
albums. Runs on any IBM PC compatible. Send
check/money order for $39.99 to BLit Systems
Group, 920 N. 4th Street, Second Floor; Philadelphia,
PA 19123, or call (215)829-9213.

DBX 10/20 EQUALIZER, $590; warranteed Levinson
Na 23, $3790; ML9, $1590; LNC-2, $1890; Apogee
full-range ribbon speakers, $4190. Randy (303)3203921 weekends and 6- lOpm MDT weekdays.

THRESHOLD S200 updated 10/88 by Threshold from
S15011, current price $2000, sacrifice for $1300 or best
offer. Tim (915)856-4425.

HOUSTON AUDIOPHILES ARE LISTENING to important audio equipment by Threshold, Forté, Euphonic
Technology, Celestion, Well-Tempered Lab, Kiseki,
VMPS, Eminent Technology speakers, TARA Labs,
'Edisman, van den Hul, Aural Symphonies, Alchemist,
Che;ky, Sheffield, and more at Stereoworks. Houston's
finest high-end audio alternative. By appointment.
For information, please phone (713097-1114.

CONRAD-JOHNSON PV5, used 18 months, transferrable warranty, box and manual, perfect, $950. Sound
Craftsman AE2000 differential/comparator analy-

amp, transferable warranty, $95. Call Deri4 (304)599 8236, after 4pm EST

zer/equalizer, extensive manual, microphone and
compucharts, 1985 model, 8295. Jim (316)265-0385.
McINTOSH MR65-B, near excellent, $300. McIntosh
C-20, excellent, $350. Audio Research SP6-B, absolutely mint, 8725. Dan (218)722-4243 after 6pm. CST
VPI Mk.11, new; Denon TU800; AFT preamp; Yamaha
T-1; Magnavox 1040; 'ftflon 12, 5'; everything, best
offer. (203)889-5018.
KOUSTAT TNT-200, Acoustat 2+2 speakers. PS Audio
PS-IV preamp with outboard power supply, Sony
CDP-610ES player, APT preamplifier two, Advent
SoundSpace processor Model 500, Hafler DH- 160
equalizer, Marantz 8B (non-operational), Kenwood
KD-500, Denon DA-307/DL- I03D. Best offer takes
all or any. Call Peter (617)523-7767 days, (617)5390309 evenings.

NAD 2200 AMPLIFIER, mint, $295. NAD 1130 pre-

RCA SHADED DOGS and Mercury Stereo, half speeds,
Mobile Fidelity, etc. SASE for list: E. Woods, 7Cumberland, San Francisco, CA 94110.
PRECISION AUDIO PRESENTS: The DIVC.880, based
on the chassis of the European-made Philips CD880.
This superb machine features selected DACs and
superior digital filter ICs; 15 power-supply regulators
combine with our discrete current -to-voltage converter and filtering circuit. Superb sound, excellent
build quality, polished performance and appearance,
all in adiecast aluminum chassis with remote control,
yours for $1299. Write or call for information on all
our products and reprints of Stereopbtle and Sensible Sound reviews of Precision Audio products. Write
or call Precision Audio, 223-4765th Avenue, Ra)'side, NY 11364. (718)631-4669.

L
ey „,,efie.,„a.
HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
..

(12111rili

PA's high end audio shop

for the discriminating listener. VANDERSTEEN Palmeri. MPRTIn LOGP(1 ET
COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab
1.15AL.1010
conradlohnson

Threshold
)1(

MIT ‘,

Infintty

IRS s„i,.,

audio research

si eíe
SHPPE

21 N Marko St.. Srlinuirove. PA • 717-374.0150
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Acoustat •Apogee • Aragon
•Boston/Acoustics •B&W •
Celestion •CWD• Audio Quest
'Energy 'Fried •Hafler 'Precise
Infinity•JSE• JVC Video. Dual
•Koetsu • Krell • Magnum
•Meitner •Lexicon •MIT •
Mod Squad •Monster •NAD
•Onkyo •Ortofon •Rotel •
Shure •SME •Snell •Sony ES
•SOTA •Stax •Sumiko •
Velodyne • Well Tempered

Sound &Music
Sales & Service •351 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA 01060 •(413)584-9547
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Come and Relax at

SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
INFINITY-IRS • BETA & GAMMA • MIT
SPECTRAL
THIEL

• SOTA

• SME

• MAGNEPAN

• B&W

GRADO • NAKAMICHI

• TERA

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S
Newest High-End Audio Store

eet_ulcics

Fine Audio Components

• ADCOM

MONSTER • SUMO • NITTY GRITTY
SUMIKO • CWD • LUXMAN • PIERRE

TWO LIVING ROOMS DEDICATED
TO THE DISCERNING LISTENER:
• State ot the Art room
• State of the Wallet room

LURNE • SHURE ULTRA • BOSTON
ONKYO GRAND
STAX

INTEGRA • M & K

• VELODYNE

YAMAHA

•

• LEXICON

WILSON

WATT

SINCE 1968

THRESHOLD

MIRAGE

FORTE

APOGEE

VIL

SYSTEMDEK

ROTEL

BRASFIELD

PARADOX

CARDAS

GRADO

WTT

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110

/001111 (1111S11111/1

(11111111011111113

On the 10 Fewy Where Los Angeles
and San Bernardmo counhes meet

(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha. NE 68114

CHICAGO r
SPEAKERWORKS

----e.

designs & builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS
• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%

Counterpoint
VTL
B& K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VPI
PS Audio • Proton
& much more

VORTEX

EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY
VERSA DYNAMICS

s...._.
._
4.44
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n
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ihke home this reference system
for only $27,000!
ar
aer
or
ter
eaier

Well Tempered Table
Carnegie 2cartridge
MSB Gold CD Player
Vendetta Research phono stage
Counterpoint SA-5000 preamplifier
VTL 300 Monoblocks
MIT Shotgun cable and interconnects
Xstatic EC-3 full range electrostatic
ter ASC ibbe flaps

5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

312 -769-5640

731 FLORIDA SAN FRANCISCO 94110 5501699
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FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.

UPGRADE

THE WELL TEMPERED ARM
Significant improvement in the areas of detail,
transient impact, deep bass, imaging,
midrange and HF transparency, inter-note
silence, and more. Too good to be for real?
Your satisfaction unconditionally guaranteed or
100% refund including shipping.
The Well Damped Clamp is easily installed.
Tools are included, and if desired, arm is
quickly refillable to stock condition.
Send $255 Check or Money Order,
for prompt shipment, to .
Mango Audio Design
1720 North Marshfield Street Suite 5E
Chicago. Illinois 60622
Literature Available
312-235-6450

Audipmmi
Cdnnection
BELLES RESEARCH
great power amps -sound value
BOLERO
for those with asmall room.
but very high expectations

B&K, CRAMOLIN, }Wilber, Audiolab, Kinergetics, SME
Synergistic, Talisman, GyroDec, Magnum Dynalab,
'Week, itchnics stylus gauge, Kiseki, Zeta, Flwcbuster,
Amperex 6D38, GE 6550, JoLida KT-88, 12AX7.
CDs/LPs: Basho's Pond, Chesky, Delos, DMP, Dorian,
EMI, GRP, Hannonia Mundt Mobile Fidelity, Proprius,
Reference Recordings, Sheffield, itlarc, Wilson Audio.
Itclor Electronics, Box 82404, Portland, OR 972820404. (503)233-2603. Visa/MC/Amex.
DEMO CLEARANCE SALE —SOTA
Several Stars and Star Sapphires available in various
finishes at 15-30% off, Eminent Technology II
tonearms. Innovative Audio, 77 Clinton Street,
Brooklyn, NY 11201. (718)596-0888.
MEITNER PA6I PREAMP, M/C board, IR remote, latest,
mint, 81395. (301)595-2724 evenings.
SOUND-LAB A- Iloudspeakers, Rowland Research
400W amps, Audio Research SP-11, Denon/VPI turntable, cables, cartridges, for sale as package or
separately for best offer. Call Philip in Boston at
(617)491-7220 noon to midnight Eastern time.
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET. Acoustat TNP
preamplifier, excellent condition, $300. Denon DCD3300 CD player, immaculate condition, $750. Prices
include UPS shipping. Write to Bill Sommereverck,
do Stereophilg 208 Delgado St., Santa Fg NM 87501.

GA
Rare Records Ltd.

BRITISH FIDELITY
the A-1. any 1can afford
CELESTION
tells you She it is
COUNTERPOINT
electronics that speak for themselves
MAGNUM DYNALAB
FM at its best
MELDS
CD sound musically involving
NESTOROVIC
full range speaker, the last you'll buy
TICE
Powerblock E. Titan, both a"must"
VANDERSTEEN
alegend indeed
201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave. Verona, NJ 07044
trade-ins welcome, used equipment.
in home consultations available.
Hours: Mon thru Fr, 12-7. Thurs till 9.
'16 Please call for an appointment.
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We buy and sell

LP vinyl records
Over 100,000 titles in stock
Mail orders accepted

G&A Rare Records, Ltd.
1'39 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023
(Between Broadway and
Columbus Ave.)
212877-5020
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afull-spectrum audo
service (CD, cassette, LP) for
the music afficionado. Based on
your wishes, we establish your
file (Famp6 — fle) automatically
dispatching your favorite artists'
releases when they occur, OR
Immediately notifying you of the
release &standing by to complete the order given your apapproval. We will also take any order
from your Schwann (suppled as needed).
Fampiyworks — is adedicated, premium
quality service. You can expect peerless
service iyour pu-suit of music For busy
dIscrIminatlig people, this is not only a
requirement but also aJoy! Call or pen
for afree portfolo of services/fees &be
on yotr way to your highest expectations
In music service

fumpbworks — Is
-r•e%
(

.
Upstate New York's Exclusive
MARK LEVINSON DEALER
Choose from completely developed
high-end audio products by:
Accuphase •Audio Quest •ARCAM
ASC •Bang & Olufsen •Carnegie
Denon •Linn Products •Magnepan
•Mark Levinson •HPC/CPC
Meridian •Mission •NAD •Proton
Sound Engineering •Soundstream
Thiel •Velodyne
5Demo Rooms •Custom Home & Auto
Installations Our Specialty •Extended
Warranties •Liberal Trade Up •Single
Speaker Demo Room •Personal
Appointments Available!

THE SOUND CONCEPT/
2314

Monroe Ave. Rochester, NY
(716) 442-6050

Mon-Fri Noon-9
Sat. 10-5

MCNISA/AMEX/DIS

Fumphwerks—
P.O. Box 606
Excelsior, MN 55331
Toll free: 1(800) 55 Fumph .
"'

Ile

SOPHISTICATION IN
SOUND AND DESIGN
Steve Campbell, owner

KEBSCHULL Amplifier:
70 W Tube Mono Amplifier
$2375
800 W Tube Mono Amplifier $8995.
Tube Preamplifier $ 1975 & $3775.
Other Outstanding German Products.
SYRINX PU3 G (Germany) -A legend
AUDIO SELECTION -Accessories, cones
AUDIO EXCLUSIV -The Electrostatic and solid state
amplifier system
DANHOLT BOOMERANG -Design turntable
AUDIODATA "BIJOU" -2-Way loudspeaker
GERMAN ACOUSTICS -Speaker cables, interconnects & connectors
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
german

acoustics

3558 11.09eway Avenue
Madmen

W.sconsIn 53706

Teepnone
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(6081 296 ,8559

•Spectral

•Well .Tempered

•Component

•Mark Levinson

•Van den Hul

•Martin Logan

•Bryston

•MIT

•Klipsch

•Audio Research

•Respons

•Vandersteen

•McIntosh

•Rega

•Thiel

•Adcom

•Grado Signature

•Celestion St.

•'IAD

•Monster Cable

•Wilson Audio

•Luxman

•California Audio Labs

•Spica

•TWO

•Pioneer LaserDisc

•Mitsubishi Video

205-539-9806

Monday-Saturday 10am to 6pm CST
All products priced al manufacturers suggested retail
Major credit cards accepted

2212 Whitesburg Dr., Suite E
Huntsville, AL 35801
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APOGEE DUE1TA Ils, Krell KSA100 Mk.II, Krell PAM
5, Mod Squad-modified Mission DAD 7000R, AR/Premier/Grado 8MX, Creek 3040, MIT 330, Straight Wire
LSI/TF12, all mint, asking $7500. (215)391-1678.
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY LFT-3 speakers, Counterpoint SA20 amp, Denon DCD 1500 Mk.II CD player,
Kirnher Kahle, new condition, prefer to sell complete,
$4600. Chris (201)821-2389 evenings.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY, ARAGON, Ariston, AudioQuest,
Bedini, Cardas, Classé, Epos, Hanson, LiveWire, Mod
Squad, Straight Wire, Sumo, Target, and more! Auditions by appointment. Serving Michigan customers
and areas without representation. Free UPS shipping.
Call for best prices. Audio By Gil Morrison, (313)
342-2475.

WHAT PRICE
HIGH END?
Incredible Imaging.
Room Audibility.
Dynamic Capability.
Spectral Accuracy.
$450.00 Per Pair.

CONRAD-JOHNSON PV8, $1349; Sony ES650, $599;
Fosgate 360211, 1749; Counterpoint SA2, $699; SA3.1.
$729; Grado 8MX, $99; Celestion SL600, $1199; MIT
Shotgun, 2meter, $399; 15', $875; Thiel 04A, $599.
(714)861-4830.
ORIGINAL OWNER on all below: Linn LPI2 fully
updated, $500; Linn Wok 11, latest by Mod Squad,

$550; Monster Cable Alpha Genesis 1000, 313 hours,
$375; Phase Tech Pc60/50 system in walnut, $450.
(713)963-9184.
QUADRANT Q250s with dedicated stands, mint condition, $395. (412)221-2308 evenings.
SPECTRAL DMC- 10 Gamma preamp, near mint,
$1500 Negotiable. (214)824-5'58.

lir
nSSSr•
Alt I
Phone in your ad
by August 1

The Audiopnlie-Fne
says
I can
say with all honesty that I have
never -and Imean never -heard
any dynamic or other monopolar
speaker with such a sense of room
audibility" (JFT -10/87)

and every
10th caller will win
aFREE Stereophile

Find out for yourself.

T-shirt and suspenden

Lantana tads.

Lantana

STEREOPHILE
CLASSIFIED
(505) 982-2366

P 0 Box 1958 •Garden Grove, CA 92642
(800) 234 -TADS (8237)

Audioquest
B&K
JSE
Counterpoint
Eminent

--SOU\D

"Established Since 1959"

"We listen to Music with our ears;
We hear it with our minds."

Technology
A Angers, Founder
Lexicon
SOUND UNLIMITED
Sony ES
Spica
169 Church St., Bristol, CT
(2031584-0131
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Memphis, TN .;8104. (900272- 1275.
FOR FORTY PA( .ES of better audiophile records, 12"
and imports at the lowest prices, send $2 (cash,
refundable) to Better Reconix 4741 Libbit #21, Encino
CA 91436. (818)907-3371. Now available: The incredibly dynamic German Magical Mystery Tour Also, Beatles collections still 6399.
NOW FOR MAGNEPANS. Improve bass and imaging
at minimum cost! Stop speakers from rocking on thick
carpet. Our Grounding Spike firmly couples your
speaker to the floor. Call /write for free information.
Sound Fundamentals, 24002 Swallowtail, Laguna
Niguel, CA 92677. (714)831-9721, 8-5pm PST
AMAZING! MUSICAL REALISM so enhanced by interconnects! The newly developed Solid Core Technology "Cormorant" cable "SCT-04" yields significant
improvements over the already excellent SCT-03.
6119/1M pair. SCT-03 now $8911M pair Both provide
musical performance worth fully twice the price. Shipping $3. Audition them for 45 days and, if not
delighted, return for refund including shipping both
ways. I-year guarantee. Stewart Grand, Solid Core
Technology, 3808 Westview Ave., West Palm Beach,
FL 33407. (407)842-7316.

Wanted
WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD MONSTERS.
Monster Cable Products Inc. is looking for qualified
applicants in the areas of engineering, marketing, sales,
and administration. If interested, send resume to: Monster Cable, 101 Townsend St., San Francisco, CA
94107.
WANTED: CLASSICAL LPs. Cash paid for RCA Living
Stereo LSC 1800/2603. Mercury Living Presence stereo
SR 90,000/90,500, years 1958- 1965. Also London
blueback, Mercury Golden imports, English Deccas
& EMIs. Call or send list to Chad Kassem, PO. Box
2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. (913)825-8609.
CASH & TOP PRICE for used high-class equipment.
Luk (212)219-3352.
WANTED: Mid- '70s Vintage: Design Acoustics D- 12,
D- 12A, D-8, or D-6 speakers. Will pay fair price. Call
(313)839-7661 evenings, EST

INTRODUCING...

quantum

Our speaker cables
and atterconnects bong
the rrusec back to you

-•

•

For records, tapes and CDs.

MERRILL TONEARM DAMPER works miracles with
the Grado and other low-compliance moving-coil
cartridges. The Merrill tonearm damper mounts
between the cartridge and toneann. $18.50. To order,
call or write Underground Sound, 2125 Central Me,

The best record rack in America
Free mailorder brochure

st .

(please mention Stereophale)
Per Madsen Design

11100IFICATIOÇK.

Dept, S, 1925 Massachmees Avenue.
Carnbrielpe. MA (617) 35443933

(415) 928-4509

P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

2525 Arapahoe Ave. E4/284

s

Boulder, CO 80302
303/443-4443

•Room acoustics &
acoustical treatment
•A/C power line conditioning
& power cords

•Connectors &connections
•Speaker cable
& interconnects

•CD stabilizer rings
•Isolation bases. spikes. etc

...will improve the sound of your system.

an den Hul
exceptional
MC Gold •MC Silver
SCS-6 •SCS-2
unforgettable
D300 Mk II. 102 Mk Ill
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by appt.

'everything matters 8makes adifference'

Bulletin! ... attention to details...

C444C110
Power Block
Titan ,

'watch

4.10.
-4"orw4tbeivÁee ,fiaeang•
Legacy 1
Legacy 2Plus
Satellite'

UM Block
—.finest in AC"—
.

ZSE speakers
ZSE 380
are stored coorgi

•Equipment racks &
speaker stands
•Future. 'fully balanced system'

for our continuing informative bulletins!

Hafler

6'lassé 2kriPin

IRIS pre amp I remote
control
IRIS tuner
'system
XL 280 — mono's ,
ruI

s. po0w
1e
6r1uII
00

DR-S ore amp
We. DR-8 amp
incredible &powerful
DR 9amp
Class ADR-3B amp
DR-3-VHC amp
DR-7 pre amp

•
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophlle reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson &
Associates, 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
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208
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208
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59
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Lyle Cartridges
Lyric HiFi
M & Y Company
Madrigal Audio Laboratories
Magnepan
Magnum Dynalab
Mango
May Audio Marketing Inc
McIntosh
Mirage
Mod Squad
Mondial
Monster Cable
Music By The Sea
Musical Concepts
Naim
New England Audio Resource
Nitty Gritty
Ohm Acoustics
Onkyo
Optimal Enchantment
Parasound
Per Madsen Design
Perreaux
Polk Audio
Precision Audio
Preferred Sound
Savant Audio and Video
Select Audio Design
Soloist Audio
Sony
Sound & Music
Sound By Singer
Sound Factor
Sound Goods
Sound ll
Sound Unlimited
Soundings
Sounds Alive
Soundwave Fidelity Corp
Speaker Builder
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Shoppe
Stereophile
Straight Wire
Taddeo Loudspeaker Company
Take 5Audio
Tannoy North America
The Music Box
The Sound Concept
Threshold
Upscale Audio
Vampire
Vandersteen Audio
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150
182
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78
170
205
178
34
32
52
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36
200
181
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198
199
44
24
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174
208
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2
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192
21
22,23
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207
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204
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THE FINAL WORD
Our Gain, Their Loss

anti-Peter Belt, pro-Linn or Nains latest prod-

This month marks the third anniversary of
John Atkinson's tenure as Editor at Stereopbile.

uct, more justification for the fact that none of

Iwish someone had even tried to fill JA's shoes

the reviewers use classical music at all in evaluating equipment, etc New names appear at the

back home. It used to be that England was the

heads of articles, but their possessors are

source of great things in hi-fi, both product and
talk about product. The notion that Hi-Fi News

naught but clones of those who went before.

& Record Review was the best audio magazine
in the English-speaking world was widely bruited

John Bamford, Keith Howard, Paul Miller, Mal-

about in the years prior to John's departure.

Peter lbrner, Steve Harris, George Entwhistle,
colm Steward—where are the personalities
behind these names? What do they care about,

And it had competitors! Hi -Fi Answers had

other than filling the requisite number of pages

life to it, Editor Keith Howard poking away at
the HFN/RR orthodoxies enough to make JA's

names are still active—Paul Benson, Paul Mes-

life miserable. Hi-Fi Choice, while not exactly

senger, Noel Keywood—their interest in good

acompetitor with its digest size and general
lack of advertising, provided aservice un-

sound seems to have ossified. And Jimmy
Hughes—I draw aveil!

matched anywhere in the world: comprehensive and unfailingly consistent—if brief—
reviews of all the brands you needed to consider in order to make an informed buying

boring monthly publications. The reviews are
written by everyone and his brother, with
columns, new product news, etc. The Flat

decision in any particular product category.
And that was never all. Magazines—New Hi Fi Sound, Hi-Fi For Pleasure, Practical Hi-Fi,
Popular Hi- Fi —seemed to come and go with
frightening regularity, each one enjoying its day
in the sun and eliminating any feelings of com-

to slot between ad pages? And where old

Hi-Fi Choice decided to imitate all the most

Response decided that radical dissent was too
unpopular, changed its name to Hi- Fi Review
(how's that for sparkle?) to help newsstand distribution, and now leads the way in boredom.
HFN/RR, whose dryness always made it acandidate for reading late at night when insomnia

placency in the accepted leaders. Ayear or two

threatened—but whose lively debates, hot dis-

before John's departure, ex-Popular Hi-Fi editor Chris Frankland started amagazine called

putes, and essential rightness kept you up—is

The Flat Response, jammed with terrible, and

now regularly prescribed in place of Valium.
There is one British magazine worth read-

patently pro-Linn/Naim, reviews (a reinforce-

ing every month: Private Eye- Fi, an outright

ment England never needed), as well as vicious
gossip. It was bad, but it was well worth reading.

gossip sheet published by Jon Vizor, distributed

WhetherJohn Atkinson's departure was itself
triggered by imminent intellectual solidification, or in fact caused it, Britain's hi-fi press—
pardon me, fellas, but it's all too true—has
descended to alevel of turgidity and outright
boredom that is frightening. Ken Kessler reported last month that only one of Britain's
legitimate hi-fi rags! managed to eke out amarginal circulation increase (0.1%!), all except one
of the others dropping. Ican see why.
What Ican't see is why they bother to publish at all; they have nothing to say! Article after
article, column after column, consists of
rehashes of the same old junk: pro-Peter Belt,

free to the trade (Contact Jon S. Vizor & Associates, P.O. Box 68, Stratford-upon-Avon, CV37
8QU, UK. Tel: (011-44)789-87666, FAX: (01144) 789 87448, for subscription details.) The
chief feature is the writings of that scurrilous
drunkard and womanizer, Andy Giles. Andy's
only problem is that, after accusing most members of Britain's hi-fi industry of drunkenness,
womanizing, and homosexuality, he can't think
of anything else to call them.
Believe me, Isay this not out of competitive
overzealousness, but out of despair, as Itrudge
through those pages. England used to be our
touchstone, and our source of both challenging
research and musically centered hi-fi. Outside
of Alvin Gold, Martin Colloms, Barry Fox, and

IGramophone, whose business is primarily record frViCW5,
doesn't count. Neither does buying guide W'bat 111-H, despite
its large circulation, 25 it isn't alegitimate high-end publication.
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Ken Kessler, who is there with anything to say?
We need you, Brits.

—LA
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"A runaway bargain
and astellar performer"
HI FI HERETIC, FALL 86

"B&K products are among the finest values on the market today."
"...one of the most musical power amps on the market...sounds better
than many other amps selling for twice the price."
STEREOPHILE
VOL 8, NO 8, JAN '86

Go
PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS
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COMPONENTS, LTD
POWER AMPLIFIER ST292

Available from selected dealers.
Write or call for complete specifications:
BEd. KComponents, Ltd, 1971Abbott Road Lackawanna. NY 14218 •1-800-543-5252 (NY: 1-716-822-8488)

LISTEN UPA
BLUE STREAK
Use AudioQuest Blue speaker cable — it will make
you think you are hearing your favorite music
for the first time.
AudioQuest Blue uses surface-only conductors.
This technology was previously available in
,only our most expensive
'cables. A surface-only
,••••
conductor has a
•
single layer
•
*Wee•

•••••

spiral

of strands around a
non-conductive core. Every
strand is always on the surface
and every strand has the same
electrical values. Skin-effect induced
distortion is eliminated, current does not
cross between strands and magnetic
interaction is greatly reduced.
The result is acable that sounds much
more dynamic, dimensional and focused than
any of the competition's. The mid-range and highs
are sweeter, more extended and less "confused"
sounding, while the bass is tighter and better defined. The
very cost effective design of AudioQuest Blue brings you an
absolutely incredible improvement for very little cost.
So, replace your current cables with AudioQuest cables
and rediscover your entire music collection.
Call today for the AudioQuest dealer near you.

audioquest
Tel: 714/498-2770 or Fax: 714/498-5112
PO. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92672 USA
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